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ABSTRACT

This thesis considers how best to administer redistribution policies. lt focuses particularly
on the information needed to assess relative circumstances, the implications of the
government collecting such information, and processes by which the appropriate
information may be assembled and assessed.

In New Zealand, as with many other OECD nations, the Governmenfs redistribution
policies are administered through a range of different agencies, with duplication in some
areas and gaps in others. An integrated approach to redistrlbutlon systems may otfer a
means to improve equity and etficiency.

Part One discusses the assessment of relative well-being, and adopts the choice set as
the intellectual device for this purpose. The time period for the assessment of income is
examined in detail, with the conclusion that a long period should be used except where
the individual is constrained to operate under a short time horizon. A new concept of
"bankability" is developed as a means of identifying those operating under such
constraints.

Part Two uses the philosophical foundations of the value of privacy to develop a new
statement of the right to privacy, such that everyone should be protected against the
requirement to divulge information, unless that information is the "business" of another
party. A view on the business of the state depends on one's ideology of the state. Since
it is generally accepted in New Zealand in the late twentieth century that the state has
a role in redistribution, the state has some right to collect information for that purpose.
However, the rights of the state are moderated by the existence of a common law
tradition of respect for individuals.

A set of criteria for evaluating redistribution systems is devised in Part Three. These
criteria, which include consideration of the information to be collected, individual control
over personal information, and administrative simplicity, are then used to identify
significant weaknesses in the systems currently used in New Zealand. The main
problems identified are the collection of inadequate information, dupllcation, and
complex institutional structures; the main virtue of the current systems is that information
provided is only used for the purpose for which it was provided. An alternative approach
is outlined which would address the problems while retaining the current protection of
privacy interests.

This thesis is a mix of inter-disciplinary academic enquiry and policy development. Part
One is an amalgam of economic and philosophical approaches, Part Two involves
philosophy and politics, and Part Three applies the theoretical considerations to issues
of public administration.
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PREFACE

The origin of my interest in this area is a concern to protect the continued viability of
welfare support in New Zealand. Even after a period of significantly increased tax
collections, the fiscal deficit remains high and it seems inevitable that substantial cuts
must be made in Government expenditure. Since welfare spending of various sorts
accounts for a very large percentage of total Government spending, any significant cuts
in overall spending could be achieved only at the cost of major reductions in welfare
spending.

Across the board cuts in social spending could place extreme pressure on those people
who are particularly impoverished. lt seems more fair that those who are relatively well
off should bear more of the burden, and the Treasury has argued that the preterred
solution is to introduce more targeting in social spending, in order that the funds are
channelled more closely to those in the greatest need. As a policy manager responsible
for developing the Treasury's social policy position, it became clear to me that there
were large areas that needed to be explored in order to be more sure of the possibilities
and limits of targeted assistance.

One major arsa of concern is the question of incentives. Investigating this area requires
the measurement of replacement rates and effective marginal ta< rates, and the
calculation of likely responses to such rates. This has proceeded over the last 18
months, as a separate project in Treasury under my management, and will be reported
elsewhere.

The other area involves the identification and handling of the information necessary to
carry on an effective targeting policy. This is the area that I have focused on, and which
is reported here. The initial questions, and the required solutions, are Intensely prac'tical
matters of public administration. However, the process of refining, clarifying and solving
the question has involved an abstruse and academic inquiry into a series-of areas.

Since this work is policy-driven, it does not emerge as an application of any one
paradigm or approach, but it is instead unashamedly inter-disciplinary. My own
academic background was predominantly in economlcs, and my later experience as a
trade unionist and pollcy adviser has given me an understandlng of polltics and public
administration. In the last five years, as I have worked in social policy, I have read in
moral philosophy in order to improve my grasp on the issues in this area. This work
reflects these ditferent backgrounds, and represents an attempt to bring the different
threads together to provide a workable approach.

There is commonly some wariness about inter-disciplinary work. Though there may be
an acceptance that complete answers to real world issues cannot be found from any
one perspective, there may be a concern that an interdisciplinary approach is an
excuse for a lack of rigour. Altematively, there may be a feeling that the results of such
exercises are less elegant and more confused than could be achieved through the
careful application of a single paradigm. I hope that I have avoided the first sin, anO tnat
the issues have been explored to an appropriate depth using each of the approaches
that are deployed. As to the second, I agree that a single discipline approach would
have been simpler, but it would not have addressed the question I was determined to
answer. The answers that I present are not simple, and depend on fine judgements; I do
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not develop one solution, but a seriss of considerations that must be weighed. lf there
are any who are disappointed by this outcome, I refer them to the words of
Amartya Sen, who said recently in a interview reported in Economic Perspective;

"Most of modern economics tends to concentrate too heavily on very narrow
things, leaving out enormous areas of what are s€en as political and sociological
factors on one side, and philosophical issues on the other. But these issues are
often central to economic problems themselves ... An economic analyst has to
juggle many balls, even if a little clumsily, rather than giving a superb display of
virtuosity with one ball.' Quoted by Kramer, A in "A Conversation with
Amartya Sen', Journal of Economic Perspeetives,lggg,3, page 141.

I am quite certain that I have dropped more balls than Professor Sen does, but I take
comfort from his counsel that we will never achieve useful answers unless we attempt to
juggle several balls at once.

One problem of an inter-disciplinary approach is that it has made it difficult to stick with
a standard presentation of theory, data and results. The range of theoretical
considerations has obliged me to devote virtually all of the first two parts to theoretical
discussion, and Part Three presents a melding of these consideratlons, and an
application of them to the policy issues. However, though this may appear to be classic
informationless opening, there has been extensive enquiry into administrative systems
and practices. In order to avoid any interruption to the overall flow, the results of these
enquiries are presented as appendices. Those with a partlcular interest in whether I

have dropped too many balls are asked to examine these appendices because they
represent a substantial part of the overall work. I should note here that Appendix Three,
on tax compliance, has been published in the June issue of the Australian Tax Forum.

There are a large number of people and institutions who have assisted in this project in
various ways. The first contribution was from the Treasury, which has allowed me the
time and funding to complete this study. In addition, Treasury has given me full clerical
gupport, In particular, David Smyth (my manager at the time the work began) was very
helpful in defining and setting up the programme, and he also served on my projeit
committee.

The Department of Social Welfare (in particular, David Preston, who served on my
project committee), the Inland Revenue Department and the Housing Corporation were
the other departments participating in the project. They were all very helpful in altowing
me access to their statf and records, which has assisted me both in describing existing
approaches and also in discussing alternatives. In addition, the staff of a large numbei
of agencies from many countries were consulted during my work. The names of
everyone interviewed are recorded in the references section. I am grateful to everyone
listed, and their employers, for the time they gave and the information they supplied.

As well as these fact-finding interviews, I have had many very useful discussions with
academics who have criticised various aspects of my work. In particular I would like to
acknowledge the contributions of Andrew Dilnot, Julian Le Grand, Nicholas Barr,
Jonathon Kesselman, Alice Rivlin, Gary Burtless, Paula Rebstock, Bob Stevens,
Fraser Jackson and David Flaherty. I have presented seminar papers at the
New Zealand Planning Council, the Welfare State Programme of the London School of
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Economics, the Institute of Fiscal Studies (London), both the Economics Group and the
Master of Public Policy seminar series at Victoria University, and on three occasions for
the Institute of Policy Studies (Victoria University). I am grateful to all those institutions
for the opportunity to present the papers, and to the participants for the feedback
received.

During the period that I have been working on this project I have been a Visiting Fellow
at the Institute of Policy Studies, at Victoria University, and for three months I was an
Academic Visitor at the Welfare State Programme of the Toyota Suntory International
Centre for Economics and Related Disciplines, at the London School of Economics. I am
grateful to both of these institutions for their hospitality.

The main personal debt for contributions to this study is to Gary Hawke, who is both
Director of the Institute of Policy Studies and also my thesis supervisor. I have found our
regular scheduled hour-long meetings (which nover lasted less than ninety minutes) to
be an intellectual and social high point of the week. Gary's regular criticisms, advice and
continuing encouragement were a very valuable source of support, and I doubt if the
project would have been completed without that support.

I would like also to record my thanks to my wife, Lesley Bagnall, and our childrsn, Joe,
Sam, Jessie and Meg. They have all had to put up with absences (physical and
intellectual) as well as occasional long discussions of arcane matters of privacy rights or
the administration of benefits. Lesley has also made the supreme etfort of reading
through the whole manuscript.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTTON

The Problem

In New Zealand, as with many other developed countries, there is currenly a range of
redistribution policies administered by different agencies using a variety of criteria. The
existence of a range of services has the effect of treating ditferent peopte in ditferent
ways' and also treating. the same person in a series of different ways all at the same
time. The result can be to face the individual with a difficult administrative and
information problem in accessing redistribution systems and sometimes with negative
incentives as a result of the cumulative effect of ditferent redistribution policies.

A simple example of the problem may be seen in the case of the sofe parent. This
person (usually a woman) needs to approach the Social Welfare Departmeni to apply fora Domestic Purposes Benefit. Part of the requirements for that benefit include- the
annual provision of information about income received, including information on
maintenance payments from the father. In addition, if she has had a;jO during the year
the woman is likely to need to make an annual return of income to the Inland Revenue
Department for income tax assessment purposes, and in order to assess her eligibility
for Family Support payments. lt is likely that the family will be living in rental pripertl
supplied by the Hous!ry Corporation or possibly in own-er occupied aicommodation with
a mortgage from the Housing Corporation. Recpients of Housing Corporation assistance
are also required to supply income information to the ttousingiOorporation annually in
order to qualify for reduced rent or mortgage repayment rates.-Many sole parents would
be affected by all three of these forms of income assessment by ihese different state
agencies. In addition, some sole parents might be using chi6 cire services for which
theY can apply to the Department of Sociai Welfare for an income targeted subsidy
which requires a different income test. Altematively, a member of the t"-rny might b6
eligible for income-tested youth income support, in which case verified information onthe family income must be supplied to ine Department of Social Welfare or the
Education Department.

The case of sole parent is not unique. Similar complications may occur in the lpes of
superannuitants and other beneficiaries, or any low income family occupying state rental
accommodation and recelving Family Support. For those on Slckness diUiemployment
Benefits the reporting requirements are even more ftequent.

There are several elements of this scenario that are cause for some concern. The first
problem is the cumulative effect of the various policies on the family's purchasing power.lf income rises then tax_es may increase, rents (or mortgage paymints) will iide ano
benefits, Youth Income Support, Family Support and child Jari suOsidies will all drop.
Once these series of adjustments have ali iaken place the woman may 1nd that an
increase in wages can lead to a reduction in effective purchasing power, or at least very
little rise compared to the rise in the gross wage. Various iriposats for integrated
systems of redistribution, such as negative income taxes, credit income taxes and tax
credits, have attempted to produce schemes with a smoothly tapered rate of assistance
and consistent incentives to earn extra income. An explorati6n dt the issues in this arearEuires a study of effective marginal tax rates, replacement rates, and elasticities of
labour supply, savings and household formation. Though these issues are criticalfy
important to the design of tax and benefit scales, they are outside the scope of this
thesis, which is concerned with the next set of issues.
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The second major area of concern is that the cumulative effect of a series of well
intentioned social policies is to tangle the sole parent (or other beneficiary) into a web of
bureaucratic intrusion. Not only must she make repeated application for various social
services, but she must continually submit to a re-examination ol her financial andpersonal circumstances by a series of ditferent agencies and individuals in those
agencies' This is time consuming and intrusive. The focus of interest here is
administrative systems and information management. In particular the concern is to
define the information needed to identity who ihould receive assistance, to clarify the
privacy interests that might be affected by collecting such information, and to deveiop a
means of providing assistance which is appropriately sensitive both to redistribution and
privacy needs.

The basic aim of this thesis is to explore whether there are better methods of achieving
the redistribution goals that are set by the Govemment. In particular, given that many oi
the apparent problems with existing systems seem to relatb to the 

"risten"e 
of a rangeof agencies attending to ditferent aspects of the redistribution process, possib-le

alternative approaches that involve greater integration of redistribution systems will be
explored.

The thesis is not about the whole sweep of social policy. The focus is speciflcally on
redistribution. For the purpose of this discussion redistribution involves thf pro""* by
which the Government takes resources from one person or group who are rilgarded as
being capable of absorbing the cost, and provides resourc€s to others who are seen to
be in greater need.

Because of the focus on redistribution there is no discussion of the provision of public
goods- In addition, questions of merit goods or other arguments over in-kind distribution
are also largely outside the scope of this project as redlitribution may be provided either
in cash or in kind.

Within the field of redistribution some areas are excluded. One exclusion is questions of
direct or indirect tax funding. ft is assumed that part of the tax that is raised to fund
redistribution policies (or raised as part of the Government's redistribution strategy) will
take the form of direct personal taxes. This is sutficient to raise the question of the best
method of administering direct taxes and their effec'tiveness in meeting redistribution
goals, without needing to go into the debate on what proportion of taxes should be
raised in this manner.

The other maior exclusion is any discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of
redistribution. The possible range of scope for redistribution lolicies is enormous-; they
may be the sop offered by a minimatist government in the hope of avoiding poputar
uprising, or they can be a radical and forcible removal of income and wealth fiom therich and its disbursement among collectives or individuals from poorer classes in
society. The thesis generally assumes that the state will continue to offer a substantial
degree of redistribution within a private property owning capitalist socieiy.

Having narrowed the discussion to the information requirements and privacy aspects of
distribution, there is still a large area covering all those questions that are concerned
with how the state decides that a given individual ought to pay or receive a given level
of resources and how this links to tax liabilities. This involves the basis and method of
assessing the position of different individuals in relationship to each other and the best
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means of collecting. taxes and providing assistance. Discussion of these issues raisesprofound theoretical concerns as well ai complex administrative issues. Most academ6
work tends to focus on theoretical concerns while the work of government departments
often addresses administrative concerns to the exclusion of basic theoretical issues.
This thesis attempts to bridge that gap.

One theme of the study is the central role that information plays in the Governmsnfs
redistribution policies. ,ln attempting to take from one and glvi to another, the stateneeds information to allow it to assess who should give and-who should get, and how
much of what should be given. The information is dlfficult to assemble ano manage. lt
involves the state in recording sensitive fasts about individuals in order that it-may
discriminate appropriately between people.

The central place of information can be seen if we envisage a world of perfect
information in which all knowledge is freely available to all. ln thii context a government
which has identified its distributional goali could readily identify those who are well otf
and those in need. ltcould easily tell the most effective means 6t tevying individuals andof paying to others. However, in a world of imperfect information we irust expect that
opportunistic individuals will not always offer honest information on their means or the
choices they face. lt is in the nature of the state's role as a coercive organisation that it
may compel individuals to participate in the redistribution process, Ugt iiis also inherent
in. !h9 state's obligation in a democracy that it carry out its redistribut-lon-policies in *"V,which will maximise the freedom and choice bt its citizens. A central theme of
redistribution policy is, therefore, how to develop an effec,tive and etficient redistribution
system in the absence of full information; alternatively, this may be ,r"n 

"r 
an issue of

how to use the available information. as efficiently as possible, iemembering that part ofthe value of the information relates to its sensitivity to ttre individuals concerned.

The problem which this thesis addresses ls a subset of the question of the best way to
administer redistribution policies. In particular it asks:

What is the prefened way to manage the personal information needed to run a
successful redistribution system?

The Approach

The prior issues that must be addressed in any problem of how to manage information
include what information do we need to assemble, and what are the iirplications ofusing such information?

The issue of the information that must be assembled for redistribution purposes can onlybe addressed in the light of an understanding of the nature of well-being and theusefulness of various measures as proxies fJr relevant aspects of well-deing. The
concept of well-being is itself a complex philosophical ldea, and the question of how tomeasure it is fraught with theoretical and practical problems. At a polty level the issue
becomes one of the 'base" to use for assessing personal circumstances.

The definition of a base for assessment for tax or assistance purposes requiresdecisions on many aspects including the nature of the item to Ue dssissed (such as
ico.1e, .expenditure orrrealth) and [he unit to be assessed (the individual, the nuclearfamily, the whanau). A full analysis of all these arp""t would be an enormous
undertaking. For the purposes of this thesis the focus is on those issues that are direcly
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affected by any likely process of integrating assessments. On that criterion the issue ofthe unit of assessment is set to one side since generally integratlon would have little
implication for this aspect of assessment. lt is conceded that iecisions on the unit of
assessment could have some implications for the process of collecting and processing
data in an integrated system, but these are not likely to be as signifiiant as issues of
measuring stocks and flows that are included in the 

-base 
for assjssment.

Though later chapters include a review of the bases that might be considered for
measuring relative well-being, the central focus of interest is on thi period to be used in
assessing circumstances. There are two reasons for this emphasis on gme periods. The
first is that there is very little literature on this area, and theiefore litfle received wisdom
for-policy analysts to draw on in designing redistribution systems. The second is that the
differences between periods of assessment that currently characterise tax and benefit
systems demand some rationalisation before any iniegrated approach could be
considered' Income Tax is based on an annual aisessment of income which takes
account of all income received through the year. Housing Corporation assistance andvarious long-term benefits (including the Domestic Purposes Beneflt) are based on
assessments which are made annually, but which use part year data. Other benefits,
including the Unemployment Benefit and the Sickness Benefit, are assessed more
frequently, using data for a few weeks income. The period of assessment is the areawith the most significant and comnrcnly observed difference between tax and
assessment agencies, and therefore it is a priority for analysis before any integration
could be designed.

The question of the implications of information being used for redistribution policy is
related to issues of lhe relationship between the ind'ividual and the state. Information
about people can only be acquired by the state and its agents at a cost in terms of lostprivacy for individuals. Any process of integration of systemr 

"nJ 
processes for

assessment would seem 
_to lmpfy the use of informatlon for purposes other than that for

which it was initially supplied, and that is generally seen as a breach of privacy interests.
Whether that loss of.privacy is significan{enough to outweigh any gains from improved
redistribution can only be determined in the light of an analysis 6tine value of privacy
and the privacy rights that people ought to enjoy.

The literatule o! privacy issues falls largely into two sets. The first may be characterisedas philosophical, and it generally nas iittt'e direct reference to policy applbations. The
second set, which could be termed otficial, tends to discuss fire impiicaiions of a range
of privacy principles which are themselves asserted to be of value with litfle referenceio
any analysis of the basis of this value. This thesis attempts to bridge the gap between
philosophy and policy by deriving a statement of the right to privac!, and ipifying natto issues of redistribution.

Having examined the questions of what information is needed, and the implications of
collecting it,.the problem is to devise an efficient administration system which strikes an
appropriate balance between the competing priorities of fair and efficient redistribution
on one hand, and personal liberties on the other. That is, we use the results of the
discussion of the assessment of well-being and of privacy issues as inputs to theprocess of answering the_major question of the preferred meinoa ol managing personal
information in a successful redistribution system. To answer this quesflon fully wouldneed a detailed analysis of the costs and benefits for those rupptying and usinginformation. This means thorough studies of compliance c-osts ihd aaministrative
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options, including modern information technologies. However, it is not the aim of this
!h9si9 to develop a precise blueprint for policy, 6r to tay out oeaireo.froposats. Rather,it is intended to. explore the major issues in orOer to arrive at an indicative set ofproposals, and identify the matters that woufd need to be addressed before a decisioncan be made on the preferred administration system.

The overall aim of this thesis is therefore to answer three questions:

What is the nature of the information needed to run an effective and efficient
redistribution system?

Should the govemment have access to that information or should privacy
interests moderate the government's data collection and use?

What systems for the collection and processing of data will establish an
appropriate balance of redistribution and privacy inlerests?

The Structure

The issues to be addressed in this thesis may be presented in a stylised dialeclc form.
The thesls is that for redistribution purposes ihe government must know the informationit needs to discriminate accurately beiween prov-iders and recipients of transfers. Theantithesis is that 

-in. 
order to protect individual privacy rights gr'e goveinment must notknow too much of the affairs of any person. The synthesis is found in the choice ofinformation to be collecled and the administrative meihods of pro."..ing the information

which arrive at reasonable assessments while maintaining adequate-protection. Theparts that follow are presented roughly in terms of this dialectic.

Part One analyses the means of measuring well-being. lt turns first to philosophical
issues, and is heavily reliant on the work-of sen (19ga, 1gg5 and sen et al, 1gg7) andLe Grand (1984 and 1987). lt reviews different approaches to the items that could beincluded in the base,. including expenditure, income, income plus wealth, and potential
income. on balance it is found that income (combined in somi cases with wealth) is thepreferred base to be used for redistribltion purposes, partly for the pracilcal reason thatit is the base most commonly used. the critical issui then is to cietermine the perioO
over which income should be measured, whether there should be only one period for aflpurposes' and the €quity and efficiency consequsnces of dlfferenf approaches. Theconclusion is that it is lmportant to ioentity wtriih people are constrained to operate
under high discount rates, and the paper tirerefore erahines ttre peisonal information
that could be used to identity such constraints.

Part Two is concerned with the delinition. of r'g!F to privacy and is parilcularty
inJluenced by the work of Gavison (paol and the deco (rgeo). ri opens with a reviewof the nature and value of privacy. This is used to derive a statemint of the rights toprivacy in the areas of solitude, anonymity and secrecy. These rights are compared withinternationally accepted statements of piivacy principies to confirm that they pass thetest of common sense acceptability. Bbcausb it is asserted that in any giv-en contextprivacy.rights depend on a view oi tne accepted ideology of the state,'there is also adiscussion of the generally accepted view of the role of the state in redistribution inNew Zealand.
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Part Three brings together the work on the information needed to assess circumstances
and on the right to privacy into a set of criteria for the evaluation of the information
systems used for redistribution. These criteria are applied to the present range ofsystems used in New Zealand in income tax, socia-l welfare benefits and ho-using
assistance. Three major problems are identified; the firsi is the collection of
inappropriate information, and the omission of some necsssary items, the second ls alarge degree of duplication, and the third is that all of the instituiions involved in
redistribution have complex organisational strucfures and multiple goals. The major
strength of the curent approach is that data which is supplied for aiir"n purpose is
generally only used for that purpose; this is an essential requirement if i-ndividual control
of personal information is to be defended. The final chapter in part Three contains anindicative outline of an ahernative approach, based on one maior informalon
assessment agency, and the use of integrated circuit cards (lC, or "smart" cards) to
transfer information to other uses under the control of the individual.

Though the earlier parts are substantially theoretical, Part Three is concerned with
practical administrative and technical matters. There is littfe literature In this area, but
Dilnot, Kay and Morris (1983) has been an influential source in thls work. The main
source has been informal information in official files and manuals, official reports, andinterviews with practitioners in New Zealand and around the world. The background
information to support the assessments arrived at in Part Three are contained in a seriesof appendices. The first of these includes descriptions of the systems used in theredistribution agencies in New Zealand and th; second describes some of the
informatio_n management approaches used in soma other countries. The third concerns
the question of the possible tax compliance effects of transfers of information from tax
agencies to other. redistribution agencies. The fourth describes the experience andpotential of lC cards.

Clearly the three parts d.o not represent a true dialectic process, and the analysis
contained in each section is not solely concerned with the separate arguments of thesis,
antithesis and synthesis. Howevsr, as a broad approach the ovJrall work can be
understood as an exploration of the tensions between the centralising effec'ts ofgovernment run redistribution on the one hand and the importance of- llberty and
freedom for individuals on the other, and of the potentiat for administralve processes to
strike a happy medium which supports both redistribution and democracy.
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PART ONE

INFORMATION FOR REDISTRIBUTION

Thesls: Redlstrrbuilon, the state Needs Informaflon



CHAPTER TWO: THE UNDERSTANDING AND AssEsSMENT oF WELL.BEING

Introduction

Part one is concerned with the information needs of a system of redistribution. lt is
inherent in any personal redistribution system that information be collected and analysed
on the relevant aspects of the conditions of members of society. The Government needs
to know who is well off and therefore in a position to contribute, and who is poor and
therefore in need of support.

In this part we are not looking at administrative issues of how to collect information or to
store it. lmplicitly we assume that the state is a single institution which may adapt its
form to meet our needs. This does not, however, mein that the real costs oi collecting
information are to be ignored. We may not assume that we live in a world of perfeci
information. The whole need for this discussion arises from the fact that information isnot costless and therefore we need to establish its value before deciding how to go
about collecting it efficiently.

This part is also not.focusilg on privacy issues, which will be handled in part Two,
except for the general point that it is assumed that excessive information gathering is to
be avoided. That is, this part takes as a starting polnt that privacy ls of value and
intrusive information gathering should be minimised.'

The information needs of the redistribution system are derived from the policy approach
that is adopted. The central policy issue is to determine the basis for redistri'tut'ion; this
means we are concerned with the basis for establishing tax liability and for assessing
eligibility for assistarye. Tl9 prior policy question of whether redistribution ought to b6
pursued at all is not the subject of this thesis. My views on this topic have been laid out
in the annex lo Government Managemenf, (NZ Treasury, 1gg7).

Part One is arranged in three chapters. Chapter Two is a largely abstract discussion ofthe nature of well-being and its measurement. Chapter Thr; discusses issues of
assessing well-being in the context of an integrated system, w1h particular emphasis ontime issues. We are concerned to select the rnost Lppropriate period that should be
used to assess circumstances. The outcome of these iiming issues is potentially very
significant for information requirements of an etfective and efficient redistiibution sistem;
these requirements are explored in Chapter Four.

From Philosophy to Bureaucracy

The aim of this chapter is to bridge the gap between the philosophical and the
operational. Notions. of well-being are intreientfy complex and abstract. They aregrounded in concepts of people, interactions betrreen people and the struc,ture ofsociety. Systems of redistribution, on the other hand, aie at best sophisticated
accounting structures and always involve very practical sets of rules and decisions about
who gets what and who pays what. There is itways a risk that rules and manuals mayexist in a philosophical vacuum. A system thai is designed simply with pragmatic
considerations in mind may work in the sense that taxes are collected inO payrerits are
made, but they may bear little relation to any meaningful identification of well-being, orof any socially just system of redistribution.
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Many operating systems of benefits or.taxes appear to be ad hoc with little underlying
rationale. In New Zealand there is a wide range-of ditferent measures that are use'd ii
different parts of the redistribution system. These measures include:

a age - for Guaranteed Retirement Income (or National Superannuation, now
modified by taking account of income under the National Superannuation
surcharge);

b number of children - for Family Benefit;

c income - for income tax;

d expenditure.on particular goods - for housing (now modified by taking account of
income) and for pharmaceuticals;

e income combined with employment or health status - various income tested
benefits;

f property holdings - rates, land tax and estate duty.

The purpose of this chapter is to enquire whether these msasures bear any useful
relationship to well-being. This chapter is divided into two sections. The first iooks at
concepts of welfare and standards of living to derive a general approach to the area,
and the second examines various attempts to measure d-ifferent concepts of well-being
and to assess the sensitivity of different approaches.

Welfare and Standards of Living

Discussions about standards of living or measures of welfare are commonly incoherent
because many different concepts are used by different participants in the debate and
terminology may vary. The standard of living is often expiessed in terms of the
ownership or use of particular goods. Measures iherefore tend to focus on things like the
number of fridges per household, houses with hot water or houses with earth floors. A
second approach is to focus on levels of income. Income may be seen as being good in
itself or as an index of control over resources. Aftempts to baie International coirlarison
on GDP per capita fall within this tradition.

A third type of focus. is gn the degree of enjoyment associated with one's life-style. This
is sometimes associated with cultural measuies such as literacy, theatre performances
and art galleries or it may be concerned with the degree of freedom in society and the
ability that people have to make their own choices and run their own lives.

Even among people who thjnk they are discussing closely related concepts there can be
problems of terminology. Some of the terms uied include welfare, well-being, utility,
standard of living, income and control over resources. Sometimes itte use of titterent
terms reflect different meaning but other times it is simply a result of confusion. This
confusion is not surprising given the shades of different meining. In the fol6wing extract
Sen itemises some of the different concepts that are often fouid in the literature.

"There are many fundamentally different ways of seeing the quality of living, and
quite a few of them have some immediate plausibility. You coutO be well-off
without being well. You could be well, wilhout being ibte to lead the life you
wanted. You.could have got the life you wanted, without being hapy. you could
be happy without having much freedom. You could have a go-oO deal ol fraedom
without achieving much. We can go on.' (Sen, 1997, pige 1, emphasis in
original.)
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Having identified this range of conflicting concepts, Sen has also performed a valuable
service in developing an analysis of the area which permits a clearer understanding of
the issues involved. Much of the discussion in this part of the chapter is drawn from
Sen's various works and the terms used are generally used in the way that Sen has
defined. The following subsections include a brief exploration of utility ani of commodity
or resource concepts. of well-being before discussing Sen's approach to capabilities.
Then, in order to give some more tractability to the concept of capabilities, the
discussion introduces the notion of control over resources, and concludes that Le
Grand's concept of choice sets as the preferred means of identifying relative well-being.

- Utility

The concept of utility permeates economic analysis. For much of economic theory it is
assumed that the goal is to maximise utility. However, though wellare theory has found
utility functions to be analytically tractable, much of the discussion is not clear about the
notion that the term 'utility' is supposed to cover.

For the purpose of this discussion the critical dimension of utility is that it is a subjective
mental state. Utility is something which is felt and enjoyed by an individual. There may
be various objective factors which can contribute to it, such as income and leisure whicir
are commonly found in utility functions, and these may be able to be measured.
However, utility is itself a personal concept which is generally regarded as
immeasurable. In order to develop a more assessable understanding of a rather arcane
atea, various writers have suggested dilferent concepts to cover utility. These have
included happiness, pleasure, absence of pain, and satisfaction. Howevei, though these
terms might each have a more intuitively obvious and common understanding than
utility, and they have all (even satisfactionl) moved songwriters and poets which is more
than could be said for "utility", none of them is any easier to measure.

On top of the intrinsic difficulty in measuring utility, a central point in the use of a
concept as a basis for redistribution is its ability to be used as a basis of comparison.
We don't need simply to measure an individual's utility, we need to be able to compare
it with someone else's. Here we appear to hit a brick wall.

"Neither economics nor, as far as I know social science in general can contrive a
measure of satisfaction that would make us comfortable about asserting that Mr
A, with very aristocratic tastes and only two Picassos, does not feel more
deprivation from want of a third than does Mr B, who has not been able to buy
shoes for the last three years.' (Watts, 1969, page 25.)

The message from this example is that not only is utility hard to measure but we might
be reluctant to follow it if we were able to establish relative utility. This is because utifity
may be a learnt response. A rich person might derive very little utility from basit
necessities and it takes a BMW and a ski holiday to titillate Alex the yuppie's jaded
pallet. A battered wife, on the other hand, might derive some pathetic pleasure from a
day when the punches do not fly. sen has also addressed this issue.
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"A person's relative desires for various objects may prima facie provide a sensiblebasis for valuing. these objectives from his or t ei point of uie*. But in inter-personal comparisons the same procedure can produce arbitrariness of various
sorts' The social underdog who.has been taught - by bitter experience - to expectlittle from life may have learnt to have easity tuttitabte desires and may takepleasures in small. blessings. But it is hard to thint that the person for that reason
has a lot.of well-being, or that he or she is having an excellent deal if those
disciplined desires get fulfilled.' (Sen, 1994, page gi.)

.Utlily.is a concept which can be very useful in understanding and analysing behaviour
but it is of very limited use in the area of social justice. Again] Sen has summed up thepoint.

"'He that desires but little has no need of much' may well be good advice for
contentment and for coming to terms with a harsh reallty. But it is not a formula
for judging well-being. Nor is it a recipe for social justice.' (Sen, lgg4, page S4.)

- Commodities

An alternative, and more objective approach is to focus on the commodities that people
have. The resources, goods and services, that people own or uss may be counted in
order to get a relative ide.a o_f their positions. Generaily Sen describes th'ese approaches
as reflecting a concern with "opulence'. He acknowledges that this has the advantage ofbeing relatively easy to measure but warns against the dangers of falling into'commodity fetishism", which is a term he attributei to Marx.

PSrt otthe problem relates !o trylng to determine which commodities matter. One person
might have a different bundle of resources composed of differeni items to that lield by
another; how are we to know without reference io some common index which bundle isto be preferred?

In. his notion.of "primary goods" Rawls has suggested an ordering of commodities. Using
this approach one must analyse which goods i6ntribute most to most peopte most of thetime. Those which matter are then .identified as primary goods and the well-being ofindividuals can be measured by their.Sccgss to primary goods. Though this approachwould not seem to be very useful in discriminatirig between individuals who both have
complete access to all primary goods, it appears Jttractive in the area of measuring the
well-being of the poor which is Rawls' primary interest. However, even here there are
ditficulties. The basic point is that individuals aie not homogeneous and different primary
goods may be t9r.9 or less significant for various individuals. Even at a physiblogicat
level individuals' abifities to use ditferent goods will vary and therefore the contribution ofthose goods to well-being must vary between individuals. Once we also take into
account different values which may derive either from culfure or from personal taste itbecomes less easy to accept primary goods as a measure of well-being. Basically theproblem is that it is not clear what the goods are valuable for.

lf our basic understanding of the nature of the good is derived from the value ofindividual people it seems necessary to build a brilge between people and their lives
and the goods that they use. "The vglye of the living-standard lies in the living, and notin the possession of commodities, which has a deriiative and varying retevaice" (Sen,
1987, page 25.)
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- Capabilities

Sen suggests that the basic elements of life that may be used as a guide for pollcy and
social justice are "doing and being'. The central elements that policy may concern itself
with are not the level of happiness or possession of goods but the ability of individuals
to do or be what they want.

'The constituent part of the standard of living is not the good, nor its
characteristics, but the ability to do various things by using that good or these
characteristics, and it is that ability rather than the mental reaction to that ability
in the form of happiness that, in this view, reflects the standard of living". (Sen,
1983a, page 334.)

The central question then is whether we have the capability to function as we might wish
or, in the redistributive context, as social justice might demand for us.

Functioning can occur at many levels. At the most basic it is to do with the beating of
the heart and the maintenance of brain activity. At various higher levels it can include
the enjoyment of a range of foods, participation in social and economic ac'tivities, and
the enjoyment of cultural and intellectual pursuits. Some of the simplest examples by
which capabilities may be distinguished from utility and commodities relate to more basic
functions but the concept does not need to be limited simply to basic functions.

A fundamental capability is the ability to be well nourished. That means that we do not
simply value the commodity 'food', nor do we simply value the utility to be derived from
the enjoyment of its taste, but we value the functions which are enabled by the
nourishment food may offer. That is not simply a matter of the nutrition table that
appears on the packet of breakfast cereals. lt also relates to many other personal,
environmental and social factors. Sen (1983b, page 511) lists such other factors as age
and sex; metabolism; activity level; medical condition (eg presence or absence of
stomach parasites); climate; social obligations; education and knowledge of nutrition;
and access to medical services. lf we are to concern ourselves with the nourishment
received by an individual we cannot simply count the calories consumed but must be
fully aware of all the factors which contribute to the capabilities of that Indlvldual to be
well nourished.

Nourishment is not the only capability that matters, there are many others. An obvious
example is the capability to leam and deploy knowledge. This relates to education,
literacy, cultural diversity, and sexual stereo-typing. Similarly we need the ability to live
a life without fear. This requires consideration of security, crime levels and threats to
body and property.

Some capabilities are communal public good issues and are not in the realm of
redistribution. Others, such as nutrition and housing, are clearly identifiable at a personal
and household level and are potentially among the fac'tors to be considered within a
redistribution policy.

At a theoretical level capabilities are an attractive idea in the identification of well being.
In referring to capabilities, rather than functions, the concept takes account of choice
and control. The significance of choice is sometimes questioned, and is often assumed
to relate to analytical methods and rationality assumptions adopted by economists. For
example, in a review of the nature of pover$, Watts states:
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"lt is, of course, a vaLue judgem_ent on the part of economists that the diversity oftaste and values reflected in different allocations of consumption of the same
level of general command of resources ought to be respected,. (Watts, 1969,
page 25.)

It seems, however, that there is more than simply a prejudice behind this notion. so long
as we bed our analysis on the value judgement-that all people are important, it iI
straight-fonrard to arrive at the position that iheir choices orjtrt tb Ue respected (see the
Annex to Government Managemenf, NZ Treasury 1987). Wl may note ihat, in'spite of
his doubts, Watts arrives at the same conclusion, 

"nO 
identifies poverty as "restraint on

choice". The issue of choice is explored further in the section below on the choice set.

The second attraction in capabilities is that it relates to the living of lives not solely to
material things. lt is a conceptually flexible idea which not only-can but must include
culture and environment within its ambit.

A third attraction in the concept of capabilities is that it provides a link into comrnodities.
Rather than simply having to vafue commodities because they exist we have a relatively
straight-forward means of identifying why the comrnodities aie important, and why they
are important to people.

The usefulness of capabilities can be seen in terms of the relationship between goods,
capabilities, and utility that Muellbauer (1987) has outlined. He suggests that ioods,when combined with environmental matters such as the climate aniioctat coniitions,
contribute to the material characteristics that an individual enjoys. These material
characteristics when combined with the personaf characteristics deiine the capabilities of
a person to function. These capabilities once combined with the individual's ciroices lead
to functionings, and functionings combined with the individual's psychic state give us
utility. The ultimate value is still the welfare or utility derived Oy indiviOuals. Howi-ver w€
no longer have a naive one to one relationship betrreen utiliiy and goods. Instead we
understand that the ability to enjoy is itself rbhted to the ,niAer pflysical and social
environment, and capabilities are a critical link in the chain.

However, though we might be prepared to accept that capabilities are the conceptual
notion that policy should aim to promote, we still need to explore whether the concept is
measurable or whether some proxy will be necessary.

- From Capabilities to Control Over Resources

A close consideration of the concept of capabilities quickly suggests that we will have
severe problems in measuring and comparing capabilitie6. Wilnlms (1987) points out
the problems that are involved in simply irying to count capabilities. Hi sugg6sts that if
a new washing powder, nBloppo", should be put on the market, that could Ul haipa as
an increase in capabilities. We would now have the capabiliiy of selecting this new
product. On the other hand he points out we would now have lost the cipability of
choosing from only the 

. 
previously existing Bloppo{ess range of washing por"oer

products. In any case, unless Bloppo does sbmething quite exiaordinary in fie'way of
disease eradication .o1 odour prevention it seems likely that both of itre capabitities
mentioned are trivial. We find that we must focus on basic or important cafabilities.
Alternatively, we need a general index of capabilities which can inciude many if not all
capabilities.
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lf we simply regard each capability as...being separately significant and refuse any
attempt to force them into commensurability, w-e wiil inevitiotylace volumes of different
capabilities that the imagination of policy makers and academics wili generate. Some,
such as the ability to receive sutficient nourishment to stay alive, will be near the top ofeveryone's list. Others, however, will be much more debatable. How the capabitity ofhaving sufficient personal space will relate to the capability of keeping food fiom g6ifi
bad by refrigeration is not at all clear.

An index which can act as an indicator of the presence of many capabilities would seem
to be attractive- An index of command over resources would seem io be useful proxy for
many capabilities..,This. might appear to be returning to a commodities approach to well
being. The distinction lies in the understanding of th-e purpose of the commodities. Theirvalue lies not in their existence but in the capacities they offer to peopte. For manypurposes therefore a general measure of command over resources which might include
cash holdings, income or maybe a measure of expenditure could be a usefu'i proxy forpersonal or household capabilities.

It is important to understand the limitations of such an approach. Income or cash doesnot necessarily buy everything. According to the Beatles'"Money can't buy me love'. Ata less esoteric level it also may not be able to buy health 
"are, 

hor"ing or education. "lf
there. is no hospital in the neighbourhood or schbol within easy reacn'- o, if there arehospitals and schools but with highly limited capacity - the income of the would-be
purchaser may not give much of an idea as to'wheiher the person can or can not
acquire these commodities" (Sen, 1983b, page 520). On the other hand in the same
article Sen suggests- that for most people, moit of the time, income is a good measureof ability to acquire food and other everyday necessities.

In effect we may accept that income, or some other general measure of command over
resources, is a good first approximation of capabilities. The use of income, or controlover resources' offers a solution to the Bloppo problem. lf Bloppo offers no newcapability, the gains generated by it will be offset by losses elsewhere. lf, however, it isa real advance' with improved laundry efficiency or hygiene, much or all of the gain itoffers will be reflected in an increase in control over resources. However, in usin'g anysuch measure we must be aware that there is a strong implicit 

"arrrption 
about themarket conditions within which various capabilities are to Ue achieved. For the particular

capabilities that are of concern, the market situation must be explored; if it is'"pp"r"nt
that income will not be sufficient to necessarily ensure that the particular capability canbe achieved, then particular measures such as health status, availability'of medicalpractitioners and existence of hospital beds may also need to be counteO. Simitarly, thiscap.abilities approach explains why usually cash will be the preferred medium ofredistribution but sometimes in-kind transferi are to be preferred.

For the purposes of this paper it is sufficient to acknowledge that in various contexts
specific measures of particular capabilities are necessary, but for most purpos€s ageneral measure of command over resources is a satisfactory indicator of bapabilities.

Before leaving this general discussion two further aspects need to be addressed. These
are the question of whether well-being needs to be understood in an absolute or relativecontext. and how to take into account uncertainty.
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- Absolute or Relative Approaches to Well-Being

Though this paper is not strictly concerned with levels of benefits, and therefore whether
they should be defined in absolute or relative terms is an issue to one side, it is worth
briefly examining the issue because it casts some light on the robustness of Sen's
capabilities approach and its ability to assist in real policy areas. In etfect it gives us an
explanation of why a relative approach is appropriate, and when it is inappropriate.

The debate about whether standards of living or well-being, and more particularly
poverty, should be understood as an absolute or relative concept is both a celebrated
theoretical issue and an important policy problem. When Beveridge set up the British
social insurance system he presumed that the supplementary benefit system would
soon become irrelevant as real standards of living improved and the absotute level of
the supplementary benefit would be quickly left behind. The political reality, however,
was that support levels rose in line with the increase in average real incomes. This has
tended to be a world wide phenomenon and in some places, for example in New
Zealand in the mid 1980s, benefit levels have risen faster than real averag€ incomes.

For the first half of this century an absolute concept of poverty tended to dominate the
thinking. This was largely inspired by Rowntree's studies in York. He established
particular quantities of food, clothing and other basics which were seen to be necessary
for life. He then assessed the number of people who achieved these necessary livlng
standards. When considering poverty as a life and death issue, and when viewing it in
an international perspective in the late 20th century, an absolute concept of well being is
clearly a useful approach. However, as a guide to policy in western nations since ihe
1950s, relative views have been more important.

In his influential discussions of poverty, Townsend has concluded that the only way to
understand continued suffering in a world of increasing real incomes is to relate
concepts of sufficiency to the averags rise in real incomes. This approach has been
reffected in other studies of poverty. For example Fiegehan et al (1gTTl state that
'interest in poverty stemmed to a considerable degree from a recognition that it is
incumbent on society to assist the relatively deprived' (page 329, emphasis in original).
In terms of the problems that face Governments in westem countries today this relative
approach is attractive as it automatically relates to the ability of citizens to live life In a
way which they consider to be reasonable in the 1980s and g0s.

The problem, however, with a purely relative approach to poverty is that by definition
each time we make progress in real incomes we appear to redefine the problem so that
problems are never solved. lf relative concepts are carried to their full extent, we find
that poverty is never recognised as a separate issue, simply that inequality is a problem.
Inequality can never be eradicated without achieving a complete equility of incomes and
material possessions for all people. This seems an extreme goal and a long way away
from the notions of living standards that Rowntree was examining. The silllness of
relative concepts carried to their full extent can be seen in the following example "lt
would be absurd to call someone poor just because he had the means to buy oniy one
cadillac a day when others in that community could buy two of these cars each day'.
(Sen, 1983a, page 333.)

S.en'| concept of capabilities offers a means of linking relative approaches to an
absolute base. Capabilities relate to human functions and these aie absolute. lt is
insutficient to know that someone has 25% of the nutrition that the average receives; the
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only relevant question is whether they have enough. However, many of the concepts of
functions relate to functioning in society. For example, Adam Smith discussed the
resources necessary to appear in public without shame. Two thousand years ago a
citizen of Rome needed only a toga to accomplish this feat. Nowadays any self
respecting Roman would require a rather more elaborate costume. The appearance in
public without shame is absolute; the resources necessary to achieve that function ars
defined by reference to those which others use; that is, they are relative. In Sen's words
"poverty is an absolute notion in the space of capabilities, but very often it would take a
relative form in the space of commodities or characteristics'. (Sen, 1983a, page 335).

ln effect Sen has put a theoretical framework around a concept which has dominated
New Zealand policy tor 25 years. The Royal Commission on Social Security ln 1972
used a concept of "belonging and participating in society' as the basis for setting benefit
levels. The ability to belong and participate is absolute. The resources, in terms of
benefit levels, required to achieve that function, are relative. The Royal Commission
initially defined them in relation to prevailing wage rales.

- Uncertainty

Having discussed various approaches to well-being, and established the role that the
concept of capabilrty may play in understanding well-being, we now need to review
these concepts in an uncertain world. lf we regard capabilities as being the measure that
we are working towards, we need to establish how secure the capabilities must be. ls it
sufficient to be capable of earning an income, if only one could find a job? ls it enough
to have the income necessary to rent a house, if only one could find a landlord prepared
to let to black tenants? Or may we decide that a farmer is capable of earning a living if
only the weather is fine, and an investor can earn a good income if only she or he
makes wise investment decisions?

In each of these examples the standards of living enjoyed by the individual may be very
different depending on the outcome of the conditional circumstance. Ex ante il would
appear in every case that the relevant capability exists. However, ex post we may
discover in many cases that the indlvidual has not succeeded in performing the relevant
function; that is, the conditions necessary for the contingent capability were not
achieved.

Clearly the time at which an assessment is made, and the period which it retates to are
critical in arriving at an assessment of capabilities or well-being. One common, and
minimalist, position is summed up in the "fair race" anatogy. ft is deemed sufficient to
ensure that everyone has a fair start, and then so long as the rules are followed the
outcome is fair. Dworkin (1981) has pointed out the weakness in this argument. A fair
start in an economic race must imply some initially fair distribution. The difficulty is to
establish why, if it is possible to concern ourselves with the faimess of the distribution at
the beginning, it is no longer possible to concern ourself with the fairness of the
distribution at the end. This is of important practical significance because society does
not pursue economic exchange in discrete time periods. Although the Inland Revenue
and the accountancy profession might measure by financial years, and the National
Bureau for Economic Research might measurs by economic cycles, and race horses are
all notionally born on the same day, people will persist in shambling through life at their
own time. Even if we try to think of each individual life as its own 'race' it is still difficult
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to pick the appropriate starting date-since- gvery day is 'the first day of the rest of yourlife"' The only way to make sense of the fair rate analogy is throujh Nozick's justice inacquisition approach which repudiates all redistribution, ina is therifore totally unhelpfulfor this analysis.

Another way to considei uncertainty is in terms of the right (or capability) to participatein lotteries. ln a world with imperfect prescience we are continually making decisionswhich will have an uncertain effect in the future. Some may choos" io aoopia rire-style
with a chance of a higher future income, but also the risk of a reduced future income.
Friedman (1962) suggests that because those decisions are taken with the expectationand intention of generating an unequal distribution, there is no reason to disturb theresult after the event. Though he would be concerned about a case where an individual
was deprived of the opportunity to choose a preferred life course, such as because ofdiscrimination in the labour or housing markeis, Friedman would normalry assume thatindividuals are quite capable of maiing their own decisions and understanoing ineconsequences.

Kanbur (1987) suggests that it is precisely in the area of understanding future
consequences that Friedman's approach falls down. He suggests that it is imposiible for
anybody to fully comprehend the emotional reac,tions that ihiy mighi suffer in the futureas a result of today's decisions. Quoting Shackle he says ;l AJ not think, in human
t."-tqP' knowledge..can be so perfect that lomorrow's hunger can be felt today" (Kanbur,
1987, page 65). The result of this view is that Kanbur considers that all outcomes shouldbe regarded as unanticipatable, and therefore we should atways 

-Ue 
prepared toreimburse individuafs on an ex-post basis.

"The appropriate focus of attenti^on is what [peopleJ in fact end up being - not
what they could end up being. Outcome, not opportunity, is what is relevant if
choice is based on inaccurate perception." (Kanbur, lggi: p"gJ ee.y

For any caring egalitarian there is a great deal of attraction in Kanbu/s position.
However, his view on the limits of human comprehension is so extreme that it threatensany argument for redistribution. lf we accept that human imagination is so lim1ed that wecannot form a reasonable understanding of our own luture sufferlng, it seemsimprobable that any of us could understanJ another person's suffering suffiiienly to uemoved !o do anything about it. lt seems reasonable to assume at leasi a modest degreeof imaginative capacity on the part of human decision-makers and therefore there couldbe justice in allowing some consequences of past decisions to be felt by those whomade the earlier mistakes.

Dworkin (1981) has suggested a framework which may be used to find a way throughthese difficulties. He suggests we should distinguish between 'option luck" and 'bruteluck"' 
- 
option luck indicates an area where lossible future outcomes have beenconsidered and the individual has chosen the degree of risk that suitrs his or herinterests. Brute luck involves unavoidable mischaice, such as being struck by ameteorite. ldeally we want to encourage individuals to take the riski necessary toimprove their position. We want them to work hard in the fields even ttrough the weathermight not always grant a good harvest; we want them to study hard even though aprosperous career. cannot be guaranteed; and we want them to make proAu,ltive

investmsnts even though future market sales may be uncertain. We want these risks to
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be taken because they are the basis of future increases in production which can helpboth that individual's, and our own, future income and well-b6ing. li we want individuats
to pursue an ambitious approach we cannot decline to reward the result of that ambition.
Where, however, a variation in outcome is a result of unavoidable luck, such as native
ability, we may be more prepared to equalise the outcome.

"On the one hand we must, on pain of viofating equality, allow the distribution of
resources at any moment to be (as we might say) ambition/sensitive ... Those
who chose to invest rather than consume, or to consume less expensively rather
than more, or to work in totg rather than less profitable ways, must be p6rmitted
to retain the gains that flow from these decisions ... But on tne other hand, wemust not allow the distribution of resources at any moment to be endowmenU
sensitive, that is, to be affected by differences in ability of a sort that produce
income differences in a laissez faire economy among people with the same
ambition." (Dworkin, 1991, page 311.)

The outcome of this discussion is Jhat neither a pure ex ante or a solely ex post
approach is suitable. The problem for policy is to distinguish when an outcome is a
result of unavoidable chance or a calculated gamble. The iollowing sectlons on different
means of measuring well-being outline a series of approacnes ivnich can be largely
distingu_ished by how they approach this issue. All of the measures are a form ofgeneralised command over resources, and so are consistent with ttre approach that was
derived using the capabilities analysis. Much of the differences between them relates tohow investment or leisure decisions are understood. The more we regard the individual's
current position as the result of his or her own actions then the moreive will be prepared
to impute a value to leisure and "realise" the value of assets. lf, however, we see these
as being substantially the result of fortune we are more likely to accept current cash
flows as a reasonable indicator of command over resources.

- The Choice Set

The discussion in the previous sections has not uncovered any totally convincing
concept of well-being or even standards of living that could be used as a basis forredistribution. All concepts seem to be subjec'tive, or to suffer from difficulties of
aggregation and summary. The concept of capabitities appears to offer some help, butit too provides only a guide towards the kind of proxies that should be looked for. Formost purposes the analysis suggests that a proxy which measures control over
resources is likely to be correlated with a large numbei of the capabilities that we would
be interested in, and therefore with well-being.

Before going on to explore different measures of control over resources it is useful topause to check whether this- concept is in line with concepts of poverty and equity thatcommonly appear in the literature. The use of the term "resourc-es" ronieyt an
understanding that access to commodities is likely to be important in well-being. it also
is.broad enough to cover the informal and less tangible resources thai come from native
wit, family bonds and community support.

The reference to resources seems to be fairly in line with a general understanding ofpoverty. A test of this is the striking obviousness of the following:

"Poor people, while they share many other problems with the non-poor, are
unique in having a relative shortage oi goods and services at their disposai.'
(Watts, 1908, page 2Z.l
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The reference to control makes it clear that well-being cannot be achieved simply by
attending to material things but it is intrinsically linked to choice. Watts, in contlnuing
from his starting point of poverty as a shortage of goods and servicss goes on to ass€rt
that the central aspect of poverty is 'restraint on choice'. This suggests that relative
poverty may be understood to be a state in which there are relatlvely few options, and
less chance to exercise option luck. This identification of choice as being at the heart of
control over resources (and of well-being) has been clarified by Le Grand (1994) who
regards choice as the central aspect of equity.

"Our judgement as to the degree of inequity inherent in a given situation depends
on the degree to which we see that situation as the outcome of individualchoice.'
(Le Grand, 1984, page 46.)

ln more formal terms Le Grand says we may define factors that are beyond the
individual's control as constraints. Those matters that lie within those constraints are
within the range ol possibilities that the individual may aspire to and are therefore the
'choice set". Inequity relates to differences in choice sets rather than differences in
outcomes. "A situation is equitable if it is the outcome of individuals'choosing over equal
choice sets.n (Le Grand, 1984, page 47.) The implicit test of inequality is the ditference
in choice sets, and the empirical issue relates to how to define and measure choice
sets.

This concept of choice sets links closely to the discussion of uncertainty in the previous
section. Those issues which are totally unpredictable may lead to inequity because they
affect the cholce set. However, in cases where the outcome is the result of a conscious
selection of a risky option there has been no alteration to the choice set and the
ditferences in outcome are not inequitable.

At an abstract level the goal of redistribution policy is to reduce the inequality in well-
being. The means of comparing well-being is in terms of capabitities. The proxy
measure that we may use to assess the general level of capabilities is some measure of
control over resources. Because capabilities (and control over resources) as measured
at any given time may be substantially the outcome of the individual's own past
decisions and ac'tions (option luck), the assessment of relative well-being is best
understood as the measurement of choice sets. Similarly the goal of redistribution is to
reduce the differences between choice sets. The use of the concept of cholce sets does
not solve all assessment problems as they are not easy to measuro. In particular it is
difficult to decide which factors should be considered to be part of the choice set, and
which are beyond the control of the individual and so may be regarded as constraints
which define the choice set.

Different Approaches to the Assessment of Well-Belng

Having explored the concept of well-being, and settled on the notion of the choice set as
the philosophical measure of relative positions, the problem remains to assess relative
situations in a real-life context. The issue is to identify measures which are practicat, and
which provide an adequate picture of control over resources.

The following sections will discuss some of the concepts of well-being and control over
resources that have appeared in the literature. Some have been implemented as a basis
for assessment for taxation or benefit purposes. Some have been promoted for that
purpose and others have been investigated as a more abstract inquiry without means of
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implementation being inquired into. However, all cast some light on issues of timing ofassessments and measurement of choice sets. Several of the studies indicate thatiheordering of individuals is very sensitive to the selection of different bases for
assessment.

The discussion will.move progressively from the narrowest base to the broadest. This
may be seen as shifting from the. outcome of choice towards the underlying choice set.Each expansion of the base may be understood as an attempt to get nearer to the real
choice set. In terms of the uncertainty discussion the shift is frori a focus on ex post
outcomes towards ex ante options and the hope is to separate option luck (a selection
within a choice set) from brute luck (which atfects the choice setj.

- Expenditure

One of the clearest forms of evidence of the existence of control is the exercise of
controf. The process of spending involves the diversion of resourcss to an individual's
own use. As such expenditure is a measure of the exercise of control and is closelylinked to consumption.

The main attractions in using expenditure as a base for assessing control over
resources is its relative ease of measurement and its close link to the use of goods and
services and therefore their enjoyment.

This link between the use of resources and the benefit or enjoyment that can be derived
from that was brought out by Fisher. Unfortunately Fisher tonfused the discussion byequating income with consumption. F_ollowing writers have universally pointed out thatthis was an unhelpful contribution to the terniinology as, if incor" rtirit consumption,we would still need another word to cover the concept of consurjtion plus savings.
However, rather than dwelling on this problem of taxonomy, the important point to focus
on is Fisher's link between the. enjoyment of goods and services (in nis ierms that is realincome) and personal well-being. Fishet 

"qy"tg9 
objective or real income with "living'.

He suggested that living (income) consisted of "a series of events" the signiflcance ofwhich needs to be understood at a psychic level.

"Real wages, and indeed real income in general, consist of those final events in
the outer wold which give us our inner enioyments. This real income includes the
shelter of a house, the music of a Victrola or radio, the use of clothes, the eating
of food, the reading of the newspaper and all those other innumerable evenb b|
which we make the world about us contribute to our enjoyments.' (Fisher, lggo,pages 4647, emphasis in original.)

lf we set aside Fisher's terminology and focus instead on the basic point, there is somereal attraction in his message. He is pointing otrt that what matteis in comparing thewell-being of individuals is what they iat<e orJt of society, what they use; that is, what
they consume.

Tn9ry! a personal expenditure tax has only ever been implemented (briefly) in India
and Sri Lanka, the idea h": q strong following among scholars of public'finance. Kaldor(1.955) is generally acknowledged aJ tne. pers-on resp6nsible for developing the concept.Since that time several othei authors have championed the idea. The US Treasury
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(19771 proposed a shift to a personal expenditure tax, as did the influential Meade
Committee in the UK (1977). There has been a lively discussion of these issues since
the late 1970s. Sse, for example, Aaron and Pechman (1980), Kay and King (1984) and
for a useful review Bascand (1988).

The main difficulty of using any measure of consumption as a base for assessment is
that within any finite period (say a year) the level of consumption may be a discretionary
matter for the individual. lf consumption levels arc controllable then we are not
measuring choice sets but the outcome of choices.

The question of whether consumption is controllable is an empirical issue. Some
interpretations of the permanent or life-cycle income hypotheses might support this. The
observation that spending may fluctuate less than income might be evidence that our
consumption is a result of long-term commitments and deeply embedded tastes, and
effectively beyond our short-term control. However, especially if we are talking of periods
as short as a year, this would seem to be an extreme view. Most consumers have some
opportunity to re-adjust spending, especially to defer various large consumer items or to
borrow and bring fonrvard substantial life-cycle purchases. Far from being evidence that
consumption is uncontrollable, the apparent smoothness of consumption expenditure
may be evidence that it is firmly controlled by the individual. This uncertainty about the
controllability of spending within particular short tlme periods has stark implications for
policy. There would seem to be little case for reducing the tax burden on an individual
simply because she or he chooses to spend very little out of a large income or wealth
base; even more strongly there seems little case to pay cash support to such people
simply to subsidise their miserly habits.

In response to this timing difficulty, the proponents of expenditure taxes commonly
support a lifetime concept of expenditure tax. In effect, they point out that if we accept
that we come into life with nothing and die with nothing, then everything we purchase
must have come from our lifetime income. The argument then is not so much that
expenditure in any given year is a good measure of well-being, but that expenditure as
a tax base is hard to avoid and shitting from one year to the next need not trouble us as
we know we will eventually tax the individuals' actlvity lf they are to attempt to enJoy their
resources. Early writers on expenditure tax were dismissed because it was assumed
their proposals were administratively unworkable. However, the work of Andrews (1974)
demonstrated that the ongoing operation of an expenditure tax could be straightfonrard
and probably simpler than the personal taxes we are familiar with. In terms of the issues
about choice, the protagonists of expenditure taxes are in effect arguing that any tax
base is liable to be manipulated and the advantage of an expenditure tax is that over the
period of a lifetime all activities may be more easily and equitably assessed.

The appraisal of this lifetime approach depends on how significant the shifting of tax
liability is seen to be. As with any other tax base, if the expenditure tax is assessed as
a progressive tax then shifting may be significant. Secondly, since savings are not taxed
until they are spent, the taxation of estates may become a mors significant issue in
comparing the tax treatment of individuals. lf estates are not taxed at the same rate as
expenditure, those who place a high value on their bequests may reduce their lifetime
spending, and increase their estates, whife paying a lower overall rate of tax.

A further technical concern is whether the expenditure base would properly measure
consumption. This raises the imputed consumption of services from assets. However,
the supporters of expenditure taxes would point out that there is nothing new in these
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technical problems, and expenditure taxes solve many of the technical difficulties
involved in assessing income while introducing no new technical problems.

The final major issue is the question of how to switch to an expenditure base. lt would
not seem equitable to tax consumption funded by the realisation of assets which were
purchased out of post-tax income. However, expenditure which is funded from inherited
wealth might be regarded as a more fair basis for tax assessm€nt. The problems of
identifying the different origins of pre-existing wealth following the introduction of an
expenditure tax would seem to be very difficult. In addition, any small country
introducing an expenditure tax base might have considerable problems handling the
international transactions of its taxpayers, including international companies.

In summary, an expenditure tax base would offer considerable administrative
advantages, in particular in assessing the tax liability of people with business earnings.
It has an immediate link to the use of resources and therefore bears some relationship
to the control over resources. The main problem is that expenditure is evidence of the
outcome of control choices rather than a measure of the choice sets that individuals
face. In particular, if it is wished to assess taxes to achieve redistribution on a shorter
than a lifetime basis the expenditure tax loses some of its apparent attrac,tiveness.
Finally, there are substantial transition problems to be addressed.

- Income

The most commonly used base for assessing both tax liabilities and benefit entitlements
is income. The idea that income is a fair measure of relative well-being appears to have
considerable popular acceptance. In addition it is commonly endorsed in the literature
specifically in terms of its value as a measure of control over resources. nPersonal

income promotes, broadly, the exercise of control over the use of society's scarce
resources." (Simons, 1938, page 96.) In addition, income is often seen as being
peculiarly well attuned to differentiating between the positlons of different indlviduals and
achieving'a more equitable apportionment of tax burdens.'(Simons, 1938, page 91.)
However, though income is a much used concept and there is a substantial'literature
about the measures needed to implement a comprehensive income tan base, there has
been relatively little discussion about the precise meaning of the concept. The fact that
an economist as distinguished as Fisher was able to muddy the waters so
comprehensively with his definition of income as consumption, is perhaps illustrative of
a lack of rigorous debate before that time. In fact, there had been a substantial debate
in German language literature but this was little reported in English writing until the time
of Haig and Simons. These two authors drew directly on the German literature in
establishing what has become regarded as the definitive outline of income. In Simons'
words income involves:

"a) the amount by which the value of a person's store of property rights would
have increased, as between the beginning and end of the period, if he had
consumed (destroyed) nothing or b) the value of rights which he might have
exercised in consumption without altering the value of his store of rights"
(Simons, '1938, page 9G).

This definition of income is much more complex than the popular understanding of
wages plus returns on investments. However, any approach which attempts to meaiure
income simply in terms of cash receipts inevitably must confuse payments which involve
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either the increase or running down of wealth. The notion that income is consumption
plus net saving is now firmly entrenched in tax administration and the central goal of taxlaws is to accurately identify these factors.

However, Hicks, and later Kaldor, have raised serious theoretical problems about the
valuation of income. Hicks says that income is at best a vague concept which can beonly a "rough approximation". In elaborating the problemJ he adds the concept of
expectations to Simons' definition to say 'we oughi to define a man's income ai tne
maximum value which he can consume during a week, and still expect to be as well off
at the end of the week as at the beginning"lHicks, 1946, p"ge iosl. The basic point
that Hicks is concerned with is how to evaluate whether ttre inOiviOual is as well ott at
lhe end of the period as at the beginning, and how to understand that in terms of the
individual's perceptions and expectations.

The context within which Hicks was considering income was the development of an
understanding of a dynamic economy. He was therefore particularly interested in the
behavioural effects of income. From this point of view itt" 

"on"ept 
which is most

important is the income which people expeci to get during the period'rn1hin which they
are making decisions. This expectatio.n is largely coloureJ by the anticipated change in
the value of capital from the beginning of the- period to the end. After the peri6d is
completed it is possible to get a form of measure of the change in cap1al, but Fiicks had
two problems with this. The first is that as an ex post measure it was irrelevant to
assessing behaviour. The second is. that the change in value which is significant for
behavioural purposes is only the change which riay Oe calculated in terms of the
expectations prevailing at either the beginning or the end of the period, but not both. At
the end of the period, as a result of windfall gains or losses, the'ownei of capital has adifferent set of information and therefore diff-erent expectations. Hicks accepted that apossible objective definition of income would beL "the value of the individual,s
consumption p/us the increment in the money value of his prospect which has accrued
during the week; 

.it equals consumption p/us capital accumulaiion'. (Hicks, page 109,emphasis in original.) However, this measure includes windfalls. ideally 
'hd 

woud
suggest that any estimation should then remove those parts of income wfriitr "look as if
they have had the character of windfalln, but the best result that could then be achieved
is "a statistical estimate" (Hicks, page 1 10). His overall conclusion was that 'we shall bewefl advised to eschew income and saving in economic dynamic". iilt are bad tools,which break in our hands" (Hicks, pagt1o7, emphasij in original)-'we may note,
however, that Hicks continued to use these tools thioughout his iork.
Kaldor (1955) reiterated and expanded Hicks' criticism of income. However, he did not
focus solely on income. 

Ss an analytical device for understanding dynamic conditions. He
was also concerned with income as a measure of taxable capicity which was the main
guljgct of his paper. At one level it could be validly argued that the concepts and
definitions of income should be sufficiently robust to 

-be 
e-qually useful in any area ofeconomic analysis- Certainly it would seem extreme to attempt to completely divorce thetwo approaches. In the words of Weisbrod and Hanson ''any measure of economicposition would seem to imply a theory of behaviour, or vice versa" (1969, page 4g).However, our discussion of uncertainty, 

"no 
whether to assess well-being as an ex anteor ex post concept, is of some interest here. In etfect Hicks' argrreni is that for hisdynamic economic. analysis purposes he needed an ex ante conc6pt. In our context wet'9'!9 probably wish to be less purist, and in particular would not wish to exclude

windfall gains which wourd here be regarded as an example of brute ruck.
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Taking these issues into account Kaldor suggested a different definition of income.

"The ideal definition of income, as a measure of taxable capacity, is to be thought
of, not as consumption plus actual capital accumulation (a la Haig) nor as
consumption plus capital accumulation excluding windfalls (the accountancy
ideal) [and also the Hicks concept] but as consumption plus real capital
accumulation, where the term "real capital accumulation" is to be understood as
actual capital accumulation subjected to a double series of corrections: first for
the change in the general level of prices (of consumers' goods), and second for
the change in the general level of interest rate.'(Kaldor, 1955, page 125,
emphasis in original.)

Though the correction for the change in the general level of prices is no more difficult
than a standard index number problem, the change in the level of interest rates is more
difficult. ln this context interest means all forms of return on capital including the change
in the value of capital. Since it is not possible to assess how much the change in the
value of capital represents increased expectations of profits, and how much it represents
a change in the discount rate as a result of a shift in confidence levels, Kaldor
concluded that the problem of defining individual income'appears in principle insoluble.'
(Kaldor, 1955, page 126.)

ln summary, though income appears to relate to the concept of control over resources,
and though the Haig Simons definition has attracted considerable practical
endorsement, a precise theoretical definition turns out to be a will-o-the-wisp. For many
people with relatively constant income expectations there is little problem. However, for
those with business incomes, especially those involved in risky ventures, the expectation
problems are significant. As compared to expenditure as a base, one point of
comparison is whether the broadening of the base and therefore the capturing of a
further element of choice is sufficient to outweigh the increased technical problems in
defining and measuring income.

A further major issue in connection with incomes has not yet been touched on. This is
the fact that incomes do not measure control of resources, but simply the change in
control of resources. In order to capture the full dimensions of control we need also to
include some concepts of wealth. These might be tangible and financial wealth or
include human capital. The following section describes attempts to incorporate wealth
considerations in the analysis.

- Broader Approaches to Assessing Control over Resources

Several different approaches have been suggested as means of better assessing the
ability of individuals or households to achieve a desired life style. Each approach tends
to start with incomes and then move beyond that to incorporate further aspects.

In each case the aim is to get a better idea of the person or household's Iong run
prospects and so form a better understanding their choice sets. The first approach which
focuses on the concept of continuing or permanent income may involve a narrowing or
broadening of actual income, depending on the circumstances. The other approaches all
involve attempts to measure extra factors which may be regarded as different aspects of
wealth.
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a Permanent lncome

One way of approaching the issue of uncertainty or risk is to try to assess which part of
income may be seen as sustainable long run income which is likely to be mainiained.
For any significant purposes of assessing the position of an individual or household, we
may assume that the long run income is a better indicator of control over resources than
actual income in any given period.

The analysis of long run income concepts has been very significant in consumption
theory. Freidman (1957) developed his permanent income hypothesis as part of his work
to explain the consumption function. In effect he concluded that spending decisions are
based on the consumer's understanding of long run expected income rather than on
temporary windfalls. This idea was elaborated by Modigliani and his colleagues as they
developed the life cycle hypothesis (see Ando and Modigliani, 1963). In essence the life
cycle approach suggests that income will be maintained at a more steady fevel ln line
with continuing consumption needs and will be consciously spread across the
predictable peaks and troughs of a life time earnings.

These approaches have been very influential in the development of thinking about
consumption and savings, and there is a very large literature in the area. There is a
clear link between this concept and the wealth issues that will be explored in later
paragraphs. A life cycle consumption theory clearly implies a life cycle savings theory.
The savings may be used both to sustain permanent income (from intereJt) and io
maintain expenditure during periods when income is low.

'Savings (net worth accumulation) is in large part rrotivated by a desire to
smooth out patterns of normal life time consumption and to build up reserves to
take account of unanticipated needs arriving from, for example, medical
expenditures' (Weisbrod and Hansen, 1968, page 36).

This long term approach to income explains why we may be relatively untroubled about
the low income of a student and regard that individual as being in a better position than
a low income sole parent on a higher weekly cash income. The theory is also consistent
with young families taking on substantial mortgage commitments in the expectation of
discharging them over time. More generally the theory explains why the posltlon of a low
skilled unemployed person from a poor family is more desperate than that of a highly
educated person who is between jobs but who owns a mortgage free house and whbse
wider family is comfortably off, even though both are on the same short term cash
income.

However, though the theory is very useful, it is based on strong assumptions about the
ability of consumers to fund their long term aspirations. lt is not always correc't to
assume that funding will be forthcoming to match an individual's life style expectations.

"lt would be a mistake to take the life cycle hypothesis too seriousty. lts central
message - that the life time pattern of consumption is independent of the life time
pattern of earnings - cannot be literally true in a world where there is uncertainty,
where working and consuming are competing uses of time, and where the abiliiy
to borrow against future earnings is severely limited" (Blinder, 1976, page 87,
emphasis in original).
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In the long term these issues of availability of funds to meet uncertainty, and the value
of time, are closely linked to various concepts of wealth. Wealth in the form of physical
and financial assets, human capital and family resources wilf each be explored in later
sections. However, in a rather shorter time period the focus on permanent income
allows a distinction to be drawn between unpredictable fluctuations in income and a
steady stream of receipts. We may expect that some variations in income are
unexpected. From the point of view of the identification of choice sets, and therefore to
compare people in similar positions, it may be valuable to assess the significance of
unpredicted variations in income and so identify permanent income.

Mirer (1974) has explored the issue of variations in income. He suggests there are three
types of causes of shifts in the income level of any given family. These include economy
wide factors (including inflation), changes in family income prospects (such as
completing a work related qualification), and random unpredicted variations. Mirer
developed a model to demonstrate the position of the ith family.

Yi (t) = x1 (l + gilt eui.

yi(t) is income received by the ith family in period t, x1 is the income base for that family
(this is never observed), and 91 is the real rate of growth. u is a random variable with a
mean of zero. eul is the transitory component of the household incoms, and the other
elements in the right hand side of the equation are the permanent income of the
household which is growing at gs.

We may express the equation in the log form and then rewrite as follows:

logYl =€lt *b1 t+u1
Where ai = log X; = p€mlanent income (when t = 0)

bi = log (1 + gi) = income trend

ur = I€thdom factor

This equation represents income as a trend line and aims to measure income variability
as the standard deviation of the random variable.

tUirg !9sted his approach using data from the Michlgan study on income dynamics from
1967/69. For each family there were thr€e observations. The equation was fitted
separately for each family using ordinary least squares. For each family the estimated
permanent income for the middle year is the mid point of the fitted line and income
variability is taken to be the variance around that line.

Mirer's data suggests that income fluctuation is high for families in the lowest income
group and the fluctuation drops as income increases. The variance continues to drop
until the third highest of his 18 income categories. In addition, the results suggest that
variation in low income is related to variation in earnings, but variation in hQh income is
related to variation to non-earnings.

On the assumption that permanent income is relatively more valuable than variabfe
income, Mirer suggests that these results indicate that the relative position of low
income households is worse than would be suggested by a review of ictual incomes.
Further, Mirer suggests that the variance in low incomes is sufficiently high as to cast
doubt on the interpretation of income changes. Several studies trave suggested that
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income change over time is sufficiently large that we can assume that most poverty is ashort term phenomenon and likely to be otlittle significance. Instead, Mirer suggests thatthe degree of fluctuation in the incomes of the po-or is such that in any given'y6ar sor"are likely to have moved out of poverty, 
'but 

this is probably 'oily a'transitory
phenomenon and their real position may stiil be grim.

As a reminder that variability of income can matter, Mire/s comments are useful.
Unfortunately, the use of the standard deviation as the measure of variability means thatwe do not know whether these changes in income were part of a planned life-style lanJtherefore part of the choice set), or. were imposed by changei 

"ii"rrstances 
(and

therefore a reflection of brute luck). However, though 
"r" 

r"i not be sure about theprecise level of unplanned variation, the result rrgt;tr that th'e posi1on of low income
households needs to be considered carefully.

b lncome P/us Assefs

A maior weakness of any measure of income, permanent or actual, is that it does not
measure the control over resources but, at best, it is a measure of the flow of resourc€s."lt is a person's ability_ t9_ reach a given consumption level, not his or her income, that
determines well-being." (Burkhauser et.al, 1985, page 70.) Knowledge of money incomedoes not give us an idea of the flow of benefits troni asseis. In addition, we do not knowthe potential ability of the individual or household to dip into their'pockets to tidethemselves over periods where income is reduced. This suggests ttrat iniormation aboutassets is necessary. to gain a full picture of control over rgsources. Three lssues may beidentified. The first.is whether reported cash income will genulnely 1.*1""t receipts fromcapital' The second is the imputed value of the non cash stream of benefits from assets.
The third is the life time ability to realise assets and so boost one's access to resources.

Because most people now work for wages or salaries, or have a formalised contract forreceipls of payments for labour services, it is relatively straight ronrarJio assess incomefrom labour. However, income from capital can oe very much more manipulabfe. Suchsimple devices as assigning the nominal ownership of assets, and therefore income, tolower income members of the family, or. assigning assets to somg form of trust, maymean that lhe reported income from capital is-veri much different than the true flow ofresources from that asset. Steuerfe managed to combina 27OO estate duty returns in theUnited States with the income tax returns of the deceased for ttre preulo6 year and theincome tax returns of the beneficiaries for the concurrent and subsequent years. Hisdata suggested that the reported returns from capital assetrs were consistenly less thanwould be expected lrom the apparent value of the assets. He concluded that income taxlaws in the United States at that time (between 197C and 1928) were totaily ineffectivein assessing income from capital.

"At the individual level, the recognition of income from capital is in many ways avoluntary event for both tax and other purposes.... the individual tax (and loss of
benefits or implicit tax in welfare gystemsi on capital income is in part a tax on
liquidity, risk reduction and diversiiication, simplicity, and ignoiancb'. (Steuerte,
1985, page 96.)

To that list presumably he could have added that the tax was a tax on honesty.

In New Zealand, following the recent reforms in income tax including the introduction ofwithholding tax on interest and full imputation of company income, ihe situation ii verymuch better than described by Steuerle. lt is true lrtaf it is in ihe naturs of capital
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transactions that some forms of evasion are more possible but, especially with the
increased flattening of the tax scale and therefore the reduction of incentives to avoid or
evade tax, it is likely that our problems are not as acute as he described.

The second major issue is the imputation of a value for the effective income derived
from the ownership of assets. The classic example which is typically quoted, and which
in some regimes is subject to tax, is the imputed value of owner occupied houses.
However the issue is not simply related to housing but covers the stream of services
that may be received from any consumer durable asset.

Danziger et al (1984) used an expenditure approach to try to estimate the significance of
these services for elderly people in the United States. The group was able to use survey
data which inquired into expenditure as well as recording ownership of a variety of
assets. Once imputed values have been derived to evaluate the annual implicit flow from
these assets, they were able to construct a picture of notional total expenditure. This
expenditure was then adjusted to take account of household size. The group concluded
that apparent expenditure by the elderly significantly understated their actual use of
goods and services. In total they considered that at the time of the surv€y (1973) the
elderly in the United States were on average significantly above the poverty line. This
implied a substantial improvement from the generally understood position.

The third way in which assets may be significant is as a store of value. These stores
may be realised to maintain the desired flow of resources when required. The difficulty
is how to translate from the value of assets into the potential sustainable contribution to
income. lf we count solely interest income, we are interpreting assets as a potential
perpetual annuity. This must understate the possible gains that any one individual could
derive from those assets. Alternatively, if we count the full value of assets in any given
period, we are assuming that they are fully realised and consumed in that one period.

The path breaking work in this area was carried out by Weisbrod and Hansen (1969).
They suggested that the correct approach is to view net worth as an asset which could
potentially be converted into an annuity for the expected lifetime of the owner. They
suggested that the current economic position of an individual should be modelled as
follows

yi- (t) = yi (t) + NW1 (0 A"

Where:

Yi- (t) = curr€rt economic position of the ith unit in time t
yi (t) = current annual income (net of yield of net worth)

NWi (t) = cut't'e1t net worth

An = ?nhUal value of n year annuity with a capital value of $1.00
n = life expectancy of the ith unit.

The second element on the right hand side of the equation represents the lifetime
annuitised value of current net worth.

This approach is clearly very sensitive to age. As age increases so life expectancy
decreases and therefore the lifetime annuity value of current net worth increases. Ai
formulated, the equation implies that all assets would be totally consumed on death. lf
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instead the person wished to leave a positive bequest, Weisbrod and Hanson suggest
that a desired target bequest could be subtracted from net wealth before the lifetime
annuity is calculated.

Wiesbrod and Hanson used 1962 data from the survey of financial characteristics of
consumers to derive data on families by age of principal income earner and income and
wealth. This was combined with the current population survey (which did not include
wealth data) to generate an estimated distribution of wealth by income and age. The
result of their analysis was to significantly reduce the proportion of the elderly who were
assessed to be poor. In addition, the proportion of the poor who were elderly was
significantly reduced.

Similar approaches have been used by other researchers. Burkhauser et al (1985)
tested a lifetime annuitised concept of income compared to actual income of 1,782
married men in the retirement history study. This was a ten year longitudinal survey of
the retirement process conducted by the Social Security Administration. The sample was
composed of people who were working in 1969 but had retired by 1979 and whose
spouse was present in the household. Their results showed that, although actual income
appeared to drop significantly, the drop was considerably reduced when a lifetime
annuitised measure of wealth was included.

A conceptually similar approach was carried out by Moon (1976). Like the other studies
she used a lifetime annuity approach and also took account of household size. She used
a sample of seven thousand persons aged 65 and over in 6,300 families from the 1967
survey of economic opportunity. Once she took account of lifetime annuitised net wealth
the average measure of well-offness was increased and the effective income distribution
was widened across all elderly people.

Clearly the inclusion of the potential consumption value of net worth is an important
factor in assessing control over resources. However, it is not so clgar that the lifetime
annuitised value of net worth is an accurate measure. The central problem is that the
approach assumes certainty about one of the most uncertain aspects of life, that is the
number of years one has still to live.

lf the lifetime annuitised approach to net worth were conec,t, we would expect that
savings might drop with advancing age. lf, however, the elderly are insecure about the
potential costs they might face for an unknown number of years, this life-cycle effect
might not be observed. There have been some studies that have attempted to test this
life-cycle hypothesis.

Hamermesh (1984) took a sample of five hundred white married couples aged 62-69
from the retirement history survey. His study showed that immedlately after retirement
the households spent at an unsustainably fast rate (that is, faster than their expected
income) and ran down savings as might have been expected. However, after one or two
years consumption was reduced below pre-retiremeni levels and so the run-down of
savings was reduced. On average he found that consumption was reduced so far that it
was below annual expected income and savings were increased during later years of
retirement. A further study by Menchik and David (19S1tl) used a sample of probate
returns filed in Wisconsin and compared them with previous income tax refums for up to
30 years before death. They were unable to confirm the hypothesis of dissaving in
retirement and instead found that many people were accumulating funds.
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These results suggest that the lifetime annuitised approach needs to be adjusted to take
account of precautionary balances by the elderly. lt might be hypothesised that the
elderly have a target level of net weahh for security purposes, anil inat ttris target level
might increase with age as the risk of long term disability comes nearer. I am not aware
of any work that has attempted to draw the retirement saving results and the annuitised
net worth approach together but some combination of them might produce a more
plausible approach.

In conclusion, it is clear that assets do matter in assessing the ability of a household unit
to control resources. This comes both from the stream of services that the assets
provide as well as the store of value that the assets represent. However, given the
different risks faced by different individuals and the varying values that they place on
those risks, we face a difficult task in assessing the contribution that assets make to the
control of resources and so to well-being.

c Potential lncome

As well as the expansion of choice sets that an increase in wealth may offer, we also
need to be aware of the ditferences in human capital between individuals. The better
educated an individual is and the better the job record, the greater ls the llkellhood that
the individual will enjoy higher earnings in the future. The ability of the experienced
accountant to find a secure well-paid job represents a substantially greater control over
resources than that enjoyed by the low paid construction worker, even if neither of them
currently hold a job. The relevant concept in this context is not simply the actual annual
income, but the potential income that both could earn if both worked to capacity.

A ditference in annual income between an accountant working 15 weeks in the year anda truck driver working consistent over-time tor 50 weeks in the year, may be
substantially an outcome of different choices. However, a ditference in income between
the same two working for the same number of hours per year, may be the result of a
difference in choice sets. lf both take up all reasonable-earning opportunities, but one is
able to sarn more than the other, then we may regard one as having a higher potential
income.

Tltg_concept of potential income was explored by Garfinkel and Haveman (1g77a and
1977b). They assumed that each individual had a working capacity of up to 5b hours per
week. Potential hourly earnings were estimated for each individual in the 50,000 famiiles
of the 1971 current population survey. The estimation used variables which the authors
said were consistent with those conventionally employed in empirical studies based on
the human capital approach to analysing wage and earnings differences. The variables
included ?9e, Y€ars of schooling, marital status, and location. The expected earnings
were estimated separately for blacks and whites, and for men and women, in order io
take account of any discrimination in the labour market.

Having derived a capacity weekly wage of 50 hours per week times the estimated
earning ability, an annual potential income is calculated by assuming a capacity of fifty
weeks per year minus the number of reported weeks of sickness oi unemployment. In
effect the approach assumed that all weeks of unemployment were involuntary. A
household capacity income was derived by the fifty troui titiy week calculation for both
partners and adding non-earned income, including interest, dividends, rents and alimony
but not government transfers.
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In order to take account of work costs for those with children, a fixed sum per child
($1510 per child under 5 and $376 per child aged 6-14) was subtracted from the gross
earnings figure to derive a net earnings potential.

The authors then compared the computed potential earnings per household with the
reported earnings for those households. In order to assess the results the percentage of
households that were below the otficial poverty line on a current income basis was
derived; this was 11o/o of all households. The composition of the bottom 11% of the
potential earnings capacity distribution was then examined to see how it compared with
the composition of those assessed as poor on a current income basis.

On a current income basis only 26o/o of all poor were in households who had a principal
income earner working for 50 weeks of the year. However this changed lo 40o/o of all
poor households on a net earnings capacity basis. That is, once their potential earnings
were taken into account, a significant proportion of apparently poor households were
promoted out of the poor category and were replaced by some low-paid workers with
consistent work habits. Similarly the proportion of poor who were black increased from
317" on a current income basis to 38o/" on an earnings capacity basis. That is, the
potential pay rates faced by blacks reduce their earning capacity, and on average more
of them were working to capacity in order to make ends meet on a current income basis.
On the other hand 21% of the poor on a current income basis were aged over 65 but
onfy 13/" of the poor on a net income basis (that is net of childcare costs) were aged
over 65.

Garfinkel and Haveman concluded that current income understates the percentage of
the poor who are black, from large families and in work, and overstates the percentage
of the poor who are old, very young, alone or out of work.

There are some real problems in the estimation approach used by Garfinkel and
Haveman. In effect, they have assumed the potential opportunities for work and have
made a strong rationality assumption around the choice to work or not to work. Though
they have accepted that any period of reported unemployment may be regarded as a
reduction in potential work (and so ignored any possible voluntary unemployment) they
have assumed that anybody else could have got a job il they tried. However, this
ignores any discouraged worker effect which might have led various people to take
themselves out of the labour market in the knowledge that no job was available for
them.

The more worrying point in terms of assessing potential income as a measure of
well-being is that it implicitly values 50 hours of every week at the opportunity cost of
cash employment. However, the individual may suffer substantial personal utility losses
from the stresses of full{ime paid employment or incur significant agency losses in
being unable to provide the personal services to other family members that may seem
desirable. Clearly there are real gains that are enjoyed by each individual who is
voluntarily absent from paid employment but, if the individual did not regard the work as
being worth the level of financial compensation that could have been received, the gains
are not necessarily equal to the calculated financial gain that could have been earned
had the individual been in work.
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d Family Position

As well as sustainable household income, physical and financial assets, and human
capital, another important source of support for individuals or households, and so for
their control over resources, is the value of voluntary contributions received from others.
These contributions may come from a neighbour, a friend or family. The relevant source
depends on the unit being used as the basis for analysis. lf the individual is the basis of
the analysis then others in the household, including the spouse or parent, are relevant
sources of non-financial or financial voluntary contributions. lf the household or nuclear
family is the basis then other members of the wider family may be seen as the source
of inter-family transfers and the intra-family transactions are ignored. The analysis which
is reported in this section was all carried out in a household or nuclear family basis and
examines the significance of contributions from members of the wider family.

There are two main areas of inter-family transfer that are of interest. The first is current
flows of support, either financial or in kind. The second is intergenerational transfers,
generally bequests.

In terms of the regular flow of cash payments between households there ar€ no
conceptual difficulties and in theory these should be included In an estimate of
household income. As an administrative matter il may be very difficult to estimate such
flows since neither party may co-operate in reporting the transaction. However, this
makes no difference to the conceptual significance of the flow.

Support in kind is more difficult because the valuation is more subjec.tive. A major, and
possibly most significant, form of support in kind is the provision of personal labour
services, that is the use of time. There are many examples of this form of support;
grandparents baby-sitting for grandchildren provide a clear value to the household. Adult
siblings helping one another in do-it-yourself activities around the home are simitarly
boosting the household's control over resources. Another example is the sometimes
mutually beneficial services that elderly parents living with younger couples may derive.
"lndividuals can also make transfers to relatives by doubling up and providing housing
and other goods and services directly and probably more efficiently but at som€
emotional cost" (Morgan, 1984, page 203).

Each of these examples, and most obviously the last, is very difficult to value. Should
the grandparents' services be valued at the same rate that is paid to a teenager for
baby-sitting because that is the alternative which the parents tace? Alternatively it could
be valued at the parent's hourly earning rate because their altemative is to participate in
a baby-sitting pool where each hour of service received must be repaid with an hour of
their own time. Or the value could be assessed in terms of the grandparents' potential
earning rate. There is similar confusion in the case of do-it-yourself work around the
home. For some, the poor quality of work may mean that it is ludicrous to evaluate the
work at carpenters' rates, but it is presumably also rather strange to charge it out at the
possibly even higher potential hourly earnings rate in the person's own job.

In the case of the families doubling up together in one house, the valuation is even more
difficult. We presumably cannot talk in terms of hours because this service is continuous
but the interaction intermittent. We might assess some notional rent foregone on the use
of space, but this ignores the emotional cost in terms of loss of independence and
do mes'tic disag reements.
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As with the assessment of potential earnings, it is dangerous to assume that each
activity is the result of some utility maximising calculus and that benefits can be
assessed on the basis of revealed preference using observed opportunity costs.
However, it is equally fallacious to ignore inter-family services when assessing controf
over resources. Two households with the same assets and income but with different
family support networks are in very different positions. The conclusion seems to be that
family services matter, but they are not amenable to easy measurement.

The other area of inter-family transfers is intergenerational payments, either between
living people or on death. lt might be assumed that these payments tend to be from the
wealthy (commonly elderly) to the less well-off in the family. As such they would seem
!o be promoting equality and reducing poverty. This is the approach taken by Cox and
Raines (1985). They took a sample ol 4,600 respondents from the Presidents'
Commission on Pension Policy household survey. This survey included questlons on
voluntary gifts and Cox and Raines showed that gifts tended to go from richer individuals
and households to poorer individuals and households. However Menchik (1985), in
commenting on that paper, suggested the authors had misinterpreted their results. Once
other factors than income were taken into account it was apparent that gifts tended to
flow from the well schooled elderly to the well schooled young; that is, the recipients of
gifts tended to have a high human capital and therefore a high potential income.
Similarly the gifts went from the wealthy elderly to individuals who had an inheritance
expectation that was three times the average expectation of others in the survey.

Menchik would suggest that inter-family transfers are much more strongly correlated with
maintaining high w_ealth expectations than redistribution. He carried out a study
(Menchik, 1979) in Connecticut in which he compared wills probated in the 1930s ani
1940s with the probated wills of the children of those earlier deceased. He established
from that that the wealth of the parent at death tends to be correlated with the wealth of
the child at death. His later work on Wisconsin estates (Menchik and David lg8g) which
connected income tax returns and probate returns demonstrated that the top quintile of
income earners had a substantially higher marginal propensity to begueath wealth than
others in the population.

An extra dimension to the analysis of family transfers has been provided by Bllnder
(1976). He suggests that bequests may take two forms, either human or financial. A
human bequest is support in the provision of education, culture and personal contacts.
Human transfers of this sort have the advantage of being personally beneficial to the
recipient and are inalienable, therefore they may be attrac'tive to the caring parent who
is protective of the child's well-being. However, the other feature of human iapital is that
by the nature of the recipient, there is a limit to the amount of human capital which can
be invested in one person. lnitial investments have a good return, but as capacity is
approached we may expect that marginal returns drop. At a certain point the return on
financial investments is better, so we may expect that some of the bequests made by
the rich will be in the form of financial assets, while the less prosperous will pass on
their wealth as human capital.

This discussion on the various forms of inter-family transfers would suggest that if
wealth matters in terms of assessing control over resources, and if permanent and
lifetime income expectations have any significance, then parents' wealih matters also.
However, it also suggests that a large part of the role of families is in non-financial and
difficult to quantify forms, which are inherently of limited significance since they rely on
the personal efforts and capacities of the giver and the receiver.
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Conclusion

The overall aim of Part One is to investigate the information requirements of an efficient
and equitable redistribution system. The purpose of the theoretical discussion in this
chapter has been to get an overview of the issues and to see if there are any indications
of what, if any, information is desirable as the basis for a Government policy to take from
one and give to another.

The functioning of any redistribution system centres "around that elusive something
which we call 'discrimination'." (Simons, 1938, page 91.) lf we are to discriminate we
need to have valid grounds for our discrimination. We also need to know that the
Information on which we are making our discriminatlon decislons reflects those grounds.
That is, we need to be sure we are measuring the right thing. To be worth collecting
information on which to base an integrated redistribution policy, we must be sure of what
we want the policy to achieve, that its achievement would be worthwhile, and that the
means we are to use are likely to contribute towards that achievement. This chapter has
worked on the assumption that the Government has decided that redistribution is
worthwhile and it has focused on whether we know what it is we wish to distribute and
how we would measure relative need.

The first conclusion from the discussion is that at every level the concepts are slippery.
Well-being is not clearly defined; the nearest we have been able to get to a basis from
which we could construct policy is Sen's idea of capabilities. The assessment of
capabilities requires the use of proxies, of which control over resources seems
promising in many circumstances but by no means all. The definition of control over
resources also proved to be elusive. The most widely used approach is to measurs
income, but even that turns out to have basic flaws.

'[Economistsl have done almost everything with the income concept except to
give it such definition as would make it eligible to a place among our analytical
tools" (Simons, 1938, pages 94-95).

Having dismissed all previous work so scathingly Simons went on to give us the best
operating definition that has been produced, but the work of Hicks and Kaldor has
established that there are still basic problems. Various other approaches such as
expenditure, net wealth, human capital or family background have been explored and all
offer some solutions but contain other problems. We must agree with Feldstein's
depressing conclusion that "with multiple abilities or different tastes any feasible tax on
income or consumption will violate horizontal ecluity' (1976, page 129). Indeed we must
add in despair that any feasible tax on wealth in a financial, physical, human or family
form will fail the same test.

However, we need not despair absolutely. Anybody who seriously inquires into
redistribution issues must already have put aside perfection as a goal. The aim must be
to achieve a reasonable likelihood of identifying relative well-being, rather than a precise
ordering of all members of society. Though ws cannot derive precise conclusions, there
are some regular themes which emerge to help us find our way fonrard.

The second conclusion is that a major aim in the process ol discriminatlon is to identify
to what extent the relative position of individuals is a result of choice and how much
reflects circumstances beyond the individual's control. ldeally we would wish to allow the
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results of choices to lie where they fall, but to protect people against the winds of fate.
However, this ideal too is impossible partly for measurement reasons and partly
because one person's wind may be the backwash from someone slse's gentle fanning.

The more we are concerned with the dynamics of the economic procgss and the risks
that might flow from changing economic incentives, the more we may be inclined
towards an ex ante presumption in designing our policy. However, the more we are
concerned with living standards and equality then the more we will tend to be pushed
towards an ex post presumption in designing tax and benefit systems. Neither approach
allows us to discriminate between option luck and brute luck, rather they tell us how
much weight we put on the distinc'tion. The conclusion from this discussion ls that the
choice set is the central philosophical concept that should be used to compare the
well-being of people, and so act as a fair basis for redistribution policy.

The third main conclusion is that, in spite of the disappointing conclusion that nothing is
unequivocally clear, some forms of information do seem to provide a relatively
consistent basis for discrimination because between them they offer some insights into
the constraints people face. The two main required elements seem to be:

a a measure of the flow of resources to the person or household; and

b a measure of the store of assets held by the person or household.

In combination these two may give a good idea of the total stream of resources that are
used, both in money and in kind, and also ol the options for the future use of resources
that wealth may offer. At this stage the specification of the need for information about
income and wealth does not necessarily imply an income tax base since an expenditure
tax would also require both of those elements of information.

It is likely that information on personal abilities and family relationships would also give
useful information on the relative position of an individual or household. However, the
collectlon and comparison of information in these areas would be necessarlly subfectlve
and unreliable to a considerably greater extent than applies to income and wealth. In
addition, the invasion required by an investigation of the personality and relationships of
an individual is significantly more sensitive than that needed to inquire into the person's
affairs.

The results of our discussion, and therefore an indication of the nature of the information
required for an effective redistribution system may be summed up as follows:

nA unit's economic well-being or economic position should be thought of as a
function of the flow of services over which it has command. This flow depends
importantly on the consumer unit's current income and also on the services it
receives from its assets, net of liabilities.' (Weisbrod and Hansen, 1968, page
34.)

The folfowing chapter looks at the issue of whether it is n€cessary to be consistent
across all people involved in the redistribution system, or whether a different base may
be used in different parts of the system. lt also looks at drawing more precise
conclusions about the base for assessment that would be appropriate in New Zealand
with particular reference to the requirements of an integrated system of redistribution.
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CHAPTER THREE: INTEGRATED
REDISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS AND THE PERIOD OF ASSESSMENT

Introduction

In Chapter Two it has been established that, in order for a redistribution system to
determine with reasonable precision who should give and who should receive, we need
information on the income and wealth of members of the community. Once it is
appropriately analysed, this information may be used to measure the choibe sets facing
people, and so act as a proxy for their general well-being. lf we were to generate i
complete picture of those aspects of well-being that are of concern to us, we might also
need information on particular capabilities, like the ability to house oneself or the ability
to have access to medical care. However, as the basis for a more broad approach to
redistribution, we require a more generalised measurs of control ovsr resourcbs, which
for most purposes seems to be the best proxy for well-being.

In arriving at its basic conclusion on the concepts and measurements of well-being, the
previous chapter has abstracted from any practical consideration of administration and
has viewed redistribution as a unitary concept. The discussion of the base to be used for
assessing control over resources implicitly assumed the existence of only one base for
the whole system. That approach was useful in identifying the central 

-significance 
of

income and wealth but it has limitations as we shift towards the design of usable
redistribution systems.

Though it is intended that this chapter will be more specific than Ghapter Two, and more
concerned with the application of the theories developed in that chapter, it is not
intended to design an ideal redistribution system or to identify precisely the base that
such a system should use. As with Chaptsr Two, the aim in thls chaptei is to clarify the
information needs of an effective redistribution system. In order to ilo that we ne6d to
identify the necessary attributes of an etfective redistribution system, but not necessarily
to design a perfect system or even the best system. We wish to assess the information
requirements of effective redistribution and to broadly understand the value and
significance of that information. Since the value of the information is derived from its use
within the redistribution system it can only be assessed against the requirements of
effective redistribution.

There ara a variety of possible approaches to redistribution. Any system involves
choices of an administrative structure, the effective scale of rates tor tal and benefits,
the base for assessment, and the period of assessment. lt is not intended, however, to
discuss administration issues at this stage and questions of the number of different
institutions and their inter-relationships are therefore deferred for consideration in part
Three. Similarly, it is not intended in this thesis to identify the ideal rate structure, and
therefore rates will be discussed only where they are useful to illustrate other points and
where they link to other issues. This leaves the question of the base and the related
issue of the period of assessment.

The period of assessment is, in fact, one aspect of the base of assessment. lf we decide
to use any given metric for assessing control over resources such as income (the same
issues would apply with consumption), we still face the question of whether to assess
income over a lifetime, a business cycle, a biological cycle (such as the beef cycle for
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dry stock cattle farmers), a year, a month or a day. This is just one of the aspects of the
base that need to be clarified as we shift from general concepts in measurement
towards operationalising our systems.

We may visualise the selection of a base for assessment as having three stages. The
first stage is to establish in general terms the quantum that is to be used. The second
stage of decision making is the establishment of accounting rules, including the period of
assessment. The third level of decision making leads to precise formulas and legislative
rules for assessing income or consumption. Whereas Chapter Two focused on the
general issue of the quantum to be considered, this chapter focuses on the second
level, being the accounting rules.

The particular accounting rule that will be focused on is the period of assessment. There
are three principal reasons for this. The first is that the period of assessment is a
relatively straightfonrard question to understand with few complicating dimensions, but it
is usefully illustrative of the issues that are involved in the selec'tion of any accounting
convention. We could instead focus on the composition of the cash items to be included
in the base, (for example whether or not to include maintenance payments received as
income), or we could focus on how many and which non-cash items should be included
(such as whether to use the imputed income of owner-occupied housing). The issues of
comparability and behavioural response that would need to be considered in those
cases are parallel to those involved in considering the period of assessment. lf the aim
were to develop a case for a particular base we would need to consider each of the
different issues in turn. However, here we are more concemed with the question of
whether it matters to use the same base throughout the redistribution system and the
issues raised in considering the period of assessment will be similar to those involved in
considering other aspects of the base.

The second reason for focusing on the period of assessment is.that it relates closely to
the issues of security, risk and options that were seen in the previous chapter to be
critical to well-being. One important aspect of comparing the well-being of different
individuals is the time period over which that individual may plausibly exeicise options.
For the famine victim the realistic life expectation may bs one day and therefore the
choice set must be confined within that time period. For someone born into the
Kennedys, the Rothschilds or the Royal Family there is an immedlate certainty about the
means that will be available throughout the life of that child. The choice set of that
fortunate child may be understood to cover an average life expectancy. lf choice sets
may be partly ranked by the length of the time period over which they are credibly
known, this indicates that the period of assessment is likely to be an important factor in
the design of redistribution systems.

The third reason is that, although it is necessary to resolve issues of the period of
assessment in order to implement any redistribution policy, there has been very little
writing on this matter. Ruggles (1990) has addressed some of the options in discussing
the issue of identifying poverty, but there is little literature which directly addresses the
issue of the period of iime for the assessment of well-being in the context of
administering redistribution. The designers of the Negative Incomelax experiment (see
below) considered some possibilities, but they did not report any theoretical analysis of
this issue.

The first section of this chapter outlines some of the options that are available in the
structure and implementation of a redistribution system. The aim of this section is simply
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to illustrate some of the alternatives, and so give some practical focus to the later
analysis. Once the options are outlined the next section includes an examination of the
criteria that are significant in determining the accountlng approach for redistribution
purposes. The later half of this chapter contains a theoretical discussion of the period of
assessment from the point of view of the equitable distribution of well-being and then
from the point of view of the efficiency costs of redistribution. This is used to ldentify the
factors that need to be assessed in an integrated approach to redistribution.

Options for Accounting Systems in Redistribuilon

The discussion so far in this paper has focused on general issues of welt-being. Though
that provides a central purpose for the design of redistribution systems, there are a
range of practical issues that need to be considered in the selection and assessment of
the approaches that are to be used. In order to give some greater administrative reality
to the analysis, this section outlines some of the options that exist in the design of i
redistribution system. These cover the degree of iniegration of the overall systJm, the
use of prospective or retrospective assessment, and the time periods to use in different
parts of the assessment process, and whether to measure those perlods on a fixed or
moving basis.

- The Degree of Integration

As we turn to broad issues of system structure and design the immediate observation
must be that most countries around the world do not have integrated redistribution
systems. Most countries have a progressive income tax, based on annual assessments,
and a separate mechanism to identify those in need of support and to make that support
available. Many developed countries have some form of sociat insurance which provides
suppoft related to previous contributions or work record, but these insurance systems
are generally supplemented by income tested assistance. lt is the income tested
assistance that is effective at the margin in controlling the resources of recipients,
especially the lowest income recipients, and therefore that is the part of the systeh thai
matters most both from the point of view of equity and efficiency. The income-tested
systems could be said to be an extension of the progressive tax siructure, but there are
usually important differences between the tax and benefit systems. Many countries use
slightly different definitions of income in ditferent areas of thi system; usualry the testing
of income is done by different agencies and commonly benefits are provtdeO on th6
basis of an assessment covering about one month to six weeks, but income tax liability
is based on a full year of income. In addition, benefits are not usually based solely on
income. but may require evidence about other factors such as the presence of
dependents, joblessness or incapacity. To identify this common form of tax and benefit
system we might use the term "compartmentalised redistribution'. tn a
compartmentalised system we may find multiple administrative structures, multiple
definitions of the base, multiple periods of assessment, and multiple effective marginal
tax rates.

Over the last twenty to thirty years there has been substantial academic criticism of this
compartmentalised approach to redistribution. lt has been suggested that
compartmentalisation leads to capricious incentives, inefficient administration and a poor
record in responding to relative need. Proposals for a negative income tax were an
attempt to develop a more unified approach which would address those criticisms. The
basic intention of a negative income tax was to test everyone's income in order to
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establish their liability for tax or entitlement to a "negative tax" depending on their
income. Various different structures of negative tax have been canvassed, and in recent
years the credit income tax has emerged as a significant rsform proposal. In its most
developed form the credit income tax would give each tax unit a demogrant and that
grant would then be abated against income at a uniform marginal tax rate. The same
marginal tax rate would apply across all income. This uniform rate credit income tax
might be seen as "perfectly integrated redistribution". The characteristics of perfect
integration involve one admlnistration system, one base of assessment, one period of
assessment and one marginal tax rate.

Between the polar options of compartmentalised or perfectly integrated systems there
are many possible approaches, but it is unusual to find a systematic discussion of the
options and the accounting systems they might imply. This may be because as a
general rule redistribution systems have developed over a long period of time with each
reform being an adaptation of existing systems. One example of a clean slate approach
was the income maintenance experiments that were carried out in the United States in
the late 1970s. For those experiments negative income tax systems w€re designed from
scratch and in order to develop the systems the experimenters had to give considerable
thought to the interactions within their systems. The items listed in the following
paragraphs are drawn from the issues that confronted the experimenters during that
time.

- Prospective or Retrospective Assessment

The first question to be resolved was whether to assess circumstances in prospect or in
retrospect. The difference is significant in terms of operational characteristics of
schemes and reflects a substantially different philosophical approach to redistribution.

"lf welfare payments are seen as charitable benefits designed Just to permit
qeople to meet their dire needs, then a prospective approach may seem natural.
This is the approach of traditional welfare programmes. On the other hand, one
might think in terms of a 'right' to a certain minlmum level of Income; payments
would then discharge a liability for past deficiencles and a retrospective'approach
would seem more appropriate.' (Asimow and Klein, 1gZO, page 4).

A prospective approach allows payments to be geared to needs as felt at the time of
ass€ssment, and as expected to continue during the time of receipt of assistance. A
retrospective approach permits an examination of actual outcomes and redistribution
can attempt to equalise those outcomes.

lf a prospective approach is used, it is possible to operate a checking system to ensure
that the payments that are made relate to the actual circumstances ai they emerge over
time. This could involve a periodic check or reconciliation, as is done by Inland Revenue
in the operation of the Family Support Tax Credit (see Appendix One1. Alternatively it
might involve some random checks and possible penalties as with ihe case of ihe
income-tested benefits administered by the Department of Social Welfare.

- Period of Assessment

The second major question relates to the period of assessment. Bawden and Kershaw
have identified three aspects of the period of asssssment.
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a the accountability period. They define this as the "ex post period over which
equity is maintained among families" (1971, page 259). In etfect this relates to the
length of history that will be enquired into in each case in order to ensure that the
assistance given to each recipient is comparable to that given to another recipient
in some other circumstances;

b the accounting period. This is defined as 'the lengrth of time over which ex post
income is averaged for calculating payments" (1971, page 259). Payments are
likely to be made more frequently than the total period that is taken into account
in assessing comparability of payments. The significance of this period relates to
the speed of responsiveness of support to changes In circumstancss, and
therefore it is particularly important in considering incentive lssues;

c frequency of filing income statements. This is essentially an administrative issue,
and it is closely related to the accounting period. The accounting period cannot
be shorter than the length of income periods that are reported in the returns. lf
returns relate to more than one period there is an increased risk of mis-reporting.

It is possible for the accountability period, the accounting period and the frequency of
reporting to all be the same. This is the case with annual tax assessment systbms. it is
not necessary, however, for any of these periods to be a year, and tt is qufte possible for
both the accounting period and the frequency of reporting to be shorter than the
accountability period. The range of options that were considered at the time of the
income maintenance experiments included annual, half-yearly, quarterly or monthly
periods for each of those three concepts.

Fixed or Moving Assessment

The third issue relates to the method of measuring data and the period against which it
is. to be applied. lt is possible to use discrete periods of time to finalise the assessment
within each period or an alternative approach is to use some longer term averaglng
system. lt should be realised that any plausible redistribution system must involve sJme
averaging over time. Even if we went to a daily income assessment this could still be
regarded as an averaging approach, since one's salary is only paid into the bank
account at a particular moment of the day and it is then spread of the whole of the day.
More obviously, a weekly basis of income assessment involves spreading the income
received on the pay-day across the pay week.

The question at issue here is not whether to use an average concept of income, but
whether to use a m,oving average or a fixed period average. The income tax year may
be regarded as a fixed period averaging system, and the various income smoothing
schemes that have operated from time to time in agriculture and forestry for taxatioi
purposes may be seen as moving average approaches. In New Zealand at present all of
the benefit payment systems are fixed period type. For example, the Family Support Tax
Credit involves short term fluctuations in payment and a long term (thai is one year)
fixed period averaging at the end. The income tested benefitsLre paid on a fixed 6asii
with short term reappraisal.

The most obvious method of operating a moving average approach would be to
accumulate the income from a certain number of previous periods, and divide by the
number of periods in order to determine the basis for assessment. An alternative
approach was developed and used in the New Jersey negative tax experiment. There
they used a carry-fonrard concept. Earned income ln eich month in excess of the
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predetermined break-even level was accumulated in a carry-fonrvard sum. In any later
month when income was below break-even the carry-fonvard sum was added to family
income for that month. For assessing entitlements, income was therefore the sum of
earned income in that month plus any carry-fonrvards brought fonrvard from previous
months. lf the result of this calculation exceeded the break-even level then the surplus
would be carried fonryard to future months. Once the carry-fonvard is used up then the
family begins to get payments. Income was carried fonrvard for up to eleven subsequent
periods, and then written off after twelve months. As an extra refinement, the actual
periodic payment was calculated on a three month moving average basis. In terms of
the terminology established above, the one yeat carry-fonrvard expiry period was the
accountability period, the three month moving average was the accounting period, and
the frequency of filing returns was monthly.

It is not intended to firmly resolve any of this agenda of issues in this thesis. They are
listed to give an idea of the questions that must be addressed in the detailed design of
any system. They also illustrate the practical reality of the questions that are addressed
here about the period of assessment and whether to use a single or multiple period
approach.

Criteria tor Assessing Accounting Options

Having reviewed some of the possible options for the form of redistribution systems, we
need some idea of their significance, and the issues of importance in choosing among
them. A great deal of analysis of redistribution systems tends to ignore the detail of
timing issues. As a general rule calculations are often carried out on an annual basis
and effective marginal tax rates are expressed as a nominal rate without reference to
the time that is involved. However, these timing issues can be of critical significance.
Different choices among the options can lead to significant differences between
individuals whose income is received in different periods or who are on a rising, falling
or static income path. Similarly the total cost of schemes can vary quite substantially as
a result of changes in the timing issues even though the other parameters may remain
similar.

As well as discussing the range of options that need to be considered in the design of
a redistribution system, Bawden and Kershaw (1971) also suggested a set of criteria to
be used in assessing accounting rules. The items on their list of criteria were as follows:

a administration cost should be held at a reasonable level;

b most families should be able to report their own circumstances and comply with
the requirements of the system without assistance;

c disincentives to take on paid employment should be minimised;

d responsiveness; the system should be reasonably responsive to the changing
needs of recipients;

e equity among all recipients should be maintained.

They also included a criterion that there should be a close relationship between national
and state programmes. However, that is not relevant in the New Zealand context and is
therefore left off the list.
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In reviewing these issues Kesselman (1982) suggested two further criteria.

f avoid distorting the timing of income and saving decisions;

g simplicity; make the system simple enough so that recipients can understand the
consequences of their financial decisions.

A further couple of criteria that could be included are:

h minimise the risk of fraudulent claims being successfuily rodged;

i stigma; the system should aim to minlmise the stigma and humiliation felt by
recipients of assistance.

Clearly it is possible to generate a long list of detailed criteria against which to vet any
proposed redistribution system. The items that have been listed are all significant and
the design of an effective redistribution system would need to take account of them.
However, we cannot expect to achieve perfect results against those criteria because
several of them are mutually exclusive. In particular, the mor€ responsive the system is
to changes in the circumstances of the individual, the more likely we are to generate
disincentives to take paid employment.

Rather than attempting an exhaustive examination of all possible criteria, for the
purposes of this chapter it is sufficient to note that lhe criteria listed above fall into four
general types:

i administrative cost and complexity; includes criteria (a) and (b);

ii incentives and deadweight costs; incrudes criteria (c) and (f);

iii equity and comparability as between different people; includes criteria (d)
and (e); and

iv issues of the interface between redistributive systems and the people
using them, and the emotional reactions that they feel; includes criteria (g)
and (i).

This categorisation of the various criteria into particular areas is clearly arbitrary. For
example, issues of fraud relate to administrative cost, equity between people in the
system, and deadweight costs. Similarly, the avoidance of distortions in the timing of
decisions may also relate as much to equity as to incentives. Similar linking betnveen
areas could be found for the other listed criteria. The aim of establishing the broader
areas of focus is to bring out the critical points that relate to information requirements.
Any fully elaborated case for a redistribution system would require a more detailed
review of every criterion.

In this chapter, for the purposes of identifying the types of information that ars needed
for an effective redistribution system, we need to focus on the implications for the period
of assessment that are derived from the measurement of well-being and from efficiency
and incentive considerations. That is, the concern is to identify an approach which ii
both fair, and which reduces the risk of significant behavioural change. These concsrns
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relate to the second and third of the broad criteria, which are hsre equated loosely withefficiency and equity. other issues relating to the collection ano management ofinformation cast further light on what is effic-ient and equitaUp. f6"r" matters, whichrelate to the first and fourth criteria, are discussed in Parts Two and Three whichconsider the matters in the context of the design of operating systems.

The criteria of equ.ity and efficiency will each be explored in a theoretical discussion, andthgl !!'," policy implications for the information systems that are appropriate forredistribution will be considered in Chapter Four. Eiefore consiOeiing the theoreticalanalysis, we must introduce the concept of the time horizon, which is I tneoretical toolof some significance in the later analysis.

Time and the Assessment of Well-Being

The basic purpo:9. of any_redistribution system is to achieve a more fair (more equal)distribution of well-being. The existence oi, such a goal presumes that the well-being ofindividuals is in some sense commensurable. lf thi-s is so we could ieasonauty expectsome common measure to be used when assessing the position of different individuals.That simple analysis is. intuitively attractivg ald it f,oints us towards an assumption infavour of a uniform basis for assessment. Such an assumption cannot be proved, but itmay be challenged'-For the purposes of this discussion the'assumption of tire superioiityof a uniform base for assessment is adopted as a working rrydGsis, and it will bechecked by examining the range of arguments that might o-e aegoy"Jln favour of theopposite conclusion.

The. following sections, the first on equity and relative well-being, €lrd the next onefficiency considerations, discuss the necessary conditions for the w6rking hypothesls tohold, and identify some limits on its applicabitiiy

Before discussing equity and efficiency, it is necessary to introduce the concept of the'time horizon". lt is generally accepteo itrat most peopie place less significance on futureevents (such .as income, consumption or lossesi thin tirey do on e-quiuarent events ofthe moment. This is formalised in the. notion of iime preference, and measured by thediscount rate. The discount rate provides a measrre of the extent to which the value offuture events may be discounted below the value of nominally similar events of thepresent.

The concept of the time horizon is derived from these concepts of time preference.when evaluating a future stream of events, it is piausible to assume that, at a givendiscount rate, events- that are expected to occur subsequent to a certain date in thefuture are too insignificant to matter. That is, some events in the distant fufure ndo notcountn' The perceived significance of possible future events is related to the absolutemagnitude of the future event and the discount rate. For a given individual, w1h aplausible stream of future events and a given oiscount rate, ihis date beyond whichfuture events are too trivial to be worth tit<ing into account may be termed the timehorizon.

The definition of the time horizon may be stated more formally as follows. Assume, forconvenience, that the future events may be expressed as income. Let y represent theexpected stream of income for an individual,'S represent a vatue below which theindividual regards a discounted stream of income as being insignificani, and r be thediscount rate for that individual. For every individual, we may identify T, the time horizon,as the time (t) that satisfies the following condition:



E Yr/(1 +r)t=S
t =T

It is apparent from this that the time horizon for an individual is sensitive to that person's
discount rate, the flow of expected events (in this case income), and views on what
magnitude of future prospects are significant.

Though the time horizon will be referred to frequently in the subsequent discussion, it
should not be perceived as a precise date for any individual or for every context. lt
serves as a shorthand way of expressing the link between discount rates and the
person's view of future events. The discount rate provides a m€asure of the individual's
attitude to future events. The time horizon convsrts this into an expression measured as
a period of time within which events are expected to be of sufficient significance to
influence decision making. lt is quite possible that for any given person this may vary
from time to time, or in respect of different events. In particular, if we were to aitopt i
more disaggregated approach and examined different commodities individually, it is
possible that a different time horizon may exist in respect of food or shelter than exists
in respect of various social interactions.

The attraction of the time horizon is that it is measured as a period of time, and that is
an easy thing for bureaucratic information systems to handle. lt is here applied to the
general notion of control over resources which we are proxying with income, so issues
of an array of individual time horizons are set to one side. The drawback of the time
horizon is that it imposes an arbitrary divide between events that are within or beyond
the horizon. However, given that pre-set time periods for the assessment of income or
other resources are necessarily arbitrary, it is useful to have a concept which explains
the link between periods of time, time preferences and discount rates.

Equity and the Period of Assessment

In order that we may achieve some equity between different recipients or payers under
a redistribution system, w€ need to examine further the issue of the measurement of
well-being. The question of the period of assessment may be very sensitive as between
two people with similar lifetime receipts, but one with a stable salaried career and the
other with a few years of high pay on a remote building site and unstable seasonal work
for the rest of her or his life. Similarly, for any system to be responsive to the changing
needs of recipients, it is critical to focus on the time period for assessment since ln!
change in needs implies a time dimension to the measurement of well-being

In the light of these issues we need to consider whether the aim of redistributing
well-being is likely to be best served under a perfectly integrated approach or i
compartmentalised system. In particular we will focus on whether it is preferable to have
a single uniform period of assessment or varying periods of assessment.

An assessment of income in a redistribution system amounts to an attempt to measure
the choice set. For this purpose the choice set is seen to be composed of the flow of
resources available to the person or household over a period of time. The introduction of
a time dimension immediately raises a problem about the etfect of a time limit on
assessments. At a subjective level we may need to be assured that the individual's
options at the time of measurement are in fact confined to those within the time period



under review; if he or she actually has some degree of assurance about prospects
beyond the period assessed, the validity of the assessment is thrown into doubt. Then,
even if the subjective test at the time of assessment is valid, there may be problems
looking back on the comparative treatment of different people across a series of
assessment periods. Looking at their relative positions at the end of a number of
periods, and the assistance given to each person during those periods, we may
conclude with the advantage of hindsight that justice does not appsar to have been
done.

This revives the issue of the relative importance of ex ante or ex post assessment. In
pure form both the ex ante and the ex post approach are too stark to be helpful. A pure
ex ante approach would presumably assess the prospects of a child at birth and offer
any equalisation at that time. This would involve assesslng what Meade (1973) refers to
as fortune. In the glaring cases of the very rich this could be sufficient, but it seems
unlikely to be adequate for anybody else. Similarly, a strictly pur€ ex post assessment
would involve waiting until death before making any adjustments, which seems a lsss
than helpful approach. What we need is some means of assessing concurrent choice
sets. lf we accept that otherwise similar financial and physical bundles of assets are the
result of different combinations of fortune, option luck and brute luck we arrive at the
conclusion that present means are an important part of the basis of assessing relative
well-being, but not the whole story. For some, past receipts and therefore past
opportunities are mors valid in terms of assessing current choice sets than for others.
This means that for some the assessment of the choice set nesds to involve an inqulry
into past (and maybe future) circumstances, but for others whose changes of fortune
have been of a more random nature, this inquiry is ress rerevant.

This discussion links back to the issue identified in the earlier section about prospective
or retrospective assessments of income. In practical terms the issue is less significant
than it seemed. All assessments aim to generate a picture of the current choice Jet. This
is related both to present receipts and prospective income. lt is improbable that we
would operate a totally prospective assessment, as even those schemes which adopt a
fixed benefit payment for a forthcoming period base the payments on an assessment of
current income.

The other practical conclusion we are forced to is that any bureaucratically feasible
assessment period will inevitably depend on some period of time. Whatevei period is
used, we inevitably exclude experiences beyond that period. This may violate a
subjective assessment of well-being through the sxclusion of the person's expectations,
and almost certainly will violate a longer term retrospective asssssment of
circumstances for all except those who do not survive longer than the period that is
being assessed. This is not a weakness of the choice set concept, but derives direcily
from the problem of imperfect information that bedevils all real-world real{ime decision
making. The aim is not to devise a test of circumstances which will make perfect
judgements that would not be questioned in a retrospective reappraisal, but to devise a
test that best uses available information for delivery of appropriate assistance when it is
needed.

In terms of the concept of capabilities, the central question is whether a person is able
to meet a certain goal now, this week or this month. Could the individual concerned be
plausibly expected to access the appropriate levels of nourishment, shelter, social
contact or cultural fulfilment? The answer will depend (partly) on the level of means
(income and wealth) currently available, and also to some extent on past means and on
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expected future means. lt is a nice intellectual challenge to conceive of tests which
might continuously adapt to provide perfect ass€ssments in an ever changing world.
However, in a world of imperfect information, the real issue is to select the appropriate
period over which to assess income, and in particular to explore the significance of using
the same or different periods in different parts of the redistribution system.

- Time Horizons and Choice Sets

The working hypothesis is that the same time period should be used to compare the
circumstances of all individuals. In ordsr to assess this hypothesis we must iOintity tne
necessary conditions for it to be correct. This involves examining the significance of the
passage of time in the assessment of well-being.

The purpose of assessing well-being is to ensure that people in like circumstances ar€
treated alike (horizontal equity), and that the relative well-being of people in unlike
circumstances is ordered correctly so that they may be treated appropriately differenily
(vertical equity). In order to achieve this we need to measure the choice set of the
person concerned.

In a single period world there is no problem in comparing two incomes. The recipient of
the larger income may be accepted as having a greater control over resources and
greater well-being. In a multi-period world the relationship between the flow of lncome
and present well-being is less clear. We may only make a direct comparison of streams
of nominal income on the assumption that both people have the same rate of time
preference and the same discount rate.

S_ince it is improbable that everyone has the same discount rate, comparisons between
ditferent income streams are very complex. The problems involved wittr multiple discount
rates, and their effect on choice sets, is explored by Le Grand (1997, Essay Three). He
points out the difficulties in accepting the discount rate as one of the parameters of the
budget constraint defining the choice set. lf the discount rate is setected by individual
preference, it cannot be regarded as a constraint on the choice set. We wiil r6tum to this
issue later. For the present discussion we may note that, if the discount rate is to be
seen as defining the choice set, it must be determined exogenously to the lndividual,
and assume accordingly. Once this assumption is adopted, and asiuming appropriate
discount rates are known, different income streams may be analysed to measure the
choice set.

However, the information problems in identitying discount rates and future streams of
income are enormous, and would seem to be beyond the clerical processes that could
be used in redistribution systems. For practical purposes the issue ieduces to assessing
income over a period of time, and the policy probiem is to select the most appropriat6
period. The period may be regarded as covering the choice sets of the individuals
concerned, or comparable subsets of the items in the choice sets. lf the range of actual
discount rates that different individuals operate under is narrow enough, the adoption of
a single time period for assessment would give an acceptable approiimation of relative
well-being. Major problems arise, however, if discount rates are sutficienlly ditferent that
for some people the period assessed is longer than the person concerned perceivss as
being relevant. Events which are beyond the individual's time horizon wouid appear to
be outside that person's choice set.

The implications of this can be seen in a simple two period example. A stream of income
(Yf may be received by two individuals (p,q) in two periods (O,i;.
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Yi = Yp + Y11 (i = p,q)

For most individuals in most circumstances the budget constraint (and therefore the
choice set) may be represented in the normal way by discounting future income to its
present value. The choice set (C) for individual p is therefore:

Cp=Yos+Ypr/(1 +r)

Where r = th€ discount rate.

However, a person with a short time horizon has such a high discount rate that income
in future periods is effectively irrelevant. For the purpose of this example, r tends
towards infinity. Therefore the choice set for individual q is:

Cq = Yqo

The problem is to select an assessment period of the stream Y1 which gives a fair
assessment of the choice sets of both individuals. lf the income stream is assessed over
only the first period, then the choice set of individual p is underestimated. However, lf
the assessment is taken over both periods, then the choice set of individual q is
overestimated.

The plausibility of any individual q existing in any real world context is critical to the
usefulness of this analysis. Does anybody exist for whom the subjective currsnt view of
expectations is really bounded by any one period? In order to estabtish the real world
possibility of case g, we may consider the famine victim. In the absence of immediate
food aid there comes a time in the life of a famine victim when tomorrow is the last day.
For that person there is no prospect of next week, let alone next season's harvest and
the wealth it might bring. Assuming no bequest motives (given that the rest of the family
may have died already), that person has a rigidly defined time horizon.

ff we move closer to the twentieth century context of New Zealand redistribution policy,
the case of the famine victim may appear contrived. In the world of the welfare staie
shouldn't we assume that everyons expects to survive any given period, and so to
anticipate future receipts of some level? The fallacy here is that the success of the
welfare state is being used as evidence of lack of need for redistribution. In assessing
policy, the appropriate consideration is what would happen to twentieth century Nei
Zealanders without welfare benefits. In the absence of assistance measures that are
available to the person concerned in a sufficiently prompt manner, some New
Zealanders would die, and this life expectancy in the absence of assistance could be
seen as a time horizon which is relevant to the assessment of need. The fact that the
receipt of assistance, and even its anticipation, has changed choice sets does not mean
that redistribution is misguided; on the contrary it is a measure of the success of any
redistribution policy.

A further point about the plausibility of case q, is that it is excessively pure to claim that
there should be zero expectation of any possible future income. 

- 
For case q to be

correct, it is enough for any expectations beyond the first period to be insignificant. We
know already that we cannot use an assessment of current circumstances io arrive at a
measure which will always be demonstrated to be correct ex post, and that is not our
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goal. lt is enough to arive at a picture which describes the subjective view that the
individual has, as that is what describes the options that the person has, or the choice
set. lt is asserted therefore that case q is not merely an intellectual curiosity, but a state
which is sufficiently relevant to the lives of real people that it is overlooked only at the
risk of serious misjudgement of relative well-being.

The policy conclusion from this is that, if individuals face different discount rates, and
these discount rates are a constraint rather than a reflection of personal preference,
then the use of any common period for assessment may jeopardise horizontal and
vertical equity. Depending on the actual levels of nominal income and the discount ratss,
the individuals could be on an equivalent level of well-being (with similar choice sets), or
on ditferent levels. The use of a common assessment period could mistakenly separate
those on the same level, and reverse the order of those on ditferent levels.

- The Role of the Discount Rate

A critical assumption in this approach is that discount rates may be externally imposed.
Le Grand (1987) follows the usual approach of regarding the seiection of the individual's
discount rate in an imperfect capital market as being the result of personal preference.
Faced with different interest rates for lending and borrowing, individuals decide whether
to be lenders or borrowers, and so select their discount rate. This process of selection
can be seen as a result of preferences rather than a constralnt on the choice set,

lf discount rates are chosen from a market set on offer to the individual, then, for the
assumption of a constrained discount rate and time horizon to be valid, it is necessary
to establish that the choice is in some sense predetermined. lf it is claimed that choicei
are predetermined in a market cpntext the source of this predetermination (which is
presumably outside that market) must be identified. One approach is to hypoihesise a
characteristic which is intrinsic to the person concerned, anO which piedetermines
discount rates and time horizons. lt turns out that there are severe logicil problems in
this. kind of approach, which become apparent in a reviaw of some inOiviOually based
explanations of time preferences. lt is probabty true, for example, that there is a
systematic variation in the time preferences of the poor and the rich. However, the
source of the difference is critical.

One possible explanation is a difference in tastes between sociat classes. Howevsr, to
suggest a regular variation in tastes is problematic. The term 'tastes" implies that there
is a preference inherent to an individual which has developed entirely outside the
process of economic exchange. lt is plausible to argue that there may be variations in
taste between individuals, but if we assert that these variations are correlated with
economic position we create a paradox. Are we to suppose some cause and effect
between taste and economic position? lf we regard tastes as being exogenous then any
causal connection must flow from tastes to economic position. That ii, a taste which
leads to a relatively short time horizon, or a preference for short-term plans, appears to
be a factor contributing to being in poverty. lf that is so, then it would appear that
poverty-inducing behaviour is being selected as a matter of taste and the grounds for
providing assistance to the poor would appear to be thin. Assuming the existence of
exogenous tastes would also pose some theoretical problems which limit the potential
for anafysis (see Stigler and Becker, 1g7ll.

A mole fruitful approach to analyse the alleged existence of systematic variations in
planning horizons and time preferences between the poor and the rich is to assume that



long-term planning perspectives are valued by all. However, the adoption of a long-term
perspective necessarily involves tradeoffs against short-term consumption. As with any
other normal good, the price of long-term planning is more likely to be met by those with
a higher income. As income drops the relative priority of short-term issues increases. lf
we understand time preferences in these terms, it suggests that long range planning is
not valued any less by the poor than the rich, but that their behaviour is an adaptation
to low income. Presumably they would prefer both increased incomes and the ability to
undertake longer term planning.

These theoretical considerations suggest that the poor might generally have higher
discount rates and shorter time horizons than the rich. Observation of the world provides
some empirical support for such a theory. For example, Barr (1987, page 250) quotes
an example based on evidence from the Canadian tax system. lt is possibie for
Canadians to nsell" their expected tax refunds at a discount, and for some time the
discount rate was unregulated. By assessing the rates that individuals accepted it was
possible to deduce that the discount rates for many very low income people were
extremely high.

It seems likely therefore that the poor frequently operate under higher discount rates
than the rich. By itself, however, this is not sufficient to justify the use of a different time
period for the assessment of benefits than the period used for tax. This is because, as
in the previous paragraphs, it is not possible to use utility analysis, tastes or other
subjeclive approaches to establish that discount rates are externally imposed on the
individual.

This discussion suggests that the issue for examination is not whether there are
systematic factors which ensure that beneficiaries have different time preferences to
others in society and therefore which justify different time periods for assessment for
benefits as opposed to taxes. Rather the question should be: are there means by which
a government may identify any people who are constrained to have shorter time
horizons (that is narrower choice sets) and assess the well-being of those people over
a shorter time period to that applicable to others who face wider options? lf we can
identify externally imposed variances in time horizons and therefore in choice sets, the
policy question is to determine the information necessary to distinguish the choice sets
available to different people. To design policy on the assumption that €veryone faces
similar combinations of fortune, option luck and brute luck and therefore should all be
assessed over similar time periods is to ignore some critical differences in the
circumstances of people. Since the aim of redistribution is to address the differences in
circumstances, this would appear to undermine the whole purpose of the policy.

The conclusion that may be drawn on the equity of using @mmon or differentiated time
periods for the assessment of well-being, is that people should only be assessed using
a shorter time period if it is possible to establish that there are constraints which oblige
them to operate on higher discount rates, and therefore to have shorter time horizons.

The Period of Assessment and Efficiency Costs

Redistribution involves reducing the income someone would othenvise have got and
increasing the income for others. This implies a variation in relative prices and incomes
qnd w.9 may expect that some behavioural response will follow. Any attempt to assess
the efficiency costs or deadweight costs of such changes must be 

-Uy 
comparison with

some alternative state of the world. That is not meant to imply that tiris counter-factual
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state, be it one with no government organised redistribution or one with a different form
or degree of redistribution, is in some sense satisfactory; rather it implies that this
alternative state is an option. Shifting from one state to another involves somg gain in
terms of a desired change in distribution patterns, but also involves an opportunity cost
in terms of output foregone.

In comparing two different policy states we hope to achieve the desired redistribution at
the least cost in terms of output. At a personal level this implies that we want to
minimise opportunistic changes in behaviour as people adjust their lives in order to profit
from (or avoid contributing to) the redistribution system. The analysis below is a corollary
of the discussion of the role of the choice set and the time horizon in the context of
equity. Simply stated the core of the discussion is that, if we aro concerned to avoid
opportunistic responses to redistribution policies, we need not concem ourselves about
r€sponses that require a longer period to bring to fruition than the time horizon faced by
the individual concerned. Plans that need to be considerdd over a longer term than the
time horizon have already been shown to be outside the choice set; since they do not
represent available options for that person we do not need to worry about the possibility
of that course being pursued. Policy should be concerned with real risks of behaviour
changes from those who do have an option, but ought not to attempt to guard against
responses from those with no real choice.

- Marginal Tax Rates and Incentives

To a large extent the degree of change in behaviour can be expected to be related to
effective marginal tax rates. The higher the effective marginal tax rate, the greater the
expected change in behaviour as a result of the redistribution system. In addition, if
theie is variety in the effective marginal tax rates (such as is found with progressive tax
scales or rapid abatement of benefits) we may expect to see rrlre changes in behaviour
as people attempt to avoid the effect of high effective marginal tax rates.

This etfect of high and varying effective marginal tax rates is the major rationale behind
proposals for a uniform rate credit income tax. lf we can organise a redistribution system
such that everybody faces the same effective marginal tax rate whatever their
circumstances, and if that rate is uniformly low, we may expect the minimum disruption
and change from the redistribution system. The fundamental problem, however, (as
acknowledged by Kesselman, 1982) is that if we establish a credit demogrant at any
level sufficient to support someone who has no other income, we are obllged to set i
high marginal tax rate. Since this high marginal tax rate is faced by everyone in society
its effect could be substantial. A uniform rate credit income tax may represent perfect
integration of redistribution, and it may promote desirably even effective marginal tax
rates for all, but it is not a perfect redistribution system because it achieves its efficiency
goals at the cost of delivering very little redistribution.

It appears that for an effective redistribution system we will need some form of relatively
rapid abatement of assistance, or some extra form of qualification for benefit assistance
rathel than simply income testing. That is, we need to discriminate among the potential
recipients and those recipients must face a somewhat different regime to others in the
redistribution system. One of the ways in which that regime might vary is the period of
assessment. To gain an impression of the significance of this we need to analyse the
role of the period of assessment in any behavioural responses to income assessment
regimes.
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lf we assume that net income (that is post-tax and benefits) is a good proxy for well-
being (or a significant aspect of well-being), we may expect that individuals will aim to
maximise net income subject to the cost of earning it (for example, this includes the
effort of work).

Net income is a function of gross income and of the tax rate (which may be negative or
positive). However, if the tax rate is not a constant, but is itself a variable function of
gross income as assessed in each period and, if the recipient has some influence over
the level of gross income in each period, then we may expect the individual to
manipulate gross income in order to reduce the effective tax rate and maximise the net
incoms to effort ratio. lf gross income is beyond the control of the individual durlng the
period being assessed then the existence of a variety of steps in the tax scale is of bss
importance; if gross income during the assessment period is relatively easy for the
individual to influence then the existence of a variable tax rate may lead to costly
behavioural changes.

- The Variability of Gross Income

The ability to vary gross income, and therefore effective tax rates, is a matter of time. As
a general rule the longer the period of assessment the more difficult it is for an individual
to manipulate the timing of receipts and so to affect tax liability. lf the Government can
set an assessment period that is longer than the period over whlch the indivldual can
afford to manipulate income, then the tax rate becomes in effect exogenous for the
taxpayer and so it has less effect on behaviour. lf we can set the tax assessment period
long enough in relation to the choice set of the individual (that is, long relative io the
individual's time horizon), then we may expect that any behavioural response will be in
respect of the fixed effective marginal tax rate, and attempts to shift from one step of the
scale to another will be less significant. Clearly this etfec't also depends on how close
the individual's income is to any step in the tax or benefit assessment scale, and
therefore the more steps there are the more likely it is that someone will be close to a
step and the more likely it is that people will respond by trying to adjust their
circumstances to shift from one step to another. However, holding the numbei of steps
constant, the longer the period of assessment the less ability the individuals have to
manipulate their circumstances.

However, if we adopt a very long assessment period those who have unexpectedly
fallen into poverty could have to wait an uncomfortably tong time to quality for
assistance. As with the case of the uniform rate credit income tax, a uniformly- long
period of assessment may minimise disincentives and distortions, but it also minimisei
the effectiveness of redistribution in terms of responding to personal circumstances. On
the other hand, if we shifted to a uniform short period of assessment (say one month)
there would be many who could (and already do) organise their affairs to receive litfle oi
zero income in many months of the yean all of those people could receive assistance
during those months and we might expect many others to adjust their affairs to qualify
for assistance. lf a short uniform assessment period were used, gross income wouli
cease to be a constraint and would instead become a manipulable factor in the set of
measures that were supposed to be included in the choice set.

As we have seen in the previous section on well-being, though there are many for whom
a month is a short sub-period within their planning horizon, which can be easily bridged
through credit arrangements or running down savings, there are many others ior wn-om
a month without income could represent destitution. For such people past receipts or
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labour market opportunities are insufficientjo provide confidence, and future prospects
are too uncertain to provide any security. They cannot plan their affairs a year aheadand are unable to manipulate their ciicumstinces in the fol6winj month. In suchcircumstances monthly gross income may effectively be beyono ilre control of theindividual, and is therefore a constraint on tire choice set. In that case the efficiency costof a short time period of assessing well-being will be considerably less than it would befor someone with a longer time horizon.

The critical issue affecting the efficiency cost of redistribution policy is whether we canidentify who has a long time horizon and who has a short time horizon. lf we can
distinguish between those capable of adjusting their short term circumstances in order toqualify for assistance under a short assessment period from those for whom the nextmonth is a series of unpredictable events, then we might apply " long perioO oiassessment for the first group and a short period of asssssmeni'tor the se-cond group
without a great cost in terms of behaviour change and economic efficiency.

Conclusion

In the discussion of welt-being and the period of assessment it was concluded that,though for most purposes in comparing well-being we would prefer to Lse a long period
of assessment, for some people with restricted cn6ice sets a itort period would be more
yalid' Similarly, in the discussion of efficiency costs of redistribution it was concludedthat on most occasions we would wish to asi"ss tax liability or eligibility for assistanceover a long period, but for those with a short time horizon there is litile loss involved inusing a shorter time period. Combining both the equity and efficiency considerations
there appears to be some case for a dualistic approach t,o assessing cir;rmstances. wemust conclude therefore that the working hypothesis that a uniformheasure is superiorcannot be sustained.

This rejection of the theo.retical superiority of perfectly integrated redistribution systemsmight raise doubt about the use of any iniegrated apiroactr to the collection or 
"h.lysi.of information for the administration of redlstribution systems. lf we acknowtedge thatpeople with different time horizons may appropriateiy be assessed using differentassessment periods, we might seem to have'no need for an integrateo redistributionsystem' Instead we.,might hope to find two (or more) administratlve structures eachapplying tests of well-being that are appropriate to theii "clients'. However, under sucha structure we would still be faced. with the problem of determining- who should becovered by which base. We need information on the .onrtr"intr-people face, todetermine whom to assess under a short run test and whom to asseis over a longerrun.

Before considering the practical implications of this theoretical conclusion, it isworthwhile to pause to consider the procedures that would be involved in a redistribution
system using different periods of assessment. In the absence of any specific proposaiof
a set of tax and benefit structures, the discussion in the previous settions is occdsionallya little elusive.

It could be thought that the whole discussion of periods of assessment could be avoidedby a system of repeated reassessment over different periods. For example, we couldimagine a system using a short assessment period for emergencies, followed by a laterreassessment "wash-up".covering a longer period. Under suih a system beneffrs mitrrtbe paid for any four-weekly period whei income is low. At the eni of the year the net



level of benefit payments could be reconsidered based on income for the whole of the
year. The end of year settlement process might involve either further payments to the
beneficiary, or repayment of benefits received. (Note this is not the same as the New
Jersey carry-forward approach, which carried fonrard earnings, but left benefits to stand
once they were received.)

The problem of the end of year benefit settlement approach is that it can set up
extremely strong employment disincentives for beneficiaries contemplating leaving the
benefit. The earlier acceptance of a benefit can effectively preclude the resumption of
employment later in the year, as the effective marginal tax rates may be over 100
percent.

It seems, therefore, that we must accept that benefits once paid must stand (except for
the normal income tax liability which can be expected to imply a moderate marginal tax
rate). When combined with the earlier finding that a single period of assessment for all
people would be inequitable and inefficient, this implies that we must expect a system
with short assessment periods for those in need, and a longer assessment period for
others.

In the terminology of assessment periods introduced earlier in this chapter, the relevant
concept is the accountability period. This is the period over which net liability is
assessed and settled. The conclusion from the discussion of constraints on time
horizons is that the accountability period should be related to the time horizon of the
individual concerned. Those with a long time horizon may be assessed using a long
accountability period, and those constrained to a short time horizon need a short
accountability period.

Using this approach, the policy issue is not the determination of a preferred assessment
period to apply across all of the redistribution system. Instead, we iccept that idea[y the
period of assessment should be closely connected to the choice set of the person
concerned, and the issue then becomes how best to identity the constraints on the
person's time horizon in order that the appropriate period of assessment can be applied.
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CHAPTER FOUR: IDENTIFICATION OF CONSTRAINTS ON TIME PREFERENCE

Introduction

Having established that different periods of assessmenl may be appropriate for some
people, and that redistribution systems need to identify those for whom a shorter
assessment period is appropriate, one basic problem is that the time horizon is not
observable. lt is an entirely subjective and theoretical concept. Though it seems
plausible that variations in the time horizon will lead to variations in behaviour, it seems
unlikely that any individuals could identify the extent of their own time horizon, or clarify
its influence on their decisions. Even if they were able to make such an estimate they
would have no incentive to report that accurately. lt is generally In the interests of th6
individual to claim that the time horizon is shorter than it actually is.

However, in order to give effect to a discriminating policy approach, and to identify those
with constraints on their time preferences, we would ideally need to identify factors that
are likely lo influence the time horizon. Two possible approaches are iOentineA below.
The first is to assume that the existence of a (relativbiy) short time horizon can be
identified, and established to be the result of a constrained choice, by means which
mqke it 'costly' to.operate in systems with a short period of assessment. This approach
is identified with the current information collection systems generally used foi'benefit
administration. The second approach is to consider the nature of the capital market to
deduce which people are likely to have little option but to adopt a very high discount
rate, and so to operate under a short time horizon.

lf, as is suggested here, the length of time horizons is correlated to well-being, we might
expect to find that existing administrative systems already have means of selecting
short-time-horizon applicants for short time period assessments. Commonly usei
administration systems will be reviewed in the following section to see if thai is so.
Following that, the possibility of a more direct information 1nquiry to arrive at a rough test
of constraints on time horizons will explored. Of necessity, ttiis discussion of e-xisting
administration systems and possible alternatives must remain theoretical, and must b6
tested against intuition rather than empirical results. These dlscussions of alternative
approaches lead on to a concluding section with a broad consideration of policy options
for the information systems to be used in redistribution.

The success of Existing systems in Distinguishlng by Time Horizon

I am unaware of any institution administering redistribution systems which acknowledges
the significance of time horizons. Instead, differences in tims periods for assessment are
generally justified as being administratively simple, or an intuitively obvious necessity, as
the needs of the low income require an urgent response. However, if, as is suggested
above, redistribution is intended to even out well-being, and shorter time horizons are
correlated with reduced well-being, it is possible that existing administration systems
already incorporate processes which tend to discourage long time horizon applicants
from receiving assistance.

For those who subscribe to theories that government systems, like market systems, are
the result of the rational choices of many players through public choice proiesses, and
so incorporate the collective wisdom of society, it is inevitable that, ii time horizons
correlate with well-being, then social welfare systems would tend to incorporate
processes that would discourage long-time-horizon applicants. For a true enthusiast of
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such theories it could be that the presence of administrative devices that discourage
long-time-horizon applicants would be a test of whether time horizons are associated
with well-being. This approach would assert that the collective wisdom of administrators
and electors would perceive the true nature of need and construct programmes
accordingly; if the programme has the effect of discouraging those with long time
horizons then we may infer that this is evidence that this group was not a high priority
for assistance.

For our purposes it is not necessary to adopt such a strong political rationality
assumption. Instead it is sufficient to see whether the administrative arrangements of
welfare assistance tend to distinguish among those who are in apparently slmilar short
term circumstances by being less attractive to those with a longer time horizon. For
those with some real choice in their discount rate such an approach would tend to
discourage the adoption of a short term view. However, any who for some reason have
no choice but to operate with a high discount rate would not be discouraged, and so
could effectively select themselves as eligible to be assessed under a short term income
test.

- Stigma

The main feature of many current arangements that may be nr<lre significant to those
with relatively long time horizons, is stigma. lt is true that welfare authorities do not
generally promote stigma, but it certainly remains as a real factor which is often
complained of by prospective and current beneficiaries.

Though the poor laws are long since repealed, and political debate seems to have
achieved a substantial support for the state's redistributive role, public opinion still
attaches considerable opprobrium to the receipt of welfare benefits. In addition, potential
recipients of welfare assistance are commonly ashamed to apply for their entitiements.
Moffitt (1983) has estimated that stigma may be a significahi iactor discouraging the
take up of benefits in America. The presence of stigma is undoubted; the nert step is to
establish a link to time horizons.

It is in the nature of stigma that it relates to people's images of themselves as msmbers
of society. This is in itself a long term concept. Neither image, nor membership in
society, are things of the moment. lf they have significance to an individual that is an
indication of a long term view of life. For those who are desperate for assistance, and
who cannot see any future means of providing for themselves, short term need is
pararKrunt, and longer term social consequences are likely to be less significant. For
these people, for whatever reason, the short term has become the most important; that
is, future costs are heavily discounted and their time horizons have shortened. For those
with a longer time horizon, the fact that there is, and may continue to be, some social
cost attached to receiving assistance, is likely to reduce the chance of applying. We may
expect that someone with a longer time horizon will be less likely to apply for assistance
than an otherwise similar person in similar circumstances with a shorter time horizon.

Another perspective on stigma may be found through concepts of social alienation. The
concept of being integrated into society implies an intricate web of long term
relationships. Those who value their social role are aware of it as an ongoing aspect of
life. For the socially alienated, long-term relationships are lost, and life is lived bay by
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day. Stigma only has meaning in the context of long term relationships, and it tends to
hold fewer fears for the alienated. That is, stigma tends to be more important for those
with a longer view on life - a longer time horizon.

Having established the apparent relative importance of stigma for those with long time
horizons, we may explore the ways the operation of welfare schemes tend to expose
applicants to identification and embarrassment. Though as a matter of policy most
schemes tend to emphasise that entitlement to schemes is a right, and that there-should
be no shame attached to receiving assistance, it is noticeable that most schemes do not
take all possible steps to avoid public identification of welfare recipients. In various
commercial contexts nshameful" services are generally offered under cover of darkness,
or by mail order with delivery under "plain brown wrapper". Welfare services do not otfer
similar protections. lt is true that to adopt a stealthful approach would be to endorse the
shame supposedly attached to receiving welfare, and . would probably be counter-
productive. However, there are several aspects of the commonly accepted methods of
providing assistance which tend to be an ordeal for applicants which could be avoided
under different information management systems. These administrative systems include:

Application in Person: The need to appear at the welfare office both exposes
the person to the gaze of other applicants, and also confronts the applicant with
the fact that (at least in the eyes of the welfare authorities) the applicant ls the
same as other beneficiaries. Both of these points may be galling to the person
involved.

b Frequent Retesting: The need to re-apply may mean a further personal
appearance at the welfare office, as well as a renewed feeling of continuing
"failureo for the beneficiary.

c Home Visits: The need for social workers to make home visits to confirm
eligibility can be very intrusive for the applicant, as well as being hard to hide
from the neighbours. The invasion of privacy and community labelling that can
occur cannot be totally avoided by even the most sensitive social worker.

d Income Checks: Income declarations are commonly confirmed with employers
(current or former) and also banks and other payers of interest and OividehOs.
This process inevitably identifies the welfare applicant as someone in nesd, when
that position may previously not have been obvious to that organisation.

These administrative devices tend to occur in various forms in the assistance providing
agencies of all redistribution systems that I have examined. All of them are found in New
Zealand systems, both for social welfare benefits and housing assistance.

There is nothing intrinsically wrong with these systems, and their use is not evidence of
malevolence or incompetence on the part of welfare authorities. The characteristic in
common about them is they are all part of the process of collecting information about the
applicant. The question of interest for policy is whether other methods of accessing
information would be as effective and efficient in identifying relative need, and in
permitting those with the option of longer time horizons to be identified and excluded
from short period assessments.
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The efficiency of the use of stigma as a means of distinguishing between potential
applicants for assistance depends on its accuracy and its cost. We have no means of
directly measuring its accuracy other than by a review of those receiving benefits. In any
system there are some whose position is such that they are not in true need, and they
could be expected to attend to their own needs. These people can be seen to have
adequate choice sets and a long enough time horizon to make their own plans.
However, in New Zealand and apparently most other countries, most recipients of
assistance seem to have few options; the current processes do not s€em to encourage
large numbers of applicants who could reasonably be expec,ted to look after themselves.
The issue then is not to find a new system that can be expected to achieve a massive
clean up of welfare rolls, but to see if other systems may be similarly effective with a
lower marginal cost. The other aspect of accuracy is the mistaken exclusion of those
who were the intended recipients of assistance, but who were discouraged from
applying. Stigma is a very blunt instrument, and its link to.discount rates is not strong. lf
stigma does discourage applicants, it is likely that a significant proportion of those
discouraged would be from the group that the policy was intended to assist. However,
the issue of discouragement, which could be measured by take-up rates, is not the full
picture on costs. Some beneficiaries may apply in spite of suffering considerable stress
as a result of stigmatising processes. This stress is an emotional cost. A more specific
and less labelling approach may be more accurate, and less (emotionally) costly.

Three areas must be taken into account in the assessment of costs. The first is the
administration costs for the agency concerned. The second is the compliance costs for
those providing information for the assessment of income. The third is ihe stigma costs
suffered by applicants for assistance. lt seems likely that a scheme which coutd reduce
the number of embarrassing checks and interviews would be less "costly' for those
applying. lf the same (or better) reliability in determining relative need could be achieved
at a similar (or lower) compliance cost with less embarrassing exposure of personal
affairs, then social well-being must be enhanced.

The Concept and Measurement of Bankability

In the earlier discussion of policy options it was accepted that time horizons cannot be
directly measured. However, the fac'tor that needs to be measured is the presence of a
constraint on an individual's discount rate (and hence on the time horizon and the choice
set), and this may pose less of a problem.

In considering the possible presence of constraints we should begin with a consideration
of the means by which people usually take advantage of future (or past) opportunities. In
a timeless world, income is consumed as it is received. In a multilperiod world, income
may be brought forward or deferred. The means of achieving this is through the capital
market. The price for early consumption, and the reward for deferral, is thsinterest iate.
In an imperfect capital market, lacking full information on future income and with positive
transaction costs, the interest rates faced by different people in different circumstances
are likely to vary. The discount rate that is commonly used to analyse the position of a
given individual is not a subjective time preference, but instead is ine interest rate that
an individual selects in a given context.

Since most people in the capital market are price takers, a case could be made that all
discount rates applicable to borrowers or lenders are substantially constrained.
However, for most people there is some degree of choice, especially ai ttre margin in
decisions of whether to run up debts or draw down savings.



For some, however, especially among those with low current incomes, there may be
virtually no option. The unemployed gang member with a prison record, or the poorly
educated sole mother, may find the capital market unwilling to quote any price for i
loan. In effect, these individuals could be said to face a market interest rate that
approaches infinity. lf there are inadequate family resources, limited wealth, and few
prospects, the chance of being offered a loan may be virtually zero. In such a case the
person concerned is effectively constrained to a high discount rate and a short time
horizon.

This suggests that the identifying characteristic for someone who is constrained to a
short time horizon is nnon-bankability'. Bankabitity is not a subjective concept, and is not
related to preferences. lt is a characteristic that relates to the individuai, but not by
choice. The characteristic is derived from the market's assessment of the person and his
or her circumstances.

Those individuals who are bankable have the option to act on future prospects by
bringing forward or deferring consumption. This group chooses their discount rate from
the range of lending or deposit (or other investment) rates that are avallable. The person
who is non-bankable cannot attract any reasonable loan. lt may be that some forms of
extremely expensive credit are available, but the acceptance of those interest rates
generally implies very high discount rates and a short time horizon. In addition, the
non-bankable person has very low current income, and therefore liftle practical
opportunity to save. For such a person it seems very odd to claim the discount rate is
selected by choice. We do not need to inquire into the personal preferences of these
people as it is clear that they are constrained to accept a very high discount rate. tf
non-bankability is established, a high discount rate may be assumed, anO the choice set
is defined within a short time horizon. For such a person it is equitable to use a shorter
period of assessment than would be appticable for bankable people.

- Factors Contributing to Bankability

The issue for policy then becomes how to identify bankability. In any given market this
is an empirical issue, to be established by reference to the habits otine bankers in that
community. For the purposes of approximating a policy it is not necessary to be precise,
rather the goal is to identify the factors that are generally likely to matter in the
assessment of bankability.

The major factors appear to be as follows:

lncome over Time: lf we were to use income to assess the time horizon there
would be an immediate circular problem; do we mean cunent income or past
income? The problem is that until the time horizon is determined we do not know
what is past and what is current. Gurrent income for someone with a tong run
time horizon might have been received sufficiently long ago to be consideredpast
income for someone with a short time horizon. However, these problems of time
horizons need not concern us as, having expressed the issue as the assessment
of bankability, the problem is simpler. To give the notion of income some practical
meaning in this context we may talk of monthly income. lf monthly income in
previous months has been high, we may surmise that bankability is likely to be
improved. This is because the flow of receipts in earlier months d-emonstrates an
earning capacity which suggests good future prospects. In addition, past receipts
permit a substantial control over resources which can lead to increased choice
sets for the borrower and increased security for the lender.



This discussion of previous income needs to be distinguished from current
income. By itself, the level of income in the current period cannot determine
bankability. lf current income did determine bankability we could simply accept
lack of income in any given month as sutficient test for receipt of a short time
assessed benefit. However, there are many professionals or other wealthy people
who may still appear as good loan prospects even if their current incomi is zero
or negative. Non-bankability would normally be associated with tow current
income, but many bankable people may also have low current incomes. Current
income is effectively irrelevant, as we may assume that a lack of current income
is the initial test of need that a redistribution agency would use. The issue at this
point is to distinguish between these low current income people to identify which
are non-bankable and therefore eligible for assistance on the basis of a short
term test of current income.

Wealth: The presence of wealth is of critical importance to bankability. Wealth
can act in two ways to improve bankability. lt can produce a stream of income, in
which case it's effect is as in the previous section on income. Alternativety it can
improve the likelihood of final repayment of debts because the existing assets
can-be sold to provide a source of funds. A banker may substantially reduce the
balk's risk by taking security over assets. Even without formal security the
existence of wealth which could be accessed to meet liabilities improves the
prospects for repayment. A borrower with sufficient wealth could attract a loan
irrespective of current income. From this it is obvious that as wealth increases
bankability improves.

self Employment: Those in hourty or weekly paid employment have
comparatively little direct influence over when they receive income. The flow of
receipts is laid down in the contract of employment and any interruption in that
flow may have immediate etfects on the person's well-being. The self employed
are in a different position. Since they control business spending they have some
ability to manipuiate net businsss receipts in the short run in line with their
personal cash flow requirements. Further, since they control decisions over
whether to invest or to take income out of the business we might expect that any
year in which personal receipts are low may be related to an increase in future
prospects. Low receipts might be accompanied by a buiH up of stock or, equally
important but less easy to measure, a build up of good will.

A major ditference between the bankability of the self employed and the salaried
person relates to the recognition of income. As discussed in Chapter Two, the
increase in capital that is involved in any build up of stocks or goodwill is a form
of income. However, for many accounting purposes the self employed and even
the bank (and in most regimes any welfare assessmsnt agencyi r"y equate
income with cash drawings from the business. lf this is used ai-the 

-basis 
for

assessment, clearly at any given level of drawings the self employed person is
likely to be more bankable than a salaried person on an income it the same level
as the self-employed's drawings. lt is the abilig to reorganise current plans, and
the ability to commit business assets as security, that makes the self employed a
relatively bankable group. Though the steady income prospects of a saiaried
person may be more secure, the entrepreneurial freedom of the self-employed
means that they may often be more bankable than short run drawings'might
suggest.
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Even if the bankability of the self employed may seem suspect, it would seem
very odd to accept in any normal circumstances that the self employed could be
constrained to have a time horizon as short as one month. Presumably most self
employed facing such dire straits, and a such poor credit and asset position,
would be in imminent danger of collapse. In more normal cases it stretches the
imagination to claim that the self employed have a time horizon as short as a
year.

d Inhibitions on Employment: Various factors may make it difficult for a person to
undertake paid employment. The two most obvious are family commitments and
personal disability.

The person with commitments to care for other members of the family is less able
to be secure about the future flow of receipts from earnings. The commitment to
care for the daily material well-being of others increases the difficulty in making
long term labour force commitments. As a result, many of the people (generally
women) who face such commitments are either not in the labour force or are in
peripheral part time or part year jobs. This connection between labour market
behaviour and family commitments can be expected to reduce the bankability of
the members of this group.

Those who are unwell or disabled, such that they cannot expect to get and keep
long term paid employment, inevitably face reduced credit worthiness. Where
there is no work suitable, or only casual work, long term planning becomes
unrealistic.

Each of these factors is likely to interact with the others. A person with a high recent
income and substantial wealth is likely to be a better loan prospect than an individual
with high recent income but little wealth. Similarly, a disabied person with substantial
wealth is likely to have more chance of raising a loan on good terms than a disabled
person with little wealth.

It is noticeable that the list of factors that are likely to improve bankability are closely
related to factors that might direc'tly affect a subjective assessment of time preferenco.
This does not imply that subjective measures are being confused with ah objective
assessment. Instead, it is reassurance that, if the objective measure of bankability were
used to identify those with constrained time horizons, it is likely to have results
consistent with those based on personal preference.

There are some other factors that may well have some relationship to bankabifity (and
the time horizon) but which have not been listed. They have been excluded becau-se the
nature of enquiry required to measure them is very difficult, and they are largely
subjective. These problems make them unsuitable for inclusion in the concep[ of
bankability, which is intended to be objective and easy to assess.

One of the excluded factors is variability of income. lt is likely that those facing
substantial unexpected and uncontrollable variations in income will enjoy less well-being
and have a shorter time horizon than those with a more stable flow of receipts which
might average to the same level in the long term. However, we cannot simply accept
variability as a factor reducing bankability unless we (and the bank) can tell h6w muitr
of the variability was expected. Where the variation follows a regular seasonal pattern it
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would appear to be evidence of a long time horizon of at least a year, rather than a
short time horizon. Other people such as insurance sales agents or real estate agents
might also suffer considerable income variation in the short term. However, in terms of
the customary distinction between risk and uncertainty, this variation is part of the
generally expected business risk for people in such jobs. This may be contrasted with
the unpredictable and uncontrollable uncertainty faced by the low skilled unemployed.
The existence of business risk and consequent income variation does not necessarily
reduce the bankability (or time horizon) of an individual. On the contrary it may be
evidence of the acceptance of a long view on life and income.

Another factor which would tend to be related to the length of the time horizon is the
level of skills and prospects of the person. Those with substantial work related skills and
experience are likely to be more attractive in the labour market and have mors secure
employment prospects than a lower skilled person. The common banking marketlng
practice of targeting students and young graduates implies that such groups on av€rage
enjoy improved bankability. However, it is difficult to assess the etfect of this factor in
isolation in an assessment of credit worthiness. lt would be difficult for a bank to make
such a calculation, and presumably even more difficult for a redistribution agency.

In effect this discussion is based on a view that human capital is fundamentally a
personal and subjective matter. lt is not practically possible for a person or government
to 'invest" in another individual's human capital in any way that gives a firm 

-expectation

of retum to the investor. This is for two r€asons. Both the law and philosophical
imperatives prevent us from using another person as a means, and so we (generally)
are unable to take possession of the returns from future investments. Secondly, and
more directly significant for the assessment of prospects and bankability, it is not
possible to assess expected net income by reference solely to any external measure of
skill and training. lt might be possible to monitor occupation as an explainer of variability
of income, and formal training as a proxy for job skills and prospects. However both of
these would be poor proxies which would give only a partial indication of the person's
true options. Any further enquiries would need a detailed examination of the person's
motives and abilities that would seem both uncertain and Intrusive.

- The Required Information

From the list of factors that have been identified as likely to influence bankability it
appears that, in order to determine who should be eligible for a benefit the level of which
would abate against a short run current income test, we would need information on the
following:

. monthly income for at least the previous year;

. annual income for the last year or two;

. the level of wealth;

. the employment status;

. family commitments and personal disability.

The precise operation of such a system need not concern us once its outlines have
established the information required. Whether earnings are assessed as a moving
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average of earlier months or whether the carry fonrard system is used makes little
difference; the important point is that monthly income is desirable lor more than simply
the most recent month.

The central issue in the operation of this system is that, because it reties on objectively
verifiable data rather than emotional responses that discourage inappropriate
applications for assistance, it could be administered by more discreet methods than are
used at present. For example information on income over time, employment status, and
even wealth could be collected using reformed tax return data. Depending on the
methods used the cost to applicants in terms of form filling and embarrassment could be
greatly reduced.

As with the discussion of stigma, in assessing the concept of bankability as a means of
identifying those eligible for assistance, the concern is with its effectiveness and
efficiency. Since bankability is a measurable concept, it would be possible to mount a
study of existing recipients of assistance to see how many might be regarded as
ineligible under various bankability tests. Given the lack of relevant data currenfly
available, such a study is beyond the scope of this thesis. Similarly, once appropriate
data were assembled, it would be possible to assess the effect of ditferent bankability
tests in excluding relatively needy groups. This could give an idea of the sensitivity of
the approach.

In terms of the personal effect on the applicant, a potential cost of reductions in form
filling and embarrassment is a loss of control over information in govemment data
bases. The use of information from tax or other sources may be seen as an
unacceptable loss of privacy, and a breach of the information managemgnt principles
that now enjoy widespread international agreement. This issue is considered further in
Part Two.

Viewed from the point of view of the identification of those in relative need, and
remembering that a perfectly integrated approach to redistribution has been reJected,
bankability appears to offer a better approach than is currently employed. The concepts
are not complex, and they use objective measures. Obviously it woutd be possible to
add any desired degree of local discretion to handle complex cases, but at the basis we
could have a scheme which has a direct link to notions of well-being, but which is
objective and capable of being modified to meet varying redistribution gbab.

Conclusion

The three chapters of this part have examined the information requirements necessary
to operate an etfective and efficient redistribution system. The examination of concepts
of well-being revealed that none of the concepts are straight-fonruard, and there is a lot
of room for confusion at both a theoretical and administrative level. However, simply
stated, the analysis suggests that a relatively robust concept of well-being that is useful
in the context of redistribution, is the choice set.

For the purposes of this thesis the choice set can be seen to be related to current
control over resources and the time horizon. As a general rule the circumstances of
those who are constrained to operate under a high discount rate and a short time
horizon should be assessed over a shorter period. Because time horizons vary it is
necessary that individuals in otherwise similar circumstances be assessed over a time
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period that relates to the time horizon of each person. lf we are to devise an efficientsystem of discrimination we need a means of assessing the constraints on the timepreferences of different applicants to decide who shouto oe assessed over longer orshorter time periods.

Existing welfare and tax systems could be claimed to use stigma as a means by whichindividuals are encouraged to select themselver so ih"t thosi t"itt rong"r time horizonsare less likely to opt for welfare assistance, with its shod time perioo i.rr.rrent, thanthose who are constrained to operate under shorter time horizon.. Afi"rnatively, it ispossible to devise a list of measurable factors to assess bankability: this could be usedas a means of determining the appropriate period for the 
"*"sment of the werr-ueintof ditferent applicants

Nothing in these chapters has established what the conect periods for assessment are.The case for using.a year for tax purposes rests on accoirnting convention, which itselfis derived from agriculture. For oui purposes there is no case to challenge this custom.similarly the case for selecting any pariicular srrort plriod for the assessment of incomefor assistance purposes. relies on piacticality. lf 
" 

pliioo longer ttran a iew weeks wsreselected, it is likely lhat many of ihose most in need of assistance could be destitutebefore aid were available. An important criterion, as with the selec1on of a year for taxpurposes, is that information must generally be available for the peiloo io be assessed.Since most individuals in New Zealind areiaid on 
" 

fortnighily basis, this suggests thata multiple of a fortnight, perhaps four weeks, would be a sensible period.

In theory, it might be possible to identify a constrained time horizon for every person. lfthis were done it would establish the appropriate assessment period for each individual,and would address the problem that.Le eiino irg-e-4 ide.ntified of precisety comparingthe incomes of individuais. However, in a bureautratic'application it is unlikely that tax orbenefit systems could be precise enough to distinguish'those on ma*et borrowing orlending rates, or that our assessments of income will be precise enough for thedistinction to be oI practical significance. This is not of concern for our purposes, as thedetermination of the appropriaie periods to use for assessment is not the subject of thispaper' Instead, the work reported here focuses on the need to determine who should beassessed over each period.

The overall aim of this Part one was to u-se a philosophicat analysis of well-being toderive a bureaucratica-lv practical set of information that could be used in theadministration of redistribution policies. Having estaoi:stred the value of the theoreticalconcepts of capabilities and choice sets, we have established that a uniform assessmentsystem is unlikely to be equitable or efficient, and that it is preferabte to use a systemwhich distinguishes those who are constrained to operate under high discount rates forassessment of their income on a short term basis. In addition, it h-as oeen possible toderive some concrete suggestions that the desirable set of information shoufd focus oncurrent income and bankability. However, though the desirable set of information hasbeen identified from the point of view of effec'tiie redistribution, it is also necessary tofocus on other aspects before selectinga preterreo approa"t to redistribution. lt may bethat the collection of the desired set of information id too intrusive; to assess this wemust focus on privacy issues. lt is possible that, even if the information is theoreticallyacceptable from privacy and redistribution perspoctives, it may t"qrir" rrch rnore coslyadministration and compliance than tha cuirent ryitm needs. These issues areaddressed in Parts Two and Three.
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PART TWO

PRIVACY RIGHTS

Antithesis: Privacy, the Government Must Not Know
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CHAPTER FIVE: DOES PRIVACY MATTER?

lntroductlon

Any policy for the systematic redistribution of income depends on government
information systems. These systems include records on the means of members of
society so the government may determine who should pay tax, and who should receive
assistance. To assemble this information accurately and efficiently may require linked or
fully integrated tax and social assistance data bases, as discussed in Part One.
However, proposals for the introduction of identification schemes or for integrated data
storage by the government have usually been met by very hostile responses. Public
comment commonly focuses on claimed threats to civil rights.

These concerns may be seen to be part of a wider conc€rn at the provision of
identification and other information to Government agencies. At a basic level the issue
revolves around the role of the state and the rights of individuals.

The following statement from Mr Justice Douglas, in the US Supreme Court, is an
example of the sentiments that can be involved.

'The bureaucracy of modern government is not only slow, lumbering, and
oppressive; it is omnipresent. lt touches everyone's life at numerous points. lt
pries more and more into private affairs, breaking down the barriers that
individuals erect to give them some insulation from the intrigues and harassments
of modern life.'
(Wyman v James,1971, Douglas dissenting, quoted in Shattuck,1g77, page 24.)

The case which provoked Douglas' outburst was one involving the right of the state to
acquire information from beneficiaries on their living circumstances. The US Supreme
Court held in that case that the state had a right to enter beneficiaries' homes to confirm
eligibility for benefits. Douglas' response demonstrates that this decision is not without
room for substantial disagreement.

When we attempt to explore the basis for concerns about invasions of privacy by the
state or other agencies requiring identification or collecting informatlon, the arguments
often become very unclear. Commonly there is a qulck and vigorous clalm that civll
rights are being breached and liberty threatened. Though that amounts to an important
clarion call, it is not in itself very illuminating. The purpose of Part Two is to explore the
basis of the rights and threats involved in identification and information gathering.

Much of the literature in this area has been concerned with legal questions, revolving
around discussion of what are the rights to privacy as revealed by legal judgements and
statute. Many of the articles focus on America, where a tort of privacy has developed
over the last 100 years. In analysing the legal developments several influential writers
(Prosser, and Thomson) have suggested that there is no coherent right to privacy as
established in the law. Instead they suggest that the language has been abused and
one term has been extended across a range of rights. In reviewing the American legal
tradition most authors regard the starting point as an article in the Harvard Law Review
in 1890 by Warren and Brandeis. This colourful article thunders against the invasion of
privacy by the gossip columns in the yellow press. Warren and Brandeis are commonly
regarded as the initiators of the development in the law that has occuned since their
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article was published. lt may be that this historical analysis is correct, and if so it could
itself help to explain the apparent confusion in the state of American tort law. Though
the Warren and Brandeis article is entertaining and illuminating it contains some
fundamental problems which make it unlikely to be a successful basis for the
construction of a well understood right.

The outrage which Warren suffered at his wife's social life being the subject of extensive
press coverage led the two authors to develop a theory that the right to privacy was a
"right to be let alone". Though being let alone sounds a desirable concept, it is hardly a
useful basis for a discussion of privacy. The difficulty, as Gavison has pointed out, is
that this alleged right covers almost every complaint that anyone could conceivably
make.

"A great many instances of 'not letting people alone' cannot readily be described
as invasions of privacy. Requiring people to pay their taxes or go into the army,
or punishing them for murder, are just a few of the obvious examples.' (Gavison,
1980, page 357.)

This state of apparent confusion suggests that it is very important to clarify the concepts
involved. lf notions of privacy are to inform policy analysis, then we must be clear on
what it is that is involved, and what are the moral issues. This part of the thesis attempts
to develop a philosophical approach to privacy from which to derive principles which can
be used to guide policy.

The argument is developed in three chapters. This chapter, Chapter Five, contains a
philosophical discussion of the moral value of privacy. Chapter Six uses that
philosophical foundation to develop a statement of the right to privacy. Chapter Seven
includes a re-examination of privacy literature to establish that the statement of the right
to privacy, though new, is consistent with the conclusions commonly drawn in other
writing.

The philosophical analysis of the value of privacy begins with a definition of privacy, as
a necessary precursor to any coherent discussion, and then explores the question of
whether there is any moral value in privacy, and focusing especially on those authors
who have attacked the concept or questioned ils worth. There is an analysis of the
functions of privacy in the daily lives of people. These functions are the grounds for the
assertion that privacy does have a moral value. Up to this stage in the chapter the
discussion is essentially a review of existing positions that have been established in the
literature.

The chapter continues with an analysis of the limits on the moral value of privacy.
Though it is commonly accepted that privacy is not always good, and more privacy is
not always better, other authors have not examined the origin of these limits on the
value of privacy. The chapter concludes that there is a real issue which needs to be kept
in mind if policies to achieve equity are not to pay an sxcessive cost in terms of personal
privacy.

What is Privacy?

lf we are to develop a philosophy of privacy we must first have a clear understanding of
the term. The literature in this area is bedevilled by a continuing confusion about the
concept of privacy, and the lack of a consensus on the term has hampered the
development of a robust philosophical analysis.
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'The concept of privacy has become too vague and unwieldy a concept to
perform useful analytical ... work. lt has grown into as nebulous a notion as
freedom (with which it is not infrequently equated) or autonomy (with which it is
often confused)' (Wacks, 1989, page 11).

In order for a definition to be useful in this context it needs to pass three tests:

a the concept must be precise and narrow enough to mark it off from other states
and concerns;

b the ideas must conform to a common senss understanding of what privacy is
about; and

c the definition must be neutrah that is the definition should not itself assert the
moral claim that is to be examined. (This is discussed more fully later.)

Several potential definitions of privacy have been suggested in the literature. Most fail
one or more of the suggested criteria. Warren and Brandeis' concept of the right to be
let alone (which is commonly referred to in legal judgements and artictes) hai already
been dealt with as impossibly broad. Several other authors have endeavoured tL
develop a similar concept with a more particular wording. In partlcular an equailon
between privacy and autonomy is sometimes suggested. For example, Beardsley it9Zt;
effectively suggests that the freedom of speech and indeed all liberties, are part oi
privacy. This appears to be a rather unhelpful confusion of private rights vis a vis the
state and the notion of privacy.

Another example o! an author adopting a very broad approach is Van Den Haag (1971).
He suggests that 'privacy is the exclusive right to dispose of one's properlprivate)
domain" (page 151). This definition would appearto collapse on two grounds. itre tirsi
is that it is excessively broad. Van Den Haag suggests that smel6 or noise which affect
an individual are an invasion of privacy. This implies that privacy is equated to the right
to personally enjoy life in the way one chooses without interference. The second
problem with his definition is its inherent tautology. We seem to be no further ahead if
we are told that privacy Involves an invasion of that which is prlvate.

A more powerful and influential suggestion, which meets the first test of being more
precise, is that privacy relates to control over information about one's seli. This
approach is generally attributed to Westin.

"Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups or institutions, to determine for
themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is
communicated to others." (Westin, 1967, page 7.)

This concept of control over information has struck a responsive chord with many
writers. For example Gross (1971) contrasts the position of those who willingly
broadcast information about themselves with those who have information about the;
accessed by others without their knowledge or consent. He considers that those who
voluntarily offer information have lost no privacy. Though the whole world now knows
some fact about an individual, that person has suffered no privacy loss whereas
someone else of whom details are spoken against their will to only one other person has
suffered a loss of privacy.
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This notion of control is very signifieant, and it is one which will be returned to later in
the paper. However for the purposes of a definition of privacy it is inadequate. lt seems
fatuous to claim that the Prime Minister has the same level of privacy as a junior civil
servant simply because the Prime Minister has willingly taken on a job which invotves
being closely observed. In New Zealand, the Member of Parliament for Miramar,
Peter Neilson, has regularly published accounts of his wealth and income. lt is
nonsense to claim that because he has done this voluntarily he has just as much privacy
as various wealthy industrialists, such as the Spencer or Todd families, who have made
no such disclosure. lt is true that he may be no worse off than they because they have
all disclosed as much as they choose to disclose, but there can be no doubt ttrit ttreir
position is more private than his.

This returns us to the third of our three criteria for a definition of privacy. The problem of
using control as a defining concept is that it incorporates the normative ideas that the
philosophical inquiry is intended to examine. This becomes apparent if we start from a
liberal position that individuals ought to be allowed to attend to their own affairs, and
then define privacy as a loss of control. lt is hardly surprising that we then condemn a
loss of privacy. lt would seem preferable to establish a neutral concept of privacy which
describes the state that people are in. Having established the characteiistics of that
state we may then inquire into its moral value.

Wacks has attacked this approach and claimed that to construct a neutral definition of
Plivacy is to "strip the concept of much of its explanatory meaning and power." (Wacks,
1989, page 19). He asserts that privacy is only meaningful in terms of information of
significance, but because the term has been so often misused it has lost all coherence.
Instead he suggests that it is more helpful to shift the focus from the term privacy, and
instead to be concerned with the protection of personal information. This looks
attractively simple, and slices the gordian knot, but several significant threads are lost in
the process. Though Wacks uses his process to construct a list of different types of high
and low sensitive information, bscause he starts from the premise tnat personat
information ought to be protected, there is no basis to understand the different
sensitivities of different facts. lt is only by stripping the concept of privacy to a neutral
description of "a state in which persons may find themselves" (Vabcfy, 1ti7g, page 1g)
that we may develop a robust basis from which to explore the value of that siate. tt ii
through this exploration that we may establish when privacy is significant, and so decide
whether it (or personal information as Wacks would prefer) is worth protecting. A further
problem with Wacks' approach is that, as will be seen in the foilowing ptragraphs,
information, personal or othenrvise, is only one of the aspects that privacy ii conieineo
with.

The need to establish a neutral concept is fully elaborated in Gavison (1990). Her
definition of privacy will be adopted for the purposes of this work. She'begins by
establishing a methodological concept of perfect privacy. In this context perfec't is to b6
regarded as complete rather than as desirable; it is therefore akin to the concept of
perfecl competition.

"ln perfect privacy no one has any information about X, ho one pays any attention
to X, and no ons has physical access to X ... These three elements of secrecy,
anonymity, and solitude are distinct and independent, but interrelated, and the
complex concept of privacy is richer than any definition centred around only one
of them." (Gavison, 1980, page 351.)
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The first component of this definition, information, or the lack of it, is clearly part of
privacy. lt seems to accord with normal understandings of the word that where more
information is known about me then I have less privacy. The celebrity on the talk show,
voluntarily discussing her family background, must have less privacy than those in the
audience. Similarly, the beneficiary supplying information to the Department of Social
Welfare to prove eligibility for income support has less privacy than a Lotto winner who
need only produce a ticket to establish eligibility.

The concept of attention and anonymity is less commonly discussed in analysis of
privacy. However, it is again easy to see that for the person who is one in a crowd there
is more privacy than for another who is singled out for attention. Similarly, ditferences in
the degree of attention will be related to variations in the level of privacy. The purchase
of a railway ticket involves a small amount of mutual attention, but is a substantially
anonymous transaction. Applying for a passport involves a greater degree of scrutiny.
Little if any new information is made available in the passport application, but there is
considerable focus on the identity of the applicant and therefore this is a tess private
transaction.

The third area of proximity also has clear links to privacy. To swim around a point and
arrive at a remote beach, only to find it full of boaties and their families, is to have a less
private experience than would occur were one alone on the beach, or if one were to
drown in the surf while rounding the point. There need be no exchange of inlormation or
identification. There may be a studious ignoring of the different groups on the beach.
The fact remains that being one of many on the beach is less private than being alone
on the beach, or alone in the surf.

It is an interesting question, which is significant if this approach is to be used as the
basis for policy, whether secrecy, anonymity and solitude are a complete statement of
the components of privacy. The appropriate test would seem to be whether the three
factors provide a complete screen against invasion by any of the sonses. lt is hard to
see how any combination of sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste could overcome
secrecy, anonymity and solitude, so the components appear to be sutficient to ensure
privacy. lt may be that some other component could be proposed, but it is noticeable in
the literature following Gavison (not all if it friendly) that no-one has yet attacked her
definition for incompleteness.

There is nothing in this definition which suggests that privacy ought to be protected. lt is
simply involves a comparison of different states. The value of th-e definition is that in its
breakdown into the component parts of privacy it permits us to analyse more fully the
different consequences of various Upes of interaction. In particrlar, issues to do with
identification and identification cards can be seen to be more to do with attention and
anonymity than they are necessarily to do with information or proximity. Similarly the use
of data banks is more to do with the amount of inbrmation known about individuals
rather than attention or proximity. The policy implications of proximity would appear to
arise in areas such as town planning; they have little implication for us and therefore this
part of privacy will not be a major feature in our discussion.

It should be noted, in passing, that though the definition of privacy was derived by
reference to perfect privacy, the states of privacy are located along a continuum ot
greater and lesser privacy. Privacy is not an on/off condition, rather a "private situation"
should be understood as one which is more private than another. Privacy is intended to
be understood in this relative meaning in this thesis.
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Does Privacy Have Any Moral Value?

Having established a neutral definition of privacy, we need now to consider what moral
significance privacy might have. The first step in this process is to examine the
arguments of those who have suggested that privacy is not of itself a significant value.
Among the literature supporting this sceptical view there are two main threads. The first
is the suggestion that privacy is simply a collection of unrelated values which have been
brought together under one name. The second is a suggestion that privacy of itself has
little value for society.

The most significant legal writer who has suggested that privacy is not a separate right
is Prosser (1960). At the time he was writing, Prosser was accepted as one of the most
prominent thinkers about tort law. His critique of the tort of privacy was therefore
particularly significant for an insight into the legal understanding that has developed in
America. After an exhaustive review of the cases he concluded that, though it had been
fashionable since Warren and Brandeis to refer to one privacy tort, there were in fact
four separate torts. These separate causes for action wer€ intrusion, the public
disclosure of private fact, appropriation, and false light. Howevsr, since Prosse/s
discussion focuses on the existence or othenrise of a legal tort, his conclusions are of
only limited significance for our discussion. The principal point of interest here is his
implicit concern that the inclusion of the concept of privacy has clouded the judgement
of those involved in the cases and led them to be more protective of some personal
interests than they would have been if other tort principles had applied. Prosser was
concerned that so called privacy rights were assuming an excessive significance.

Another author writing in a similar tradition is Thomson (1975). She is more
determinedly reductionist in her approach and suggests that privacy is simply an
amalgam of various property rights that we have over the use and observation of our
bodies and properties. lt is not that our privacy as such is violated, but that our property
has been abused. The fundamental problem with Thomson's approach is her refusal to
acknowledge any extra significance in the individual, or the body over that of any other
property. Though it is a classic problem in philosophy to define just what it is that makes
humans significant, it is generally accepted that there is some degree of significance
about people which is of greater value than is attached to tables. The way you treat,
observe or record my table is likely to provoke less reaction in me than the way you
treat, obssrve or record my body, or my emotions. The refusal of the reductionists to
acknowledge the complex amalgam of characteristics and values that humanity involves
means that their approach necessarily misses the sensitivity that is required to
adequately deal with issues of human value.

A further reason for rejecting a reductionist approach is that this approach is too
convenient for those who might wish to propose integrated social assistance regimes.
Inevitably there needs to be a philosophical discussion of the values involved, and the
case for an integrated regime will be much rr<lre robust if it can stand up against those
arguments which identify a central moral value attaching to privacy. Like any other value
statement, reductionist arguments cannot 'disprove' value judgements attached to
privacy, and therefore it is better to address them more fully.

The second attack on the moral value of privacy suggests that the values being
defended in privacy are themselves suspect. Schoeman, himself a strong supporter o1
privacy, is well aware of this problem.
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"Privacy itself is suspect as a value. lt makes deception possible and provides the
context for concealing things about which we may feel ashamed or guilty".
(Schoeman, 1984, page 403.)

The use of privacy may be seen to be a deliberats means of avoiding the truth. lt is a
means by which we dlsguise unpalatable facts about ourselves, it is also a means by
which we avoid truthful exchanges between individuals. The philosophy of encounter
groups which became fashionable in the 1960s, is opposed to such privacy. lt suggests
that truth is essential in order that meaningful understanding of ourselves and each
other can be established. Wasserstrom (1978) discusses this'counter culture" view in
order to explore the suggestion that privacy is a culture specific value. He points out that
the counter culture view would suggest that privacy makes us vulnerable because we do
not confront those things of which we are ashamed.

"lf we would be as indifferent to whether we are being watched when we have
intercourse as we are to when we eat a meal, then we can not be injured by the
fact that we know others are watching us, and we can not be InJured neariy as
much by even unknown observations" (wasserstrom, 1979, page 331).

Privacy in this analysis is therefore a disguise by which we cloak our own inadequacies
and so remain inadequate.

The fundamental criticism of this 'counter culture" approach is its idealism. The premise
behind this approach is that people have the potential strength to cope with fulltruth and
total sharing. In this respect it seems to suffer from the same failing as any other
philosophy which suggests that peopl€ are perfect. lt is precisely the flct that we are
imperfect, not fully tolerant, sometimes selfish and often careleis that has led to the
need for the definition of rights and liberties. A perfect society of perfect people would
not need any such codes. Privacy can be criticised as evidence of our frailty: more to
the point, however, it may be seen as a necessary response to our frailty.

Without getting into the esoteric perfectionism of the counter culture approach, the
suggestion that privacy is a cloak behind which we may hide vices is a common reason
for denigrating privacy arguments. In particular, govomments are quick to use this
approach when challenging the various liberties that are associated with privacy. The
classic example is the right to avoid self incrimination. To a reduc'tionist, this right is
simply a means by which criminals are able to avoid the sanctions that should attach to
their actions. To a privacy theorist, this right is intrinsic to the recognition of the value of
persons, and the need to avoid the self denigration and self contempt that may be a part
of open confession (Gerstein, 1970).

Without necessarily getting as threatening as removing the right to avoid self
incrimination, governments have commonly used the suggestion that honest people
have nothing to fear as a justification for the development ol data bases. The Australian
Government used this line in its defence of the Australia Card. This approach can only
be fully addressed in the context of a discussion of the value of privacy'to individuals. it
is therefore deferred to the next section.

One of the most elegant sceptics about privacy is Posner. Posner has applied his
economic analysis of law to the area of privacy (Posner, 1978). He points out that the
individual to whom information relates is not the only person wiih a legitimate interest in
that information. The whole reason why there are people who wish to pry is that they too
have an interest in the information. The individual with a record of defaulting on
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transactions would prefer not to have that widely known because it is more difficuh to
get credit. Potential lenders also have a legitimate interest in such information and
therefore are prepared to spend money acquiring it. Information, in posne/s view, is
akin to any other asset. As with his usual approach to the law, Posner suggests that
rights to the control of information should be allocated so that wealth can be maximised
across society. This suggests that, in the presence of transaction costs, rights should be
allocated to the party that can most effectively use the information.

ln a corporate context, Posner points out that corporations can make money out of
confidentiality. In particular, marketing strategies and production processes can be very
valuable if kept secret. He therefore suggests it is desirable to permit corporations to
maintain such information in private. Without this right it might be relatively difficult for
those corporations to keep information to themselves and therefore investment and
wealth promotion would be discouraged.

For private individuals, Posner suggests the posilion is reversed. Information on the
disreputable past of any one individual is relatively easy to conceal if there is no
obligation to pass on information and if records are not allowed to be kept. The
individual certainly has a comparative advantage compared to the insurance company or
the bank or even the welfare agency in knowing his or her own circumstances. Posner
would suggest that it is appropriate that individuals should be liable to provide the
relevant information that others might need in order to transact with them.

'lt is no answer that, in Brandeis's phrase, people have the right to be let alone.
Few people want to be let alone. They want to manipulate theivorld around them
by selective disclosure of facts about themselves. Why should others be asked to
take their self serving claims at face value and prevented from obtaining the
information necessary to verify or disprove these claims?' (Posner, 1971, 

-p"g"
33.)

However, Posner would agree that individuals should be protected from prying and
eavesdropping. lf we do not know when our business is being observed we are forced
to always behave in a constrained manner. The costs of this would (in posner's view) be
excessive and therefore the rights against eavesdropping need to be allocated to the
individual.

The strength of Posner's argument depends on his basic premise that wealth
maximisation is the appropriate criterion for legal decision making. As a general rule he
has found this approach very effective in many areas of the law, and thdrefore it would
seem to have a good track record. Similarly, for any economist the concept has
considerable attraction and the general public utility that would be derived from wealth
maximisation is easily understood.

The question mark about the concept is its degree of general applicability. lt should be
realised that even to a utilitarian analyst, weilth is only a prdiy. The true aim is to
maximise well-being. Wealth has been selected by Posner as a proxy that the law can
take into account in its consideration of transactions between p6opt6 that appear in a
judicial context. For a great many cases, especially those involvid in contract, ittis prory
is likely to b9 appropriate. The difficulty is that in the context of privacy cases, the values
being considered may not be adequately reflected in a wealth bn""it. The concepts of
individual growth, personal relationships or the functioning of sociilty are not usualry
taken into account in a wealth calcuiation. Conceptually wealttr couU be defined to
include such notions but il does not appear that Posner his made any attempt to do so.
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The alternative grounds for concern about Posner's approach is that a utilitarian trade-
off is not necessarily the appropriate approach. lf the issue revolves around the sanctity
of individuals and the importance of reflecting their needs then a utilitarian calculatlon
may be seriously deficient.

In conclusion, it seems that the reductionist and the sceptical approaches do raise some
serious questions about the absolute value of privacy. However, they do not seem to
have established a robust claim that privacy is of no intrinsic value. Accordingly, it is
appropriate to move on to a consideration of the values that are involved in privacy.

What are the Functions of Privacy?

There is a substantial literature on the functions of privacy. Many different values and
functions have been identified.

'... The values served by privacy are many and diverse. They include a healthy,
liberal, democratic and pluralistic society; individual autonomy; mental health;
creativity; and the capacity to form and maintain meaningful relations with others.'
(Gavison, 1980, page 360.)

In order to maintain some coherence to the discussion, this section will be subdivided
into three areas. These include the functions of privacy in relatlon to individuals and their
abllity to live their lives and develop themselves; secondly there ls a question of the
ability to enter into meaningful personal relationships wilh others; the third issue relates
to the functioning of a democratic society.

- The Individual

There are a series of ways in which privacy has been claimed to protect the interests of
individuals. Privacy allows us to avoid malevolent intrusions into our lives; it gives us the
practical means of achieving growth, in particular learning; it is an expression of our
respect for people; it permits autonomy and non-conformity (this is discussed In the
society argument later); and it may be seen as a symbol of our moral ownership of
ourselves.

A common argument against the use of data banks or other information storage systems
is the risk that individuals might be subjected to malevolent, capricious or careless use
of the information against their own interests. Bloustein gives expression to this
sentiment.

".... The fear that a private life may be turned into a public spectacle is greatly
enhanced when the lurid facts have been reduced to key punches or blips on a
magnetic tape, accessible, perhaps, to any clerk who can throw the appropriate
switch." (Bloustein, 1964, page 191.)

This type of concern may be simply a technical issue, or it may rsvolve around a
fundamental pessimism about governments. To the extent that the issue is a technical
one, involving the way in which information is handled, it seems that it is likely to be
amenable to a technical solution. Once adequate protection systems have been devised
then the problem disappears and the argument is finished. As such this argument
becomes not a privacy issue but a data management problem.
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The alternative concern is not that there are inadequate technical controls, but thatgovernment is inherently untrustworthy. This often takes the form of a fear that somefuture government will adopt totalitariah principles. Again, this is not stricly speaklng anargument about privacy or information; instead it isL problem intrinsic in ttie coeriivepowers of government. The social contract that vaiidates government obliges thegovernment to behave in the interests of.the people. Where that obtigagon is n6 bnge,
respected the issue is broader than a misuse of data and insteaa iniolves the geniral
need to protect all civil rights.

Arguments about the risk of misuse of data therefore boil down either to technical issues
of systems control or political issues of the government and its role. lf these issues are
resolved in their appropriate context they do not reappear as issues of prlvacy.

The other issues in the list in the.first.paragraph of this section all refate to ways in
which privacy may affect individuals. The first may be dealt with quiclly as it reiates
mostly to issues of proximity. Where we have peace and quiet, it seems lhat some kindsof activities can be carried on nrc,re effectivefy than where crowds are present. One
example is the ability to relax, and so muster ihe strengrth to continue day to day life.
Another slightly less homespun example is the necessit/of peace and quiet in order to
learn. lt is a commonly reported phenomenon among low income or iolynesian families
that children have considerable ditficulty keeping up wlttr school work, pirtty because of
the difficulty of finding adequate uninterruptei time'and space to .orilbte the academicwork required. Though other more sociai goals might be achieved ihrough this higher
level of interaction, it is at the cost of some loss oipersonal opportunity (see Gavison,
.198-0' 

page 363). Though this trade-off of personal learning foi comnrunal interaction
implies some individual or collective choice in favour of soial values, that does not in
itself imply that personal learning (and hence seclusion) is of no value. Instead the lossof the opportunity for personal learning is the price paid for the communal experience.The recognition that a price has been paid'is evidence that personal learning andsolitude do have a positive value, even in this example.

Benn suggests a more profound rationate for privacy. In his view privacy is basic to ourrespect for each other as individuals. He suggests tire kind of observation that might beappropriate when bird watching is totally inappropriate between people. rnougfr it ispermissible to observe individuals with their consent, the basic prOf";n to Benn is thatthe act of observing changes the nature of the othei person's dct. tt they are aware ofbeing observed then this awareness atfects their beiraviour; if they are not aware ofbeing observed then.they are deprivqd 
.ot -the opportunity to carry out what they

expecled _was a private act but which is in fact one which more thin one person is
experiencing. lt is this deprivation of opportunity that is at the heart of the disrespect forindividuals- In Benn's *o_tds n.... a geneial principle of privacy might be grounded on themore general principle of respect for persons ... To conceivasorieone is a p"rson is tosee him as actually or potentially a chooser; as one attempting to steer his course
through the world, adjusting his behaviour as his apperceptibn & the world cnanges,
and c-orrecting course as he perceives errorsn 1Benn,'i971, page 22g). Any observation,
overt or covert, alters the conditions of actions, therefore 'th'witing ... attempts to makea rational choice" (Benn, 1971, page 230).

Benn applies this concept directly to data banks. He sees them as having various
technical problems to_ do with the potential for false information, the 1sk that c6rrect butpartial information will cast a false light, or that the bureau might be seen to be infallible.
However these are not the basis oitris concern. His basic concern is "resentment that
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anyone - even a thoroughly trustworthy official - should be able at will to satisfy any
curiosity, without the knowledge let alone the consent of the subject. For since what
others know about him can radically affect a man's view of himself, to treat the collection
of personal information about him as if it raised purely technical problems of safeguards
against abuse is to disregard his claim to consideration and respec,t as a person" (page
23U.

However, having carved out this view Benn realised that it was too sweeping. lt did not
seem reasonable that no information could be recorded. Benn therefore suggested that
protection should involve only those thlngs Intrlnsic to one's perceptlon of oneself. This
would include the body, and all those things which are seen as close extensions of the
body.This he suggested was culture specific, and could be expected to vary from place
to place and time to time. He also suggested that even once an interest is established
as being close, it still needed to be balanced against other public interests.

Valecky has followed a similar process in attempting to pare down personal interests to
that area which demands the protection of privacy. He suggests that our fundamental
human characteristic is to be a moral agent making our own choice of right and wrong.
Only those invasions of our personal sphere which threaten this basic capacity ars real
breaches of our privacy rights.

A person's human right to privacy is a right to be the captain of his soul without
any evil-minded interference by olhers' (Valecky, 1978, page 31).

Attempts to assert the sanctity of information in any lesser cases turn out in Valecky's
analysis to be appeals to snobbery or other base sentiments, which are not deserving of
protection.

Whatever bounds are put around the protected domain of the person the basic
consideration is that in the collection and use of information there needs to be adequate
respect for individuals. The question for debate still revolves around how much respect
is adequate.

A stronger version of the concept of privacy as a sign of respect is Reiman's view that
privacy is essential to the ability to understand ourselves as having moral ownership
over ourselves. In his words "privacy is a social ritual by means of which an individual's
moral title to his existence is conferred' (Reiman, 1976, page 310). Reiman suggests
that the concept of self is critical to our understanding of persons. Without a notion of
self we cannot conceive of autonomy or responsibility. A minimal concept of self is a
notion of moral ownership of one's body.

"... there are two essential conditions for moral ownership of one's body. The right
to do with my body what I wish, and the right to control when and by whom my
body is experienced' (Reiman, 1976, page 312).

This ability to controlwhen and by whom the body is experienced is essentially a privacy
issue.

On a slightly broader plane, Freid (1969) also sees a major function of privacy as a
symbol of respect. Freid suggests that many of the areas where we are private, such as
excretory or sexual matters, have no necessary intrinsic significance. They are simply
symbols which express the significance of the people concerned and their self-
ownership.
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Whether we regard the maintenance of sufficient privacy as being a practical matter
relating to the ability to grow and learn, a philosophical question of respect for persons,
or a symbolic act, it clearly is of considerable significance in our understanding of
ourselves and our realisation as individuals.

- Personal Relationships

Privacy has been suggested as playing a role in personal relationships in various
different ways. The first emphasises the possible threat from a loss of privacy to the
ability to maintain intimate relationships; the second asserts a positive role for piivacy In
promoting love, friendship and trust; the third generalises the concept to identity a
function for privacy enabling a variety of forms and levels of social interaction

Just as Benn was concerned that individuals' freedoms could be constrained by a loss
of freedom, so also he was concerned that the ability to enter into and maintain closer
personal relationships can be constrained by a loss of privacy. He suggests that though
almost all relationships conform in many outward characteristics to 

-role 
expectancies

(such as husband to wife, parent to child, friend to friend), the heart of each relationship
is unique. lt depends on the evolution of mutual understanding between the parties, and
external monitoring or participation reduces the ability of the parties to develop the
relationship in the way that they choose.

'Personal relations are exploratory and creative; they survive and develop if they
are given care and attention; they require continuous adjustment as the
personalities of the parties are modified by experience, both of one another and
of their external environment. Such relationships are, in their nature, private.'
(Benn, 1971, page 236.)

Any attempt to involve an extra party in a relationship inevitably changes the nature of
that relationship. Sometimes a counsellor might be invited in as a ficilitator and with
very sensitive handling the relationship might survive this temporary addition. However,
by its nature the concept of involving a counsellor has altered the relationship. Even
more seriously, the intrusion of an uninvited third party obliges the partneri in the
relationship to adjust their behaviour to take account of the extra person. This intrusion,
even if it is only passive observation, can destroy the intimacy of the relationship.

Gerstein focused specifically on the concept of intimacy. He suggests that true intimacy
with God or with a partner involves losing oneself in the relationlhip. That is, the person
must go beyond being aware of their behaviour (ie, prayer or love) and be fully
immersed in the activity. lf the person becomes aware of any observer then that
awareness destroys the immersion and therefore loses the intimacy.

"There is a great difference between the way we experience our own actions
when we intend them to be observed and understood by others and the way we
relate to them when we are immersed in intimacy.' (Gerstein, 1978, page 2eZ.y

Therefore, as with Benn's notion that observation changes the nature of an individual's
act and so deprives that person of choice, so Gerstein sees the intrusion of a third party
as the imposing of a fundamental change in the nature of the actions of those'in i
relationship.
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The second approach to relationships focuses not so much on the threat of intrusion, but
the gains from privacy. Fried has developed a thesis that privacy is a basic necessity for
love, friendship and trust, and that these emotions are central io our being.

'To respect, love, trust, feel affection for others and to regard ourselves as the
object of love, trust and affection is at the heart of ourselves as persons among
persons, and privacy is a necessary atmosphere for these attitudes and acfioni
as oxygen is for combustion.' (Fried, 1969, page 205.)

Fried suggests that a central aspect of love is the voluntary mutual relinquishment of
rights to the partner, and the creation of a shared joyous interest. Critical to these rights
are not merely property or time and energy, but knowledge of one another.

"To be friends or lovers, persons must be intimate to some degree with each
other. But intimacy is the sharing of information about one's beliefs, actions or
emotions which one does not share with all, and which one has the right not to
share with anyone. By conferring this right, privacy creates the nrorat capital
which we spend in friendship and love.'(Fried, 1969, pago 2L,l.l

Fried acknowledges that the exchange of various gifts and affection are central in love
and relationships, but he asserts that it is only by the exchange of exclusive information
that partners are able to build true intimacy.

Fried is not totally starry eyed about loving relationships. He also suggests that privacy
is necessary to the maintenance of love through permitting partners to witnnoH thoughts
which might otherwise threaten the relationship. In a world of perfect disclosure partners
would be obliged to share every passing thought inctuding those moments of
exasperation and anger which may be better left unsaid.

The third approach to personal relationships extends the privacy beyond intimate or
loving relationships to all areas of social exchange. Rachels liSzsi points out that
people are involved in a wide range of different relationships, and thai the behaviour
appropriate to those relationships varies. The loving care of a parent may differ from the
more brisk behaviour that the same person displays in a work environment. The raucous
behaviour of a person celebrating a victory with sporting teammates may differ from the
rather more formalised behaviour that that same person will display in ihe presence of
his or her mother'in-law. Rachels suggests that the general concept which makes s6nse
of this variety in behaviour is the wlo-ely understooi concept thai some things are 'no
one else's business' (1975, page 292). A teammate's appreciation of beer mly well be
the business of other members of the team. A prospective son-in-law's appreciation of
cucumber sandwiches, and maybe his employment prospects, are the business of his
potential mother-in-law. However, the fact that this information is someone's business
does not make it everyone's business. lt is necessary for successful social exchange
that we have the ability to modity our behaviour to dlfferent contexts. Without privaiy
that would be impossible.

Schoeman provides a good example of the need to be able to modify a behaviour to
different contexts. He points out that where we encounter behaviour which seems
inappropriate to us we become uncomfortable.

'lt is ... very awkward to be going about one's business and be confronted with a
plea or expec'tation with personal involvement which, by hypothesis, is
unoccasioned by the relationship." (schoeman, lgg4, page 404.)
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As Schoeman suggests, intimacy is demanding and in normal circumstances we need tobe able to keep our distance by a maintenanie of some degree of privacy.

To some this diversity of character is seen as ultimately deceitful. They suggest that thewearing of different clothes is a means of disguising the inner sei,f and concealingourselves from the world' However Rachels (and-schoeman) suggest that this notion ofa 'true self" is mythical. Though we may be integrated personalit-i5s irt"t oo", not meanthat we behave in a uniform way in all contexts. bur behaviour der;ds on our context,and the success of relationships depends on our ability to modiff ori-o"n"uiour to beappropriate to the various contexts.

The lack of adequate privacy would lherefore appear to be threatening both to intimate
and loving relationships and also to the general ibirity to maintain a rang€ of appropriaterelationships.

- The Democratic Society

The- role of privacy in facilitating the functioning of a democratic society is closely relatedto the role of privacy in enabling individuatJ to realise themselves. This connectioncomes from the basic characteristic of a free and democratic society, which is a societypermitting diversity and non-conformity. A basic identifying sign of aJmocracy is the rightof peopfe to work for change in the government and in socLty. lf there is an essentialsameness between everyone in society, there will be little likelihood of pressure forchange' A de facto totalitarianism, or at least stasis, would emerge. The function ofprivacy is to foster the emergence of ditference between individuals.

A democratic state respects the rights and interests of the individuals living within it. Thepeople must be seen as individuals with the right and capacity to make their ownchoices' That is, people must be autonomous. ihe role of p;ir'."t is to permit thatautonomy, and so allow diversity and change.

An idealistic vision of a democratic society might demand that everyone stand up andexpress their views and dissent whenevei they have some concern about the majorityview' However, Benn has pointed out that thii would require euery pmon to have thestrength of socrates. This would seem to be an unrealirii, 
"rp"rtation.

For most of us Benn suggests that we need the room to dissent in private. While wemight not have the inner slrength to challenge the morat prejudices of society, we canentertain the notion of non-conformity within-a protected private area.

'"' The freedom we need is the freedom to be something else - to be ourselves,to do what we think best, in g small protected sea, whdre the winds of opinio-ncannot blow us off course." (Benn, 1921, page 242.)

Gavison has picked up this concept and elaborated it. She suggests that one function ofprivacy is to assist the exercise of tolerance that we would like to think that we arecapable of' Behaviour which challenges our personal beliefs, 
".f*i"1y in sensitiveareas such as sex or religion, may cause us offence, and we may feel obliged to actagainst that' Privacy permits others to follow these forms of behaviolr in a discreet way;
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we may remain aware that such things are happening somewhere, but we do not have
to confront the event on a day by day basis and are therefore able to feel more relaxed
about its continuation.

'Privacy works ... to ameliorate tensions between personal preferences and social
norms by leading to non-enforcement of some standards'. (Gavison, 1g80, page
367.)

Like Benn she suggests that privacy allows non-conformity to flourish without requiring
everyone to be moral giants.

As well as permitting tolerance and diversity she suggests that privacy allows people to
form their own judgements and ask their own questions about issues facing society.
Having arrived at that answer, privacy permits individuals to have confidential political
discussions and secret votes on issues of the day. These rights are essential protections
for the minority to develop and promote its views.

A strong statement on the importance of autonomy, which clearly shows the link back to
the significance of privacy for the individual, was made by Bloustein.

'The man who is compelled to live every minute of his life among others and
whose every need, thought, desire, fancy or gratification is subject to public
scrutiny, has been deprived of his individuality and human dignity. Such an
individual merges with the mass. His opinions, being public, tend never to be
different; his aspirations, being known, tend always to be conventionally accepted
ones; his feelings, being openly exhibited, tend to lose their quality of unique
personal warmth and to become the feelings of every man. Such a person,
although sentient, is fungeable; he is not an individual." (Bloustein, 1964, page
188.)

The three aspects reviewed in this section have demonstrated that privacy does play a
critical role in permitting individuals to develop their own lives, allowing personal
relationships and assisting the functioning of a democratic society. lt would appear that
privacy is not simply a luxury which can be ignored at will. lt is not something which
governments should regard as a problem to be got around. lt is a value which is of true
significance and deserving of recognition. The question for the next section is whether
there are bounds on this significance, and what concepts will help us to understand its
bounds.

The Limits of Privacy

ln this section it will be established that privacy, in its various aspects of secrecy, and
anonymity and solitude, is not an absolute value. Though we have established that a
degree of privacy is of value to us as we lead our individual lives, as we participate in
relationships and as we function in a democratic society, this does not mean that privacy
is always to be desired in every contgxt, or that more privacy is always to be preferred
to less privacy.

A simple intuitive test of the implausibility of privacy as something to be ahuays desired
is to contemplate the concept of "perfect privacy". tf privacy is of unlimited value this



would imply that perfect privacy would be the ideal state. lt takes little imaginalion to see
that though the life of an anchorite may be worthy, for most of us it is far from ideal.

The writers who have defended privacy generally include an explicit acknowledgement
that it is possible to have too much privacy.

"Privacy ... cannot be said to be a value in the ssnse that the more people have
of it, the better. In fact, the opposite may be true.' (Gavison, 1980, page 359.)

As a general rule, privacy appears in the literature associated with concepts such as a
pool of privacy, a reserved area, or som€ personal space. The next question to analyse,
therefore, is what sets the boundaries of the space?

We have discovered that the need for privacy arises from issues of personal identity,
relationships and a democratic society. lf the boundaries of our private areas are defined
by totally different needs such as social justice, economic efficiency or military securlty
then we are facing a trade-off of conflicting values. As with any other such trade-off the
resolution of the conflict can only be achieved through political processes. Privacy would
then be seen as a value being championed by some, and other values (such as
redistribution) might be championed by others. The appropriateness of any balance that
is struck depends on the existence of a social consensus, and the robustness of the
balance will depend entirely on the robustness of that consensus.

However, if it is possible to discover limits to privacy based on the same concept of the
needs of an individual, the needs of personal relationships, and the function of a
democratic society, then we have the opportunity to define the extent of information,
attention and proximity that is consistent with the needs of privacy. This will give us a
self limiting concept of privacy and of its role in our lives. The search for a self limiting
concept needs to go through the same processes as the initial derivation of the value of
privacy; that is, we need to look at the issue from the point of view of the individual,
personal relationships, and democratic society.

- The Individual

In the previous section the three privacy issues that were identified in relationship to the
individual were self development (including relaxation), respect for persons, and a ritual
bestowing of self-ownership.

The first issue of self development may be dealt with quickly. Learning and relaxation
both require some isolation, but in both cases this isolation is only part of a wider
life-style. Learning at all levels is most etfective if it involves some interaction, discussion
or imitation. This cannot be done in isolation. Similarly the role of privacy in relaxation
implies some withdrawal from society; this concept of withdrawal can only exist if at
other times there is participation. We are not robots who arrive in life preprogrammed,
we must develop, and a critical part of our development is social development involving
social interaction. Silber states this position firmly.

"Absolute privacy is impossible and intolerable. Men were not made to live in
isolation; they cannot develop apart from others'. (1971, page 231.)

The question of respect for persons is more complex. lf we approach the issue of
respect for persons as a reflection of the intrinsic worth that all people have because of
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their status as people (who are ends and not means) then respecl might appear not to
need any information or attention to others. That is, respect would demand privacy, and
would justify no intrusions into privacy. However there are two basic problems with this
notion of respect.

a Respect is not simply a concept of unfocused theoretical reverence; it involves
daily interaction between real people.

b Though the value we place on people derives from their intrinsic worth as people,
to respect them we need to see them each as individuals with their own
characteristics. Respect implies an appropriate acknowledgement of this
individuality, including the attributes and affiliations that each person embodies.

Having established this more specific concept of respect it is now apparent that some
enquiry about others is not disrespectful, so long as it stops somewhere short of prying.
However, on top of the idea that respect offers a licence for reasonable enquiry, it
commonly imposes an obligation to offer information. To refuse to otfer basic identifying
information can be to make it difficult for others to function; this implies a lack of concern
(or respect) for their needs. A withholding of all information can be to imply that the other
is not worthy of hearing the information.

As well as information issues, respect may involve some attention. A simple example
from the idea of good manners can be seen here. For many people it may be rude to
stare at someone else in a railway compartment, but it is also rude to be so inattentive
as not to offer assistance to a person who is having difficulty alighting from the
compartment. Respect for persons requires honouring their anonymity, but not ignoring
their needs.

Proximity can raise similar issues. Where space is available, then normally respect
implies leaving adequate space around others. How€ver, in a context where it is
understood that there is little available space, leaving a gap can be a form of insult. On
a crowded bus where every seat is full except the one next to me, if evsryone declines
to take that seat that might be a slight on me.

The role of privacy as a ritual can also be seen to be constrained by two concepts. The
first is that the ritual that Reiman has proposed, being one conferring self-ownership,
itself implies social relationships.

'Ownership in the moral sense presupposes a social institution. lt is based on a
complex social practice." (Reiman, 1976, page 312.)

Any such social exchange could not exist in a world of perfect privacy.

The second limit on the ritual concept is the realisation that there are other rituals
involving the exchange of information, identity and even proximity which are also of
basic value. These rituals confer or acknowledge membership in society. The exchange
of names when people greet one another or in introductions, represent an important
ritual. In addition, in various contexts it is common to add one's affiliation (work, iwi, or
sporting club depending on the context). This exchange of identifiers clearly ranks as a
social rite. ln addition, the further queries as to one's state of well being which are
common in the greeting process also form part of the rite. The whole of these rites
indicate a mutual respect, but also a mutual acknowledgemsnt that the other individual
is a member of society with social identifiers and not simply a person alone.
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- Personal Relationships

To claim that personal relationships cannot exist without some loss of privacy is to state
the obvious. Perfect privacy and personal relationships are contradictions in terms.
However, it is still of some value to tease out the concepts involved to establish some of
the ways in which a loss of privacy is necessary to permit personal relationships to
occur.

The discussion in the last section on personal relationships focused largely on intimate
relationships. In that context it was clear that there needs to be a comprehensive
exchange of information between partners, and therefore some loss of privacy was
automatically envisaged. In this part of the paper we will focus mostly on more arms
length relationships. The general issue may be stated simply; whatever type of
relationship is concerned, the process of entering into a relationship means that some
aspects of the individual's life becomes 'the business" of the partner to that relationship.
lf the partners wish to continue that relationship then it is in their joint interests that the
information which is appropriate to that business is exchanged. Similarly, the appropriate
degree of attention and proximity is also necessary for the continuing success of the
relationship.

'ln general, a fact about ourselves is someone's business if there is a specific
social relationship between us which entitles them to know ... Thus, if we are
asked how much money we have in the bank, we cannot say "il's none of your
business" to our banker, our prospective creditors, or to our spouses, because
their relationships with us do entitle them to know." (Rachels, 1975, page 2gT.l

In effect, my bank balance is my bank manager's business because I wish to deposit
with (have a relationship with) my bank. My address would also be my bank manager's
business in order that the bank may send me statements of my account. Shoufd I wish
to borrow from the bank then my income, my assets, and my liabilities will also become
my bank manage/s business. That is, because I wish to change the nature of the
relationship between me and my banker the range of information about me which is my
bank manager's business changes. This connection between information exchange and
the nature of the relationship is a general concept.

"The candidate for employment, credit, or welfare payments volunteers to give up
as much privacy as is relevant to their position applied for, though he need not
intend or anticipate the affects of this abridgement.' (Van Den Haag, '197'1, page
15e.)

An alternative way of viewing information and privacy within relationships depends on
concepts of social expec'tations. Benn points out that every sociat relationship creates an
expectation of behaviour; this expectation can include a social obligation to provide
appropriate information.

'All characteristically human relations - | mean relations of a kind that could not
exist between stones or wombats - involve some element, however small, of role
expectancy." (Benn, 1971, page 235.)

While it is not clear that Benn's understanding of the habils of wombats is correct, the
general notion is sound. The example Benn uses is the business-like and narrow
exchange that occurs on the purchase of a railway ticket. In that context the
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expectations of the roles are discharged by the exchange of cash and a ticket. However,
in the relationship between the patient and a doctor, the employer and the employes, or
the parent and the child, the exchange is ongoing and complex and the obligations to
offer information, and to pay attention to the partner, are substantial.

- The Democratic Society

The effective functioning of a democratic society requires autonomous individuals.
However, there has been an intellectual understanding since at least the time of Aristotle
that all people live within a 'polis", and that this involves a complex web ol interaction
and mutual interdependence.

At a simple and mechanical level, privacy is seen to be basic to democracy through the
secret ballot. However, the running of a secret ballot requires the provision of
information to establish eligibility to vote. This involves the prior submission of
information on age and citizenship. In addition, the would-be voter must provide
adequate evidence of identification in order to exercise the right to vote. This then is a
classic example of the fact that the exercise of autonomy can only exist within the
context of social exchange, including some loss of privacy.

The justification for privacy in a democracy that was put fonrrrard in Section C revolved
around the encouragement of a dynamic and pluralistic society in which people had the
opportunity to avoid conforming to stultifying norms. However, in order to let ideas
develop and to become significant within the political and social process they must be
discussed. Thoughts must start as private ideas and may need some initial protection for
their private development. However, thoughts that remain private cannot contribute to
the political and social ferment that is at the heart of a dynamic and changing society.
The loss of privacy that is implied in the statement of our views is compensated by the
comments and reactions that we receive which can help us to modify our view of society
and the political options that are available. A democracy without d€bate is hollow, and
debate involves the exchange of information.

Conclusion

In this chapter it has been established that privacy is a neutral concept, which may
include solitude, anonymity, and secrecy. Privacy has a moral value which is derived
from its value in individual development, personal relationships, and a democratic
society; these three values also define the limits of the moral value of privacy. There are
bounds beyond which privacy can be counter-productive.

'... both perfect privacy and total loss of privacy are undesirable. Individuals must
be in some intermediate state - the balance between privacy and interaction - in
order to maintain a human relations, develop their capacities and sensibilities,
create and grow, and even to survive.' (Gavison, 1980, page BS8-9.)

In addition we would add to Gavison's list the need to maintain a democratic society.

Any claims for rights to privacy must be located somewhsre within Gavison's balance
between privacy and interaction. Like any other such rights, these rights to privacy may
then be balanced against competing rights such as the right to freedom from want or the
right to due process. The next chapter focuses on the derivation of privacy rights based
on the value of privacy and the limits of that value.
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CHAPTER SIX: THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY

Introduction

This chapter uses the analysis of the value of privacy and its limits as the basis for the
derivation of a statement of the right to privacy. Though international conventions and
legal literature have long recognised a right to privacy, the basis for that right is not
generally explored in those sources. This new statement of the right to prlvacy, as
rooted in the moral value in privacy, is then compared to the internationally'recognised
principles, rules and conventions which cover identification and the collection and use of
personal information.

Having established that privacy has a value, but not an absolute value, we may expect
that the right to privacy will also not be an absolute right. The right can be expected to
vary in line with the nature of the information involved (or the identifier or proximity
sought), the relationship between the parties and the circumstances surrounOing tfte
transaction. That is, the rights will be context specific.

The risks or burdens imposed on the person losing privacy will not be the same in every
case. Similarly the interests of the party that is acting to reduce someone else's privacy
will also vary from case to case. Therefore we must not expect that all threats to privacy
should be protected by a right to privacy.

"ln the first place, not every threat to privacy is of sufficient moment to warrant
the imposition of civil liability or to invoke any other form of legal redress. We all
are, and of necessity must be, subject to some minimum scrutiny of our
neighbours as a very condition of life in a civilised community. ... Secon-dly, even
where a clear violation of privacy is made out, one must still face the question
whether it is not privileged or excused by some countervailing public policy or
social interest." (Bloustein, 1964, page 1gg.)

With our focus now shifted to rights, we are no longer simply considering the state of
privacy, or its value. We now are looking at the conditions necessary [o be able to
choose privacy. The critical characteristic of a right is not necessarily the presence and
protection of a given state, but the ability to choose whether or not to enjoy that state.
The other central attribute of a right is that it imposes obligations on-oiher parties
(including the state) not to contravene the right. lt also impoies an obligation on the
owner of the right not to abuse that right.

Having introduced the concept of rights as choices, this returns us to the idea of
"control" that Westin used in his definition of privacy. Recall that his definition of privacy
is "the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves'when,
how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others" (Westin,
1967, page 7). Our discussion in the previous sections has established that control is
not privacy, and that privacy involves more than information. However, the general
direction of thinking that Westin had adopted is close to the appropriate concep[ of the
right to privacy. The aim of this section is to establish the extent of control over personal
information that individuals need to have in order for there to be an adequate right to
privacy.

The most helpful way to address these questions is by analysing the three aspects of
privacy that Gavison established: secrecy, anonymity and soiituOe. Because the issues
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seem to get less complex as we move along that list, the following discussion will be
taken in the opposite order.

The Right to Solitude

From our earlier discussions it is clear that society must recognise some rights for
people to be alone. However, this right can only be expressed wiihin plausible bounds.
There can be no social obligation to provide an empty island for everyone or anyone. lf
w€ are to participate in society and live in communities we must put up with the fict that
from time to time we will be one of a crowd.

The story of Lady Godiva provides an example of an occasion where the right to privacy
was pushed excessively far. In order that Lady Godiva might have her privacy respectei
as she rode naked through the streets of Coventry, it was ordered ttrat all citizens
should be off the streets with doors and shutters closed. lt is conceivable that any of us
might demand the evacuation of the main street in order that we may disport ouiselves
outrageously and privately. However, to claim this as a right is a nonsense. Any attempt
to exercise such a so-called right would really be a creation of a privilege by means of
an unprincipled use of force. Though one might attempt to justify.such in approach by
appealing to respect for the individual concerned, that same individual is'clearly not
respecting everybody else whose lives are disrupted by their whim. In his discussion of
privacy Reiman has addressed this issue.

'lt [privacy] does not assert a right never to be seen even on a crowded street. lt
is sufficient that I can control whether and by whom my body is experienced in
some significant places and that I have the real possibility oi repaiiing to those' places." (Reiman, 1976, page 312.)

We do not have the right to demand solitude wherever we are, but we do have the right
that we have reasonable access to places where we will have some solitude. Obviouily
the range of places open to us will vary with the extent of our property holdings.
However, in New Zealand society, it is clear that for any individual who ttas iro ptace-to
hide there is inadequate privacy and their rights have been breached. This concern for
privacy is one of the reasons behind the adoption of housing codes and the Housing
Corporation's building standards. lt is also the reason why w-e do not permit searches
without a warrant, or permit landlords to enter a tenant's house without notice and why
we are concerned at such facilities as toilet cubicles without doors which are sometimes
found in institutions.

The Right to Anonymity

The right to be anonymous, that is the right to go about our business without saying who
we are, is an important freedom. lt protects us from random stopping and from Oeiands
th.at we should produce our 'papers". The extent of the right to'anonymity revolves, as
with most other privacy issues, on the question of whose business it is that we are in a
particular spot or participating in a given action. The basic reason why we should object
to being stopped by a policeman to identify ourselves is that the statl has no business
to know where I am at any given time or what I am doing. lf, however, a crime has
recently been committed in the area and the policeman thinks I am acting in some way
which raises his suspicion, then my identity is his business and his enquiries become
legitimate. At that point my right to anonymity is lost.
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As the discussion proceeds, it will appear that there are a great many contexts in which
I do not have the right to be anonymous. However, that does not undermine the basic
point that the presumption ought to be that I may be anonymous unless it is someone
else's legitimate business to know who I am.

A preliminary question on definition is the matters which are included in the concept of
"identification". For the purposes of this discussion, identification is those basic details
which permit the subject to be distinguished as a particular individual. In any society this
would usually imply the name of the individual, and in many contexts it might imply the
provision of a number such as a society membership number or a bink account
number. lt may be that often the matters included in an identification are those facts
which are sufficient to initiate some enquiry to confirm the plausibility of other
information which is supplied or needed. Clearly the extent of information that is
regarded as being adequate for identification can vary between cultures. For example,
on the marae, Maori people might expect that identification would focus more on tribal
affiliations rather than the individual's name. However, at this stage we will not enter into
lhe complexities of the different types of information that mignt be included in the
identifier.

From the above discussion we can derive a statement of the right to anonymity as
follows: any individual has the right to be anonymous except in t6ose contexts where
another party has the right to know that individual's identity. This definition might seem
to be ludicrous, but it serves two purposes. The first is that it asserts that thL default
right is anonymity. The second is that it establishes a framework within which claims for
a right to know someone else's identity can be developed. As w1h all the claims for
rights in this section, such claims will depend on the context in which they are put
fonruard.

In the context of voluntary interactions, either party has a right to discontinue the
relationship if the other will not identify itself. That is, everybody his a right to require the
identification of any other person as a condition of the continuation of J vohntary social
interaction. This does not give individuals the right to stop each other in the street and
demand identification, as this is not part of an interaction. However, it does mean that
strangers are under no obligation to make conversation with one another if they have
not been introduced, (or have not taken the liberty of introducing themselves).

when expressed in terms of casual social exchange this right to view identification
seems trivial. However, when it is translated into commerce it bLcomes more significant.
Where a customer tenders cash for a moderate sized purchase the shopkeepei has no
right to demand the identity of the customer. There is nothing in the nature of a cash
transaction that requires information about the parties beyond the fact that one has cash
and the other has goods. However, even in this case the shopkeeper would have some
grounds to inquire if there is any reason to doubt that the customer acquired the money
by legitimate means. For example, a child producing a large sum of cash could erpect
to face enquiries from the shopkeeper about the source oi tne money.

Where the customer is not offering cash, but instead is asking for credit or has tendereda personal cheque, the relationship is changed. The customer is now asking for a
degree of trust from the shopkeeper. In exchange for the provision of gools and
services the shopkeeper is expected to take some risk aboui the likelihood of future
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payment. To expect the shopkeeper to undertake this risk with no information as to the
customer's identity, is to ask the shopkeeper to act on blind trust. Such blind trust is
possibly appropriate where the issue is religious faith, but it is not the stuff of commerce,
and the shopkeeper has no obligation to deal with any customer on this basis.

Where the state is one of the parties to the transaction the situation is inevitably
different. The state.uses its monopoly powers of coercion to collect obligations from
citizens and distribute entitlements. This means that relationships with the slate are not
voluntary. The rule in this area is that agents of the state may legitimately inquire as to
the identity of an individual where the entitlement being soughi or exercised is one which
is bestowed on selected individuals. For exampte, there is no universal right to drive a
motor car on the roads. Having been stopped because of some concern to do with
driving, drivers may legitimately be asked to identity themselves as licensed drivers.

The situation is similar in the case of income-tested benefits or tax assessments. The
amount owing to any given person is an individual matter and the Social Welfare
Department has the right to know the identity of the person to whom it is paying money.

Having established the contexts in which it is reasonable for a party to inquire as to the
identity of another party, the next issue is the standard of proof thai may be required. ls
it sufficient to simply give one's name, or can one be asked to verlfy ttritf Wfrat klnd of
verification can be required? ls it reasonable to ask for corroboration from other
individuals, if so how many? The resolution of these issues must depend on the nature
of the risk that the other party is exposed to.

The requirement for a will to be witnessed by two individuals who have no interest in the
will and who actually see the document signed, is necessary because at the time when
the will is proved the deceased is unable to testify as to its correctness. In relations
between living parties the problems are much less.

In any of the commercial or entitlement transactions that we are discussing an individuat
is potentially liable for fraud charges if a false identity is offered. This malies a powerful
incentive to encourage honesty and should reduce the extent of individual corroboration
that is necessary in any given case.

However, where an entitlement depends on a specific history of previous transactions,
including previous receipt (or non-receipt) of various payments, then some form of
specialised identification may be necessary. lt may be insufficient to know that someone
says her name is Joan Smith and can produce letiers addressed to herself in that name.
It is likely to be necessary that the individuals can identify themselves as the legitimate
users of particular bank accounts or recipients of specific entitlements, perh"ps dy citing
the numbers of their accounts or eligibility numbers, and possibly by'producing .o16
evidence of their right to use those services. Agencies facing tn6 pioilem of leeping
track of varying individual entitlements for specific recipients c6mmonly find it n"""r."r!
to issue their own identification forms.

Givel that the agency involved has a need for some evidence of identity, and given that
this identification must link to the agency's evidence of entitlement, ii does not seem
unreasonable to issue identifying material and require it's use. The constraints on the
issue of such identifiers are that they must only be used for the purposes intended and
they must not be difficult, uncomfortable or em-barrassing for the'indigdu4 to use. That
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is, they should only be used to establish identity in respect of eligibility for entilements
which are personal to the holder of that identity document, and they should not require
the individual to memorise long personal identification numbers, or undertake other
unreasonable mental or physical contortions. Similarly, the identifying material should
not serve to mark out the individrral in any other contexts than thl determining of
eligibility. The design of the identification material needs to take these criteria into
account.

In summarY, we may conclude that the issuing of identifying material, and requiring it's
use' can be legitimate where an organisation needs a means of distinguishing iis cli6nts.
This identifying material can serye as part of the means by which individual entiilements
may be recorded. Any such use of identifiers should be subject to the following
conditions:

such material should only be used in respect of the particular entiilement (or set
of entitlements) for which it was issued, and

use of the identifiers should not be difficult or stigmatising, so that the process of
identification should not of itseff restrict access tb tne entitlement.

This limited justification for the use of identity documents cannot be read as leg1imising
a universal multiple-purpose national identity document. The rationale for the-issue of
identity documents that has been derived here depends on the need for an organisation
to know who it is dealing with. The right to identification (or the loss of the individual's
claim to anonymity) relates specifically to the contexts within which the identity of given
individuals, and the level of their entitlements, is the legitimate "business" of an
organisation.

The application of a traveller to cross a national border is an example of these principles
in operation. No non-citizen has an automatic right of entry to another nation. The host
country may legitimately exclude any person that it considers to be undesirable. A
government may therefore take reasonable steps to establish the bona fides of would-be
visitors, and a first slep in this process is to establish the identity of the applicant. A host
country may have limited means of verifying the identity of foreign nationals, so it may
instead ask for a secure identity document, verified by the foreigner's own governmeni,
that is, a passport.

However, this argument for passports cannot be used to justify the generalised issue
and compulsory production of identity documents in all-coniexts, i-ncluding for law
enforcement purposes. To be justified, any national general purpose lD wouli depend
on a claim that it is the legitimate nbusiness" of the government to know the
whereabouts of afl its citizens at all times. This view of the role of the government is not
consistent with the usual liberal vision that dominates the Anglo-Saion, common law
tradition.

The case for a national identity document does not fail because of some overuvhelming
privacy (anonymity) argument, but because, in this context, the state cannot claim to
have a legitimate interest which can overcome the general right of the individual to be
anonymous. With a different view of the role of the state, or in different circumstances of
national emergency, it might be possible that the case for a national lD would be
stronger. As with all other examples, the right to anonymity depends on the context in
which it is asserted.
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The Right to Secrecy

As Westin has suggested the central element of a right to privacy of information revolves
around control over the information. The right to private information, that is, secrecy,
means the right to control the dissemination and use of information about oneself. The
critical question is how much control the individual shoutd retain, over what information,
and in what contexts? As with other aspects of privacy, the right to withhold information,
or its obverse, the obligation to provide information, is related to the nature of
information and the purpose for which it needs to be used. A further complication in the
area of information is that any facts which are supplied in one context may endure and
could be used in a different context. This means that any rights designed to give
adequate control to individuals, need to cover both the supply of information and its llter
use.

An extreme interpretation of the right to privacy would assert that all information about
me is mine, and I must be able to control any use of information about me. The
assertion that all data matching is invalid, or that it is improper to make statistical use of
information which was supplied for administrative purposes, generally depends on this
proposition that total control must be held by the individual.

To identify problems. with this proposition it is not necessary to consider any balance of
competing rights; it is enough to consider the impracticality of total control of personal
information. lt is impossible to have perfect control of information about me, and to live
in society. Simply by walking down the street I make it possible for any casual observer
to gather information o! my appearance, including physiognomy, complexion, height,
size, gait, and dress. From that I cannot prevent observers making some informed
deductions on my age, sex, agility and health. There does not seem io be any way to
stop those observers from passing on their conclusions through casual gossip or more
deliberate reporting and publication. lt is absurd to claim an lbsolute pioperty right to
information about me; observers too must have some "property' in their observitions
and conclusions. I may need some rights to prevent particularly damaging or malevolent
uses of the information about me, but I cannot conceivably enforce L rlght to prevent
any collection or dissemination of information on me, nor does there se6m to be any
compelling moral reason why I should enjoy such a right.

lf individuals do not have an absolute right to control all information about themselves, it
is necessary to clarify what information might reasonably be covered by this right of
control. Clearly it cannot include an absolute prohibition on the collection, uie or
dissemination of any information that could be gieaned by casual observation, as any
such prohibition would impose an excessive restriction on others' activities. There ari
various other possible means of drawing a boundary around the controlled sphere of
information, but none of them seem very successfui. Benn (1g7l ) concluded that the
protected area should include those matters which are intrinsic to one's self perception.
However, this seems of limited use as it is culture-specific (as Benn acknowledgedj, and
it also may exclude some items which might be sensitive in some contexts. 

-simitarly,

Van Den Haag (1971) used the concept of the'private domain". This too is difficult io
give any operational meaning, as it must vary between people, cultures and contexts.

One possible line could be derived from the practical considerations of what could
conceivably be controlled. lf total protection of information on an individual fails because
no individual (even perhaps such notorious privacy seekers as Hefner or Greta Garbo)
can prevent all casual observation, one sphere that could be protected is those pieces



of information that, in the normal course of events, would not be conveyed except by a
conscious act of the individual concerned. Casual observation will give informaiion-on
dress, and therefore the basis for an estimate of spending on clothes; however, this is a
most unreliable way to estimate income. The only way to get reliable information on
income, wealth, or aspects of health, is directly from the individual concerned or by
reviewing records that are not normally in the public domain. Individuals are generally in
a position to make a conscious choice of who will, and who will not, 

-share 
ihis

information about themselves. However, though this concept of a conscious choice to
give access is helpful, it is not complete as there are others who necessarily hold the
information in question, and often the information is as much the "property'of this other
party as it is of the individual concerned.

Wacks (1989, pages 230-238) has constructed a detailed list of items of personal
information covering such aspects as biographic (name, age), home (address, housing),
family relationships, employment, financial, medical, educational, ideologlcal, polic6,
leisure, habits and travel information. This is sub-divided into over three hundred items,
each of which is classified as high, moderate or low sensitivity. This is an informative
list, and an impressive reminder of the range of items of information that can accumulate
about a person. However, as a guide to how information should be handled it seems
less than adequate. At a detailed level it is possible to debate the classifications. For
example, it is not at all clear why sporting information should be of low sensitivity while
theatre going is of moderate sensitivity. Of more concern, however, is the presumption
that any such classification could provide a useful steer for policy.

One example of an item which Wacks, and most others, would generally regard as
being of low sensitivity is one's address. This could be seen to be poientially-obs6rvable,
and therefore not secret. However, for some people in some contexts the address is
sensitive. During the period of compulsory military training the New Zealand Labour
Department (which administered the ballot for military service) asked univers1ies to
supply the addresses of students so those not on the register could be traced. Victoria
University refused to supply the information; it had not been collected for that purpose,
and in that context it appeared to be sensitive for some students. Similarly the'address
of the estranged wife of a violent man can be very sensitive information. itris suggests
that any attempt to identify what ought to be kept private must be based on ttre
circumstances of cases, not prior views on the sensitivity of information.

It seems that, rather than arriving at a firm list of what is rightly secret and what is
public, we must examine the context within which the information is collected and used.
The appropriate control over a given item will depend on its context. The relevant
question is not simply what is the nature of the information, but whether the information
was legitimately acquired for the use to which it is being put. The critical issue is to
determine the means by which information may be icquired legitimately. Before
proceeding with a discussion of the legitimacy of the means by which informition may
be acquired, it is necessary to distinguish between administraiive uses of information,
and statistical or analytical uses. Administrative uses occur where the information is
used in determining some aspect of the affairs of the individual concerned; this might be
a credit rating influencing a banker's judgement or income information affecting'a tax
assessment. Statistical uses of information have no direct effect on the individull. The
information on each individual is combined with that on others to provide a picture which
might influence overall judgements, but is not used specifically to determine any part of
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the individual's business. For the most part the discussion in this section will focus on
administrative uses of information, the legitimate ways it may be acquired, and rights to
withhold information in that context. Following that there will be a brief discussion on
statistical information gathering.

- Collection of Information

The first and usual way that information is acquired by someone about another person,
is as an incidental part of going about one's business. This might be through'casual
observation, or deliberate noting of information in order to complete the mattei in hand.
Casual observation, as discussed above, may be disposed of first. lt is not reasonable
to deny someone the right to acquire information as a result of informal and unfocused
observation of another. lf we were to attempt to prevent such observation we would
need some means of requiring people to suspend their faculties. Even if some
chemicals or hypnosis might give us the technical ability to achieve such an effect,
clearly the process would require an abuse of the observer and a limitation on function
which could not be seen as consistent with human respect. Having acquired knowledge,
it then would be a further attack on the rights of the observer to prevent its further use.
The knowledge was not acquired with any caveats or protections on its further use, so
there would seem to be no limitation on publication or gossip. tn some cases, such as
domestic servants in a private house, there may be an explicit understanding that
information acquired during the course of work is confidentiah in that case the
information should not be passed on, and any such further use or dissemination of the
information is not legitimate.

The other case is the deliberate noting of information on an individual in order to carry
on an activity. Assuming the activity itself is legitimate, for example it is not observation
preparatory to robbery, abduction or other attack, the test of whether information is
appropriately noted is whether the information is necessary for the activity concerned; is
the information the observer or recorder's "business"? For example, an employer cannot
continue the process of employing an employee without knowing and recording wage
payments. This is clearly information about the employee. lt is also commonly regarOeA
as sensitive information. Though it is sensitive information about an indiiidu;;, the
employer has a legitimate reason for having the information as, in this case, it is as
much the employer,s information as it is the employee's.

There are many contexts in which a person or organisation has a legitimate right to
personal information. Any firm supplying banking services needs to keep a rec6rd of
transactions and balances. A telephone company must keep a record of phone calls for
billing purposes, as must any other utility monitor use oi services. These examples
relate to cases wh9r9, in the process of the transaction, the other party generates
information on the individual. In addition, there are cases where tne oiganisition may
legitimately acquire information on an individual. As with the queJtion of where
identification may be required, any information which is appropriate to the transaction
may reasonably be requested. For example, this formulation permits lenders or
insurance companies to require information on the financial position and health of would
be customers. For those institutions to require this information in the context of loan or
insurance contracts is not an unreasonable invasion of privacy.

The context and the interests of the parties are not the only consideration. The means
by which the information is acquired is also relevant. Though casual observation and
incidental noting of information acquired in the normal course of business are legitimate,
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eavesdropping is not. The distinction lies in the expectations and understandings of
individuals as they go about their lives. Where the individual is exercising a rigit to
solitude, that is when carrying on a private life in a private place, there must be an
expectation that the individual will not be covertly observed. Similarly, when the
individual is carrying on an anonymous activity, such as a cash transaction for an item
which has no special significance for any social or personal entitlements, there must be
an expectation that the activity, and the individual's role in it, will not be recorded (but
see the following paragraph on security surveillance). The expectations about what will
be observed or recorded may vary from person to person. Those in public life must
expect that some of their private behaviour will be subjected to greater scrutiny than
would apply to a less public figure. However, even for public figuresl when the doors are
closed and only family or personal activities are being carriJd on behind them, there
must be an expectation that they will not be observed. This is why the activities of
photographers who haunt the rich and famous, with telephoto lenses always focused,
may be condemned.

In addition to those protections, which are derived from the right to seclusion and the
right to anonymity, when carrying out any activity, an individualhay reasonably assume
that he or she is not the object of systematic obiervation by peopte who are not party to
that activity. This does not mean that surveillance (using' cameras or othenrvisei is
improper when carried out for security purposes in banki or other places where the
public have access. There are two reasons why such surveillance is reasonable.

i The surveillance is carried out for the security of the institution and the visiting
customer; security is understood to be necessary to the transaction, and therefor6
the surveillance could be regarded as an incidental part of going about business.

The information gained from crowd scanning surveillance is of a general nature,
and of the same character as could have been acquired by casuil observation.
The fact of one's presence at a given location is public information to everyone
else present, and it seems precious to object to a camera record of the event.
The information gained from this surveiliance is not of the sort that would
normally require a conscious decision to be revealed by the individual, and
therefore the intrusion is trivial.

The concept of the conscious decision whether or not to impart knowledge provides a
means of distinguishing eavesdropping from generalised surveillance. l-n a personat
conversation or letter an individual has consciously decided to whom some information
is to be given' To eavesdrop on that through bugging rooms, wiretapping, or reading
mail, is to deliberately subvert the intent of the inOividuil, and to capture'information that
was not intended for anyone other than the proper recipient. That is a breach of the
individual's right to secrecy that could only be justified by very strong evidence that the
information was someone else's "business". A possible area where such a case could
be made is some law enforcement contexts; in these cases it is appropriate that the
police are required to justify themselves to a judicial body to receive a warrant for the
eavesdropping activity. However, where surveillance gathers information that is
generally available by casual observation, there is no such thwarting of the intent of the
individual, and no breach of a right to secrecy. This suggests that where a private
detective observes an errant spouse checking ihto a motel-witn a stranger there is no
breach of a privacy right; but if the same deteCtive attempts to read the nimes that were
used to sign in, or to peep through the curtains, there is a breach of a privacy right.
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We have established therefore that individuals cannot have absolute control over
information about themselves. So long as information is acquired by legitimate means,
and so long as it is relevant to the transaction that the person-is bngaged in, its
collection and use is generally reasonable. Though the process of providin! i-nformation
for loans or insurance may be intrusive, the obvious need for the iniormation means that
it is not generally seen as contentious.

- Further Use of Information

The discussion so far has identified a variety of contexts where information on an
individual may be the legitimate business of another, and has established that where
such information is acquired legitimately it may be used by people other than the
individual concerned. However, these cases remain the exceptions to the basic
assumption that all individuals are free to withhold information that is not relevant to the
context of the activity or transaction in question. The default presumption remains that
there is a right to secrecy unless others have a proper interest. Wit'hout this right the
concept of control over information on oneself would disappear entirely. The impirtance
of this point becomes more clear in the context of tirb issue of multiple uses of
information.

The discussion to this point relates solely to the collec'tion of information, and its use for
the purpose for which it was collected. The issue of passlng on information to other
users is a little more complex. lf the right to withhold informaion that is not relevant to
a given context is to have any meaning, the individual has to be able to require that it is
not used for any other purpose than the purpose for which it was initially offered. When
an assurance has been given that information will only be used for a sp-ecified purpose,
an individual has a right to expect that the use witl be restricted to that purpose.

This approach does not suggest all information that is freely offered wilt automatically be
used only for the purpose for which it was offered. In ttre context of the voluntary
provision of information as part of a private transaction, there may be no good grounds
to object to that information being passed on if there was no frior assurance that it
would be withheld. A common example of this is mailing lists. The name and address of
subscribers is not secret information. The fact that they subscribe to a magazine or are
members of an organisation may be confidential, but only if that organisation has
assured its members of that protection. In the absence of such an assurance it can be
argued that it is legitimate to sell mailing lists. However, even in this case the example
cited earlier of address lists being used to locate draft evaders demonstrates that the
appropriateness of selling mailing lists must always depend on the context.

In the case of more sensitive information, such as health status or incomg, it is
commonly understood between the parties that information will be treated carefully.
Doctors are aware that patients do not want their health gossiped about and therefore
their ethics forbid the passing on of medical information witn6ut permission. Similarly
banks generally protect their customers' positions by withholding information on bank
balances. In both cases it is in the interest of the recipients-ot ttre information to
continue to enjoy their customers' business; as a result they order their business in a
way which meets their customers' needs.

This approach suggests that, in the context of a voluntary transaction, the exchange of
information in the absence of a specific agreement that it will only be used for the initial
purpose may amount to a licence for the recipient of the data to use it for any purpose.
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The absence of a specified restriction may be claimed to be an implied or constructive
consent to further use. The crucial issue here is the concept of consent, and the
necessary components of adequate consent.

The two complications that arise in considering consent, are whether the individual was
properly aware of the collection of data, and whether the individual has adequate
understanding of the likely uses of the data. In the kind of examples that have been
cited so far, the application for insurance or a loan, individuals are well aware of the
process of providing information. Similarly, in those examples the possibility that
information on defaults or claims will be shared with other companies does not seem to
be beyond what coufd be expected by the individual. In many other cases the processes
are not so clear, and therefore the claim of implied consent may be less reasonable.

Modern technology glves us examples of areas where information may be provided, or
at least made available for collection, without a conscious intention by the individual.
Telemetry now permits utilities to measure the use of services by remote sensors. In
Nonruay, for example, the electricity meters record and report consumption every six
minutes (Council of Europe, 1989, page 1O). This permits an accurate and timely Oiiling
system, but it also provides the utility with information which could be used to give ai
indication of the times when the members of a household are at home. Interactive media
allow individuals to select from a range of offered services to choose television viewing
services or to carry on electronic shopping. This allows services to be tailored to the
needs of the user, but also indirectly generates an electronic record which could be used
to construct a profile of the tastes of the user. Electronic mail provides an easy and
reliable means of keeping contact with others, but it also generates a record of opinions.
In each case the individual has generated information that is now in the hands of both
the provider of the service (or recipient of mail), and the carrier. The telephone network
needs to keep a record of these various information flows for its own biiling purposes,
and so is also in a position to amass a comprehensive record on times of use of
services, and on connections made between parties.

It seems far fetched to claim that by turning on a heater in the home an individual
consciously provided information on location to the electricity company and the
telephone company, or that the individual has given implied consent to tirat lnformation
being passed to others. The other services similarly aim to offer easy, everyday, casual
services which are supposed to be available without any special-endeavour by the
individual. The notion of casualness is inconsistent with the expectation of being a iocrs
of attention, and therefore it is not intrinsic in the apparent nature of the act that
information is being passed and collected.

The Council of Europe points out that, in this context, it is critical that there be adequate
consent to the collection of data. They suggest that the essential element is
"transparency" (Page 35); unless the collection of information is apparent, consent
cannot be real. In the context of further use of collected data they are even stronger.

"The free and informed consent of the individual should be envisaged, the notion
of informed' implying that the individual must know exactly what he is taking on
by accepting that his name may be disclosed to other service providers." (Council
of Europe, 1989, Pages 36-97.)
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Though the issue of informed consent is starkly clear with complex technologies, it also
exists in other contexts. The National Consumer Council of Britain recently conducted
public opinion surveys, and organised discussion groups of randomly selected
consumers, to get an impression of the degree of understanding of current uses of
information. Their results suggest that there is little understanding of the present range
of exchange that occurs, and that few consumers have been informed of the like[ ule
of data. They suggest that this causes resentment among consumers.

"The use of implied consent by financial institutions has led consumers to believe
they have been cheated into allowing disclosure.' (National Consumer Council,
1988, page 22.)

In considering the further use of data the Council suggests two critical principles,
transparency of intended use and informed consent to disclosure. So long as these
principles are achieved there would seem to adequate grounds to pass on information
acquired in the context of a voluntary iransaction. lt is significant that the Council
accepts that where a consumer refuses to provide informed consent, it is reasonable for
institutions to charge more for services provided. This would seem to be a logical part of
the flexibility inherent in a voluntary transaction.

From the discussion so far it would appear that a statement of the right to secrecy would
assert that information may be withheld except where another party has a legitimate
interest, and that the individual may require an assurance that the information iill only
be used for the purpose for which it was provided. The operation of these rights has so
far been analysed in the context of voluntary exchanges; in the context of compulsory
transactions the issues change.

The issue of a right to restrict information to the proper use for which it was provided
arises most severely in the context of the compulsory provision of information. This
means that effectively it is a question which arises in dealings between individuats and
the state. lt is reasonable that individuals be required io provide the necessary
information to establish their eligibility for entitlements that the state offers, or their
obligations to the state. The requirement here is parallel to that developed in the context
of obligations to identify oneself. Provided information is necessary for the process of
determining personal rights and obligations it may legitimately be demanded. Othenrvise
the information cannot reasonably be required, and the individual should have a general
right to withhold information.

In the case of further use of information supplied to state agencies, particular care is
needed. The general operating rule for voluntary transactionJ is that, provided there is
adequate consent, the recipient may pass on the information for other uses. This is
because, by voluntarily supplying the information without any requirement that it be kept
confidential, the individual may be regarded as effectively waiving control of the
information. However, this presumption cannot apply in the caie of tranisactions with the
state. Given that there is little choice other than to provide the information, and that the
state is the only source of the entitlements that are sought, it is unreasonable to regard
the information as freely offered. lf the information is noi freely offered then the righi tor
it not to be used for purposes other than those for which ii was provided cannot be
assumed to be freely waived. This implies that the state is always obligeA to protect the
right that the information be kept secure.
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- Sources of Information

Another aspect of a strict reading of a right to control information about oneself that has
been touched on in this chapter, but not considered closely, is the source of information.
Purists claim that only information supplied by the individual should be used in
assessing any business of that individual. The basis for this claim is that only by this
means could full control of information be achieved. However, a quick examination
demonstrates that this is another area where a claim for total contiol is impractical.
Unverified information offered by individuals can often be misleading and seli-serving.
The need to review such information and seek independent corroboiation may arise i'n
many contexts. Decisions on the eligibility of an individual for an insurance policy may
depend on information supplied by doctors or assessors. A decision on a loan securei
over real property may depend on information supplied by a valuer. Similarly, decisions
on eligibility for income tested state support may require information from employers and
bankers.

The more complex question is not whether such independent sources should be used,
but what right the individual has to know they are used, and what obligation the
independent source has to offer the information. Once again the appropriaie answer
depends on the context, in particular on whether the transattion in question is voluntary
or compulsory.

To take the first question, the issue is whether individuals have a generalised right to
know the information about themselves that others are considering w-hen deliberatiig on
the affairs of the individual. Though this is often cited as a "privicy" right, for exariple
Canadian provisions permitting the inspection of one's own files ars in t[eir priva"y A"t,it is primarily an issue to do with fair process. However, since it is an issue of
information rights, and relates to information on the individual, it is discussed here.

It is commonly claimed that individuals are entitled to know information which is used in
determining their receipt of various services. However, as a generalised right this is an
impossible proposition. Individuals make decisions that affect one another all the time. A
decision not to accept a dinner invitation need not be justified and the information used
to make the decision does not need to be supplied. This principle extends as far as
eligibility for loans. Applicants have no entitlement to receive a loan from a bank as of
right, and therefore it is not clear why a bank should justify a refusal of a loan.

A generalised statement of the rights in this area would be of the form:

where there is an obligation to supply a given service to an individual if that
individual is found to be eligible, then the individual is entitled to be assured that
only appropriate information is used to determine eligibility.

As mentioned above, this is essentially a right of due process, as well as an
administrative virtue, rather than a privacy issue. To assess whether this entilement has
been met, individuals need to have both access to the information that was used in
assessing their eligibility, and also the ability to correct it.

The area of obligations and entitlements is the area of state agencies. The information
used to determine the eligibility for benefits or liability for 

-tax 
can reasonably be

displayed to the individual concerned. Similarly, information involved in approving
citizenship or issuing passports should be open io the individual. However, obligationi
are not solely found in the state. An example is the obligation that building sociefi6s may
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have to offer loans to eligible members. lf the loan is declined then a member would
appear to be entitled to know the grounds for having that loan declined. Similarly, though
an insurance company may decline to offer insurance to an individual without iupplyiig
the reasons why (because at that time there is no contract between ttre partidsi iti
reasons for declining a claim should be provided given the contract that exists.

The second issue identilied above in relation to the use of third parties as a source of
information on individuals, is whether the third party should be obliged to provide
information on individuals if it is sought. Though there are many different cases in which
different factors will be of greater or lesser relevance, the general principles appear to
be basically similar to those applying to the individual. Just as with informaiion on
oneself, everyone has a right to withhold information that is not the legitimate business
of the person or organisation seeking the information. Where th; holder of the
information has an agreement with the provider that the information will be held secure,
or where the information was given to the holder compUlsorily, then the holder of the
information is an agent of the provider, and the interest of the provider should only be
overruled in a case as compelling as would oblige the provider to offer equivilent
information. This means that, in the case of taxes or the assessment of eligibility for
entitlements, just as it is reasonable for the state to require information on- personal
circumstances from the individual, so too it is reasonable to require similar information
from employers, bankers, and other sources of income or informed individuals. The
important qualification to that is, as outlined above, the individual is entiiled to know that
this information is being provided.

- The Distinction Between voluntary and compulsory Disclosure

Throughout this discussion of the concept of the legitimate acquisition of information, it
has been clear that a voluntary exchange of informition raises different issues to those
that apply in a compulsory transaction. A voluntary exchange would seem to apply when
two private organisations or individuals do business tbgether, and a cilmputsory
transaction involves the state's coercive powers. However, il is not always easy to see
which transactions are voluntary or compulsory.

A possible grey area is the provision of utilities. Strictly speaking these would be
regarded as a voluntary transaction, and the rules both for the security of information
and rights to check files would seem to be matters for private negotiation. However, it
could be claimed that the use of utilities such as water and eledricity is essential to
modern life, and since there is usually a local supply monopoly, for ihe purposes of
information handling the transaction could be seen'more in the nature of a'compulsory
transaction. For the purpose of this discussion that area can be set aside to be resolved
in other debates, but the question of social welfare entitlements can not be set aside as
it is central to any program of redistribution.

As with utilities, strictly speaking benefits are received as a matter of choice, and
therefore it might be claimed that the assessment process is a voluntary process.
However, this argument fails because of the inherent logic of state provided welfare. The
provision of state assistance is an expression of a right to a basic living standard. In
9t9et to be eligible for the funds necessary to achieve that living standard, certain
information is required. lt is in the nature of the welfare system, espeiially income tested
systems, that (in the implicit view of policy makers) to fall below the welfare level is to be
unable to remain as a fully functioning participant in society. While it is not technically



compulsory to apply, in effect the only alternative is socially (and probably personally)
unacceptable. The state agencies are the only source of adequate assistance. Since
there is no viable alternative for those who need assistance, the process of applying for
assistance, and providing the required information to prove eligibility, should 
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as a compulsory transaction.

This completes the discussion of the legitimate means of acquiring information for
administrative purposes, and rights to withhold information. The oiher significant context
is statistical or analytical uses of information.

- Information for Analytical purposes

The first issue relates to the collection of information directly from individuals. In the
case of administrative uses of information the proper approach revolved around whether
the information was someone else's business, but collections for statistical purposes are
a more complicated issue. Here individuals are put to the trouble and expense of
co-operating in a loss of their own privacy for no direct return to themselves. The
justification for requiring the supply of information in this context depends on the balance
of convenience and meeting the tests of the control of the future use of the information.
The balance of convenience argument simply establishes that there is no other practical
way for the government to assemble statistics on national or sector performance. lf the
accumulated cost of compliance in providing information is less than the gains made
from the assembly of the information, then there is the basis for a case to require
compliance. This suggests that, so long as the information requirements are kept
minimal and questionnaires are as simple as possible, information may be required for
statistical purposes.

The next issue is the collection of information from other parties on the life and business
of an individual for statistical use. This implies the passing on of information, which
generally it was established should only occur for the purpose for which the information
was collected' However, this control on the alternative uses of information relates solely
to uses which directly affect the individual. That is, information which is supplied for
statistical purposes ought not to be used for the assessment of etig'i6ility for
entitlements, but there is no good grounds to be concerned at the opposite use of
information. There is no loss to the individual if information from building permit
application forms i9 used to compile statistics on capital formation. Similarly, th6re is no
loss to the individual if income tax figures are used to assemble data on private
incomes. In fact, from the discussion on statistical surveys above, it would seem that the
state has a responsibility to use information sources which impose as litle extra
information compliance cost on individuals as possible. This impliei tnat there is a real
virtue in using administrative information for statistical purposes wherever it is
informative to do so.

Analytical uses of information do not necessarily involve the combination of data on
individuals for statistical analysis. Alternatively the analysis might involve a researcher
studying the handwriting or grammar used in a response to a questionnaire, which was
conducted for an unrelated purpose. Whether this is a breach of privacy rights depends
on the circumstances of the acquisition of the data, and the use to which it- is put.'lf the
initial .researcher promised to show the answers to no other person, then thai promise
must be respected. However, if the undertaking was to guarantee the anonymity of the
responses there seems no obstacle to its use in the second application so iong as
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anonymity is respected. The appropriate precautions to protect anonymity depend on
the risk of identity being revealed. For example, in New Zealand it might be unwise for
the handwriting researcher to use a copy of a distinctive style in any public context
without explicit consent, as the chance of the writing being recognised can be
uncomfortably high. In a larger society, with an innocuous piece of writing, the use may
be reasonable.

One complaint about using entitlement information for statistical purposes, is that it is
alleged to dehumanise the providers of information. This is a farcical claim. people are
forever being counted. Passengers getting onto a lerry are counted to ensure that there
is no overloading; far from stripping them of their humanity this counting process would
seem to be an assertion of their value. When cinema managers count the number of
patrons, or shopkeepers count the number of customers, this does not remove their
humanity, it merely expresses that aspect of the relationship which was relevant in that
transaction. Of course statistics fail to represent the full humanity of each individual.
That is the function of statistics; they are designed to abstract from the detail of every
day life in order to provide an overview. Given that no extra information is being sought
from the individual, and that no judgements are being made about the individuil on tfre
basis of the information, there is no ground to object to its use for statistical purposes.

In essence the conclusion of this discussion is that there is no privacy issue in the
collection or assembly of information for statistical or analyticai uses. So long as
personal information is kept securely, and not published in any form which could reveal
the affairs ol the individual to any reader, the considerations that should govern the
collection of data are matters of convenience and cost, not privacy.

- The Right to Secrecy: Summary

This section on the right to secrecy has suggested many contexts in which it is
appropriate for organisations to require the supply of information. However, these are
listed as exceptions to a general approach. A general statement of the rights over
information would state

all individuals must be free to withhold any information which is not appropriate to
the context of the transaction in question, and

the individual is entitled to be assured that the information will only be used in
that context.

Stripped of the detail of the nature of different pieces of information, and the legitimacy
of its acquisition, this is the right to secrecy. When combined with the right to 

-solitudi

and the right to anonymity as developed in the previous sub-sections, we have a fully
developed right to privacy. This right allows us our own space and the chance to hid6
ourselves and our affairs, but not at the expense of depriving others of the information
that they need to deal reasonably with us.

Having used a philosophical view of privacy to develop this statement of a privacy right,
the next section looks at the operational implication of such a right in th6 light-of 
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various administrative codes that have developed to handle privacy and inJormation
issues.
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Privacy Rules and the Right to Privacy

Chapter Five reviewed the nature of privacy, and the scope of the moral value of
privacy. Based on this analysis, the previous sections of this chapter have derived a
statement of the right to privacy. This philosophical discussion has proceeded with only
incidental reference to existing administrative or legal statements of privacy rights.

A quite separate tradition of thought has developed, with a particular vigour in recent
years, to outline principles and rules of privacy. To a large extent this train of thought
has been a reaction to technological innovation which has made information storate,
sorting and transfer, very much easier. These innovations make it more ditficult forln
individual to be sure of keeping personal secrets from public knowledge, or more
particularly from the knowledge of large public or private entities. A general concern
about possible surveillance, inspired largely by the sentiments expressed in Onryell's
Nineteen Eighty-Four, has encouraged an effort to define the boundaries of what is
reasonable in information handling.

The influential literature in this area has largely been from official or quasi-otficial
sources. There have been many government and parliamentary reviews in several
countries, as well as some important work by international agencies. At a risk of making
sweeping generalisations, these reports have tended to accept at the outset that
personal privacy must be defended, and have set out to define principles that may
achieve a reasonable balance of privacy rights and other needs. This has lead to the
adoption of various administrative rules, voluntary codes of conduct, and statutes, each
of which have defined rights and mandated procedures.

The purpose of this section of the chapter is to draw the theoretical discussion more
closely into a policy focus. The section will briefly identify the important principles that
appear to inform the developing international consensus of official thought on privacy.
These principles will then be compared with the statement of privacy rigfrts as'derived
from the moral value of privacy. The purpose is a two way check. lf there is any serious
inconsistency between the two approaches then both need to be examined foi error. lf
they are basically compatible, then the philosophical analysis has passed a simple
common sense test. In this case the value of the philosophical analysis is to further
validate the prevailing consensus, while permitting an impioved undeistanding of why
each principle matters, and therefore what the costs may be of the compromisl of any
principle.

Most of the official sourced literature in recent years has been on the issue of
information handling, that is in the area of the right to secrecy as developed in the
previous section. The debate on the proposed Australia Card has provided some
discussion of the right to anonymity. This section of the chapter will atso be largely
devoted to these two areas. The discussion will, however, begin with a brief discusiion
of the right to solitude.

- The Right to sotitude

Though the right to solitude is not central to the policy thrust of this work, and it has not
Ptgn the subject of a great deal of recent public discussion, these paragraphs are
included both for completeness, and also because a simple discussion in this area
establishes the importance of cultural values. The effect of different culturat values is
also significant in the discussion of the other privacy rights. Recognition of cultural
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difference can sometimes seem to undermine generalised philosophical propositions.
However, it will be asserted that, in this area, they are an example of the frequenfly
repeated point that privacy rights depend on their context.

Official policies on rights to solitude find their clearest expression in town planning
ordinances, building codes, and housing assistance policies. All of these contain a
common thread that standards must be maintained so that individuals may have an
ability to withdraw from the company of others. In New Zealand, for example, dwellings
must all have bedrooms, and those bedrooms must meet minimum size iequiremenG.
Similarly, one of the purposes of height restrictions, and prohibitions on building too
close to boundaries, is to reduce the risk of being continually exposed to the stare of the
neighbours.

However, though anthropological evidence suggests that every society values some
forms of privacy and solitude (see Silber, 1971), the particular methods used to protect
privacy may differ. The Housing Corporation of New Zealand has had to confront the
fact that for many of their Polynesian clients a modest living area and several bedrooms,
in separate family units on separate plots of land, doei not meet their needs. For
example, some iwi are taking advantage of special policies to build cluster housing on
papakainga land around the marae, partly to permit a greater sharing of daily life.
Similarly, extended families of Pacific lslanders commonly seek houses with extra
communal living space, seeing this as more important than separate bedrooms for all
individuals.

Respect for solitude may take different forms, such as the frequent admonition in some
Polynesian societies to avoid direct eye contact. Similarly, most European and Asian
societies accept considerably less personal space than is seen as necessary in
Australia, North America, or New Zealand. Instead, those societies commonly have
more formal mores which may discourage casual intrusion. The form of protecting
solitude may differ, and the amount of personal space that is seen as necessary
depends on the activity and the cultural expectations, but the general expression of
rights to solitude in law and custom, tends to conform to the statement deiived in the
previous section, that we are entitled to have reasonable access to spaces where we
will have some solitude.

- The Right to Anonymity

It could not be claimed that there is any international consensus on the extent of our
rights to anonymity. In the section deriving the statements of rights, it was asserted that
we have a right to be anonymous unless our identity is someone else's business. This
was said to be no basis, in itself, for the issue of national identity cards; any such case
would need to rest on an assertion that our whereabouts is the business of the state. lt
is then disconcerting to realise that practices around the world have developed in
opposite directions. In many countries it is accepted that identity cards must be carried
by all adults, to be produced on official demand. In others the notion of a national
identity card is anathema, with vociferous political reaction whenever such an idea is
suggested. How can such different approaches both be compatible with a general
statement of a right to anonymity?

It could be that one approach is simply wrong. Maybe the demand for identity cards is
an amoral approach and an attack on basic liberties. This is consistent with the use of
identity cards in such societies as South Africa. However, for many other countries
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where identity cards are an accepted part of the landscape, it could not be claimed that
liberty is absent. lt seems we need to look harder to bridge the gap between the
philosophical generalisation and practice.

As with variations in the form of rights to solitude, maybe the stark difference in practice
over anonymity reflects different cultures, and historical backgrounds. lt is beyond the
scope of this paper to undertake a comparative anthropology of the various countries of
the world. Instead, one example will be selected to see if the are different cultural
understandings of the state which could account for the different approach to identity
cards. lf the case can be supported in one comparison it is not proved in general, but it
is established as a possible approach. The example to be used in this discussion follows
the approach by Spiro (1971), and relatestothe differences between maintand Europe
on the one hand, and Britain and the British colonised countries of North America and
Australasia

A critical difference between the countries of Europe and the Anglo-Saxon countries is
the legal tradition. Europe has tended to use codes of civil law, derived parly from
Roman practice and characterised by inquisitorial magistrates. The countries in the
British tradition have followed the common law, developed from judicial precedent and
relying on oral debate in open court, before judge and jury. An important step in the
development of these different traditions was the effective abolition of trial by ordeal by
Pope Innocent in the twelfth century. This left the civil authorities in need of an
alternative method of trying cases.

ln Europe the systems were largely based on the, then recenily established,
ecclesiastical courts. Since these were being run by the church, whictr was then the
strongest centre of scholarship, they were characterised by various techniques of
intellectual enquiry, not least the taking of written evidence. Th6 judge was charged with
investigating anything that could be found in relation to the caie; tne evidence would
then be sifted from the written record and a conclusion arrived at. lt is in the nature of
written evidence that large amounts can be collected and assessed. Armed with this tool
the judges developed the practice of collecting as much information as they could, and
it was in the context of as wide a knowledge as possible of the people concerned that
they would arrive at their judgements.

England had an alternative model, which had been adopted shorfly before for the
compilation of the Doomsday Book. That document was a statement of individual rights
and obligations which were recorded by small teams of assessors that William I ient
around the country. These assessors did not work alone; instead they adapted a Saxon
practice, and drew on the local knowledge and judgement of groups of worthies who
were gathered together for the purpose. When a system of trials was needed this same
model was adopted, local juries under the control of a judge. Unlike the European
system these juries, and sometimes the presiding judge, were illiterate. lt was ciitical
therefore that evidence be heard orally. For the local knowledge of laity to be useful the
trial had to consist of the hearing of alternative views, stated before the jury. Given the
limits on ability to absorb oral detail, it became necessary for the evidence io be lim1ed
solely to those facts strictly related to the matter in hand.

The difference between gathering all the available information on people involved in a
gase' or hearing only those facts related to a given issue, provides a critical cultural
backdrop to very different understandings of the role of the state. Where it is understood
that the state has a right to know any information to resolve an issue, it is easy to
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develop a view of the state as being responsible for ordering society, and the individual
as accountable to the state for meeting social responsibilities. Where the state can only
investigate specific issues, it is easier to characterise the state as serving the public, and
using its powers to develop a society in which people can pursue their own aspirations.
Broadly speaking everything might be said to be the "businessn of the state when it is
responsible for ordering society, but only specific information in particular contexts is
appropriate for the state in a more individualistic approach.

This discussion suggests that whether or not the use of a national identity card is a
breach of our right to anonymity, depends on our view of the role of the state. Where
there is a tradition that the state is entitled to know the information it needs to maintain
a well regulated society, it is clear that the issue and use of national identifiers does not
breach the right to anonymity.

This approach might seem to gut the right of any force at all. However, the virtue of the
approach is that it pushes the debate away from vague appeals to privacy, towards a
debate on the role of the state. In the long term this is the ground on which the issue of
identifiers must be resolved. Given that New Zealand has a common law tradition, it
seems that we must start with a presumption against general purpose identity cards.

A quick review of some overseas debates in common law countries can help to clarify
this assertion. In Australia the furor over the proposed Australia Card was often
expressed in terms of the role of the state. The Joint Setect Committee considering the
idea concluded that the use of the card would effectively introduce 'an addit-ional
element which is essential for their [adults'] legal personality." (Joint Select Committee,
1986, page 112). ln a minority addendum to the same repori Senator puplick states "we
will now have to prove that we are "entitled to operate' ' (Joint Select Committee, 19g6,
page 157).

A dominant figure in the debate, Mr Justice Kirby, said:

"What is at stake is nothing less than the power and authority of the state in
relation to the individual ... Until now, the state and its agencies cannot intervene
in our lives without a lawful and reasonable excuse so to do. The danger of the
new surveillance is that this will change.' (Kirby, lggs, page g.)

Another recent example, is the use of the Canadian Social Insurance Number (SlN).
From an identifier that was initially introduced to keep track of cumulative social
insurance entitlements, the number has been used in several areas including tax,
employee records 

^and 
by credit agencies. Following increasing public concern, lirgely

expressed by the Canadian Privacy Commissioner, the Government has moved to limit
Federal use of the number to those issues directly associated with tax and redistribution
(Treasury Board of Canada, 1989). This outcome seems very consistent with the
discussion under the derivation of the right to anonymity. There is a set of activities
where it is important for the Canadian Government to deal with identified individuals,
and where it is important to treat the same person consistently in different related
activities; for those activities it is reasonable to require the use of i consistent identifier,
but for other activities it is not.

In another society, outside the common law tradition, it is apparent that both the
Australian and Canadian cases could have turned out very Aifierenfly. The right to
anonymity still exists, but the line is drawn differently depending on the tuftural context
within which the right is asserted.
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- The Right to Secrecy

Two of the early official writings on the rights of the individual in relation to data and
record keeping were by the US Department of Health, Education and Welfare, in 1973,
and the Younger Committee on Privacy in the UK in 1972. Others have included the
United Kingdom (Lindop) Report on Data Protection (1978), the US Privacy protection
Study Commission (1977), the New South Wales Privacy Committee Guidelines (1g77l
and Information Privacy Principles (1986), the Australian Law Reform Committee Report
on Privacy (1983), and the New Zealand Information Authority report on personal
information issues (1985). In several of those administrations, plus various others in
Europe and Canada, privacy legislation has been enacted. In the international area
there is a convention of the Council of Europe (1980), and Guidetines from the
organisation for Economic co-operation and Deveropment (1g90).

This range of sources, which itself represents only a selection of the more significant
documents, contain a wide number of privacy principles. Some list several different
principles, and others are more economical. lt is not intended here to attempt any
comprehensive review of these documents. An analysis of the various principles ii
include{ 1s an appendix by McBride (1987). For our purposes we may focus on one set,
the OECD Guidelines, governing the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of
Personal Data (1980). This source is selected because it is very influential. Most authors
cite these guidelines as the criteria against which to assess other proposals. Some other
proposals identify more separate principles, but these can generally be seen as
expansions of issues included in the OECD list, rather than completely different ideas.

The relevant principles as identified in the OECD guidelines are:

Collection Limitation - 'There should be limits to the collection of personal data
and any such data should be collected by lawful and fair means and, where
appropriate, with the knowledge or consent of the data subject."

Data Quality - "Personal data should be relevant to the purposes for which they
are used, and, to the extent necessary for those purposes, should be accurate,
complete and kept up-to-date.'

Purpose Specification Principle - "The purposes for which personal data are
collected should be specified not later than at the time of data collection and the
subsequent use limited to the fulfilment of those purposes or such others as are
not incompatible with those purposes and as are specified on each occasion of
change of purpose.'

Use Limitation Principle - "Personal data should not be disclosed, made
available or otherwise used for purposes other than those specified in accordance
with [the purpose specification principle] except:

(a) with the consent of the data subject; or(b) by the authority of law.n

Security Safeguards - "Personal data should be protected by reasonable
security safeguards against such risks as loss or unauthorised access,
destruction, use, modification or disclosure of data."
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Openness - "There should be a general policy of openness about developments,
practices, and policies with respect to personal data. Means should be readily
available of establishing the existence and nature of personal data, and the main
purposes of their use, as well as the identity and usual residence of the data
controller.'

Individual Participation - 'An individual should have the right:

(a) to obtain from a data controller, or otheruvise, confirmation of whether or
not the data controller has data relating to him;

(b) to have communicated to him, data relating to him
(i) within a reasonable time;
(ii) at a charge, if any, that is not excessive;
(iii) in a reasonable manner; and
(iv) in a form that is readily intelligent to him;

(c) to be given reasons if a request made under sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) is
denied, and to be able to challenge such denial; and

(d) to challenge data relating to him and, if the challenge is successful, to
have the data erased, rectified, completed or amended."

ln attempting to compare these principles with the statement of the right to secrecy, as
derived in the previous section, there is an obvious inconsistency. The OECD guideiines
identify seven principles, where we have found a derivation foi only two rights. Those
rights were a right to withhold information that is not the legitimate business of the
requester, and a right to require that information is only used for the purpose for which
it is supplied. However, on a closer examination of the list of principles, it is clear that
there is no basic disagreement between the two approaches.

The seven principles need not be read as seven distinct points of equivalent status;
instead they are more comprehensible when the basic righis they guard are identified,
and the other principles then clarified as instrumental rights, estaO-lished to give effect to
the basic privacy (secrecy) right. As part of the data quality principle it is estiblished that
data must be relevant to their purpose and, when read alongsido the collection limitation
principle, this establishes the equivalent of the first right. The use limitation principle is
equivalent to the second right.

However, to simply assert the two basic rights without addressing the means of
asserting or defending those rights is of little use. The purpose specifiCation principle is
essential to allow the individual to judge the appropriateness of ifre exchange, and the
relevance of the requested data. The security safeguards principle is necesiary to give
some strength and effect to the use limitation principle. The openness and individual
participation principles are particularly important. They are sometimes identified as the
most important principles; for example Mr Justice Kirby, who chaired the OECD
committee that produced the guidelines has referred to access principles as the golden
rule of privacy. Clearly he is correct, in the sense that it is only by an openness of
process and access to personal records that individuals may have true assurance that
information is not being abused. However, the right to check records, is not in itself a
privacy right (and certainly not a secrecy right), rither it is a critically important right to
permit the protection of privacy rights.
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One area within the OECD guidelines cannot be derived from the rights to secrecy; this
is the requirement that information be accurate, complete and up-to-date. Stri"ly
speaking the possession by another of inaccurate information on an individual is not i
breach of privacy. On the contrary, it is consistent with the protection of secrecy for
wrong information to be used. lt can be that the publication of false information can
cause unwarranted opprobrium, but this represents a breach of anonymity rights, not
secrecy; it requires the publication of true information to breach ttre iighi to lecrecy.
However, this approach is a little pedantic. While it is correct secrecy is not threatened
by the use of incorrect information, the principle that information should be correct is
logically consistent with the requirement that only information that is the legitimate
business of the inquirer may be required to be supplied. Clearly false informatidn is no
business of the inquirer.

The importance of accuracy is also related to the separate issue that was identified in
the derivation of rights; that is, when entitlement is being assessed the applicant has a
right to have only accurate and relevant information considered. This r6{uirement for
accuracy is really a data management and good record keeping issue. lt is closely
related to privacy (and as shown above not inconsistent with privacy rights), and the
openness and access principle relates as much to this issue as it does to ihe prevention
of the misuse of accurate information. lt causes little operational difficulty to run them
together, but, strictly speaking, it remains true that ari accuracy princiile cannot be
derived from a statement of privacy rights.

A similar process could be completed for most of the other official statements of rights
to information protection. ln effect these statements represent a restatement of the basic
secrecy right, plus an outline of the additional operational rights that are necessary to
make the secrecy rights meaningful. This suggests that the philosophical approach has
arrived at a generally consistent conclusion to that which has been arrived it Uy those
seeking to arrive at fair operating rules for information management. lt also clarifies
which principles are a statement of the basic privacy righls, and which are the
instrumental rights, designed to permit the effective operition of the privacy right.

Conclusion

A right to privacy is necessary in order that the moral value of privacy may be captured.
However, it is not an absolute right because its significance and foim depends on the
context of the activity or transaction in question. The privacy right takes tirree aspects:

The right to solitude, by which everyone is entitled to reasonable access to space
in which they may withdraw;

The right to anonymity, which allows people to withhold their identity, unless it is
the legitimate business of another; and

The right to secrecy, which permits everyone to withhold information on
themselves, unless it is the legitimate business of another, and to be assured that
information is only used for the purpose for which it was given.

When these rights are compared with the prevailing consensus of official thought it is
clear that they are broadly consistent. This provideJsome philosophical confirmation of
existing practice, as well as a common sense check on a iheoretical exercise.
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An important implication of this statement of the right to privacy is that in any given
context the authority of the state to require information about people depends on
whether that information is the business of the state. That depends on an understanding
of the role of the state in any given activity, which itself is a mafter to be determined by
reference to an ideology of the state. This link between rights to withhold information
from the state and the ideofogy of the state is not commonly drawn in the literature. The
following chapter presents a re-examination of the literature to determine whether this
conclusion is consistent with conclusions about privacy rights that others have drawn.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE BOUNDARIES OF THE ROLE OF THE STATE

Introduction

In Chapter Six it was established that people have a right to privacy. In the aspec-ts of
privacy that are of particular concern to redistribution, that is anonymity and secrecy, the
central issue in determining the extent of a person's right to privacy is the nature and
extent of the other person's "business'. The assertion is that the critical issue in
determining whether the state ought to be able to collec.t and use particular sorts of
information for redistribution purposes is the extent to which the state is seen to have a
vital role in redistribution of various forms.

Since much of the debate about privacy issues tends to revolve around the application
and observation of privacy principles, this claim that the basic issue is the role of the
state is unusual. In this chapter the validity of this assertion will be tested by examining
a selection of the type of arguments that have been used in privacy debates. Clearly it
is not possible to provide an exhaustive analysis of privacy debates, but it is possible to
give a reasonable discussion of the important approaches. The aim of this analysis is to
demonstrate that in many contexts the main reason for objections to the use of
information is, in fact, a debate about the appropriate role for the state. In addition, it is
argued that those who base their objections to information use solely on the
internationally accepted privacy principles generally find that they have little grounds to
object to the collection of information, but rather to the way in which it is used. This
suggests that, when used in isolation, the principles do not give a complete guide to how
the state should use information about people. The full story can only be assembled
from a combination of the standard privacy principles and an ideological view about the
role of the state.

The discussion of different privacy arguments is assembled into two sections. The first
could be characterised as the view that the state cannot be trusted to observe privacy
principles. This can arise either from observed or suspected ftaws in specific proposals,
or from a concern that even well-intentioned information schemes may be undermined
by future evil governments. lt will be demonstrated that these arguments in isolation are
insufficient to deny the government the right to collect information. The second type of
objection is that a particular set of informalion should not be given to the state because
it is being collected for a purpose which the state should not pursue. The state may be
regarded as too powerful, too intrusive, too controlling or too all-pervading. That is,
these arguments assert that the information is being collected for a purpose which is
beyond the true role of the state; they are therefore arguments about the ideology of
what the state ought and ought not to take on.

The Threat to Privacy Principles

The argument that is very commonly produced when proposals are put fonrard for new
collections or uses of information, is that such information uses will breach privacy
principles either because proper rules may not be in place or they may not be followed.
Much of the literature on privacy, which Rule (1973) characterises as the "otficial"
stream of thinking, has concentrated on the development and application of privacy
principles. The first and most influential writer in this stream is Westin (1967), but many
others show a similar approach. See, for example, younger l'lg72l, Lindop (1979),
Privacy Protection Study Gommission (1967), OECD (1990) and, in New Zealand,
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Information Authority (1988), McBride (1984 & 1987), and Bloemendal (1989). Some of
the literature in this stream, including Marshall (1986), has explicitly accepted that the
question of whether to collect information is assumed as being already made and
therefore the only appropriate focus is on the means of handling information. However,
most do not discuss the question of whether information should be collected beyond the
general notion that collection should be "limited' (OECD, 1980) or 'necessary"
(lnformation Authority, 1 988).

This type of argument is often constructed around 'horror stories". There have been
lamentable examples in which regimes with othenrise reasonably respectable human
rights credentials have severely abused the information interests of their clients or
subjects.

One case which is cited in many papers (see, for example, Flaherty 1989, Simitis 1987,
and the Office of Technology Assessment 1988), is a match conducted by the State of
Massachusetts in the late 1970s. The welfare rolls were matched against local banking
records to see which individuals had cash holdings in excess of allowable limits. Many
individuals were then automatically struck otf the welfare roll because of apparent
breaches of the welfare rules. However, after an outcry from many of those who were
struck off, and presumably after many of them sutfered some distressing financial
embarrassment, it was realised that virtually everybody whose benefits were suspended
was in fact entitled to the benefits. Most of the apparent matches furned out to be either
mistaken identity or related to forms of cash holding (such as a term deposil to meet
funeral expenses) which the beneficiaries were entitled to. This case and others like it
are often used as evidence that the bureaucratic imperatives of efficiency and speed,
and the pressure to achieve redistributional goals, place unacceptable pressure on the
observance of privacy principles.

Arguments about the risk that government information use may breach privacy principles
are here presented in three areas. The first is the risk posed by poorly administered
matching programmes. The second is other forms of administrative carelessness, and
the third relates to the risk of deliberate misuse of information by an anti-derocratic
government.

- Matching

The Massachusetts example and various other similar bureaucratic excesses are
frequently used (for example see Flaherty 1989, New Zealand Law Society 1989, and
Bloemendal 1989) to support a claim that computer matching is an unjustifiably
dangerous procedure. The particular arguments against matching that are generally put
fonruard are:

a data matches commonly breach the use limitation principle because the data is
used for a purpose other than that for which it was collected;

b data matches are notoriously inaccurate because data collected for unlike
purposes can contain many anomalies;

c data matching is a form of "warrantless search and seizure' in the nature of a
fishing expedition; and

d computer matching reverses the onus of proof so that guilt is assumed where a
match is found.
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However, except possibly for point (c) above, these failings are not necessarily features
of computer matches. All of these concerns have proved to be manageable once privacy
principles have been carefully observed. For example, in tne United States and in
Canada, which between them currently account for the vast majority of electronic data
matching, rules have recently been introduced to address those concerns. So long as
matching is restricted to reasonably closely associated forms of information and oniy to
cases where the purpose of the information collection has been clearly specified, the
first two objections can be readily solved.

The last objection is an administrative matter in the way in which apparent .hits' are
handled. lt is now generally accepted that it is not reasonable to stop benefits simply
because of an apparent match thrown up by a computerised process. Instead, it is ,sirdt
to ask the beneficiary to account for the anomaly. lt should also be remembered that an
administrative investigation of benefit eligibility is not a criminal investigation. tt is not
clear why an assumption of innocence before guilt is proven for criminil law purposes
should be extended into an assumption of eligibility for benefits for all applicants until
ineligibility is proven.

The argument about fishing expeditions would seem to be the most serious concern.
However, the comparison to search and seizure seems to be rather overstated. An
examination of records held by a government bureau would seem to be of a qualitatively
very different nature to entry and search of private premises or the search oi a person.
It is true that a computer matching exercise is not part of the investigation of a particular
offence, but is rather a process designed to discover whether an offence has been
committed. However, one might more justly compare this to the general public
surveillance carried out by police on the beat rather than search and seizure. Another
more appropriate comparison is auditing. Auditing is a generally accepted practice,
involving searches of records, and matches against authorisations, which is largely
designed to discover whether frauds have been committed. Auditing may well involve
examining personal. information, perhaps to check whether a local bank manager has
exceeded delegated authorities or guidelines. There is no general expectatlon thlt such
audits should only be carried out once an offence has been discovered, and it seems
sensible to use them to uncover and discourage abuse.

So long as the information being matched is within the bounds that a grovider of the
information could have reasonably understood as a use of that iniormation (and
especially where the match was an understood use for which the information was
collected), computer matghlng may be seen as wise husbandry rather than a fishing
expedition. The point of this discussion of matching is that although matching l;
generally seen as the most threatening technology currently in use, !o bng as the
information has been collected reasonably and the administratlon of the match is carried
out with due process, a reference to privacy principles does not ssem to be sufficient to
provide grounds for regarding matching as outrageous. Matching issues are revisited in
the context of New Zealand's redistribution policies, in chapterEignt.

- Careless Administration of Data

Whether or not matching is involved, concerns are frequently expressed about the
possible misuse of data in various government collec,tions. Simi1s, ihe world's longest
serving privacy commissioner and a very well respected commentator on privacy issies,
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has observed that "every step towards routinised processing accentuates the danger of
misrepresentation and false conclusions. The more complex the case, the greater the
danger of an improper result" (Simitis, 1987, page 718).

The basic message is that the need for decisions to be based on information leads to
bureaucracies demanding information. However, the fact that information can only ever
be partial and that processing is imperfect means that the consequences of data
collection can often be quite different to the initial purpose for which the information was
gathered.

In an important review of the law on privacy issues in America, Shattuck (1977) has
collected together several cas€s which illustrate ditferent privacy issues. On the
likelihood of the careless collection of data, and the risk of its future misinterpretation, he
cites the case of Greg v Lytton. The plaintiff in this case had fallen asleep on a park
bench while waiting to meet a friend, and was detained for vagrancy. He was never
formally arrested or charged, but the record of his detention was entered in the FBI
records. As an intending lawyer such a record could have serious consequences and
the plaintiff sought to have the record corrected. The evidence in the case demonstrated
an appalling story of different organisations all disowning responsibility for the record
and declining to make any correction. This administrative irresponsibility would seem to
be an example of the remote and routinised bureaucracy that Simitis feared.

An even more worrying case, also cited by Shattuck, was Bishop v Wood. The evidence
in that case showed a similar story of bureaucratic carelessness, but the alarming factor
was that the judge was not necessarily prepared to correct it.

"We must accept the harsh fact that numerous individual mistakes are inevitable
in the day{o-day administration of our affairs. The United States constitution
cannot feasibly be construed to acquire federal judicial review for every such
error." (Mr Justice Stevens, quoted in Shattuck, 1gl7, page 166.)

Simitis'basic thesis appears to be correc't. Clearly bureaucracy can lead to carelessness
and error, and the possibility of judicial review is not necessarity sufficient to protect
individuals. However, that does not prove the case that the colleclion of information by
government agencies will necessarily be characterised by incompetence and misuse of
data. A careful application of information principles, backed up by adequate institutional
processes (including, for example, independent agencies involved in monitoring the
compliance with privacy rights) can ensure that reasonable intormation handling
processes are maintained. The exemplary record of the New Zealand Inland Revenue
Department, for example, demonstrates that even wilhout these protec.tions it is possible
for bureaucratic processes to be very successful in ensuring that information is only
used for the purpose for which it was collected.

The lesson to be drawn from these examples of careless misuse of data, and the
contrasts that may be found in well ordered institutions, is that privacy principles can be
observed so long as they are seen to be important and so long as sufficient attention is
paid to them. lf they are accepted simply as a sop, and are only paid lip service, then
Simitis is correct and the privacy rights of individuals can easiiy be threatened. lf,
however, there are appropriate systems, clear accountability and adequate monitoring,
there would seem to be no reason why privacy rights cannot be protectgd, so long as
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the information that is being collected is the business of the state. That is, it would ssem
to be possible to ensure that the privacy principles are met by the adoption of
appropriate institutional means, and the remaining question would be whether the state
should have collected that information at all.

Though there is a significant volume of writing on information systems, there are fewer
works focusing on identification and identity cards. Eaton (1986) has made an important
contribution in this field. He points out that most Americans (as with many New
Zeafanders) already carry various forms of identification. However, he also points out
that most of this identitication is unreliable, because it is easy to forge or to gain
improperly. He suggests that this leads to major problems of fraud in welfare systems,
illegal work by immigrants, tax evasion, and fraudulent applications for credit. He
suggested that a tamper proof identity card, with biometric identifiers, would be more
effective than any other means to solve the problem. He acknowledges the likely
political reaction against the idea, and suggests that initially it should be voluntary. He
predicts that most people would find the card very attractive, and soon it woufd be in
such widespread automatic use that it would quickly become a national identity system.
Though the card might initially be introduced as an option, the costs of not choosing it
could be high; its introduction would supposedly otfer a new choice, but in effect it might
remove the old cardless option.

The interesting gap in Eaton's work is any discussion of why it should be the role of the
state to provide a verified identity system for multiple uses. lf, as much of his work
implies, it is an issue of transaction costs and the reduction in risk, it would seem
possible for private agencies to meet a commercial need by supplying verified identity
cards. To a certain extent the banks could be regarded as doing this already with credh
cards and cheque cards. His discussion assumes that the identity of others can be
reasonably required in many contexts, and ignores the right to anonymity as outlined
here. Since the right to anonymity is ignored, it is not surprising that Eaton is able to
persuade himself that the issue of cards is reasonable, and that rights of individuals can
be adequately protected by introducing some procedural controls. As with the issue of
information use, issues of identification cannot be fully addressed without considering
the role of the state.

- The Risk of Evil Government

Another version of the hypothesis that one cannot trust the state to observe privacy
principles is that, although existing systems and purposes may be trustworthy, we must
guard against the possible risks posed by future authoritarian governments. Systems
which may be developed for honest reasons in order to dispense justice anpng citizens,
may later be perverted for corrupt purposes by a totalitarian regime.

The classic historical example is the identification card system in use in the Netherlands
before the Second World War. lt is commonly claimed that the success of the Nazis in
murdering 90 percent of all Dutch Jews was largely a result of the efficiency of the Dutch
ldentification Register and the difficulty of forging Dutch identity papers. In France,
where the register was not as etficient and where lD cards were more easily forged, 60
percent of Jews survived the holocaust. Flaherty reports that this historical experience
has led some to argue that information systems must be made sufficiently fallible as to
be of limited use to evil governments.
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'Terminal [a French computing periodicall argued for the inalienable right of the
subiect to falsity papers in the face of police powers, recalling how this process
enabled many French Jews to save their lives during the Nazi occupation"
(Flaherty, 1989, page 2271.

The only complete protection against future threats from possible future misuse of
personal information systems is to forego the gains that systemised information
processing may offer in order to avoid the possibility of future misuse of the information.
Rule, an important figure in privacy debates whose views will be discussed more fully
later, argues that there is a parallel between the state abandoning selective assistance
policies, and so restricting its own need (and ability) to collec.t information, and various
other controls which the state has in place (Rule, 1973, page 351). In particular he
identifies controls on the use of guns, drugs and arrest powers as examples of existing
constraints on the state, aimed at avoiding future abuse.

On closer examination these parallels do not appear to be very convincing. Conlrols on
guns and drugs are not in fact controls on the state, but are controls on subjects. In
addition, the social threat from guns and drugs is immediate, and does not depend on
future collapse of democracy. The parallel with arrest would seem to be closer, but it
appears that constraints on the powers of arrest are an example of how systems can be
put in place to reduce non-democratic behaviour by the government without suspending
a whole area of government activity. Controls on pollce powers of arrest ssem to be
remarkably similar to the use of privacy principles to control government agoncies'
powers to collect and process information. So long as the government remains
reasonably honest, and so long as there is some independent process of review such as
the judiciary, these controls are generally successful in protecting basic rights. A future
government with little interest in the protection of privacy principles would presumably
find it as easy to ignore controls on arrest, as fascist and Communist governments have
done in the last sixty years.

In order to explore the logic of Rule's approach, we may consider the proposition that if
we truly wished to restrict the power of future governments we should presumably not
simply control arrest, but abolish the police. This would seem to be the step which more
closely parallels the idea of declining to operate effective state redistributlon because
this involves the collection or processing of data. Once we contemplate the thought of
minimising government activity in order to reduce the power of possible iuture
governments, many other examples come to mind. A particularly important example
would sesm to be the abolition of compulsory education, as the control of the curriculum
is a very important means by which a totalitarian regime may seek to entrench itself.

Once we contemplate this scorched earth approach, in which we dismantle schools, the
police, the army and all state redistribution policies in order to avoid possible future
abuse of government power, we quickly discover that the strategy is poor. The same
institutions which could pose a threat if controlled by a malevolent gov€rnment are
central to the defence of democracy. lt has always been true that the democratic
procoss requires some internal controls and social constraints. These are necessary to
protect the operation of democracy in a world which is not exclusively populated with
angels. The test of whether these institutions are being operated in a way consistent
with democracy is whether due process is being observed. That is, in the context of
information gathering, are the privacy principles being followed? We cannot guarantee
that there will be no future dic'tatorships. The best approach, therefore, is to define and
protect rights on an on-going basis.
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It seems that if privacy issues are defined as a question of ensuring that the state obeys
adequate procedural rules, the application of privacy principles can address the
problems. However, for those who seek to ensure that the state keeps out of areas that
do not concern it, this approach is too mechanistic, and avoids any coherent discussion
of the question of what information may be collected.

It is apparent from the examples outlined above that misuse of data and breaches of
privacy principles pose real threats to privacy rights. However, the appropriate response
is a matter of information management. Given appropriate management, and monitoring,
the principles can be protected. This implies that the principles are effectively silent on
ihe question of whether the state ought to be allowed to collect a given type of
information. This is because, though the observance of privacy principles is a necessary
part of adequate privacy rights, it is not sufficient. The central issue remains to define
what areas are and are not the Government's business and are, thersfore, issues on
which information may or may not be collected.

The Extent of the State's Business

The extent to which redistribution (or whichever other activity is in question) is the role
of the state, is at the heart of any discussion of privacy rights. Unless this issue is
resolved, the question of whether a given piece of information is the legitimate business
of the state must be lett hanging. However, this issue is only rarely ac*nowledged in
discussion of privacy issues. Most publications on any given issue of information
collection by the state tend to focus on privacy principles, and only a few address the
more fundamentaf question of whether the information ought to be acquired by the state
at all. Rule has found a wonderful early example from someone who was prepared to
express an opinion on this basis. The Parliamentary Debates for 1753 record that during
the debate on an early census proposal, being the Bill for Registering the Number of the
People, Mr William Thornton rose to say:

"Sir; I was never more astonished and alarmed since I had the honour to sit in
this House, than I have been this day: for I did not believe there had been any set
of men, or indeed, any individual of the human species so presumptuous and so
abandoned, as to make a proposal which we have just heard ...

"To what end ... should our number be known, except wo are to be pressed into
the fleet and the army, or transplanted like felons to the plantations abroad? And
what purpose will it answer to know where the kingdom is crowded, and where it
is thin, except we are to be driven from place to place as graziers do their cattle?
lf this be intended, let them brand us at oncel But while they treat us like oxen
and sheep let then not insult us with the name of men.

"As to myself, I hold this project to be totally subversive of the last remains of
English liberty ...' (quoted in Rule, 1979, page 12).

It would appear that Mr Thornton's objection was not so much to the collection of
information and the invasion of privacy as such, but rather a questioning of the role of
the state that this information collection seemed to imply. Presumably Mr Thornton
preferred a less interventionist world.

This review of examples where the role of the state has entered into consideration of the
rightness of collecting information begins with some judicial determinations which give
an idea of some of the contexts that are involved. Following that there is a close look at
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the few authors who have given direct aftention to these issues, first those opposed to
the state collecting detailed personal information for social purposes including
redistribution, and then those who are not opposed.

- Case Law and Other Examples

It is possible to identify some judicial and political examples where privacy decisions
have been made with explicit or implicit reference to the role of the state. The collection
of American cases that have been assembled by Shattuck (1977) contains some which
revolve around the issue of whether or not a given set of information is the valid concern
of the state.

ln Merriken v Cressman lhe issue was whether a questionnaire was an invasion of
privacy. The questionnaire had been administered on high school pupils with a view to
discovering which of them was relatively likely to abuse drugs. lt inquired into many
personal details of home life. After the court had considered the issues the drug control
programme was "struck down because there was no compelling state interest to justify
the intrusion into family life resulting from the school questionnaire' (Shattuck, 1977,
page 177).

However, in the case of Kochmann v Kermsburg Board of Education an evsn more
intrusive form of information gathering was permitted. Teachers were required by state
statute to submit to physical and psychological examination whenever the board judged
that a 'deviation required it". The results of the examination would determine the
continued employment of the teacher. Shattuck reports that the court 'agreed with the
teacher that the statute impinged on the constitutionally protected autonomy interest, but
held that the state interest in protecting the educational process was even greater."
(Shattuck, 1977, page 178.)

A more directly relevant example is the case of Wyman v James which was cited at the
beginning of Chapter Five. New York state law requires that recipients of AFDC (sole
parent) benefit be visited by a social worker. When a beneficiary declined to be visited
her benefit was cut. She sued on the basis that the statute required an unreasonable
search which was a breach of the 4th amendment. The US Supreme Court majority
found that there was no breach of the 4th amendment as the state's role justifled the
collection of information.

"The agency, with tax funds provided from federal as well as state sources, is
fulfilling a public trust. The state ... has appropriate and paramount interest and
concern in seeing and assuring that the intended and proper objectives of that tax
produced assistance are the ones who benefit from the aid it dispenses.' (Mr
Justice Brennan delivering the majority judgement, quoted in Shattuck, 1977,
page 33.)

In assessing the impact of this stream of decisions, Shattuck regards these activities of
the state as inevitable and therefore that information collection and intrusion is bound to
occur.

"The widespread collection and use of personal information is, of course, an
inevitable feature of our society. The social servicss we regard as essential -
medical, legal, social-welfare, educational, credit, insurance - can only be
performed when there is full and honest disclosure by the persons served to
those performing the service. (Shattuck, 1977, page 185.)
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However, having identified that the role of the state is an essential issue Shafiuck, and
other authors like him, simply accept the role of the state as revealed at any given time.
This passes over the basic issue of whether the state should be carrying out such a role,
and whether the collection of information is worthwhile. Resolving this question involves
a balancing of the social goals that may be achieved through the programme in
question, and the individuaf losses of autonomy and privacy that the collection of
information can lead to. Any such questions can only be determined by a value
judgement. Decisions as to the appropriate role for the state are fundamentally an
ideological question. The link from judgements on how to protect privacy and views on
which activity the state should undertake, can be seen in another exampte Shattuck has
found, this time in a political rather than judicial context. There was a ballot in California
in 1974 on whether privacy should be added to the list of inalienable rights identified in
the constitution. On the ballot paper those proposing and those disagreeing with the
amendment were entitled to express their views. Those proposing the amendment said:

'Some information may remain as designated public records, but only when the
availability of such information is clearly in the public interest" (Shattuck, 1977,
page 186).

Those against the amendment said:

"Our government is hefping many people who really need and deserve the help.
Making privacy an inalienable right could bring chaos to all government benafit
programmes lhus depriving all of us, including those who need the help rnost."
(Shattuck, 1977, page 197.)

Clearly the essential difference between the two parties revolved not so much on
whether privacy mattered or whether certain rules should be respected, but on whether
the state should be presumed to be involved in a given area and therefore whether
information ought to be collected on that matter. Even those who claimed privacy was
an inalienable right acknowledged that public interest would over-ride this from time to
time and information would be collected and retained. Glearly the boundary of the right
to privacy depends on where the public interest (or the role of the statei begins and
ends.

- A Minimal View of the State

Though it is possible to find examples where privacy issues appear to have been
debated and resolved by reference to the question of whether the state had a legitimate
interest in a given area, there is very little analytical writing in these terms. There has
b99n a recent spate of books, the collection seems to have boomed in the years since
1984, which rail against the tyranny of the state and the intrusive behaviour of state
aggryles. Among these we might include, for example, Campbell and Connor (1986)
and Hilliard and Percy-Smith (1988). However, it is often ditficuh to discern a theoretical
or philosophical underpinning for these works, and they appear more as political tracts
than analytical works. The most important theoretical authors are Rule and his
colleagues and, to a lesser degree, Mowshowitz. lt is worth examining the work of these
authors in some depth in order to get a clear insight on the issuss.

To James Rule the central issue is the social control which is exercised by state
institutions. These organisations collect information for entirely worthy purposes,
commonly in order to provide assistance to members of society. tn order that tnis
assistance may be dispensed with justice, it becomes necessary to collect sufficient
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information about the circumstances of different individuals so that assistance may be
appropriately tailored to their relative needs. This wish to ensure that the assistance
matches the circumstances of the individual has been characterised by Rule as 'fine-
grained decision-making". The continued pressure to require the state to make fine-
grained decisions is seen by Rule as the central reason why there is increased
information gathering. He has developed a theory of a series of fac'tors which are
associated with substantial collection of information. He identifies the following factors
(Rule, 1973, page 29):

- a large and anonymous clientele;

- rules that are potentially burdensome to the client;

- enforcement of decisions on a client by client basis;

- decisions based on precise details of each person's situation;

- decisions based on a full history so that people cannot evade the consequences
of their past behaviour.

Rule says that when these factors are present it is inevitable that there will be massive
information collection, and therefore public surveillance of the population. Rule sees this
surveillance as being pernicious and allowing far too much social control for the state.
To Rule the threat is obvious, as is the solution which is to have fewer activilies which
require a great deal of information to be given to the state. He regards it as odd that few
other privacy commentators arrive at a similar conclusion.

'Given the frequently frightening prophecies put tonrard by writers on mass
surveillance, one might expect their pronouncements to end with demands for
wholesale curtailment of such practices. Such expectations are not fulfilled... to
my knowledge no one has seriously opposed lhe principle of using personal data
in discriminating decision-making processes...' (Rule 1979, page 846.)

Instead, Rule points out that most commentators have advocated what he calls "reforms
of record keeping' which in the terminology of this thesis would be the observation of
privacy principles. Rule asserts that the reluctance of privacy commentators to call for
the abandonment of these programmes occurs because most of them are 'liberal
intellectuals" who like social insurance and similar programmes and so accept the need
for fine-grained decision-making.

Rule further acknowledges that the support for these programmes does not just come
from liberal intellectuals. There is a widespread perception that careful identification of
relative need is just.

"One can point to few systems of collection and use of personal information in
America which were foisted on a wholly unwilling public simply for narrow
bureaucratic purposes. On the contrary, people often want and in the end even
demand the fine-grained decision-making afforded by personal data systems'.
(Rule et al, 1980b, page 70.)
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That is, Rule acknowledges that in both the ovenrhelming judgement of the public and
the judgement of many individuals who have studied the issue closely, in the final
analysis it is worthwhile for the state to collect information which permits careful
discrimination between the circumstances of different people. Ultimately this is the
expression of a value judgement on the part of those people who want the products of
fine-grained decision-making. Rule's own value judgement is ditferent; he considers the
collection of the information is very dangerous and it is not worthwhile.

"My position is simply that these practices are sufficiently undesirable in
themselves and in certain of their potential consequences that we would do well
to curtail them wherever possible. This judgement applies even in cases where
systems operate with justice and on behalf of highly desirable purposes.' (Rule,
1973, page 350.)

Rule acknowledges that there are considerable efficiency and even equity gains to be
made in careful discrimination. However he prefers a "loossr'society in which less heed
is taken (especially by the state) of the circumstances of individuals and in which people
are treated more similarly. He can see that there would be some losses in terms of
increased tax costs and less precise recognition of relative need, but he considers there
are more valuable gains to be made in protecting privacy.

"The choice lies between meeting the costs of discriminating and paying the costs
of relaxing some discrimination. For every degree of intimacy of surveillance
relinquished by organisations benefits accrue in privacy and autonomy." (Rule et
al, 1980b, page 80.)

The gains to be made from a looser society are identified by Rule and his colleagues as
being:

- Aesthetics. lt is inherently desirable to keep experiences only to those who
initially shared them. That is, privacy is seen as intrinsically good.

- The value of "looseness'. lt is important to allow social relations to take their own
shape rather than have them dominated by state defined dimensions. In
particular, records may tie each one of us to our past rather than allowing us to
develop in othenrise unpredictable directions.

- Decentralisation. The increased surveillance by the state shifts power to the
centre, and even if power is not used there is always a risk of its abuse.

In order to achieve these gains Rule would sacrifice some of the existing functions of
government.

'lf we are serious about protecting privacy, we ought to demand development of
less information sensitive alternatives to practices now requiring personal data.'
(Rule et al, 1980a, page 8.)

This implies more simple tax systems, less enquiry for credit purposes, fewer eligibility
controls for welfare and less employment data for employers.
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The other major author in this field, with a similar approach, is MowshowiE. He is
concerned at the inherently centralising tendency of government processes and, in
particular, of bureaucracy. This is exacerbated by the possibilities offered by new
technology which can improve the efficiency of bureaucracy. As a result, the in-built
protection that was previously afforded by the physical limitations of bureaucrats to
enquire into every aspect of our lives is reduced.

'lt would appear that technology has swept away the natural barriers against the
abuse of power". (Mowshowitz, 1976, page 169.)

When the filing cabinet was the central element of surveillance systems, the threat from
information gathering was always limited. Now that electronic data bases exist,
surveillance can be very much more dangerous. Given the need for bureaucrats to
administer efficient systems, Mowshowitz sees it as inevitable that privacy will be
threatened. He points out that generally the bureaucrat will not be aware of the damage
being done to individual rights because:

"Like the industrialist of the 19th Century, the manager of today is not particularly
troubled with a bad conscience. On the contrary, he prides himself on the
rectitude of his commitment to bureaucratic surveillance, which he believes to be
a boon to society.' (Mowshowitz, 1980, page 100.)

As Mowshowitz sees it, the increased use of new technologies and the delivery of social
services through centralised processes leads to ever increasing social complexity. In
order to address social complexity it seems necessary to have subtle and complex
bureaucratic processes. These continually remove control from the individual and so
suppress the individual will. This strikes at the heart of the democratic process and
individual self-realisation. Instead MowshowiE would advocate a more simple society
with fewer complex social interventions from central governm€nt.

An application of the concerns which these authors have been expressing, which is
directly relevant to redistribution issues, is offered by Garfinkel. in considering the
question of whether income-tested benefits are better or worse than unlversal benefits,
he identifies that, among other things, income-tested benefits suffer from requiring more
information and so conferring more power on the Government and its agents.

"lncome-tested programmes create large bureaucracies that exercise great power
over their beneficiaries. By their nature, income-tested programmes must check
into more details to determine both eligibilily and benefits than comparable non
income-tested programmes. For income-tested programmes, eligibitlty and
benefits depend upon at least income and frequently assets as well. The more
information an agency collects on individuals, the more labour-intansive and
larger it must be. The more information the agency requires to make a decision
affecting the well-being of that individual, the more power the bureaucrats in that
agency have over the lives of beneficiaries, for information must be elicited,
processed and interpreted by the bureaucrat. The more information he needs, the
more decisions the bureaucrat must make. And the more decisions he makes,
the more powerful is the bureaucrat (Garfinker, lgg2, page 49g-4gg)'.

The unifying thread through these authors' messages is that the state is taking too much
power to itself and intervening in too many areas. Their concern is not that privacy
principles are being ignored, but that the information ought not to be collected in itre tirst
place because it is not the legitimate business of the stite. They are concerned that the
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state is going too far and encroaching into too many areas. In the final analysls their
argument is that the state is developing into something which is inconsistent with their
own ideology of the state. They would prefer that the state adopt a smaller role whlch
would require less information and assume less power.

- A Broader View of the State's Role

There are a few other authors who have also considered privacy issues in terms of the
role of the state, but who have arrived at different conclusions. Laudon, the principal
author that I have found who has directly addressed Rule's approach, finds it usefui to
examine the value of state institutions in comparison with the value of local institutions.
Laudon points out that, in spite of Rule's fears of surveillance, surveiltance is a
necessary part of any social control system, and social control is an inevitable part of
any society.

''Surveillance' ... conjures up some very nasty literary and historical images.
Those who survived Sociology 101 in a conscious state will remember ihat
surveillance - the collection of information for the purpose of social control - is a
fundamental requirement of any form of social life whatsoever, from the family,
community, city, to the state." (Laudon, 1990, page 90.)

In that context Laudon then suggests that the critical issue is to decide where justice is
most likely to be dispensed, and where intrusion is likely to be least. He points out that
local surveillance is by no means benign and can often be much more caprlcious, as
well as more fine-grained, than any central surveillance system.

'The place to find fine-grained decision-making is, of course, in the small, local
systems of social control ... ihe grocor who grants credit because he 'knows' a
person; the cop who detains a person because he does not'know' him or her; the
iudge who gives someone a stiff sentence because he 'knows' that person's
family; these are the fine-grained decision-makers, and they are often noi benign,
fair, or even analysable." (Laudon, 1980, page 91.)

As a matter of historical fact, Laudon points out that the process of introducing electronlc
databases was often accompanied by the dumping of very large amounts of data that
used to be held in local record systems. The need to codify information records meant
that many opinions were left unrecorded in the new electronic systems. As database
technologies have progressed in the 1980s this argument would have less force, but it
is still likely that some of the subjective detail that used to be found on hand-written
records would be less likely to make its way onto electronic fites.

Laudon is unconvinced that the development of complex electronic state-run systems
presents an inevitable threat to privacy. He would assert that privacy has always been
threatened, and always will be. The issue is to focus on problems of the day in order to
ensure that there is a reasonable balance maintained between the provision ol social
services and the defence of personal interests. In his own extensive studies of US
information systems, in particular a review of the FBI (Laudon 19gO), he has become
aware of many bureaucratic failures and political pressures which can lead to threats to
privacy rights. However, to propose the abandonment of social programmes in order to
protect privacy rights appears to him to be excessive and unnecessary. Instead he
suggests that we should work to ensure that an appropriate balance can be maintained.
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"The challenge is to envision efficient and humane systems operating within
constitutional limits and under strong statutory control. These systems will require
a broader base of public participation; they will be more expensive to build, more
difficult to manage well, and will be of somewhat reduced efficiency than
technologibly feasible. The ahernative appears to be fewer services delivered in a
manner neither efficient or humane". (Laudon, 1990, page 96).

The critical difference between Laudon and Rule would appear to be that Laudon
regards the social services offered by the information intensive agencies as being of
sufficient value to justify the collection of information and to justify the participation of the
state. Laudon also takes account of the privacy costs that would have occurred in the
absence of the state, and concludes that, on balance, the state's involvement is
worthwhile.

Another author who advocates the continued use of central information systems is
Mellors. He considers that it is inevitable in modern societies that the strate takes on
increasing social roles. As these roles are assumed, so it is also inevitable that personal
privacy will be reduced and state power increased. In his view, that is not necessarily a
crisis of democracy, but simply a circumstance which requires a review of the provisions
of the social contract. lf the state is to assume rnore power, then there has to be
adequate means by which citizens can monitor the state.

'The important question when considering privacy in the context of the
relationship between individuals and government is not 'which affairs should be
subject to government scrutiny', but 'which safeguards should apply in the
collection, storage and application of such information?'' (Mellors, 1978, page
109.)

The device which he is particularly interested in as a means of balancing the increased
power of the state, is increased openness of state information systems. lf the state is to
know more about its citizens, it is critical that citizens should know more about the state.
By this means it is possible for democratic review to prevent the risk of dishonest or
unreasonable use of information about individuals.

"... a major advance in protecting privacy and diluting .. power whilst retaining the
benefits of our modern social existence, lies in the reduction of the secrecy that
currently [in the UKI surrounds the government and their civil servants. In simple
terms, the best safeguard is not that they know less about us, but that we know
more about them; and that we are aware of what they know about us and how
they use that information". (Mellors, 1978, page 109.)

This approach puts a slightly different slant on the question of the role of the state. To
Mellors, it is inevitable that the role of the state will expand and therefore as new roles
are assumed it is important that the constitution of the state be changed in order to
provide adequate protection. Given that these protec'tions can be made adequate,
Mellors is unafraid of an expanding role for the state and is happy to allow the business
of the state to be defined widely and therefore residual privacy rights to become more
narrow.

The experience of some judicial and political decisions about governmental collection
and use of sensitive information suggests that views on the role of the state are basic to
determining views on what are fair and reasonable privacy rights. The discussion of the
work of Rule and MowshowiE, on one side, and of Laudon and Mellors on the other,
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demonstrates that what separates many who agrse that the invasion of privacy poses a
threat to individuals, is different views on the role of the state, and the ability to control
the excesses of bureaucracy.

The Role of ldeology

It is apparent from the previous paragraphs that privacy rights cannot be defined solely
in terms of privacy principles, but also must depend on perceptions of the role of the
state in any given issue. In general terms this is neatly summed up by Simitis.

"The citoyen's access to information ends where the bourgeois' claim for privacy
begins.' (Simitis, 1987, page 731.)

The determination of where the boundaries lie between these two manifestations of the
individual in society must depend on a judgement of what is appropriate in a given
context. At different times and in different societies the outcome is likely to vary. In the
words of one European commentator:

nOur ideas on privacy are not permanent, but are affected by social and
technological development. In addition, these ideas are different in different age
groups and population groups, and also vary depending on the type of
information concerned." (Vierge 1923, quoted in Flaherty, 1g8g, page 10s.)

An example, from one end of the spectrum of views about the correct balance between
the state and the individual, is Sweden. Sweden has been characterised by Flaherty as
a 'surveillance society'. There appears to be a strong social consensus which supports
the giving up of a great deal of privacy in order to allow the state to provide social
services. The debate there has reached such a point that a Parliamentary Commission
reviewing the Data Act in 1978 was prepared to say:

"The defence of personal privacy must not assume such forms that, rightly or
unrightly, it is looked upon as striving to prevent the control which most citizens,
especially in their capacity as taxpayers, feel to be urgent and necessary."
(Quoted in Flaherty, 1989, page 148.)

As a result of this attitude much information on individuals is publicly available in
Sweden.

An alternative example may be found in Australia. Although the Australian Government
attempted to introduce the Australia Card, the response was sufficiently strong that the
Government was forced to back down. While many commentators (such as Marshall,
1986) focused on specific breaches of privacy principles that they feared, one very
prominent objector to the card, Mr Justice Kirby, saw the issue in more stark terms.

"What is at stake is nothing less than the power and authority of the state in
relation to the individual.' (Kirby, 1985, page 8.)

Kirby saw the requirement to carry a card as being an unwarranted intrusion into the
rights of the individual that have been developed in common law societies. The ideas of
the power of the individual and the power of the state as developed in the common law
are very different from those which have developed in Europe (see the discussion in
Chapter Six, based on the work of Spiro, 1971). That ditferent tradition means that
jurists such as Kirby approach the discussion of the role of the state and the provision
of state services with a ditferent set of ideas than might be applied elsewhere.
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Another important critic of the Australia Card proposal was Puplick, a Liberal PaO
senator. fn his trenchant attack on the card, he saw the card as being fundamentally
flawed because it was inconsistent with the common law tradition. He was appalled and
outraged that the testimony of some of the senior officials supporting the proposed card
before the joint select committee demonstrated that they did not have any understanding
of the development of the common law, and its influence in societies that follow the
British tradition (Puplick, 1986, pages 163-165).

The point is not that the common law is inherently superior to civil law. As pointed out by
Puplick (1986, page 188), the identity cards which exist in some civil law regimes are
often administered in the context of a very different set of administrative law, which
imposes specific and positive responsibilities on bureaucrats. The history of common
law countries has seen us develop our own set of checks and balances, which are
predicated on a limited role for the state. The state can and has expanded into new
areas, including redistribution. But whenever the state takes on new pow€rs or imposes
new obligations on citizens, the risks that are raised must be viewed in the context of the
the traditions that existed before the reform. Obviously the legislature can and should
introduce reforms which redefine rights and obligations in line with modern expectations,
but in judging the overall "rightness" of any change it is not surprising that common law
rights may be seen as the base line. The ideals that go to compose the prevailing
ideology in any given place or time are informed by the history of that people, including
its legal tradition.

fn order to define an appropriate boundary line for the rights to privacy in New Zealand
in the 1990s, it is necessary to identify an appropriate ideology of the state. This would
be a daunting task if all aspects of state information gathering were considered. Such an
exercise would need to consider for example, police, security seryices, border control
and industry policies. However, for the purposes of this paper, it is possible to restrict
ourselves simply to redistribution questions.

lf we are to arrive at a view on the rights of the individual to withhold and protect
information which might be used by the state for redistribution purposes, we must
address the question of what role the state has in redistribution in New Zealand at this
time. lf Rule's approach is adopted we would expect to see a reduction in the degree of
testing of the circumstances of individuals and a greater use of universal provision of
assistance. (However, it is noteworthy that even Rule suggests that a negative income
tax system might be adopted; this would necessarily require an integrated approach to
the testing of the cash position of individuals.) lf an approach more like Laudon's is
adopted, then we could expect to see redistribution operated by the state but with a
careful emphasis on the protection of information that was collected and the
maintenance of due process in the handling of that information.

Conclusion

The chapters in Part Two have examined privacy issues in the context of redistribution.
The basic conclusion to be drawn is that privacy matters, and redistribution policy ought
not to be written as if distributional justice were the only matter to be considered.

It is not possible to determine the weight that policy makers should place on any matter
without an understanding of the values involved. In Chapter Five, literature on the nature
and value of privacy was reviewed, and the limits to those values were determined. ln
Chapter Six, these values were used to develop a new statement of the right to privacy,
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and this was tested against generally accepted privacy principles. Chapter Seven has
looked more closely at writings on privacy to demonstrate the significance that the
concept of the role of the state has previously played in this area, and the problems that
arise when the issue is ignored.

The outcome of this discussion is that the weight to be given to privacy matters must be
determined in the light of an understanding of the role of the state in redistribution. The
answer must be specific to any given country and any given time. On the one hand, we
cannot simply accept that redistribution goals are ovenrhelmingly important, and
therefore ignore privacy issues, and on the other hand we cannot assume that
considerations of personal privacy always outweigh social goals of redistribution.

We now have two building blocks for use when considering the appropriate approach to
assessing relative well-being for redistribution purposes. Part One has identified the
nature of the information that would desirably be collected. Part Two has shown that the
decision whether to collect that information should depend on its use being in
accordance with the privacy principles, and its collection being in accordance with an
accepted ideology of the role of the state. These matters are brought together in Part
Three, where the process of managing an effective and efficient redlstribution system is
considered.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING REDISTRIBUTION INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Introduction

On the assumption that redistribution will be carried out by the Government to some
degree, as has been the accepted practice in New Zealand and most other OECD
nations since the war, there is a need to develop efficient systems to identify who are to
contribute through taxes and who are to receive state asCistance. In carrying out that
identification exercise the Government must make sure that all costs, OroiOly defined,
are minimised. In this context costs include social and personal costs, ai well as
resource costs.

In Part One there was an examination of how to recognise relafive well-being. This
analysis lead to a discussion of the information needed to measure the circumstances of
ditferent people and to decide who is more or less in need of asslstance or more or less
able to contribute support. Part Two contained a discussion of the nature and values of
privacy, from which was derived a statement of privacy rights.

These previous chapters have been entirely theoretical. In order to move from that
theoretical basis to an analysis of practical administrative options, we must use the
theory to derive a set of criteria for the evaluation of information systems that could be
used in the administration of redistribution. These criterla will tiren be used for an
indicative analysis of possible policy options in later chapters. Chapter Nine focuses on
the existing systems, and Chapter Ten explores possible alternative approaches.

In order to create a conceptual structure with which to translate the theories of well-
99ing and privacy into practical considerations, the flrst sec{ion of this chapter briefly
discusses the cost and benefit framework within which any cholce of adminlstralve
system must be made. The next section focuses on the Information needed to assess
tax liability and benefit eligibility. Following that, there is a section looktng at the
personal, or subjective, costs that may be imposed by information systems. The
subsequent section goes on to consider the more straightfbnrvard issue of the resource
costs of information systems. Once these different areai have been canvassed the final
section pulls together the result of these discussions to construct a list of criteria for use
in evaluating the information systems to be used for redistribution purposes.

Some of the considerations involved in either assessing relative well-being, minimlsing
subiective costs or reducing resource costs, may reinforce one another ind therefor6
different considerations may contribute towards a slngle criterion. However, in other
cases.there may be conflict between accurate assessment of relative positions and the
minimising of subiective or resource costs. Such conflicts can lead to contradictory
criteria. Such an outcome is to be expected, and is not in itself a cause for alarm. lt ii
in the nature of policy analysis that conflicting goals need to be clarified so that
appropriate tradeoffs may be made. The value of construsting a list, as will be done in
this chapter, is that the tradeoffs can be made clear durlng the process of examining
alternative systems.

Costs and Benefits of Information Systems

Though this chapter works towards the construetion of a list of criteria that may be used
to selest a preferred information system for use in the administratlon of redistribution
policies, at a more general level of abstrastlon there is only one criterioni the system
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should be that which offers the best balance of costs and benefits. In the assessment of
costs and benefits the focus should not simply be on financial issues, like staff costs or
computer costs, nor is it sufficient to consider wider sconomlc costs, such as the effect
on total economic output. In arriving at an overall assessment we must include social
and personal issues such as privacy, freedom and distributional justice.

It is possible to conceptualise such a balancing act, but il is not possible to weigh the
two sides on a comnpn scale. There is no means by which privacy costs can be forced
into a commensurate index alongside the cost of investigations into benefit fraud, or the
gains from a fairer and more precise redistribution system, The best that can be
achieved is to analyse all financial and economic gains or losses as closely as possible,
and to describe the social and personal gains and losses; the two need then to be
juxtaposed to see whether the change in society appears to be worth the economic cost.

However, though this may be an adequate bare bones description of the evaluation of
two altematives, it does not explain the mental process by which the options are
selected. At any given time there are infinite options for pollcy. In order to manage the
agenda it is necessary to identify goals; the selec'tion of goals itself implies tradeoffs, but
this must be done at a very general level. Having selected goals, many options for policy
are automatically relegated to the bottom of the pile.

In Part One it was assumed that redistribution was a continuing goal of the government.
This means that the possible range of policy outcomes is largely identified. However,
from the discussion in Part Two, it is clear that other issues, Including prlvacy, need to
reviewed before a policy approach can be determined. Once that balance of
redistributional goals and individual rights is broadly struck it ls possible to look in more
detail at the tradeoffs that need to be made to arrive at the best approach.

Some of those tradeotfs may be entirely financial; for example, shifting of compllance
costs from employers may add to the enforcement cost for the government- Other
tradeoffs may involve other dimensions; for example, the loss of freedom involved in the
compulsory use of identity cards must be weighed against the fiscal gains from
increased tax receipts and reduced welfare fraud, and to the improvements in ttre ability
to enforce immigration law. Though the balance may be easier to assess when both
factors are purely financial, conceptually these two tradeoffs are similar. The alm in both
cases is to strike the balance that will maximise some concept of social welfare while
according adequate respect to individuals as ends in their own right.

Though it is not possible to reduce the comparison of options to a single measure, it was
suggested above that in order to arrive at an adequate description of the options it is
necessary to fastor in all financial and economic items into a quantifled analysis. Such
an approach would need to explore the interac'tlons between different parties, and the
discounted value of alternative investments. In this context there are three principal
pailies; the government, the individual, and third party suppliers of information. Each of
these is composed of separate groups such as tar and welfare agencies, taxpayers and
beneficiaries, and employers and financial intermediaries, each of whom may be
affected differently and reac't differently. On top of this is a bewildering anay of electronic
information processing options, involving different mainframe computers, network
systems, cards and readers, as well as a wide rangs of altemative administrative
systems. To assess any option to the point that a policy decision could confidenfly be
made, a great deal of careful economic and financial analysis is essential so that the
interactions between the parties and the factors may be brought out.
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This thesis does not aim to reach this degree of finallty. Instead it is intended to outline
the probable areas that are worth exploring more closely, and to identify the factors that
should be included in any more complete analysis. Though the fac'tors wlll here be
identified rather naively as factors which should each be maximised or minimised, it is
only the overall balance that should be optimised. When the complete analysis is made,
it may become apparent that welfare and justice are best served by increasing some
factors which, all other things being equal, would appear to need to be minimised.
However, that does not make such a list mistaken. The point of the list is to identify the
factors that should be taken into account, and the direction of movement that appears
appropriate for those factors. lf closer analysis reverses that judgement, that is simply
an example of the tradeoffs that need to be made to arive at the best outcome.

Having established that ideally we should us€ an all-inclusive interactive modelling
approach, complete with a variety of scenarios for social and personal costs, but that
such an approach is beyond the scope of this work, we may now embark on the more
humble task of identifying the separate criteria that should be considered in the deslgn
of an information system.

Information for the Assessment of Relafive Need

In Chapter Two it was established that the two principal elements needed to assess
relative well-being were the flow of resourc€s used by a person (generally represented
by income) and the stock of resources (wealth) held by that percon. In considering
whether the assessment of the flow of resources should always be carried out over
equal periods, it was established that in order to accurately measure relative choice sets
it is essential to determine which people are constrained to operate with limited time
horizons. Those with constrained time horizons face small choice sets and need to have
their income assessed over a relatively short period in order to determine their need for
assistance. However, those with fewer constraints on thelr tlme horizons should be
assessed ovsr a longer period in order to take account of the wider options that they
may face. The central elements of any information system to assess relative positions
are therefore an estimate of currsnt income and some mgasure of the constraints which
may reduce time horizons.

An important prerequisite of any administrative method of measuring income or
constraints is that the process be feasible. In their pure form theoretical concepts
involved in assessing relative well-being are elusive. Inevitably, the process of
translating the theoretical concepts to measurable factors involves compromises, and
their reduction to a measurable list must lose some nuances. There is no point in
defending theoretical purity if the resulting system is not capable of being operated using
existing technology and available staff and resources. There is a cost in pursuing
feasibility, but much greater cost, to the point of destroying the whole endeavour, if real
world practical do-ability is ignored.

The two elements that make up a measure of relatlve need, current income and
constraints, ars considered in turn.

- Current Incomes

Chapter Two canvassed some of the classic debate that has continued for many years
on the theory of income. This theoretical debate has been reflec,ted In a practical debate
about what items should be included in the base for assessment of current income.
There has been much argument about how to recognise income from capital in the form
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of capital gains. There has also been vigorous debate about whether to assess imputed
income which comes mostly from the use of assets (especially the owner-occupled
housing), but also sometimes from the non-market uses of iabour. A further maior iisue
has been the question of the appropriate unit of assessment individuals, families, or
households. lt is not the purpose of this study to address the question of which items
should be included in the base for assessing current incomes, or ihe un1 of assessment.
The focus is more on the information which should be collected in order to give effect to
a given assessment. lt is not necessary to resolve these questions of the composition of
the base for measuring current income or the unit of assessment because, as a general
rule, the approach as explored in this study would be the sam€ for any of ttr6 tikety
means of assessing income. For the sake of simplicity, however, it is generally assumed
in the exposition below that imputed incomes are not included and islues oiassessing
capital gains are ignored.

Given this approach to income, our problem is to ass€ss the current flow of resourcss
received by a person. In itself this is generally a relatively straightfonrard measure. For
most people the major form of income is salary and wages. This is both a widely
understood concept and also one which is easy to quantify. bbviously there are greater
difficulties in the assessment of the business income of th6 seff employed. Howevir, the
concepts which have been developed by the Inland Revenue Defadment are very
robust and well understood, at least by accountants and generally by most businesi
people. The concepts are considerably more complex than simply iecording salary and
wage receipts, but the experience of many years has demonstrated that for host p-eople
most of the time taxable income is able to be self assessed and verified by the'ln6nd
Revenue Department with few mafor complications.

Though the concepl of current income is relatively clear, some operational
considerations are still very important. lt is essential that the measure of current income
be accurate in order to achieve a correct relative ordering of individuals and, as near as
reasonably possible, a correct measure of absolute income. The first step in this is to
have an understood definition, as already establlshed. The second ls to ensure that the
collec-tion procgss minimises mistakes, which may arise from honest error or fraud.
Honest error can be reduced by having well understood definitions and slmple concepts.
Deliberate fraud is addressed by means of adequate monitoring, including independent
verification of income wherever possible. The most reliable form oi independent
verification is information from the source of income. For most people this means a
report from an employer on the level of salary and wage paymehts made to the
individual during the year. Similarly, verification may incluJe iepbrts from bankers or
other debtors on the level of interest payments that have been received. For those with
business income, the verification process requires access to the accounts of the
business, including access to records of receipts and payments; this is the most
complex aspect of the income assessment process, but there is no extra problem than
those which tax departments already address on a routine basis. Since it is suggested
that the self employed would normally be assumed to be bankable, the overail-effect
may be to make it easier for welfare agencies to assess the needs of those with
business income.

lf a family or household income concept is being used, there can be a difficult problem
to confirm whether an individual is in a family relationship with som€one else, and
therefore whether the income ought to be pooled. This is a ditficulty which alieady
occurs in social wslfare systems and it is not a new issue ralsed by the study. lt will be
furthered discussion below under the section on constraints.
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As well as ensuring that the reports of current income are reliablo, by means of having
a straight-forward reporting process and adequate verification, another important aim ii
that the measurement system should take account of changing circumstances so it can
respond to needs which may emerge from time to time. The assossment system must
be sensitive to significant developments as they occur. For many people in a stable
situation occasional measurement of income may be sutficient, but for others facing
sudden change, in particular a sudden loss of income, a morg frequent income reporting
system may be necessary.

This discussion suggests that in order to assess current income we need a feasible
administrative system, involving a clear and workable definition which is simple and easy
for members of the community to understand, adequate verlfication of statements of
income, and sufficiently frequent reporting to identify changes in circumstances that call
for a government response.

- Constraints on Tlme Horlzons

In Chapter Three it was established that in order to determine who should have their
income assessed over a relatively short period it is necessary to identify those with
constrained time horizons. Chapter Four explained the means by whlch current Income
assessment processes might achieve that identiflcation process. Because of the stlgma
that is generally associated with the receipt of Income tested assistance it is likely that
there is some degree of self selection. This theory suggests that only those who are
sufficiently desperate that they can discount any long run humiliatlon from receipt of
benefits will take the step of applying. In effect, the itate of being desperate can be
understood to be a state in which the individual can see no other way out. That is, the
individual can see no options and is etfec'tively tightly constrained to a short term time
horizon and a limited choice set.

However, there are major problems in this process as a means of targeting
redistributional assistancs. Two of the major fallings of thfs approach from the point ol
view of a Government are as follows:

- Lack of Control: as a mlnimum for fiscal purposes, and also to give some
substance to equity goals, the Government must have some means of controlling
or influencing the number of people from the community who may be deemed
eligible for assistance. The stigma selection system is entirely subJec.tive and is
likely to be very sensitive to changes in fashion. There is no reaion why such
changes would be in step with the Govemment's aims and intentions for
redistribution.

- Lack of Precision: because different individuals are likely to feel stigma differenfly,
and in particular there is no reason to expect that sensitivity to stigma will be
correlated to the Government's perception of relative need, this self selec,tion
process is very uncertain. There is no guarantee that those whom the
Government consider most in need will be prepared to apply for benefits, or that
those who are seen to be relatively less needy will be discouraged from applying.

In effect, the self selection process using stigma is an extremely blunt and
unmanageable policy instrument.
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Even if these technical problems did not exist with such an approach, there is also a
moral problem. Using people's self image as a means of weeding some out from
assistance systems seems uncomfortably close to using people as means rather than
ends, which is an unacceptable approach for policy purposes.

It seems, therefore, that if the stigma-based self selection system is regarded as a policy
device it is inadequate. On the other hand, if as seems more likely no such pollcy
approach was €vsr contemplated or wanted, then we do not have any method of
identifying relative degrees of constraints on options. Either way, lt soems that we need
a new and better system for identifying who is constralnad to operate under limited time
horizons. Such a system needs to be more controllable and more precise.

The concept of bankabil'tty, as developed in Chapter Four, passes those tests. lt is an
objective concept which is capable of being defined and administered in a measurable
way. lt is also able to be adjusted by means of changes in the required levels for
different factors from time to time. By such means the government would be able to
achieve an appropriate degree of control and precision both at an overall fiscal level and
at the level of testing the circumstances of individuals.

As established in Chapter Four, in order to measure bankability we need information on:

- past income, including monthly (or quarterly) income for the past year plus annual
income for recent years;

- wealth;

- employment status;

- family commitments;

- disabilities.

As with current income it is important that all of these items be relatively certaln and
verifiable. The problems involved in achieving an adequate measurement quality may be
reviewed item by item. Past income presents no measurement problems that are not
involved in current income and thereforo it will not be discussed further at this point.
There may be record keeping costs, but these will be covered later.

The measurement of wealth involves some classic uncertaintles mostly to do with
valuation. However, most weahh is in forms that are fairly readily valued. Generally
financial assets ar€ assessable. Steps are already underway in New Zealand to ensure
that banks and other institutions report interest and dividend payments for individuals,
and it would seem no more difficult to report wealth at the same time. There can be
problems in arriving at an agreed capital value for some assets with expected future
earnings, but usually a value can be struck within reasonably broad bounds. The other
major form of wealth holding is real assets. Land holdings are already recorded under
the land registry system, and valued for ratirq purposes, and it would certainly be
technically feasible, if rather complicated, to assess this data for the assessment of
wealth. These government valuations ars not perfec,t, and problems would arise, but
most land and property is in forms that are fairly frequently traded and therefore valuers
are able to arrive at reasonable estimates of value. Less liquid assets such as jewels,
art works, furnishings, machinery and sometimes motor cars, maybe more difficult to
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ass€s9. Aniving at a generally accepted and verified valuation of these more portable
and illiquid assets can be extremely ditficult. The question of whether to include such
assets may revolve around whether the complications and arguments about assesslng
their value are greater or less than the problems involved through the possible creation
of shelters if they are not included in the assessment. For the purposes of this exercise,
which is essentially to discover which individuals are in a position which requires
assistance to be offered on the basis of an assessment of a short period of current
income, the problem of non-liquid assets may be insignificant. Clearly wealth is not a
simple problem, but in this context the problems do not seem insurmountable.

For almost all people there is little doubt about employment status, and its verification is
generally not hard. In the context of a system in which verified information on current
and past income were available to those assessing bankability it would even easier to
ensure that the employment status of most people was clear.

The assessment of family circumstances is always difficult. lt is sometimes hard for the
individuals concerned to be clear on whether their circumstances are in breach ol the
rules for welfare assistance. lt is obviously even more difficult for those outside the
relationship to understand the nature of the shared obllgatlons and understandlngs.
There have been many cases in New Zealand on the question of whether individuals ire
participating in "a relationship in the nature of marriage' and it is unlikely that we will
ever achieve a totally satisfactory set of tests. Case notes on some of the recent cases
are included in Hooker and McBride, (1986). The suggestion that family circumstances
need to be included in an assessment of bankability does not impose any new problems
for welfare assessment, but nor does it offer any new solutions.

There is always room for debate about the level of disability for any given individual, but
the process of referral for a professional opinion is generally understood and seems
falrly straight-forward. There are no new problems In this area beyond those already
faced in the administration of invalidity benefits.

As well as the need for an accurate and verifiable measure of the components of
bankability, it is important that there be an appropriate degree of ftexibility. Bankability,
a: defined by income, wealth and the other fac,tors, is only a proxy for constraints on
choice. lt is quite possible that indlviduals who appear In a relativety prosperous
position, and who therefore sesm highly bankable, may lace unexpectei and
unfortunate circumstances. The intervention of some events 

-beyond 
the control of the

individual may lead to a sudden and severe restriction on options. Alternatively, even
t!'tough as a general rule the self employed might be assumbO to have relativety long
time horlzons, some may be running very peripheral businesses like busking 6r ooi
jobbing. People in this type of work may not be building up human capital or business
good will, but instead may be surviving on a hand to mouth basis. Simple tests of
bankability would tend to failto distinguish adequately between such individuals. In order
to take account of these complex and unpredictable cases a degree of flexibility must be
built into the process of assessment.

The precise form of this flexibility need not be determined here; it is likely that it would
be sufficient to offer an interview process with experienced staff to ensure that those
with limited options are not harshly treated. The important point is that any test of
constraints must be understood to be a proxy which requires flexible interpr-etation if
injustice is to be avoided.
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This discussion suggests that, as with the ass€ssment of current incpme, the measures
of the factors contributing to bankability must be feasible, simple, certain and verifiable.
In addition there needs to be sufficient flexibility to take account of unusual
circumstances.

Having established the factors that need to be measured, and the attributes that the
measures must posssss, we may now tum to a measurement of the costs of that
measurement process. The first component of the costs is subjec.tive cost.

Subjective Costs

A very important aspect of the costs associated with the collection of information and
assessment of relative need is concerned with how people feel. lf a given redistribution
scheme and information system makes people upset, that is a cost which should not be
ignored. The base line for measuring such costs or degree of upset is not the degree of
desperation that people might feel in a regime wilh no redistribution. The appropriate
comparison is between the levels and forms of upset that might be provoked by different
means of redistribution and different processes of information collection and analysis.

Subjective costs may take any of a variety of forms for different people, and that which
is significant to one person may be less important for another. Two particular areas are
examined here; they are invasions of privacy rights and feelings of stigma. These two
are discussed because their significance is widely accepted, and also because, though
their impact is subjective, they both arise from interactions and can be understood in a
social and policy context.

- Privacy Rlghts

Following the analysis in Chapter Six the right to privacy has been defined as:

- any person has a right to reasonable access to places where they may find
solitude;

- any person has the right to be anonymous except in those contexts where
another party has a right to know that person's identity;

- any person has the right to withhold information which is not appropriate to the
context of the transaction in question;

- any person is entitled to be assurod that information supplied will only be used in
the context in which it was supplied.

These statements provide only the bones of the rights to privacy. In order to give them
some effect in a policy context their implications need to be drawn out. The discussion
in Chapter Six suggests that there are two areas that need tro be addressed in the area
of the right to secrecy or information privacy. The first is that privacy principles (for
example as outlined by the OECD, 1980) need to be observed. The second is that the
extent of data collection must be consistent with an accepted ideology of the role of the
state. These two approaches are considered in turn, and the issues are lhen applied to
data matching, which is an important and contentious issue in information privacy.
Following that, there is a discussion of the issue of rights to anonymity, and the possible
uses of identity cards.
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a Privacy Principles

The privacy principles were examined in Chapter Six, and it was demonstrated that they
are consistent with the privacy rights as outlined above. In order to understand the
significance of the principles we must consider them one by one and idenlty thelr
operational implications.

- Collection Limitation: the scope of the information that may be collected is
covered in the later discussion under ideology. In addition, this principle implies
that redistribution systems and any other adminlstrative processes should not
collect information by underhand methods such as the use of spies or secret
surveillance. This does not imply that third party sources cannot be used for
information, but that the process and collection of information from such sources
should be open and legal.

- Quallty: for the purposes of this discussion the defining characteristics of quality
data are as outllned in the previous section on the assessment of relatlve need.
So long as the information is relevant and tlmely for that assessment then it
meets the quality principle.

- Purpose Specification: this is an issue relating to the process of collecting data,
and the links from that collection process to the uses of data. Whatever
information system is in place, those supplying data should be made aware of the
nature of the information system and the implications of supplying information for
that system. Multipurpose disclaimers, such as 'any intorirition supplied may
also be matched with information supplied to other agencies", are inadequate.
Rather it seems appropriate that any purpose specification should be at least
sutficiently precise to show that (say) information supplied for income tax
purposes is available to be checked by state agencies administering income
tested assistance schemes. lf this purpose specification principle is to be followed
with due care, it becomes effectively a constraint on the number of uses to which
a given set of information may be put. lf the rang€ of manipulations and
matchings that take place are v€ry complex, then it becomes effectively
impossible to explain to those supplying the information what the implications of
such supply might be.

' Use Limltation: this principle may be viewed narrowly, so that whatever purpose
may have been specified at the time of collecting data can automatiially be
pursued at a later date, and information may therefore be applied to a wide range
of purposes. A more cautious interpretation of the principle suggests that there
must be a strong presumption that information collected by one agency for a
given pupose should not be deployed by an apparently unielated agency for a
distant and different purpose. The important difliculty in this context is to-define
purpose. Income taxation may be regarded as a very distinct purpose from the
provision of social welfare assistance, or both may be regarded as aspects of a
wider redistributive purpose. To a degree such differences in approach can only
be resolved by reference to accepted views on the role of the state, as will be
discussed later.
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- Securlty: the important operational application from this principle is that data will
be kept in a safe form. Physical and logical security in the form of locks, guards
and passwords are all important parts of provldlng security for information.
However, even more important is the maintenance oi an attltude of trusteeshlp
among those handling the information. The more people who are involved in
handling personal information, the more difficult it is to ensure that corporate
values of trusteeship are maintained. In addition, the mor€ people who are aware
of the contents of personal data fifes, the more likelihood there is of simple eror
and careless mention of personal details. This suggests that the fewei officials
with direct access to personal information the better.

- Openness and Accessibillty: these two principles imply that data must be kept
in a form that is understandable to enquirirs, and also'tliat the data be managed
in a way that ls able to be changed readlly if mistakes are found. This suggests
that the number of separate uses and separate flle connec,tlons that are-;tade
should be minimised. The data storage and use needs to be as simple and
comprehensible as possible if these principles are to be met.

ln summary these principles suggest that the collection of information must be restricted
to thqt necessary to assess relative positions, any collection must specity the purpose
and data should only be used for that specified purpose. Data must be kept secure with
access limited to those with a legitimate reason to use it, and systems shouH be kept
simp.b .and easy to correc't. As a general rule these requirements all point towards
relatively simple data systems with limited number of uses of informagon for any given
data system. An associated impllcatlon is that indlviduals should have maximum-cdntrol
over information about themselves so that information once given to one part of the
government should nol automatically be liable to be transfened to any other government
departments without the knowledge and consent of the individual concerned.

These principles oover most of the mechanics of information managemsnt, but they do
not address the central issue of what information may be collected. For this we must
turn to a consideration of the ideology of the role of the state.

b ldeology

The issue of how to assess the appropriate ideology which should inform decisions on
data collection and identification systems in New Zealand is not simple. In the final
analysis, it is for politlcians to make ideologicaljudgements, not bureauciats such as this
author' I am awarg that it could appear presumptuous for a bureaucrat to trespass into
this territory. My aim is not to arrive at a manifesto, or statement of what I consider to be
the morally correct approach. Rather, I aim to identity evidence of a widely held view,
which could be adopted here to inform the development of criteria.

There has not been an extensive public debate in New Zealand on privacy and identity
issues' Civil rights groups and the Law Society have made statemenis from ilme to time
and there have been occasional newspaper articles about the posslble threats from Big
ljgth_er (see for example the Dominion, 26 March 1990, page iB, 'Big Brother Fears as
IRD Seeks Tax Number Tags"), but there has been no mass movement or upswell of
public argument. In the absence of any clear and informed public consensus it is
necessary to search for some reasonable basis for an expression of an ideology of the
state that can be used to give substance to policy discussions.
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One possible source of ideology judgements is measurements of public opinion. In the
USA, for example, there have been several major sampllng exercises conducted to find
out how happy people are about the use of personal informatlon by the Government and
by private sector agencies. A substantial survey in 1980 (Louis Harris, 1gg1)
demonstrated widespread concern about privacy, but also showed a maiority support for
the proposition that the Internal Revenue Service and welfare agencies collected only
information that they needed to gather. More recently the Internal Revenue Service has
used sampling agencies to identity public opinion on the use of the Social Security
Number and on the uses of tax information. Those surveys showed that substantial
majorities were happy with the use of Social Security Number and identification systems
to catch migrants (lRS, 19890 and the use of tax information and systems to extract
funds from delinquent fathers (lRS, 1989e).

Some more local information on public opinion is available from Australia. During the
recent debate over the proposed Australia Card, surveys commissioned by the
Government showed that 70 percent of Australians were happy with the introduc'tion of
a card system designed to control tax fraud and benefit abuse (ANOP Market Research,
1986, page D4). Similar results were found by the Bulletin and the Melbourne Age
(quoted by Health Insurance Commission, 1986, page 53). lt was apparent, however,
that as the debate progressed this substantial popular majority was reduced (ANOP
Market Research, 1986, page D10).

There are two big problems in using public opinion surveys of this type to arrive at a
statement of an acceptable ideology for use as a basis for policy in New Zealand. The
first is the lack of any reliable survey result for New Zealand. Both major survey houses
in New Zealand (NRB and Heylen) inform me that they have never tested opinion of
New Zealanders on privacy issues. The Royal Commission on Social Policy reported
that 80 percent of respondents in their attitude survey agreed that individuai freedoms
should be protected, but no question was asked on privacy or information use. The
nearest source which includes information on opinions relating to privacy is Roberts et al
(19eS1, which reports on a tolerance survey conducted in Christchurch in the early
1980s. Respondents were asked what rights they wer€ prepared to accord to their most
disliked groups in society. In a set of responses which showed that New Zealanders
were generally happy to suspend many civil rights for disliked groups, it was noticeable
that privacy was accorded som€ respect. The evidence for this is that 79 percent of all
respondents were not prepared to authorise phone tapping for their most disliked group
(Roberts et al, 1985, page 88). This shred of evidence suggests that, in some forms at
least, privacy is seen to have some importance to New Zearanders.

However, even if we had more technically reliable information on public opinion, this is
a very unsound basis on which to develop policy underpinnings. Civil rights appear to be
a relatively esoteric issue for most people. The threat involved in the suspension of
personal rights is often seen to be remote and may not be valued by private individuals
as much as it ought to be valued by policy makers and jurists. In Mr Justice Kirby's
words:

'The public is all too often willing to participate in the destruction or erosion of its
own liberties. lt is to informed people ... that there falls the sometimes unpopular
function of holding out against the popular tide" (Kirby, 1987, page 152).
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This suggests lhat officials and ministers should be careful to examine the rights and
wrongs of issues before arriving at a judgement involving the possible restric'tion of civil
rights.

An alternative approach to establish an ideological basis, which is particularly
appropriate for bureaucrats, may be to take heed of the ideological position iOopteA Uy
past governments (and likely future governments) in New Zealand. Without wishing to
get involved in partisan politics it seems best to examine the statements and recorG of
decisions of the -major 

parties in government and opposition in recent years. lf it is
possible to identity an area of commonality, then this would seem to be i tairly robust
basis for the development of policy in this context.

The most dominant factor in recent policy in this area has been the maintenance of very
secure provisions in the law relating to tax information and social welfare information.
Law and practice have both been very cautious. Currently it is illegal to use tax
information for any purpose other than tax, except for statistical useJ which do not
identify individuals (lnland Revenue Department Act, 1g74l. There is similar control on
the use of social welfare information (Social Security Act, 1964). Though there has been
some discussion of possible linkages there has been little enthusiasm for major change
until very recent times.

Both maior political parties have expressed support for legislation to define and defend
privacy rights. McBride (1984) quotes statements from both major parties' manifestoes
around that time on the need to protect privacy. More recenly, ihe then Minister of
Justice (more latterly Prime Minister), has consistently advocited increased privacy
protection and has foreshadowed legislation to protect privacy interests (palmer, 1gggi.
Though in the July 1990 Budget the Labour Government has-indicated that it intends to
permit some sharing of tax data, this decision has come after an extended period of
deliberation, and is conditional on the enactment of privacy legislation. This suggests
that privacy is still ssen as having soms significance. Nationil earty speakers have also
endorsed such a concept. I have attempted to identlty a recent 6ttiiiat National party
statement without success. However, intervlews with two of the relevant party speakers,
Simon Upton MP and Jelly Shipley MP, conflrm that they do not regaio personai
privacy as a matter to be lightly set aside. Both expected the state to continue to be
involved in redistribution, and that personal information was therefore necessary.
However, they saw this need for personal information as one of the costs that eventual'ly
limit the role of the redistribution policies.

This record of political caution, and an understanding that the state has only limited
rights to demand information on citizens is consistent wittr New Zealand's tradiiion as a
common law country. A basic assumption behind the development of the law has been
that the state does not have an unfettered right to know about the affairs of ciffzens.
New Zealanders may be constrained to supply intormation on themselves, or to identity
themselves, in particular contexts, but not id i general rule. lt is also a critical point that
in any transaction, especially if it is potentially prejudicial to the citizen, there must be
due process. Government agencies may noi aa caprlciously to suspend services or
assistance, and people must be given adequate opportunity to stati their case. lt is
inappropriate for the Government to collect informatibn from diverso sources to build up
a dossier on an individual which is then used as the basis of decision-making. Instead
decisions about individuals which critically affect their interests must be made 6nce they
have been given an adequate opportunity to defend their interests and challenge any
evidence brought against them.
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Reviewing the argument so far, we find that public opinion offers a shred of support for
the proposition that privacy should command respect; the political record itrows a
substantial and long standing commitment to protect the individual against excessive
prying by the state; and the social traditions embodied in the common law suggest that
the privacy interests of individuals must be protected against the state. In the flce of a
strong commitment to distributive justice, and a need for accurate state discrimination,
these factors could all be set aside in the process of arriving at an ideology of the role
of the state. However, as a bureaucrat, and therefore as someone whose motives in this
area are inherently suspect (see, for example, MowshowiE, 1967, and Flaherty, 1g8g),
it behoves me to be cautious. I interpret the available evidence to say that theie are no
grounds to claim that individual privacy interests are of little weighi in New Zealand.
Given that there is a tradition of respec't for privacy interests, it is appropriate that, in any
evaluation of policy options for redistribution systems, similar caution shouH continue to
be applied until a Government directs that it wishes to operate under a new ideological
understanding with a greater (or lesser) degree of information collection.

The implication of this discussion of privacy issues is that there is a central need for
close control by the individual over the information about him or herself. We cannot
presum€ that the state has a general right to collect information on cltizens and make
determinations about the interests of those citizens.

However, though it has taken some little time to derive this ideological statement on
privacy rights, it is more clear that there is a consensus that the jtate has a role in
redistribution. Since 1938 there have been extensive safety net provisions. All political
parties have supported the maintenance of these provisions wiih only limited debate
about their level. The recent review by the Royal Commission oh Social policy
reaffirmed the principle that the state should be invoived in redistribution, and the publii
opinion survey conducted by the Royal Commission demonstrated public support for
that position. Thelr survey showed support for the propositlon that the state shoutd
ensure that various groups received enough to live on, as follows.

Group

Those who cannot get a job

Elderly
- Less if well off

Long term sick and disabled
- Less if well off

Families with children that
do not have enough income

(Source: Royal Commission, 1988, Vol 1, pages 4gg-SOO.)

However, as with the discussion on attitudes to privacy, it is rnore important for a
bureaucrat to consult the Government rather than public opinion. Both the National party
and the Labour Party have endorsed the role of the state'to support those in need, and
therefore some degree of distinguishing between those in neeil and those with greater
means may be accepted as part of the role of the state. lt is not necessary 

-in 
this

context to establish support for extensive redistribution. Nor is it necessarily ciear that

Yes
o/o

68

No
o/o

24

5
44

3
41

9t
il
95
55

69
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there is unanirnous political support for all the existing systems, or even a specific focus
on discrimination on the grounds of income rather than some other method of
classification. lt is enough to find support for some role for the state in redistributlon,
broadly (even loosely) in line with current levels of state activity. The evidence suggests
that there is a bipartisan endorsement for such a role.

There appears therefore to be a general acceptance, both through public opinion and
from the record of political support, that the state has a role-to participate in
redistribution and therefore to enquire into the relative means of ciilzens. i{owever, it is
also clear that the state does not have a generalised mandate to enquire into the
circumstances of all people, and any use of information for redistribution purposes
should be cautious and sensitive. The conclusion is that, as much as posiible, the
control over information must remain with the individual concerned, but the state does
have a legitimate interest in acquiring relevant informatlon on relative positions of people
in order to administer redistribution.

c Data Matching

Having established the nature of the balance to be struck between privacy ideals and
redistributive goals, and explored the implications of observing privacy principles, one
issue that needs to traversed is the application of these pointi io dati matching. Thls
needs to be covered because the issue is important in itseif, and it can also serve as an
example of how the concepts can be used in practice. lssues of data-matching have
already been addressed in a theoretical context in Chapter Ssven, but here tt6y are
re-examined more fully to see the appropriate use for matches for redistribution poiicy in
New Zealand.

Data matching involves the comparison of two data sets to identify whether there are
inconsistencies in the information about any individual. For exampie, data provided by
employers on wag€s paid to an indlvidual may reveal wage recelfts that were omltteil
from the tax return filed by that person. As electronic processing technology has
increased in power, il has become possible to match very iarge dati sets aootif targe
numbers of people at very low cost.

In discussing matching it is important to distinguish two contexts. Many matches are
carried out for administrative purposes. This meins that the match is carried out as part
of the process of monitoring a programme, in order to identify errors. In redistributive
programmes the inlended result of a match is to identify and stop mispayments, and
sometimes it is part of a process leading to criminal action against an-individud who
appears to have committed fraud. A second context for matihes is analytical. Such
matches are carried out solely to find out how many records show an apparent
irregularity, or to acquire more information on the people whose records are included in
a data set. Sometimes this may be done for research purposes (as with the match of
probate rsturns and income tax files that was reported in Chapter Two) and sometimes
it could be carried out as a trial to test options for future administrative approaches (as
in the many trial matches carried out by the US General Accounting Oifice, see ior
example, GAO, 1986 and 1988a). The essential difference between the two contexts is
that an administrative match can have an immediate practical effect on an individual
included in a match, but an analytical match has no immediate effec't on the people
involved.
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It is clear that an administrative match is significant to individuals, with potential
significant effects on privacy interests and their economic position. lt is understandable,
therefore, that there is considerable concern that such matches should only occur where
there is a clear need and under close control. Analytical matches, however, pose less
direct threat and it. wguld seem (as stated in Ghapter Six) that so long as personal
information is handled with sufficient security, there is little concern at such exercises.

However, in New Zealand it has recently been claimed by a committee of the Law
Society that not only should administrative matches of ta,r and benefit files be prohibited,
but that analytical trial matches should also be forbidden until the need for th6m can be
proven (Law Society, 1989, page 15). The validity of this position can only be tested
against the implications of the accepted ideology of the role of the state.

lf, as is asserted in this chapter, redistribution is one of the accepted functions of the
state, it is clear that some information collection and analysis to id6ntify relative need is
necessary and permissible. In particular, the government ls ;usiitieO In maklng
reasonable efforts to determine the best means of administering redistribution. The
payments involved in assistance schemes are substantial, and the Cost of administration
is not trivial. lt seems a reasonable proposition that the government should explore
administrative options to see which are reliable and efficient. Analy1cal matches aie an
essential means of increasing knowledge about those receiving assistance, and so
possibly developing new approaches to policy. Analytical matcheJare not necessarily a
stalking horse for future administrative matches; they may provide insights on rany
aspects of welfare policy, and they may prove that a partiiuiar possible admlnistrative
match is not worth pursuing.

At present, as a result of the very tight statutory protection accorded to both tax and
welfare information, it is not possible to carry but useful analytical matches in New
Zealand. As a result we cannot be sure how efficient the cuirent idenilfication and
verification Processes ar8, or how much they could be improved. lt is possible that the
current practices are etfective, but such a conclusion is inconsistent witli the observation
that recent increases in the effort put into fraud control has exposed a substantial
amount of. overpayment. The Law Society is effec{ively claiming ttrat this state of
ignorance is proper. Howev€r, in arriving atihis position they have ignored the question
of the appropriata role for the state. The forbidoing of anatytical mit"nlng can only be
consistent with a view that there should be no 

-redistribution 
by the itate, or only

inefficient redistribution. lt is improbable that they (or anyone) would advocate an
inetficient redistribution system, lacking the meani to carry oui its agreed goals. lf
alternatively they advocate abandoning tne redistribution iunction, thit appioach is
inconsistent with the conclusion that redistribution is among the generally'accepted
functions of the state. lf redistribution is accsptod as a func,tion of ihe state, and it is
acknowledged that the Government has a responsibility to handle its affairs efficienly,
the case for analytical matches is cf9ar, So long as information on indivlduals is keii
securs, and not released in an identifiable form, research seems to be permissible and
essential.

The issue of administrative matches is not so clear. Here the invasion of privacy
interests can be substantial, and a loss of individual control of personal data is
inevitable. Though, in Chapter Six, I have rejected the claim that matching is a form of
fishing expedition, other substantial issues remain. The critical point is whether the
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match is within the Use Limitation Principle. lt is now technically possible to match such
diverse sources as a selective service register and a prison musier; the issue that must
be resolved is whether such a match is consistent with a reasonabte use of personal
data.

There are two areas where matching appears to be generally accepted as a reasonable
use of data. The first is in the administration of income tax. Data on sources of income
is regularly matched to refurns. There is a wide understanding of this process, and it
provokes little complaint; it seems to be understood as a justified system to encourage
rnd enforce compliance. The second cass, which privacy advocates often accept aJa
aasonable (or less obiectionable) form of matching, is front-end matching (see for

example Bloemendal, 1989, page 9s, and Law Society, 1ggg, pages 23-2s).-Fiont-end
matching occurs when an applicant gives permission for information to be checked
against tax or other sources at the time an application is made. The other sources are
then searched for information on that particular indlvidual. This approach may be
contrasted with mass data matching, which may occur at any time and involves a search
of two or more data sets to find all records relating to the same individual, and searchlng
all such matched records to identify any anomalies. lf we examine the reasons wh!
these forms of match are seen to be relatively virtuous, we may improve our
understanding of the issues involved in data matches across the redlstiibution system.

Though I have not seen any source address the issue, my understanding of why income
tax matching is seen to be reasonable is because the data involved all relates ilosely to
income, and the information was supplied for tax purposes, which is a homogeneous
use. The first point, which relates to the quality ol the data, and the risk of mistaken
anomalles arising, would seem to be equally applicable to the information that might be
examined to confirm income and bankability claims as it is to income tax returnJ. The
second issue returns us to the issue of the role of the state, and the relationship
between income tax and state welfare payments.

It would seem rather odd to claim that income tax is not an aspect of the govemment,s
redistribution system. A maior justification for inc-ome tax is its relationship to the ability
t9 pay. Even a proportional single rate tax is still designed to take more from the ricir
than the poor. lf we wish to have a non-redistributive tax we can use indirect taxes or
poll taxes (which, as the British are discovering, can pose their own information
problems). lf it is accepted that income tax is redlstributive, and that this redistrlbufive
character is a significant virtue of the tax, then it is reasonable to think of income tax as
an aspect of the governmenfs redistribution policies and administer it accordingly. In
particular, it does not seem beyond the letter or spirit of the Use Limitation principie to
use information collected for income tax in the assessment of the circumstances of
people elsewhere in the redistribution system. This is consistent with the approach
adopted in North America (see Appendix Two on International Experience of Exihange
of Information). In Canada, the Government has decided to draw a circle around tax,
social insurance and welfare, and to permit the use of the Social Insurance Number as
a common unique identifier within that range of uses. In the United States, all states
using federal funds to contribute to welfare payments must match their welfare rolls
against IHS ta< data.

On the issue of front-end matching, the reason for its relative virtue appears to be a
belief that it provides more controt; any person who does not want data'tb Ue matched
has the option to withdraw their welfare application. This argument is specious. As
discussed in Chapter Six, welfare applicants are generally not in a position to withhold
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consent, so their control is weak at best. lf we have any faith in their consent, it would
be similarly possible to extract an agreement to an open ended number of future
matches.

The real issue in mass matching is that it involves the comparison of total data sets.
This potentially gives staff of another agency access to information on many individuals
whose affairs are no business of that agency. This clearly breaches privacy rights. By
contrast a front-end match involves a search of only one person's record, with no need
to search any other person's file. The intrusion involved in a match of every person's file
may be substantial, but a one-off search is less problematic. This problem can be parily
addressed by the welfare agency (which presumably has the smaller list) providing its
data to the tax agency for checking. By this process the provision of new information on
existing taxpayers to the tax office is minimised, and no information on non-beneficiaries
needs to be transmitted to the welfare agency. This is the approach used for the IRS
matches in America, with only data relating to apparent "hits' being returned to the
welfare agencies. Alternatively, a preferred approach would be for data to be supplied
wherever possible on a one-otf basis. Clearly there is a relationship between tax'and
welfare information, so soms sharing of information seems consistent with the Use
Limitation Principle, but searches of the files of unrelated people does seem less
justified without due cause.

There does not seem to be a hard and fast rule. Certainly the use of extensive matches
between unrelated data sets is unacceptable. However, matches of welfare rolls, or
housing assistance lists, and personal tax files seem less unreasonable, and one by one
matches seem entirely proper. Overall the balance would se€m to depend on ttre
severity of the problem being addressed and the likelihood that a matchin! programme
could help to alleviate the problem (which cannot be established without ttre power to
make analytical matches). Any matching which is agreed to must be secure, to avoid the
misuse of sensitive personal information, and involve due process in the follow up of
apparent mismatches of data.

d ldentification

An exploration of the implications of the right to be anonymous, so long as one's identity
is not someone else's business, requires a discussion of ideology as was necessary for
information privacy. Because the issues aro very similar they n-eed not be examined in
great detail again.

The lack of evidence on public opinion, and the problems that would be involved in
attempting to apply any such evidence, both apply again. However, there is some
evidence from the occasional public comment. During the Australia Card debate there
was a brief flurry of reac'tion following an otf the cuff comment from the then Prime
Minister to the effect that such cards may well appear in New Zealand in the future. The
public reaction was strong (see Bloemendal, 1989, for a summary of the reaction) and
the Government and Opposition both very firmly distanced themselves from any such
proposition. The then Minister of Justice (more lattedy the Prime Minister) firmly stated
that the Government had no plans for any such cards in New Zealand. More recenily a
National Party speaker on social policy issues repudiated any possible use of lD caids
(Upton, 1989a, and 1989b).

A dominant feature of New Zealand policy has been the complete absence of any
general purpose identity card. There has been no substantial push at any policy level for
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such identification. This lack of any political push is consistent w1h the traditional
expectations in a common law society. The basic significance of this in everyday life is
seen in the words of Mr Justice Kirby.

'A dentist who survived Auschwitz may declare that the best thing of living in
Australia (it could equally be Canada, the United States or Englind [or liew
Zealandl) is that he is never likely to be stopped on the corner by someone in
uniform with the demand'Papierenl'." (Kirby, 1986, quoted in Puplick, 1986, pag€
160.)

It is in the nature of a general purpose identity card that it fundamentally affects the
relationship between the individual and the state. The proposed Australia Card, which
would have been compulsory for a wide number of trahsactions, and was intended to
address immigration control as well as redistribution issues, was described as a means
of licensing those'entitled to operate in the Australian community' (Walker, in testimony
before the Joint Select Committee, quoted by Puplick, 1980, pag-e iS4. Clearly this is i
Iar cry from the present situation in Austraria, or in New Zealand.

It appears that in New Zealand there is no expectation that the state has a responsibility
to affirm the identify of individuals for use in general contexts. On the contrary, it seemi
that the banks may be more important in this role since it is their cards that arb generally
accepted for commercial identification purposes.

However, though there.dges not appear to be any ideological acceptance of a general
purpos€ identity card, it is common and normal for people to cairy and use ipecial
puPose cards. Many individuals carry cards which provide evidence of ttreir right to use
financial services or libraries, or their status as valued clients of variouJ retailers.
Organisations such as unions, sporting groups and political parties issue cards to their
members, the production of which can be mandatory for the ixercise of rights within the
organisation.

The most important single purpose card issued by the government in New Zealand is
the driver's licence. The case for this card presumalty Oepends on the public safety
importance of ensuring that only qualified drlvers are on the road. In'addlilon, ai
described in the appendix on redistribution systems in New Zealand, identity cards are
offered to beneficiaries of state assistance. They are used to prove ellgibility for a state
subsidised housing_ loan, employment assistance, increased pharmac6uticil subsidies,
or a variety of other forms ol aid that some organisatlons otfer to social welfare
beneficiaries.

T.he9e single purpose cards are widely used and generally accepted. They serve an
obvious purpose of identifying an individual in a given context. However, ihere is no
case to claim that this acceptance of limited purpos-e cards would extend to the issue of
multipurpose cards.

lf we adopt the same cautious approach to recognising an ideological view of the state
as was used in the context of information privacy, we must accep{ ttrat the state cannot
Pg t"ln as.having 3 .rol9 to impose geneialised identity systemi. This implies that any
identity card that might be issued should be for a limiied-purpose, consistent with the
recognised role of the state in redistribution. ln order to ensure that cards cannot be
abused and become de facto general purpose cards several protecilons are needed. As
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a minimum the law must ensure that the individual may withhold the card if it is
requested in any context other than the purpose for which it was issued. In addition, it is
desirable that identity cards should offer as little information on the face as possible, and
be readable only by authorised readers. This reduces the value of the card to merchants
or law enforcement authorities who might othenrise be tempted to ask for the card.

This discussion completes the review of privacy issues; the second subjective cost is
stigma.

- Stigma

The term stigma is used here to cover all forms of humiliation or embarrassment that
people might feel as a result of the process of applying and proving eligibility for
assistance from the state.

It could be suggested that stigma is a useful means of discouraging frivolous
applications for assistance, and is therefore a necessary feature of any redistribution
system. However, this ignores the possibility that more accurate and less stigmatising
means of distinguishing frivolous claimants might be available. The administrative cost
of more precise methods should be compared with the stigma costs of other
approaches. At best the use of stigma can only be justified if it is "cheaper'than other
available means with the same degree of accuracy in determining relative need. In any
ev€nt, stigma is a real cost to those who suffer it and, all other things belng equal, it is
preferable to reduce costs of any form.

The presence or absence of stigma attaching to those who receive state assistance is
largely a reflection of generalised social attitudes about asslstance schemes. In the short
tsrm, at least, these attitudes would seem to be beyond the influence of the government
and therefore not a factor to be considered in the design of information gathering
systems. However, this more generalised aspect of social stigma is not the subject of
this section. Here we are concerned solely with the marglnal differences that may occur
as a result of the administrative process of applicatlon and proof of eligibllity, not the
wider social view which may attach to any person's status as a beneflclary.

Two aspects of stigma may be distinguished. The first is the feeling of embarrassment
or humiliation that may be caused by being publicly identifiable as a person applying for
assistance. This is the embarrassment at being seen at the welfare office, seen in the
benefit queue, or identified to former or current employers, bankers and other associates
as the object of a welfare office enquiry. This form of stigma may be termed 'external
stigma", and is directly related to the number and identify of the people who have some
knowledge of the claimanfs circumstances as a result of a claim being lodged.

A second form of stigma is the feeling of intrusion and loss of conlrol that comes from
being required to provide personal information. lt relates to a person's self image as a
separate individual with intrinsic value. At its fullest development it is an aspect of the
way in which privacy links to a psychological understanding of self and self worth. (See
for example the discussion in Chapter Five, and the work of Rorty, 1976, and Ingham,
1978). This form of stigma relates to the feeling of a loss of self worth that is caused by
the need to participate in an intrusive process of self disclosure. This concept may be
termed "internal stigma", and is direc'tly related to the number of times a given individual
is required to repeat personal details to others, especially when applying for assistance
or in some other relatively weak position.
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Since external stigma is related to the number of people who are aware of an
individual's circumstances, and internal stigma is related to the number of times that an
individual must report sensitive information, the following list of operating crlteria would
seem necessary in order to minimise stigma. The information system should:

- minimise the number of occasions when people must fill in forms, participate in
interviews or othenrise report their situation;

- minimise the number of enquiries to third parties, especially specific purpose
enquiries associated with welfare applications; and

- minimise the number of visits that applicants must make to welfare offices.

Having canvassed privacy issues, including information privacy and identification, and
discussed stigma, this concludes the discussion of subjective costs. The next area for
review is resource costs.

Resource Costs

In this pap€r the term resource costs refers to all use of goods and services in the
production and processing of information for assessment and also to any losses In
output or fiscal balances as a result of any behavioural changes brought about by the
information systems. All of these costs are dead-weight costs on the running of
redistribution schemes and, all other things being equal, it is desirable to minimise
resource costs in every form. As a general rule, in the design of redistribution schemes
and the construction of tax and benefit scales, behavioural effects are the most
important component of dead-weight costs. Howevsr, in this section we are assuming
that the base for assessment of relative positions has already been determined (partly
by reference to the efficiency effects of different bases) and the question of the scale is
not part of the study. Instead we ar€ focusing on the adminlstrative methods of collection
and use of information, so administrative costs become relatively rxlrg significant than
they are in the overall scheme of redistribution.

The discussion of resource costs is divided into two sec'tions. The first covers
administrative costs, which involve the government, the individual and third parties. The
second section covers the costs of changes in behaviour.

- Administratlve Costs

There are two main areas of administrative costs. The first is the cost incurred by the
state and all its agencies in the process of collecting and analysing the data necessary
to distinguish between the relative positions of its citizens. The second is the compliance
costs faced by all those providing information to contribute to the ass€ssments; this
includes taxpayers and beneficiaries, as well as employers, bankers and other third
parties. When assessing the overall cost of administration it is important to aim to
reduce the sum of all these costs. lt is not appropriate to focus simply on the
government, or to focus solely on compliance costs, as the two areas are likely to
interact. An attempt to minimise the costs of ona party is likely to involve a shifting of
costs to the other party if the overall effec{iveness of the information gathering is to be
maintained. Having said that, it is worth identitying what fastors are likely to influence the
cost of different parties in the system so that the possible costs of different approaches
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can be considered, even where it may be difficult to assemble all the information
required to assess overall administrative costs.

In assessing the administrative costs for the government it is important to look at the
redistribution system as a whole. The costs to a tax office are only one component of
the total costs, as is the cost of a social welfare agency or of a housing assistance
office. lt is quite possible that an integrated information system might addiubstantially
to the costs of administering tax, but as a rssult of the improved-information flow th6
costs of administering assistance may be significantly reduced. The issues to be
considered include the costs of collecting data, storage and retrieval of data, security,
and the manipulation and analysis of data. The assessment of administrative costs muit
take account of the whole range of activity included in arriving at an assessment for
income tax and the cost of assessing an individual's eligibility f6r assistance.

Costs need to be considered at comparable levels of etfectiveness. For example, the
security of information held by the New Zealand Inland Revenue Department, w1h its
homogeneous function and a high level of statf identification with the purpose of the
agency' is very high. The resource cost of similarly high security could be substantially
increased if the same data were freely accessible to stiff from oiher state agencies who
did not share the corporate purpose of those in Inland Revenue. In suc-h a generat
access context, to achieve comparable security it might be necessary to hav6 more
elaborate access control and access logging, with consequent greater resource cost
than has proved to be necessary so far in the Inland Revenue D6partment.

Overall the criterion in this area must be to minimise all administrative costs of collec'tion
and processing of information across the total redistribution system. However, the cost
information required to assess this is very complex and would require very careful
studies of possible means of transferring or accessing information in ditferent scenarios.
This paper will only attempt to make a preliminary analysls of the factors that are likely
to contribute to administrative costs in ditferent pahs of ihe system. In discussing criterii
it is therefore possible only to list a series of approaches ihat seem likely to- reducJ
costs. In a broad-brush analysis these factors can be compared across different systemsto see which approaches ara likely to be among those worth more thbrough
investigation. For more precise decision making it woutd be necessary to have much
more elaborate financial modelling before a given information system could be selected.

Some of the factors that seem likely to reduce the administrative costs for the
government are as follows. lt seems desirable to minimise the number of collections of
equivalent information about each person. The amount of information collected on each
person should be minimised (consistent with aniving at an adequate assessment) and
kept as simple as possible in order to maintain ease-of handling of information after it is
received. lt would be preferable to minimise the amount of piocessing of data that is
carried out on individuals for whom that information is irrelevant. Securty systems need
to be simple and effective, including clear controls on data accgss.

A less obvious cost-minimising point is that it is preferable that organisations involved in
redistribution should have clear and simple func,tions. Having an organisation that is
princ_ipally involved in tax gathering but also with a significant iniolvement in the
distribution of welfare (or vice-versa) may lead to confusedorganisatlonal missions and
reduced clarity of goals by the staff. Such confusion may aff6ct morale and efficiency
throughout the organisation, so contributing to unit costs of assessments.
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In effect, these add up to a fairly standard set of simple rules for efficient administration.
Organisations should be kept simple with clear goals, processes should be simple and
understandable by the staff and clients, and the number of times operations are carried
out should be minimised consistent with the need to provide a good service.

From the point of view of the providers of information, again the goal is to minimise the
cost of all providers of information, subject to adequate information being provided. The
primary source of information for any redistribution purpose is usually ihe individuaf
concerned. That person must fill in a tax return, or a social welfare application, or a
Family Support declaration, or a rental housing application. All of these forms may be
complex, and the procsss may be supplemented by the need to produce documentition
and interviews. The time and effort involved may be considerable.

The process of filling in tax forms is clearly understood as a compliance cost for the
individual. In addition, though it may be less often acknowledged, the process of
applying for assistance also imposes a cost on individuals. tne significance of
application costs may sometimes be discounted either on the grounds thatit is right and
proper for applicalts to expend some effort to quality for assistance, or on the ground
that the value of time is very low for welfare beneficiaries. The first ground miss-es the
point; whether or not it is proper that applicants ought to expect to spenO time and effort,
the process still exacts a cost which should be factored into the analysis. The second
ground is simply wrong; no one has a zero opportunity cost of timel there is always
something else to do. lt is true that for some lonely people the process of applying for
assistance can provide the human contact which is a highlight of the week, tiut-it is
unrealistic to assume that most beneficiaries are in that pbsition. Many have domestic
responsibilities, some are in (low paid) employment which requires theiitime elsewhere,
and others may wish to pursue enjoyable leisure pursuits. We cannot assume that,
because a person is applying for benefit, time is of no value to that applicant. lf such an
assumption were to be used it would imply that the recipient of assistance is of no
account, and this is an ethically unacceptable basis for poiicy.

It is true that it is difficult to determine the price at which the time of a beneficiary should
be valued, but the time itself can be measured. All other things being equal, it is
desirable that the time involved for all individuals in providing peisonal information for
the redistribution system should be minimised, so iong aJ adequate information is
supplied.

For providers of information, especially employers, banks and other businesses, there
are significant costs_in organising their own information systems (especially accounts)
ilto a form that produces information of the type that the government wishes to have.
Having made that infrastructural investment, there is then i recurring cost of providlng
information which is incurred each time the information must be supplied. In order to
minimise both the initial investment and the recurring costs it is d'esirable to keep
information requirements simple, and preferably closely related to information which the
firm would have wished to assemble for ils own purposes.

The. important aspect about compliance costs is that they represent a dead-weight cost
on transactions, including the cost of providing financial services and of employing
labour. Given the importance to the economy of the efficient provision of financia-l
services, it is quite clear that it is economically desirable to minimiie this cost. Similarly,
it is clearly important to minimise non-wage labour costs. lt would require a rather
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strained argument to claim that redistribution provides particular services for the financial
sector or for employers. This means that user pays arguments cannot be used to justity
imposing a de facto tax on bankers and employers by shifting the administrative costs ot
redistribution on to them. lnstead, the justification of imposing information requirements
on those industries is that they are the groups holding the relevant information, and the
overall social costs are likely to be minimised by approaching the instituilon that already
holds the information. However, the fact that employers and bankers do not themselves
get any special benefit out of the use of the information underlines the importance of
minimising compliance costs and ensuring that state systems are designed to handle the
receipt of information with as little burden on the supplier of information as possible. In
particular, it would seem desirable to ensure that compliance costs are not only low, but
that they be uniformly low as between different employers contemplating taking on more
employees, or between financiers considering the supply of extra financial services. Any
system which imposes extra costs on those employers who happen to have a high
labour turnover, or a lot of seasonal wort, might excesslvely discourage employment-in
those industries for no valid reason.

As with government administration systems, the information on the overall cost of
compfiance is not easy to come by. However, the likely etfect of some factors can be
identified in order to undertake a broad-brush analysis of possible administrative
alternatives.

All other things being equal, it would seem desirable to reduce the frequency with which
third parties are required to supply data on the circumstances of individuals. However, it
may be more significant to reduce the number of occasions on which one-off enquiries
are made about a particular person. So long as the informatlon which is regularly
collected is as simple as possible, it may be more desirable to report regular[Ln ail
employees or clients, rather than to respond on a one-by-one basis as stlte enqui1es
are made. For the purposes of this discussion we may declare that it is desirabli Ootn
to minimise the overall frequency of reporting and to avoid one-off enquiries. The
appropriate balance between these can only be determined as an empiricai issue.

- Behavioural Effects

Any activity by the government is likely to lead to changes in refative prices. Under
no_rmal rationality assumptions we may sxp€ct that the behaviour of people in soclety
will change in response to the new set of incentives. These behavioural changes can
!9ad to changes in ouputs, and changes in the payment of taxes or receipt of benefits.
The difference between the levels of output or fiscal balances associated with ditferent
sets of policies may be regarded as a measure of the resource costs of alternative
approaches.

The transfer payments involved in redistribution programmes introduce substanilal
c-hanges in relative prices. In particular, the net returns to employment and saving are
likely to change as a result of changes in ta,x or assistance schemes. However, it is not
the purpose of this study to assess the overall consequences of redistribution. Instead it
is assumed that redistribution will continue to be part of the government's activity at
approximately similar levels to the present. The focus instead is on the behaviour
changes induced by different methods of collecting and processing information for
redistribution purposes. In that context two mdn areis of concern enierge. The first is
changes in related activities that might occur as a result of the use of information for
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redistribution. The most commonly quoted example in this area is the possibility of
reduced voluntary compliance with tax systems in response to the use of tax information
for other purposes. The second behavioural response is the possibility of fraudulent tax
returns and benefit applications as individuals seek to take advantage of the
redistribution system.

a Changes in Related Activities

There appear to be two obvious areas that could be affected by the information systems
used for redistribution. The first is the change in the likelihood of individuals accepting
assistance from the state, and the second is the change in the likelihood of individuals
complying with tax obligations.

In the area of the uptake of benefits it is important to be careful to specify the problem
correctly. We are not here talking about fraudulent applications, but the uptake of
assistance by those who are eligible for that assistance. Since the purpose of benefit
policy is presumably not cynical, administrative processes which increase the
percentage of the eligible population who take advantage of redistribution schemes are
to be preferred (even though the fiscal cost is higher) over those with a lower
percentage uptake. lt is hard to see any legitimate reason for the state to prefer a low
ugtalte for any given scheme, since that would imply either a systematic bias in delivery
which excluded whole sections of society, or that the receipt of assistance wai
effectively a lottery. Neither outcome would seem to be consistent with any plausible
government goals in redistribution. Therefore we may assume that informafion
requirements should be as simple as possible so that they can be readily understood
and acted upon by the eligible population. This suggests that, all other things being
equal, integrated redistribution schemes with uniform income returns and automatic
receipt of assistance, are desirable.

Another possibility is that the uptake of benefits might vary because different
approaches to administration might encourage or discourage people from ordering their
lives in a way that makes them eligible for assistance. As a geheril rule, schemes wnich
encourage people to rely on the state to support them, rather than to make extra efforts
to take on paid employment and so become self-sufficient, are to be discouraged.
However, it is difficult to see what could be involved in the information systems used for
redistribution which might change people's eagerness to be eligible for issistance other
than stigma or inconvenience. Stigma has already been covered and, all other things
being equal, it is clearly preferable to reduce stigma where possible. Inconvenience f6r
applicants for assistance has also been covered already since it is a subset of
compliance costs. lt must be assumed that as a general rule the lssser the
inconvenience to applicants, the better. This is partly because of the general
presumption that any reduction in compliance cost is to be preferred, but also because
the marginal impact on the behaviour of applicants as a result of administrafive
inconvenience is unpredictable between ditferent individuals. lt is more straightfonrard
and less capricious to operate a scheme with minimal applicant inconveniehce but a
lower level of benefits, rather than a package with similai-average costs bti a higher
level of benefits and higher applicant inconvenience. The net impact betr,veen
beneficiaries would be more predictable with a low inconvenience scheme and as a
result the government could be rnore confident that those individuals who were targeted
to receive assistance were in fact utilising it.
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The conclusions for the design of information systems from this discussion is consistent
with those already outlined under the headings of stigma and compliance costs. In
particular it seems preferable to have schemes which are as simple toi the applicant as
possible, including systems where an application for tax and for support'might be
actioned simultaneously.

The area of tax compliance is very contentious. Tax departments the world over tend to
claim that the use of tax information for any other purpose might have drastic
implications for voluntary tax compliance. They predict that taxpayeis would be less
willing to supply honest information if they knew that the tax informaiion was liable to be
used for non'tax purposes. This means that any integrated redistribution scheme based
on tax information could be expected to be accompanied by a loss of tax receipts. Any
such loss would be a serious cost to the government whlch might outwelgh airy fiscal
gains from a move to more accurate information systems and the reduction in benefit
fraud.

This argument seems plausible and my inteMews with tax officials around the world
showed that it has widespread support. However, under more close examination the
argument collapses from the lack of a theoretical foundation and the absence of any
empirical support. As explained in Appendix Three on Tax Compliance, once it is
assumed that a maior factor leading to tax compliance is a fear of getting caught for
non-compliance, it is apparent that there is no strong reason to expect-a malor ta,rpayer
response as a result of changes in the way in which the tax information is handled. The
marginal loss in tax receipts from those who are in a position to choose to withhold tax
information is likely to be substantialty offset by the gains from those who are not in a
position to adjust their tax returns and whose fraudulent benefit applications could be
quickly exposed. Theory does not give us a clear prediction on the likely outcome of this
balance, so we must turn to experience. lt is ditficult to establish accurate empirical
results in this area as there is no base line for comparison and no opportunity for control
groups. However, results in the United States, where tax informatibn is now used in a
large number of contexts including many redistributional contexts, has not produced any
evidence to show that compliance behaviour is impaired as a result of other usss of tax
information. Even where tax information is used to take money from fathers who are
defaulting on maintenance payments, IRS officials acknowledge that there is no
evidence that this group respond by refusing to comply with tax bbligations (interview
with Lefbom, October 1989).

In its review of the New Zealand lnland Review Department, the International Monetary
Fund (lMF) expressed a concern at the involvement of the tax department in social
policies (lMF, 1988). Howsver, this does not mean that the IMF f;n that the Inland
Revenue Department's information should not be used for social purpos€s. Instead the
IMF report suggests that, rather than having Family Support administered by Inland
Revenue staff, the tax information could be handed ovei to another agency for the
administration of social policies. The IMF see no significant compliance problems that
would be created by such an approach. (lMF 1ggg, page 59).

This discussion suggests that the issue of tax compliance raises no concerns that need
to be reflected in the criteria for the assessment of information systems to be used for
redistribution.
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Fraudulent Claims

The need to reduce fraudulent claims is an area that may be separately identified in
assessing information schsmes. Every payment made in respect of 

'a 
fraudulent claim is

both inequitable, as it provides funds for those who are not most in need, and also
represents a dead-weight cost as it increases the transfer costs of a benefit scheme.

However, beyond acknowledging that fraud is a cost, most aspects of the issue need not
be explored more closely here as it has already been covered in the discussion of the
means of assessment. The need to provide accurate measures of relative need, in
particular the requirement that income and other bankabllity information be verified
wherever reasonably possible, is aimed at avoiding fraud.

One issue in fraud prevention that has not been covered is the design of identity card
systems. lf cards are issued, and relied on for proof of eligibility, it is important thit they
be secure. This involves three tests. The first is that the is-suin! process must have higir
integrity; cards should only be issued where it is clear that the person has been correc{ly
identified, and that any aliases are also noted in connec'tion with the one card. This ii
essential to reduce the risk of the redistribution system being abused by people
acquiring official cards illegitimately. The second is that it must Oe difficutt to forge'cards,
or tamper with legally issued cards. This is necessary to reduce the risk of people using
improper cards tro access the system in any way. The third test is that it 6trouto be al
ditficult as possible for anyone to profit from the theft of an identity card. lf the card
contains extensive details about the user which can be readily read on the face of the
car!' it is relatively easy for a thief to impersonate the card owner, and so galn access
to the benefits that the card was supposed to regulate.

Another possible source of fraud is staff fraud. lt is not in the purpose of this study to
cover internal audit procedures. However, it is consistent with'the need to avoid staff
fraud that systems be kept as simple as possible and be used with adequate identity
checks and verification of the income information which is supplied by claimants. Thi
need to control fraud therefore provides support for several of the criteria that have been
developed in other sections above.

The Criteria

Having reviewed the nature of the information nocessary to run a redistribution system,
and the costs that may be imposed by such systems, it is now possible to bring together
the conclusions arrived at in the earlier discussion into a list of criteria for use in the
assessment of information systems for redistribution. All of the items in the list below
have been identified in the previous sections. Some have occurred In several sections
and others arise from the contradictory conclusions of different sections. In applying
these criteria for policy analysis purposes it will be necessary to make tradeoffs Obiwben
some of the different goals.

For ease of application, the crileria are sub-divided into four different sec.tions. The first
relates to the nature of the information that is needed in order to assess the relatlve
position of different members of society. The other three relate to the steps that should
be taken in order to minimise the costs on the government, indlviduals ani third parties.
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- The Required Information

ln order to arrive at an accurate interpretation of the relative position of different people
the analysis contained in Chapters Three and Four, and in the earlier section of this
chapter, indicates that the following information is necessary:

- current income;

- recent income, measured in intervals of less than a year;

- past income, annually for at least two years;

- wealth;

- employment status;

- disabilities;

- family circumstances.

On the assumption that the definitions of these items are clearly understood and
accurately folfowed the important attributes that the system must protect are:

- Feasibility: information collection and processing systems must be technically
feasible;

- Timing: the information must be collected sufficiently frequenily and must be
sufficiently timely to be useful for administrative purposes;

- Verification: information on the circumstances of individuals should be validated
from third party sources wherever reasonably possible;

- Flexibillty: the interpretation of information on individual circumstances must be
interpreted with sufficient flexibil'rty so that those facing constraints can be
accurately identified.

Having determined the nature of the information that would be preferred to make a fair
assessment of relative need, we may now list the criteria that should be considered if
the costs of the information system are to be minimised.

- Government Systems

- Simplicity: the information being collected, and the flows of information, must be
kept simple;

- Duplication: similar information should be collected and assessed as few times
as possible;

- Correctabllity: information should be stored in ways which allow the ready
correction of any mistakes;

- Securlty: all information must be kept under adequate physical and logical
security, and the number of officiats with free access to the data musl be
minimised;
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- Organisation: departments and other government organisations should have
straight fonrard structures, avoiding conflicting missions;

Two particular areas that need to be covered are:

- Matching: administrative matching should only proceed using closely related data
for which those supplying the data understand the purpose for which it will be
used, and with due process to be used in all steps of the administration.
Preferably any match should be on a case by case basis. Analytical matching
(with no immediate administrative implications) should be permitted so long al
there is secure protection of the data involved.

- ldentity Cards: Any identity card issuing system must have adequate integrity,
the cards should be difficult to forge, and should contain the minimum fieeiy
readable information on the face.

Requirements on Individuals

Control: individuals should retain as much control as possible of informatlon
about themselves;

ldentification: identity cards should only be used on a single or limited purpose
bases;

Repetition: the number of times individuals must supply personal information
should be minimised;

Exposure: the number of visits to welfare agencies, or other public acts in the
process of applying for assistance, should be minlmised. Simllarly, the number ol
specific enquiries to third parties for informatlon about named appllcants for
assistance should be minimised;

Effort: the total time involved in providing information on personal circumstances
should be minimised.

Third Party Requirements

Frequency: the number of times that third parties must supply information should
be minimised;

Enquiries: the number of specific purpose enquiries to third parties should be
minimised;

Accounts: information collected from the third parties should be as close as
possible to that which they would have been likely to collect for their own
purposes.
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In total the list calls for information on seven ditferent factors, which should comply as
well as possible with nineteen criteria. Some of these, such as the different aspecis of
duplication are repetitive, and the criteria could be shortened. However, the list ii kept In
its full form here to enable an examination of the issues from the point of view ol iach
of the individual, the Government, and third parties. In later chapteis these standards of
a good redistribution information system will be used to assess the performance of
existing systems, and to make an indicative evaluation of possiUte alternative
approaches.
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CHAPTEB NINE: A cRlrlouE oF ExtsrtNc REDtsrRtBUTtoN sysrEMs

Introductlon

Having used the theory of well-being and the philosophy of privacy to establish a set of
criteria for the assessment of information systems used for-redistiibution, we may now
use those criteria to assess the design of existing systems. In order to make a shift from
the abstract to the concrete, we must first introduce the systems which are in use and
then apply the criteria to evaluate the current approach.

The first part of this. chapter will present a stylised description of the major redistribution
systems used in New Zealand. The description will be cast at a generalised level,
drawlng out the significant points about the information systems uied. For a more
detailed description of a set of information systems the rea-der may refer to Appendix
One, on New Zealand redistribution systems.

The description will focus first on the information systems used for tax. Following this
there will be an outline of systems used for welfare purposes, w1h housing includ6d as
a separate entity within the welfare area. The following section of the chapter is a
step-by-step application of the criteria to these redistribution information systems.

The System Overall

Tax and welfare systems jointly contribute to a complex set of information flows. There
are important differences between the two areas; one collects annuat information on
past income and the other collects periodic information on current and recent income,
wealth, employment, disabilities and family circumstances. However, there is a
substantial overlap and duplication across ths various parts of the redistribution system.

Figure One contains a ligrtlv simplified schema of the information flows relating to
income' lt would be possible to construct a diagram which illustrated the flows of alfthe
different types of information that are collected for redistribution purposes, but it would
be very complicated. Information flows relating to income are shown here because
income is the most.interesting. single factor involved in the assessment of well-being.
Information on location (migration) is also added as an example of other items which
add to the overall flow of data.

It would also be possibfe to conceive of a larger diagram, showing all flows of
information (or all llows of income information) to the government. This diagram on
information used for redistribution could then be located wittrin a more comprehensive
framework. A major addition in such a larger diagram would be the Department of
Statistics, which collects information on all of tne areas identified in Figure One from
eac.h ol the groups shown. However, the focus for our purpose is solely oi redistribution,
and other information flows are ignored here.

Some features which are immediately apparent from a quick scrutiny of the diagram are:

- there is a large number of flows of similar information into the government
redistribution system;

- there is very little exchange of information within the redistribution system;
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- outside the tax system there is very little comprehensive verification of
ciicumstances.

These visual impressions provide only a first blush overview. Before making a more
comprehensive analysis the systems must be described more fully.

The description in this chapter applies particularly to the procssses used in New
Zealand, but the outline of any one part of the information systems could equally be
applied to many other countries. As a general rule the admlnisirailon of welfare system
in New Zealand is very similar to those in the United Kingdom, and the administration of
tax is very similar to the system used in the United Siates of America. Some of the
significant differences in other administrations will be pointed out during the description.
One important aspect of the New Zealand system is that we haie a centralised
Government. Those nations with a federal administration face many complexities which
wo are able to ignore.

Like any other real world system, the existing structures used for the collection and
management of information for redistribution purposes is extremely complex. There is a
great deal of variety even within one country, and there are many individualistic qulrks
about different programmes. This complexity is not surprising. Information systems have
grown over time as the redistribution system has developed. Many details m-ay be added
from time to time as new policies are introduced and old'policies idjusteO. Teihnological
innovations tend to be applied on an uncoordinated basis to diff'erent aspects oithe
system as problems emerge or opportunities occur.

Fol Jhe purposes of this discussion we may abstract from most of this confusing detail
to identify the most important aspec'ts of the information systems. Though redistiibugon
may be viewed as one entity, the two dlfferent aspects of iedistrlbulon,-tax and welfare
assistance, are here described separately

Information Systems Used for Tax

The important detail to establish about the information systems in this area are: what
information is collected; from whom; at what times; and how that information is
processed. The following paragraphs focus on those details.

Information on What? Information for tax purposes focuses almost entirely on income.
The first item of information, however, is an identifier, which is the tax number. All
dealings with the Inland Revenue Department should contain a reference to the tax
number of the individual concerned. Though there have been some problems as a result
of .some duplication during the initial issue of the tax number, this is supposedly a
unique identifier for every taxpayer in New Zealand. The Inland Revenue bepartment
has recently announced plans to upgrade the integrity of the tax number, and the
likelihood of duplication will be greaily reduced.

Having clarified the identity, the main focus for the information is the income received in
the previous March year. The information covers income from all sources, but excludes
imputed incoms and (except for those trading in assets) excludes income from capital
gains. The income to be reported includes all salaries and wages, social welfare
benefits, income from capital (interest and dividends), and all busineis income including
income from trusts, estates and partnerships. In New Zealand there are very few
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deductions for non-income purposes; for example there is no deductibility for mortgage
payments on owner-occupied housing in New Zealand. This means that the New
Zealand system arrives at a nearly comprehensive assessment of annual income and
for most wage and salary earners it is relatively simple compared to the systems that
prevail in some other countries.

ln addition, though the primary focus of the information collected is on income, the
Inland Revenue Department also collects information on the employment status of
taxpayers through the year. The purpose of this is to snsure that income earned at all
times is reported, and to identify any gaps in reported earnings.

Informatlon Collected from Whom? The annual return filed by the individual taxpayer
is the primary source of information. Most incoms information must be provided with
substantiating material. This generally means providing evidence of ieceipts from
employment (in the form of a statement from the emptoyer), evidence of interest and
other capital receipts, and receipts for any deductible expenditure. This emphasis on
universal annual returns is found in virtually all income ta,r systems; the British system,
which requires employers to calculate PAYE deductions on a cumulative basis through
the year, is an exception to the rule. In every tax regime, businesses must submit full
accounts and retain evidence of receipts and payments for possible later audit by the tax
authorities.

The. second supplier of information is the payers of income. All employers must produce
evidence, identified by tax number, of all wages and salaries and other allowances paid
during the March year tor each of their employees. Banks and other payers of interests,
and also share registrars must also supply information on the amouni piiO to depositors
and shareholders; currently this is identified by name but adminlstrative processes are
being introduced so that all interest and dividend payments may be idenilfied by tax
number in the near future.

The third source of information is the projects that are run by the Inland Revenue
Department. The Department may approach institutions to requirb records of payments
made by members. of various groups (such as local authorities) to the providers of a
service (for example, contractors). This project information can.be used to check the
information supplied in the returns filed by those service providers, to see whether all
their activities have been accounted for.

When ls Information Provided? All information returns, from taxpayers and from those
providing income, must be forwarded soon after the end of the financial year. For most
taxpayers this means the March year. All third party reports on saliry and wage
payments, and interest or dividend payments to individuals are provided on a Marih
year basis. This means that most of the information is provided in ine first quarter of the
financial year but for some business income the returns may be provided some months
later. Information for project or for audits can be collected s6verai years after the end of
the financial year in question.

How is the lnformation Processed? The tax collection system, and hence the
associated information management system, is characterised 

-by 
tax authorities as a

voluntary compliance system. This means that the tax authorities assume that most
people, most of the time, present honest tax returns. That assumption implies that it is
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necessary only to check enough returns to encourage continued honesty, but it is not
nec€ssary for there to be comprehensive checking of all rsturns. For most people,
therefore, the self assessment of tax is accepted as the final assessment and'the
process of recording liability is substantially a clericaltransfer of data from the tax retum.

However, after the assessment has been arrived dt, there is a post-assessment
verification and audit process. Verification involves the matching of data from returns
with data provided by third party payers of incoms. In New' 2ealand, a substantial
percentage of source information (around half of all employer data) is electronically
matched to returns. In some other countries a higher percentage is matched, for
example in the United States 100 percent of employer returns are matched to individual
returns. In addition, information from other sources, including project information
gathered by IRD staff, is matched on a regular basis. The aim of this verification process
is to identify income information that is not offered by the taxpayer. That is, where a
taxpayer neglects to mention income from a particular employer or misreports the level
of income received from a particular sourcs, the matching process is likely to reveal the
payments made and so permit an increased assessment to be arrived at.

The audit process is a further check. Audits involve the examination of returns and a
check against information about that taxpayer in order to confirm the accuracy of the
return. The auditing process is largely driven by experience of what kind of taxpayers
are most likely to file incorrect returns, and what kind of information is most subject to
incorrect reporting. Because it is the area of greatest complexity, and the area with the
most opportunity for false returns, most audits focus on business earnings.

Because tax assessments can be adjusted up to 10 years after the end of the financiat
year in question, tax data is retained by the Inland Revenue Department for many years.
The return and associated documents are kept in paper records, and the el-ectronlc
ledger which records all of the central details from the'assessment, is kept on the central
computer. All staff in the Inland Revenue Department have the right to access any return
(other than a few sensitive returns such as from the judiciary and from the Department's
own staff). This access can be achieved through on-line terminats in all distiict offices
and at head otfice or by calling for the file on a given taxpayer. lt should be noted that,
in spite of the inherent risk posed by the widespread staif right to access data, the
Inland Revenue Department has an exemplary security record, with no major leaks of
personal information. There is a very strong emphasis in the Department on ihe need to
protect the information supplied by taxpayers and to ensure thai it is used solely for tax
purposes.

In Summary: The set of information that is received by the tax authoriiles is regular and
comprehensive, with a very large proportion of payments being reported to the
Department automalically. ln addition the Inland Revenue Department can require
information on individual transactions or to do with the affairs of any given taxpayers.
The information systems used for tax purposes are characterised by butk naniting ot
one type of information (annual income for the past year) and comprehensive
verification. Up to 10 years of records of the taxes for every taxpayer are retained.

Information Systems Used for Welfare purposes

The-information systems for welfare are more complex but less thorough than those
involved in tax. The complexity arises because there is a greater variety of forms of
assistance, a greater range of information and more lnstitutions. ine reduced
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thoroughness relates to the lack of comprehensive verification. The description'here
focuses mostly on the systems operated by the Department of Social Welfare and the
Housing Corporation. The systems are described together because as a general rule the
information collected and the process of handling that information is iimilar for both
agencies' However, it should be noted that though this presentation gives the
impression of a single system, the implication is that for many people ihe same
information is collected twice, as the two systems duplicate each otirei. fne ofter major
weffare agency is the Inland Revenue Department which operates the Family Supp6rt
programme.

As with the discussion of tax, the information systems are described by reference to the
information collected, the person from whom the information is colleited, the timing of
the information collection, and the processing of the information once it is collected.

lnformation on What? The tax number is not used as an identifier outside the tax
system so the Department of Social Welfare requires separate identification to be
offered. Once the identity of the individual is established, generally using at least two
forms of identification, an applicant is assigned a unique Sotial Welfare number for use
by the Department to keep track of all of that person's dealings with the Department. In
contrast, it is notable that the Housing Corporation does not require any form of
identiflcation from applicants, and operates no national numbering system. For Family
Support, which is constituted within the tax system, the Inland Revenue Department
uses the tax number.

The major item of information that is supplied to all welfare agencies is data on current
income. The Department of Social Welfare and the Housing Corporation both require
information on wages and salaries received over the last month'or so. Similarly, the
Inland Revenue Department requires evidence of recent pay slips when households
apply for the Family Support Eligibility Certificate. tn aadition, ior most benefit and
housing purposes, information on income received over the previous twelve months is
also sought. Though this does not involve a breakdown of ieceipts within that twelve
month period, it could be characterised as a first approximation oi recent income.

In order to confirm estimates of income from capital, and also to establish eligibility for
accommodation assistance, both the Housing Corporation and Department of Social
Welfare require information on assets. This focuses on financiai and real wealth.
Information on employment status is also gathered by each agency involved in welfare
assistance.

Information on the disabilities of sickness or invalids beneficiaries is collected by the
Department of Social Welfare. The Housing Corporation would only normally acquire
information on disabilities for special assistance that may be otfered io help with house
conversions and as a factor in deciding priorities for state rental housing.

Information on the family circumstances is required by every welfare agency. This
generally includes information on the identity of the spouse and ihe number, names and
ages of all dependent children. The income of all adults in the family unit (as defined for
the purposes of that assistance) is also generally collected.

The paragraphs above account for all the items which measure bankability. In addition
there are other items which are collected for particular purpos€s in the administration of
assistance. Several benefits are only available to piopie currentty residing in New
Zealand, and therefore information is gathered on location, or particularly on einigration.
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Another area of information that is commonly collected is data on spending. Generally
this relates to spending of a particular sod, og accommodation. The provision of ail
forms of accommodation assistance is contingent on information being supplied on
accommodation costs, and the Housing Corporation also requires d-etails'on the
standard of accommodation. Information on specific items of expenditure is also
collected for other special purpose forms of assistance such as pharmaceuticats and
child care. A further example where spending information is coltected relates to
discretionary assistance. The provision of supplementary benefits, or the discretionary
discounting of rents.or interest payments, is usually contingent on a fully itemised
household budget being prepared and submitted to the relevant agency.

Information from Whom? The main source of information for welfare purposes is from
the applicant. In every case there is an application form which usually requires that
evidence be provided to substantiate details of receipts and payments.

For Family Support purposes, the information that is colldcted is essentially similar (but
in more detail) to that provided for tax purposes, and the verification procesi is the same
as used for tax, with the addition of some recent pay slips during the process of applying
for the Eligibility Certificate. Family Support, being part-of the Incom6 tax system,'isth6
only welfare scheme which involves comprehensive verification of income from all
sources. All other schemes verify only those sources of income that are identified in the
application for assistance.

For Social Welfare and Housing Corporation purposes, verification is sought in respect
of all sources of income that are specified in the application. The Housin! Corporation
requires the applicant to produce a form filled in by an employer attestiig to income
paid. The Social Welfare Department generally prefers the appliiant to supply evidence
of income received (generally recent pay slips) but when this is not availabb, or when
extra information is needed, the information is acquired using enquiry forms. These are
one-off requests that are fonrvarded to the sources of income nominated in the
application. Employers or other providers of income are requested to inform the
Department of Social Welfare of payments made to the ldentifieil individual.

The welfare agencies do not normally exchange information between themselves, but
the staff of the Housing Corporation and Social Welfare contact each other occasionally
to clarify the position of an applicant. In addition, because benefits are taxable, the
Department of Social Welfare reports annually to the Inland Revenue Department on the
benefits paid to each individual, identified by tax number.

There are two major sources of information on matters that may be omitted from the
information provided by the applicant. The first is information from the general public.
Tip-offs, often anonymous, are received by all agencies but are most iniportant for the
Department of Social Welfare. The other independent source of information relates to
departure from New Zealand. Everybody leaving New Zealand is required to fill in a
departure card and these are referred by the lmmigration Division to the Department of
Social Welfare. The Department matches the identities on the departure cards w1h its
roll of benefit recipients. This is the only comprehensive set of verification information
that is used outside the Inland Revenue Department.

When is the Information Collected? The information is mosfly provided at the time of
applying for assistance, and subsequently as required whenevbr renewal of assistance
is needed. For rnost benefits and for housing assistance these renewals are on an
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annual basis, at the anniversary of that particular benefit or assistance. For some
benefits there is a more frequent rotation (often two monthly). The renewal cycle for
each beneficiary operates from a date determined by reference to the time of application
for that benefit. This has two implications. The first is that the flow of information to the
Department continues through the year. The second is that information provided to
welfare agencies about the previous year's income may not bear any relationship to the
tax year or a calendar year.

How is the Information Processed? The processing of Family Support is effectively
the same as income tax, and need not be described again in this section.

Unlike the tax system, welfare and housing assistance are not dominated by any annual
cycle, and applications arrive in a steady stream through the year. As a result, staff are
not organised by function (such as classification or verification as found in the Inland
Revenue Department). Instead, because the main distinguishing feature of the
assistance process tends to be the detailed differences'betwesn different benefits or
between rental and lending assistance, the staff are organised by type of assistance.
Staff within one section of a welfare office are likely to handle all aspects of application
and verification of information for one form of assistance.

All applications (especially those to the Social Welfare Department) are carefully
checked and often double checked. Each item of information is expected to be verified,
and evldence should be attached to the file to substantiate the claims included in the
application. The benefit or level of housing assistance is calculated by welfare staff and
not by the applicant. Internal control and audit systems are designed to €nsure that each
step is properly carried out and that the calculations of assistance are correct. The
information processing system may be characterised as being application driven. Staff
specialising in all aspects of handling a particular form of assistance are required to
carefully vet all information on the application and to confirm it against all reasonable
sources.

There are two main exceptions to this application driven approach. The first is the
Benefit Control Units, which largely rely on information from the public to identity
beneficiaries whose circumstances should be audited. The second ls the emigratlon
card matching process which is carried out at a centralised data office.

Though the Department of Social Welfare has a substantial computer system, its
capabilities are limited and only a small amount of personal data is held electronically. At
present the central computer system in the Housing Corporation is even more limited,
containing only ledger data on debts and payments, and no personal data. Both the
Housing Corporation and the Department of Social Welfare keep most information on
paper files in district offices. Access to the files is normally open to all staff, so that
anyone working in a particular district has ready access to information on anybody
receiving assistance from that office. In addition, staff in the Social Welfare Department
are able to access more summary information contained in the central computer system
on €very beneficiary. As with the Inland Revenue Department, it is not apparent that
there has been any major leaks of personal information from these welfare systems.

In Summary: All of the items which comprise the elements of income and bankability
are collected in some form or other, and in addition further information is frequently
collected to establish eligibility or to identify a particular need for discretionary
assistance. Welfare processes are generally characterised by detailed scrutiny of
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individual cases and the verification of information supplied on the application form,
using one-otf approaches to third party sources. There is almost a complete absence of
comprehensive verification of circumstances against sources that have not been
nominated by the applicant.

The Criteria for Evaluation

The bones of the redistribution systems are now apparent (and there is more flesh in the
appendices). In order to determine whether these systems meet the needs of an
effective and sensitive redistribution policy, the criteria that were developed in Chapter
Eight may be used to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the current information
system. The criteria are subdivided into four areas. The first is the information
requirements, and the others relate to the Government, the individual and to the third
pafi supplier of information.

- The Required Information

The current information systems used in redistribution may be claimed to collect in some
form, and into some agency, information on all the categories that have been identified
as necessary to assess income and bankability. The most doubtfut claim relates to
recent income, but for all other areas it is clear that some information ls being collected.

Current income, being information on salary and wages in recent weeks, is collected by
welfare agencies. Recent income, in the form of information on income over the last
twelve months, but not broken down into shorter periods, is also collected by welfare
agencies. Information on past income is collected by the Inland Revenue Department.
Information on wealth is collected by welfare agencies and all institutions collect
information on employment status. Information on disability and on family circumstances
is collected by welfare agencies.

However, though information is collected, an examination of the factors necessary for
good quality information highlights some signiflcant deficiencies. These criteria wi-l ne
examined in turn.

Feasibility: Since all the systems described in this chapter are curently functioning they
are obviously feasible.

Timing: Information for tax is collected annually at the end of the tax year. This is both
sufficiently timely and sufficiently frequent for all tax purposes and for any other purpose
for which information on past income is required. Information on cuirent income is
monitored frequently for short term benefits. Generally new returns are required about
every eight weeks. This is consistent with the desired frequency that was suggested in
Ghapter Four.

The major gap is the monitoring of recent income. Because no agency regularly collects
monthly (or even quarterly) income information, there is no sourie foi welfare agencies
to use in assessing this aspect of bankability. Individuals are not asked for any feriodic
breakdown of their last year's income, and employers are asked only to sup-pli either
current income or income for all of the recent year. The Inland Revenue fidpartment
does not normally collect data on the flow of income during a year. The only
circumstances when receipts during the year may be supplied on a more disaggregated
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basis is in the case of an individual who has changed jobs during the year. In that case
certificates of earnings from different employers may revealthe income profile during the
year. Such data is lodged within the written tax file but the information is not processed,
so it is not readily accessible. In addition, even though the tax file could be queried, the
information would not be available before the end of the tax year.

Income on wealth is collected annually during the periodic reassessment of eligibility for
assistance. This would seem to be a sufficiently frequent period of review.

Information on employment status and family circumstances (and, where relevant,
disability) is supposed to be reported whenever circumstances change. Since the
assistance relates directly to the current status of each of these factors ihis seems an
appropriate timing.

Verification: Information for tax purposes is generally subjec't to comprehensive
verification. Data from individual returns is routinely matched to source data to identify
any income that has not been reported and to verify the levels of income that are
reported.

In the welfare area, verification is much weaker. Though there is a regutar policy to
check all reported information, there is no normal means of identifying sourcei of
income that are not reported, or any other circumstances that have noi been divulged.
The individual with an unreported job, business, or bank account, has a good chancL of
remaining undetected in the normal course of events in the processing of a welfare
application. This is why the Department of Social Welfare continues to hlve a problem
with individuals who fail to report their new jobs when they start employment.

For long-term beneficiaries, and for the assessment of bankability, past income could be
useful in clarifying the circumstances of individuals. However, though the Inland
Revenue Department holds verified information on past employment stltus and past
income, this information is not used to verity the information provided for the
assessment of bankability; the information held by the Inland Revenue Department is
not used to confirm any aspect of eligibility for welfare or housing assistance. This strict
separation of tax and welfare systems is also found in Britain, Uut in various other parts
of the world tax information is used to help confirm eligibility for assistance. tn Europe
one-off comparisons of tax information are common and in North America compuier
matching of tax source information against welfare rolls is regularly used (see Appendix
Two on Information Exchanges).

There is no comprehensive verification of wealth information. The Social Welfare
Department regularly sends enquiry forms to bankers and other institutions, but, as with
employment income, these forms only go to nominated institutions. There is no general
check against wealth registries in order to confirm claims lodged by applicanis. The
Housing Corporation makes no systematic check of reported wealth tiotOings.

There is also no general check of information about disabilities, but in this case there is
no problem. Because eligibility for assistance depends on the presence of the disability
(rather than the absence of income or wealth), there is no need to verity the non-
existence of disabilities. The incentive is for the individual to report the disability and its
existencs can be checked on a one-off basis.
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Family circumstances is a notoriously difficult factor to verify. There are two aspscts to
this problem. The first issue is that the existence of outward signs is a poor indication of
subjective commitment. The fact that two people may be observed living together is not
a definite sign that they live in a relationship in the nature of marriage. Unlike
employment, which is relatively easy to identify becauss both parties have an incentive
in clarifying the boundaries of their relationship, personal relationships can be very
vague. The individuals involved may have two different understandings of th;
relationship and even when there is a legal contract (marriage) this is not 

-conclusive

evidence that the relationship is continuing.

The second issue in identifying family circumstances is that even those matters that
Ti-qlt seem objectively verifiable (for example the presence and number of dependent
children) can only be confirmed by the use of very intrusive methods of observation.
Visits from social workers, enquiries with neighbours, counting of washing on the line or
beds in the house are all extremely intrusive forms of information gatheiing.

The Department of Social Welfare is well aware that this is a sensitive and difficult arsa.
The main items of information are either statements from beneficiaries or contrary
assertions from neighbours; both may be subject to accidental or wilful error, The
Department has developed a follow up process for neighbourhood reports, using a
counselling (rather than inquisitorial) approach. Head Otfice staff report tnat this
approach is proving effective, with a high proportion of beneficiaries acknowledging that
they are in breach of the rules, and is populai with staff and beneficiaries (intervieri with
Hughes, April 1990). The new technique cannot achieve certainty, but it does provide a
means of checking circumstances, and allowing beneficiaries to respond to ailegations
against them.

It is clear that family circumstances are not verified as well as some other factors.
However, it is also clear that this area is inherently vague and we cannot expect to
achieve a high level of verification; the methods that aie being used sesm to be as
robust and sensitive as is likely to be achieved.

Flexibility: The systems of emergency assistance and the ability to consider extra
information when arriving at a tax assessment or an estimate of benefit eligibility
confirms that there is substantial flexibility in the present system. Means exist to coltect
extra information where necessary and to consider circumstances in greater depth in
order to ensure that a more accurate understanding of the circumstances is achieved.

In Summary: Information is collected on all factors involved in bankability, but the lack
of a regular collection of income information more frequent than annua[ly means that
information on recent income is so poor as to be substantially non-existent. The
verification of information for tax purposes is good, but it is very weak for welfare
purposes. lt may be possible, in particular, to improve the information used for welfare
purposes in the areas of income, wealth and employment status.

Having examined the nature of the information to be collected we may now turn to the
area of costs of provision, collection and analysis of information.

- Government Systems

An assessment of the issues involved in the Governmenfs administration of
redistribution and the design of information systems may be assisted by reference to
Figure Two. This is an expanded extract from Figure One, focusing particularly on the
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flows of income information to and within the redistribution system. The main impression
from this diagram is of a large number of repeated flows of similar information into the
various redistribution agencies, and very small amounts of information exchange
between the agencies within the system. The significance of these flows can be
identified by reference to the criteria for assessing information systems.

Simplicity: Though listed under the factors affecting the govemment, complexity
imposes major costs on individuals and third parties. The discussion here therefore
relates to all groups involved in the provision and analysis of information.

It is in the nature of income, and of bankability, that the information involved is complex.
For many people tax returns and welfare applications are among the most complex
forms that they need to fill in. However, in New Zealand most of the deductions from
income have been removed so that tax forms for salary and wage earners are now
among the most simple in the world.

However, the assessment of income is not always simple. In particular, the assessment
of business and investment income is always more complex than salary and wages.
Given the traditional problems of defining income in this area (see Chapter Two) it is not
surprising that operational systems are complex. In recent years in New Zealand, as the
tax base has become increasingly comprehensive through reforms such as full
imputation, the information requirements on some individuals and third parties have
become increasingly complex. The Tax Simplification Committee (1990) has reported
that information requirements are onerous. However, the Committee also acknowledged
that this is an inevitable result of increasing fairness in the tax system (Tax Simplificatlon
Committee, 1990, page 5). As the definition of income for tax purposes has been
reformed to more accurately reflect relative circumstances, this has required increasingly
elaborate tax returns for those with business and investment income. For most peopie,
however, and especially for those applying for welfare assistance, the assessmeni of
income is not excessively complex.

From the point of view of the government, and the processing of the information once it
has been received, most of the information poses few problems. The Social Welfare
Department, some offices of the Housing Corporation, and the Inland Revenue
Department, all use fairly simple computerised systems to assess the level of assistance
to be provided or tax to be levied. For some individuals the particular quirks are too
complex for a general purpose programme to handle, but a large proportion are
sufficiently straight-forward that their affairs may be readily summarised for computer
assessment. Therefore, even though income and bankability are inherently complex
matters, for many applicants the issues are capable of being reduced to relatively simple
administrative steps.

Overall, it is clear that income information and much of the bankability information are
complex, but it is not clear how they could be more simple without losing the ability to
draw fair distinctions between individuals. For most people, and for the ovennrhelming
maiority of applicants for assistance, the information requirements are substantid bul
not onerously complex.

Duplication: There is a large amount of duplication in the information collected by
different parts of the Government's redistribution system. Social Welfare and the
Housing Corporation both collect virtually identical information and assess it in very
similar ways. However, because applications for housing assistance or welfare benefits
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are not usually lodged at the same time, the assessment of circumstances (which
depends on affairs for the year up to the date of application) may vary for the same
person at ditferent times during a calendar year. This means that information collested
by one agency, and the assessment of circumstances arrived at by that agency, may not
be able to be adopted by the other agency without further enquiry.

The information collected by the Inland Revenue Department is also not identical to that
collected by the other agencies as it relates to the previous March year rather than
current income or income over the last 12 months. In addition, there are some details of
cash payments and receipts which the Inland Revenue Department does not normally
collect. The main area that this applies to is maintenance paymsnts, and also child-care
costs.

However, though the data sets collected by the various agencies are not identical, there
is a high degree of overlap between the information on the past 12 months that is
collected for most welfare purposes and the assessm€nt of taxable income for the
previous March year. Over a period of years the three agencies each collect a history of
essentially similar information on any person who deals with them all.

Security: Although there has been the occasional minor incident, there have been no
substantial losses of any personal records by the redistribution agencies in New
Zealand. As computerisation increases the theoretical possibility that a staff member
could collect and improperly use data on a large number of people is increased.
However, the design of new systems can incorporate means to reduce'this risk, such as
the proposal by Inland Revenue that all access to the data on their new system will be
logged. The other major protection is the corporate culture of data proiection which
particularly imbues the Department of Inland Revenue.

Organisation: At present all of the agencies involved in redistribution discharge multiple
functions, with sometimes conflicting goals. One apparent contradiction involves the
Inland Revenue Department. The primary role of ttiib agency is to collect taxes, but
since the introduction of Family Support it has acquired a welfaie function. Thls new role
complicates the activities of the Department, at some cost to their overall operations.
The IMF was sufficiently concerned at this diversion of roles that it recommended
removing the administration of Family support from Inland Revenue.

The other agencies also have complex structures. The Housing Corporation has two
very different roles. lt provides welfare assistance, but it also operates as a financial
institution. On the one hand it uses data on well-being to identify who qualifies for aid,
but on the other hand it aims to protect itself againstlhe risk of default that can occui
lLtqygt dealing with those who cannot pay their debts. The Department of Social
Welfare has a role of supplying benefits to all those who qualify, ind another role to
provide social work services and support to members of the community.

In each case the presence ol multiple roles can lead to conflicts of priorities in the daily
operation of the agencies. However, it is not the purpose of this siudy to arrive at thir
optimal form of government administration. Instead the focus is on issues direcily
associated with redistribution, and to see whether redistribution systems.themselves are
causing avoidable complications of organisational complexity.

In the context solely of redistribution, the most obvious oddity is the Inland Revenue
Department. The juxtaposition of a tax gathering and a benefit paying function could be
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claimed to be a damaging contradiction of roles. However, on closer examination the
issues may not be so clear.

It may be noted that lnland Revenue is not unique in having extra roles attached to its
tax collection function. In Australia the Tax Office now includes an office to administer
the enforcement of child maintenance payments from delinquent fathers. In the United
States the IRS has an office administering the collection of federal debts by means of
offsets from tax refunds. lt is possible, but unlikely, that governments the woild over are
carelessly sabotaging their revenue raising organisations. The alternative explanation is
that there is more involved than payments and collections.

The roles involved in redistribution may be broken into the assessment of circumstances
of individuals, the receipt of moneys from those paying tax, and the provision of
assistance to those receiving support. In addition the assessment (and possibly the
payment) process can be sub-divided into the assessment of well-being against a
formula, and the assessment of well-being for the provision of one-off discretionary aid.

The central element in the operation of Family Support is the assessment of
circumstances against a formula. Conceptually this is very similar to the assessment
process for income tax. From this point of view there is little conflict involved in
administering income tax and Family Support in the one agency, simply an increase in
c_omplexity as a result of the use of extra information and the ibiue of Eligibility
Certificates. The second element in Family Support is the regular payment to individuals
of income supplementation. Since non-cumulative PAYE income tax systems always
need to provide for payments to taxpayers, this is not a totally new aciivity for Inland
Revenue. So long as Family Support is provided via payments by employers it is hard to
claim that this involves a substantial departure from the standard'role of the Inland
Revenue Department. lf the role of Inland Revenue is described as assessing the
relative circumstances of members of the community and collecting (or paying) taxis (or
benefits), the addition of Family Support is directly in line with the Departmenfs standard
role.

Whgn a similar approach is taken to the redistribution activities of the Department of
Social Welfare and the Housing Corporation a different impression emerges. These two
agencies both combine the assessment of means against a standard formula, and the
assessment of well-being for the provision of discretionary aid. In order to assess the
circumstances of a large number of people against a standard formula it is preferable to
develop bulk information management systems, ideally incorporating comprehensive
verification. However, for discretion to be properly exercised, tnere must be one-off
judgements using specific information on the circumstances of each case.

Where there is a substantial number of discretionary payments or conc€ssions made,
there is an effective delegation of the Governmenfs redistributive function, and a de
facto amendment to the Governments formula for determining eligibility for aid. While it
is true that the information used to determine eligibility in terms of-a stindard formuta is
likely to be useful as part of the information used for the exerciss of discretion, it
obviously can only be part of the story. So long as those exercising discretion can have
access to the information used for the formula, it is not clear that those people who
administer bulk systems are necessarily the most appropriate or only group to whom the
Government should delegate the administration of discietionary aid. dn ttre other hand,
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it is clear that the administration of the two approaches in tandem must divide
management attention between the smooth administration of bulk systems and the
sensitive handling of individual cases.

Whether the existing organisations are too complex or whether they involve the optimal
combination of functions is beyond the scope of this chapter. Whai we can conclude is
that all the agencies involved in redistribution are complex.

Matching: The main area where mass matching of data is carried out is in the Inland
Revenue Department. Personal tax returns are regularly matched against reports oi
income paid from employers and other institutions. Ciearly these inatches Involve
comparisons of information which was collected for closely retateO purpos€s and they
would seem to meet the criteria for an acceptable match. fhe only ottrer regular match
that is carried out on a large scale is the mass matching of immigration cardsl Given that
departing passengers are not informed of this intended use of the information, and that
it is not apparent that a departure card has anything to do with income or benefits, it
could be that this match is in breach of the use llmitation principle. At very least it would
seem desirable that departing passengers be informed of this intended uie ot migration
data.

Another match that is regularly carried out on a one-off basis is between different
benefits administered by the Department of Social Welfare. There are currently different
computer programs for each benefit, using a common social welfare numbei for each
individual ol any benefit administered by the Department. Department staff regularly
search the Department's common index in order to establish the correct identity nimUer
for a beneficiary, and at times the enquiry may continue into an examination of the
records that have been collected for another benefit. However, there is no regular
Department-wide check to avoid duplicate applications for different benefits. When the
Department has its new computer system in-place this kind of internal matching will
become easier and more common.

Because of the restrictions on the use of personal information in both the Inland
Reve.nue Department and Department of Social Welfare, there is virtually no analytical
matching carried out.

ldentity Gards: Currently the only identity cards which are issued for redistribution
purposes are relatively informal documents with very limited application. At present
these cards would be easy to forge or to misuse, but becaus€ they are not signi1cant
documents this has not been a serious threat.

In Summary: The Government cannot be regarded as running an integrated
redistribution information system. There is a high degree of duplicatioiin the reclipt ot
information and extremely little internal erchange of information, w1h virtually no
matching carried out. Access to personal informatlon by Government servants is very
easy, and, as computerisation progresses, this may increase security risks unlesi
adequate precautions are taken. The forms of identificition that are currenly issued are
!1form-al easily forged documents which would not be suitable for any more methodical
identification process. The information that is collected seems to be ibout as simple as
could be expected without abandoning the goal of identifying those in relative need. All
of the institutions involved in redistribution are complex, with multiple and potentially
conflicting goals.
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- Requirements on Individuals

The flows of information from individuals are illustrated in Figure Three. The main
impression from this diagrammatic representation is of the repeated supply of similar
information to different agencies within the redistribution system. Again, tfri implications
of this may be seen by looking at the criteria.

Control: lt is in the nature of tax systems, and also of discriminatory redistribution
systems, that people are obliged to supply information and this always implies a
substantial loss of personal control. The major issue is whether the information, once
supplied, is used only for the purpose for which it was provided. Wfth the current
separation within the redistribution system and the virtual absence of transfers of
information or matching, the system as a general rule passes this use limitation test. The
only major item which is not treated in accordance with the purpose for which it is
collected is emigration information.

ldentification: There is no generalised identification system. Any of the identity cards or
documents that are issued. are only used on a limited basis foi specific purposes. The
present system therefore does not violate the identification test.

Repetition: Individuals are frequently asked to supply similar information to three
ditferent agencies. This means that many individuals wouid face three returns each year,
being the tax return, a housing return and either a Family Support or a Social Welfare
form. Others on short-term benefits could be required to make'more frequent returns as
well as the housing and tax returns. Clearly there is a large degree of repetition at
present.

llR9sure: Many welfare benefits require repeated visits to the Department of Social
Welfare, but Family- Support and continued Housing Corporation assistance can both be
handled through the mail. However, the need to provide continuing evidence of
circumstances to the Housing Corporation means that employers must 6e approached
each year for further evidence of the emptoyee's situation.'Similarly, the convenience of
the Family Support system which offers income supplementation witn tfre wage packet,
has the drawback.that employers must have some awareness of the individuil's family
position. Overall the existing systems involve repeated exposure of the fact that an
individual is applying for assistance.

Effort: As noted above, the forms involved in the application or renewal of assistance,
and for tax returns, .can be very complex. The.process of collecting adequate
substantiating information requires individuats to lead tidy lives with efficient domestic
records systems, or to go through a busy process of collecting substantiation each time
returns are required. The agencies involved inform me that they have made no study of
the time and effort involved in individual compliance. Howiver, a recent study in
Australia (Pope and Fayle, 1990, page 99) suggests that the average salary and wage
earner spends 4.4 hours per year on tax affairs, with substantially longer tim-es spent 6y
those with business and investment income. When this is addedio welfare applii:ations,
the cumulative effect is a significant and repeated effort from applicants.
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In Summary: The main freedoms in terms of the individual's ability to control personal
information and the lack of any generalised identity cards are preserved under our
current structures. However, there are substantial costs in the form of repetitive
disclosure, exposure of affairs and considerable personal effort to compty with
information requirements.

- Third Party Requirements

The position of third parties who supply information on the circumstances of individuals
in society is illustrated in Figure Four, which is an expansion of the relevant part of
Figure One. Once again, the significance of the flows illustrated in this diagram may be
seen by reference to the criteria.

Frequency: Employers and financial institutions must supply at least one report on
payments made to each of their employees or clients ev€ry year. In addition, for any one
employee or client, an institution may be required to provide information twice more
during the year for housing or social welfare purposes. this extra information is virtually
a repetition of the.information previously supplied, but may relate to a different period.
However, though there is repeated calls for-information, it appears that it would not be
posslble to achieve even minimal verification with any tewbi reports, and in order to
reach a satisfactory degree of integrity in the verification process more frequent reports
may be needed.

Enquiries: There are a substantial number of specific purpose enquiries made for
Housing Corporation applicants and for Social Weifare beneficiaries. Reference to the
workload management records for the Department of Social Welfare shows that 458,000
enquiries were directed to employers about the circumstances of beneficiaries during thepast year. The records show that around ten percent of these requests are repeat
enquiries (when the employer has failed to respond to the initial approach), so the iotal
answers that employers provide are a little more than 4OO,OO0.'ln addition, a further
80'000 enquiries are made to banks about deposits held by beneficiaries.

On top of these Social Welfare enquiries the Housing Corporation's application and
renewal process generates a large number of certificates oi earnings which must be
filled in by employers. The following figures, which relate to the ye"ito 31 May 1ggo,
w-ere. supplied by the Corporation. There are over 8,OOO loan appiications each year, ali
of which would have certificates of earnings attached, as well as another 20,000
applications for rental accommodation. There were 9,000 new tenants during the year,
most of whom would have needed a further income test to set their rent level at the-time
of moving into the house. Over 60,000 state houses are let on an abated rent, which
must be renewed each year, and there are some 53,OOO loans out on an abated basis
at present. lvlany of these tenants are beneficiaries without any other source of earnings,
so no third party information is required, but for others a certificate of earnings-is
necessary.

Taken together, an estimate of at least 10o,Ooo certificates of earnings each year seems
conservative. Altogether the number of enquiry forms to be filled in Oy employers and
other institutions, on top of the information supflieO annually to the Depirtment of Inland
Flevenue, is substantial. The responses provided by employers alone are estimated to
be in excess of 500,000 per year.
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Accounts: Tax returns are designed to gather information on individuals for the March
year. Even if this is not the financial year as used by any given enterprise this is the
period for which wage and interest payments must be reported. For many employers
and institutions this corresponds to the tax year, and for others it is a predictable need
which systems can easily be designed to take account of.

Welfare returns, on the other hand, require information on current circumstances and
income for the year prior to the date in question. Although employers could be expected
to keep information on current income as part of the normal wage processing system, it
is unlikely that many would have any occasion to keep easily aicessible information on
a rolling basis for the most recent 12 month period. Presumably such information can
usually only be supplied as a rough approximation (in which case its usefulness for
verification is reduced), or by a special search of the records for that individual.

Both tax and welfare demands can impose an extra requirement on business
information systems. However, because the tax requirements are universal and regular,
they can be planned for and accommodated within standard systems. One-off req'uests
for data that is not immediately available impose a much high-er cost.

In Summary: There is a steady flow of information from employers and other institutions
into the different agencies of the Government's redistribution network. In total there are
over half a million enquiries per year on top of the annual comprehensive flow of
information to the Inland Revenue Department. these one-off enquiries do not generalry
relale closely to the accounting structures that employers (and maybe ottier insiitutionj;
are likely to use.

Conclusion

In some important respects, in particular to do with the freedom of individuals, the
current information systems work as well as could be reasonably hoped. On the
assumption that a discriminating redistribution system is going to be uied ii is inevitable
that information must be supplied by individuals, and therefore the strict observation of
the use limitation principle is the best that could be hoped for individual control of
personal information. In addition, the lack of any generalised identification system is an
important protection of the right of anonymity

However, the system fails in several important respects.

- some information, especially monthly income which would give an idea of recent
income, is not collected at all;

- information on current income, wealth and current employment status is not
verified satisfactorily;

- information on past income, which is comprehensively verified by the tnland
Revenue Department, is not used in the assessment of bankability oi to verify the
past earnings of long term or former beneficiaries;

- there are duplications in the flows of data which puts pressure on the
Government redistribution system, individuals and third parties;

- the requests for data from third parties require information in a form that would
commonly be difficult to assemble.
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At present there appears to be a satisfactory security record across the different
agencies involved in redistribution, but as computerisation is extended it will be
nscessary to develop appropriate safeguards against the Increased rlsk of large-scale
misuse of data.

Overall, the impression is of a system with repeated invasions of privacy and
administrative d.uplication, but with inadequate collection of information and, in parlicular,
very poor verification of the information used for welfare purposes. Chapter Ten
discusses possible means of addressing these deficiencies.
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CHAPTER TEN: ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF ADMINISTERING REDISTRIBUTION

Introduction

The discovery of significant weaknesses in existing systems for redistribution is not in
itself sufficient basis for suggesting any change. For policy purposes it is necessary to
explore alternative approaches in order to identity the preferred method of operation. In
an imperfect world we must expect that all systems will have their weaknesses. The aim
is to identify the approach which achieves the greatest success at the least cost; in
terms of this work, the aim is to find the approach which best meets the criteria outlined
in earlier chapters.

The problems identified in the previous chapter can be seen to fall into three main
groups:

- inappropriate information is being collected. The major problems relate to gaps
where some information is not collected at all and some other information is not
adequately confirmed. There are also problems that some of the information is
required in a form that can be difficult for the employers or other third parties to
respond to;

- some information is not used as well as it might be. Though most of the
information needed to assess income and bankability is collected somewhere in
the redistribution system, the lacts that are collected by one agency tend to
remain with that agency and are not available elsewhere in the system. The main
problem this causes is the lack of comprehensive verification of information
supplied to welfare agencies;

- all of the redistribution agencies, especially the welfare agencies, have complex
organisational structures. The process of managing the assessment of the
circumstances of large numbers of people is a complex administrative problem
requiring bulk information handling methods. This does not necessarily sit well
with the sensitivity required tor the administration of discretionary assistance, nor
does it relate closely to the administration of a housing portfolio. In addition the
split between redistribution agencies requires similar bulk administrative
procedures to be carried out in several ditferent agencies leading to duplication
and repetition for the government, individuals and third parties.

This consideration of possible alternative approaches will examine each of these main
problem areas in turn. This technique permits a more simple portrayal of the issues
involved in each area. lt also permits the exploration of policy approaches to address
each problem in isolation. lt would be possible to address the three areas indivldually,
and a change in any one area need not imply a change in others. However, it is likely
that an overall co-ordinated approach would provide the best opportunities to achieve a
mutually supportive set of reforms which would best address the overall problems of
redistribution. In order to identify the synergies between approaches and institutions,
there will be an indicative outline of an integrated approach which draws together the
issues discussed in each of the separate areas. The final section will include a brief
critique of such a possible integrated set of reforms in order that possible changed
systems may be compared with the existing approach.
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lnformation Col lection

In Chapter Nine major gaps were identified in the collection of data on recent income,
especially employment income, and also a lack of verifying information on recent
employment status and on wealth. Possible approaches to each of these issues will be
considered in turn. In addition, the issue of the problems caused by one-off enquiries to
employers about the income received by their employees over the last 12 months will be
considered in comparison with other approaches to collecting information on recent
incomes.

- Recent Earnings

At present one-off reports on the earnings of an individual over the past 12 months
represent the nearest there is to information on recent income. lt is probable that the
supply of this information is costly as most employers would not record data on
employees in this form.

An obvious alternative approach is to require every employer to make monthly (or
quarterly) reports of all wages and salaries paid to all employees, identified by tax
number. At first blush this seems an extreme approach which would add a substintial
extra compliance burden. However, on close examination it appears that in some
respects this approach would be easier than the current system. So long as the period
chosen related closely to the employer's own cycle for the payment of wiges there may
not be substantial information management problems. For those with electronic systems
it would be straight-fonrard to run off a report on the payments made to each individual
at the time that wages are calculated. An ideal approach might be to require reports at
least four-weekly, but to permit fortnightly (or maybe even weekly) reports from those
who pay wages more frequently and who do not wish to aggregate payments. So long
as the report could be made at the same frequency as the employer's own pay system
it would at the mosl require one extra line per employee to be recorded at eac-h pay
period. This would be relatively straightfonrard even for manual systems.

Two obvious issues for consideration are whether frequent reports are possible and
what they might cost. Clearly this system could be operated. Though to< information is
usually eollected annually there are examples of more frequent collection, especially for
unemployment insuranc€ purposes. For example, in the United States, federal- law
requires states to operate employment insurance systems that private sector employers
contribute to. Because eligibility for insurance depends on recent income, these
schemes require employers to report quarterly on wages paid to employees (see
Appendix Two). Fronr the point of view of the government the receipt of more frequent
reports is possible. The computer upgrade report prepared by the New Zealand Inland
Revenue Department suggested that their improved computer system which will begin to
operate in the next few years would permit the receipt of more frequent reports from
employers (lRD, 1989, section 5, page 20).

On the issue of cost, the answer is not so clear. lt seems likely that on a return by return
basis a regular four-weekly report on earnings per individual employee would be much
cheaper than one-off searches for data on the income of nominated individuals over the
last 12 months. However, whether the cumulative cost of 1 1 extra reports from all
employers on every employee is enough to offset the cost of one-otf searches for over
400,000 Social Welfare enquiries and over 1OO,OO0 Housing Corporation cases, and to
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outweigh the gains from improved redistribution is not clear. The Tax Simplification
Committee (1990) is concerned to ensure that tax information reports be minimised. This
suggestion of monthly reports is in direct contradiction to the thinking of the Tax
Simplification Report. However, it is necessary to take account of compliance costs for
all aspects of redistribution, not just tax, before a judgement can be made.

tn New Zealand there is a lack of any useful work on compliance costs. lf we are to form
an opinion on the relative virtues of different administrative systems it would be
desirable to conduct a study of compliance costs of at least the scale undertaken by
Sandford et al (1989) in the United Kingdom. That study covered all major taxes but still
excluded the costs of providing information to the Department of Social Security. The
main source used for those studies were postal surveys supplemented by a smaller
number of telephone and face to face interviews with suppliers of tax information and
some tax advisors. lf we wish to make any useful progress in compliance issues a

similar study would be desirable in New Zealand. Preferably it would also cover the
costs imposed through the Social Welfare and Housing Corporation enquiry systems on
individuals and third parties. lt would also be desirable to conduct some time and motion
studies of employers and individuals to get som€ extra insight on the ac'tual etfort
involved in making a return. Any such work is outside the scope of this thesis.

ln the absence of any useful information we may only surmise about the net desirability
of a more frequent report of income. lt seems likely that the total compliance cost would
be increased by more frequent reporting so that such a system should only be
contemplated in the context of an active policy to use the information as efficiently as
possible across all parts of the redistribution system. lt should also be accompanied by
a flexible and active approach to assist employers to provide the data. As recommended
by the Tax Simplification Committee, the Inland Revenue Department could offer
software packages which might make it easier for employers to report on earnings more
frequently (Tax Simplification Committee, 1990, page 44). In the context of the active
and comprehensive use of data and a supportive approach for those supplying
information, it might be worth incurring the cost of the extra reports.

- Employment Status

lf a comprehensive system of monthly earnings reports were introduced, this would
automatically provide information on employment status. On the other hand, if frequent
earnings reports were seen to be excessive, an alternative approach would be to collecl
employment reports. Each year, through the annual returns to the lnland Revenue
Department, employers report on every person who has been employed by that
employer in the previous March year. lt would be possible to extend this to require
regular reports on every new employee at the time employment begins, and similarly a
report when employment ends. Such reports would serve two purposes. The first is that
welfare agencies offering assistance that is contingent on the employment status could
check that applicants are in fact not holding an undeclared job. Similarly, any beneficiary
that starts employment and fails to report the new job could quickly be identified by
using these reports. The second purpose would be that wolfare agencies needing a
report on current income could accurately identify the employers that are (or were)
employing a beneficiary and so approach that employer for information on earnings.

This system would add some bureaucratic complexity to the process of taking on staff
and job separations, but it is clearly practical. In Australia lt is already normal practice
that a form similar to our lR 12 form is fonrarded by employers at the time a new
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employee is taken on. The form is then passed on to the Australian Department of
Social Security where it is checked against their roll of beneficiaries. The Department of
Social Security finds this system a very important method of identifying beneficiaries
who are wrongly receiving benefits.

So long as each return were recorded in a recallable form, this approach would permit
government agencies to check the employment status at a given time of each
beneficiary. Since the reports would only be required at the time a job begins or ends it
would be much simpler for most employers than a periodic comprehensive report on
earnings. Some employers of casual labour could find the system onerous, but such
employers could perhaps file monthly reports on their employees for the previous month.
Whether the overall cost of these employment reports combined with the continued need
for one-off reports on earnings is less than the possible cost of periodic income reports
cannot be determined until work on compliance costs is carried out. However, if the
periodic earnings report approach is too expensive (because the cost of regular
reporting is high relative to one-off reports) then this approach would offer a less
expensive means of acquiring comprehensive employment information and the
employment address from which to gather earnings information.

- Wealth

The other item which is not collected is any systematic veritying information on wealth.
At present, data is collected from (some) beneficiaries in the context of housing
assistance. This requires a declaration of all forms of wealth. Though the Department of
Social Welfare commonly issues enquiry forms to institutions in order that declared
wealth holdings may be confirmed, there is no method of exposing undeclared holdings.

It would be theoretically possible to require direct reporting of many forms of wealth.
Banks could report on deposit levels, share registrars could report on holdings of equity
and debentures, and land registrars could report on real assets. However, the number of
extra reports would be large and there is enormous potential for disagreement over
valuations. lt might be more simple (at least initially) to rely on reports of income from
capital as being an indicator of most substantial forms of wealth. Such a system could
be used to indicate the presence of most financial assets and possibly some income
earning land holdings, but would be ineffective for other assets.

As a first step, rather than devising complex wealth reporting systems simply to assess
the bankability of an applicant for welfare assistance, it seems better to rely on available
information. At present the legal requirements are already in place for the reporting of
interest and dividend payments, identified by tax number. The administrative systems
are being put in place in order to begin such reports in the next couple of years. This
seems an appropriate initial set of information to use to get a partial indicator of wealth
holdings. lf at some future time a government adopted a comprehensive capital gains
tax or wealth tax, such taxes would involve the reporting of wealth holdings. Any such
reports would be a potentially useful source for checking the wealth holdings of welfare
aoplicants. lf no new wealth-based taxes are introduced, it seems desirable to wait for
an assessment of the effectiveness of the reporting of interest and dividends before any
further wealth reporting system is considered.

- In Summary

The main suggested extra information is a regular four-weekly report of earnings to be
supplied by all employers about every employee. Alternatively, it'would be poisible to
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receive reports on the commencement and termination of all employment spells. Either
approach would provide the basis for comprehensive checking of earnings and of
employment status. No extra reports on wealth, or income from wealth, are proposed,
but the returns on interest and dividends could be used as a partial indicator of wealth
holdings.

Information Exehanges

Even if none of the suggested extra items of information were collected, there are some
elements of information that are currently collected by one agency in the redistribution
system but are not yet available for use more widely by other agencies that are also
trying to assess the circumstances of individuals. In particular, the Inland Revenue
Department holds information about past earnings and past employment. This
information could be very useful both for retrospective checks on the income of
beneficiaries and for the assessment of bankability.

- Current Information

The information currently held by the Inland Revenue Department is in a form which
would be of limited use to welfare agencies. The electronic records contain an
assessment of income for all taxpayers who file tax returns. However, this excludes a
significant number of low income taxpayers with earnings lower than $20,000. In the
area of sources of income, the Inland Revenue computer currently holds around half of
all employer-supplied information on wages and salaries and a limited number of other
reports on sources of income. The lnland Revenue Department collects information from
all employers (in the lR 12 reports) on the period of employment for each employee.
However, this information is not currently entered into the Inland Revenue computer
system.

There is no information available to the Inland Revenue Department until at least a
couple of months after the end of the March year, and for many people (especially the
self-employed) it can be many months later befor€ an assessment is recorded on the
file. A further complication is that for most people the assessment on the file is their
self-assessment; it can be months or even years before the tax verification and audit
processes may confirm or amend an assessment.

However, these problems are not fatal to the use of Inland Revenue Department
information by other agencies. The critical issue in terms of the availability of information
is whether the information is collected and whether it is worth the cost of further
processing. For example, if more comprehensive information on sources of income and
employment status were needed, there is no reason why the cost of transferring that
information from the existing Inland Revenue Department paper files into electronic
media should not be met by the welfare agencies that would use the information.
Certainly it would be very much more desirable to have more timely information than
that which is currently held by the Inland Revenue Department, but even old information
has its value. lts first use could be for checking the bankability of new applicants for
assistance. An applicant whose income in the last year was very high could be expected
to account for the drastic change in circumstances which now renders him or her in
need of short{erm assistance. The second use could be for audits of benefits paid in the
previous year. This could assist in identifying current beneficiaries whose benefits in the
previous year had been at the wrong level and so identify them as a case to be checked
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more closely in the current year to prevent continued mispayment. lt would also be used
to identify previous year income recipients who had been mispaid so that these people
(even though possibly no longer beneficiaries) could be followed up for the recovery of
funds or prosecution. While it is much more satisfactory to have information sufficiently
soon that it is possible to prevent mispayment, or to stop continued mispayment, it is
likely that the fact of mispayments being identified, even well after the event, could have
some discouraging effect on those contemplating underdeclaring their income to welfare
agencies. Obviously the disincentive etfect is likely to be greater if any negative
consequences can be expected to be felt quickty. However, it is also likely that the
increased risk of getting caught (even well after the event) would act as soms
discouragement to fraud.

- Methods of Accessing the Information

Having established that there is information that could be useful, the question becomes
how best to make it available. The most simple option could be to allow welfare
agencies to have access to all information on past earnings and employment. This could
either be achieved through the Inland Revenue Department entering all the necessary
data onto electronic media and allowing welfare agencies to search the Inland Rsvenue
files and conduct matches, or it could be done by giving the data in its cunent form to
the welfare agencies for them to enter onto efectronic systems. The difference between
these approaches is trivial; if the Inland Revenue Department used funds from welfare
agencies to pay for the cost of entering more data onto its computer there would in
effect be no difference at all between the two systems. The relevant point is that the
welfare agency would have total access to all Inland Revenue Department information
on income and employment for all taxpayers. This might involve welfare clerks having
on-line access to tax information (either on the Inland Revenus Department machine or
on the welfare agency's own machine) or it might involve periodic matches of lnland
Revenue data and welfare rolls which could be conducted by welfare statf or by Inland
Revenue statf.

Whichever of these administrative options were preferred, there would be major conflicts
with the use limitation principle, the security principle and the general aim of maximising
individual control of personal information. In terms of security issues the problem is the
increased number of people with access to personal information, and the increased
likelihood of carelessness as information is passed between agencies. Currently the
Inland Revenue Department maintains a very strong staff understanding that personal
information must be treated with extreme care. Although tax affairs may be discussed
within the office with other Inland Revenue staff, they must not be alluded to outside the
office or to outsiders. Part of the reason why this approach has been successful in
keeping tax information secure may be that all tax statf are aware of the complications
and work involved in collecting data. As a result the statf involved see it as precious
information which should not be threatened. lt is possible that staff in any other agency,
to whom the information may appear as more remote statistical information arriving in an
apparently simple and painless way, would be less impressed by the need to preserve
confidentiality. lt is not that welfare staff are any less reliable, but that any person with
less involvement in collecting the information is more likely to be careless in its use.

On top of the risks of leaks to the public, the prospect of welfare staff being able to see
any tax file is itself a matter of concern. The personal circumstances of those taxpayers
who are in no way involved with receiving assistance are no business of welfare staff.
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Even if those staff do not repeat the information, any revelation to those staff is itself a
disclosure of facts that are none of their business, and is therefore a breach of security.

lf the data were used in data matching (either by Social Welfare or Inland Revenue statf)
and only information on apparent mismatches made available to welfare staff, much of
the security problem could be removed. However, in this case the use limitation principle
would still apply. In Chapter Eight it was established that matching of data collected for
ditferent purposes must conflict with the use limitation principle. Although welfare
assistance and income tax are two aspects of redistribution, it was established that it
would be preferable for any match of such data to be carried out on a oneoff basis.
It would be possible to carry out one-otf matching without allowing welfare staff access
to tax files. To achieve this welfare statf would direct enquiries to Inland Revenue
Department staff about nominated individuals. So long as the Inland Revenue
Department had reorganised its method of holding data in order to facilitate information
retrieval, this would be a straight-fonrard system which would ov€rcome most of the
security and bulk matching problems inherent in other approaches. This is the approach
used in many European redistribution systems (see Appendix Two). However, the basic
problem still remains that any transfer of this sort which is initiated by one agency, and
responded to by another, must diminish the control of individuals over their personal
information. The only means of providing individual control must involve the individual in
the process of transferring the information. As a minimum the individual must agree to
the transfer of information, and ideally the individual would initiate and give effect to the
transfer.

One means of leaving some control with the individual is to require the agreement of the
individual for any access by welfare agencies to tax information. This is the approach
used in Canada. Revenue Canada will supply details of tax returns and assessments to
anybody that is authorised by the taxpayer. ln order to check eligibility for income-tested
pensions the Department of Social Security requires all applicants to give their consent
to a check of tax files. (See Appendix Two.)

However, for any who are sensitive about their affairs and suspicious of government
systems, the fact that information exchanges are made, even with the consent of the
individuals, may still be disquieting. To such an individual, the capacity and fact of any
direct exchange of information may raise the fears of other (non-authorised) transfers. lf
the two agencies have an administrative system for the exchange of information,
especially if it is a direct electronic transfer, there may be a lingering fear that some
information is being exchanged that the individual does not know about. The present
rules, which totally prohibit the use of tax information for other purposes, are very clear
and simple, and serve to reassure most people. The presence of administrative systems
to facilitate inter-agency transfers of data must increase the risk of inappropriate
transfers and heighten the perception that such transfers might occur.

- Tax Reports

ldeally, if tax information is to be used for welfare verification, it is preferable that the
information be given to the individual so that the individual can control its use. The
welfare authorities could require that evidence of tax assessments and source
deductions, as verified by the tax authorities, be supplied by the applicant as a condition
of receiving assistance. Similar information is already required as a condition of
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receiving assistance, but the current sources do not have the same reliability or
disinterest that the Inland Revenue Department has.

It is quite possible, if administratively clumsy, to envisage a situation in which the Inland
Revenue Department would supply a written tax report for taxpayers outlining recent
assessments and information on sources of income and employment status. Thls might
be supplied to all taxpayers at the time their assessment is completed, (but this could
require a major change in current tax assessment practices as most returns are
assessed before any verification takes place) or it could be supplied on a one-by-one
basis as individuals request such reports. Applicants for welfare assistance could then
produce this tax report in support of their claim. Such a system of individual tax reports
would involve no generalised access to Inland Revenue Data, so it would create no
systematic security problems through the welfare agency's involvement. Because the
information is supplied to the individual, this approach removes any problem with the
use limitation principle and it clearly rests control with the individual.

A difficulty with the iax report system, however, is that it can only be used to report to
welfare agencies on the information held by Inland Revenue at the time of application for
or renewal of assistance. That is, so long as the Inland Revenue Department still carries
only pasl information it is only of use in assessing the past circumstances of applicants
or long-term beneficiaries who are still receiving a benefit. Former beneficiaries would
not still be dealing with the welfare agencies, and therefore would not supply the
agencies with a tax report covering the period during which their benefit was received.
Unless more recent income information is collected (as suggested in the previous
section), the policing of former beneficiaries could only be achieved through data
matching systems. However, for those items of information which are included in the tax
report, the tax report approach would meet the need for adequate and verified
information.

Although the use of such tax reports might address many problems, they would raise
some other concerns. Information written on paper is liable to two threats; it may be
easily read by the wrong person, and it may be forged. A tax report would presumably
be a much-used and carried document. This must increase its risk of loss compared to
current tax assessments. Those who illicitly acquire a tax report might either use the
information against the individual concerned (including possible publication of its
contents) or they might use it to assist their own attempts to pass themselves off as the
owner of the report in various contexts, including the purchase of goods, accessing bank
accounts or receiving welfare assistance. The second risk, forgery, may include
substituting the name on the tax report in order to assume someone else's eligibility for
assistance, or forging the numbers on the report in order to improve the applicanfs case
for assistance.

To get around the risks of misappropriation and forgery, the information may be supplied
in a personalised and tamper-proof form.

Personalising involves the incorporation on the face of the report of some details about
the holder. The purpose is to make it harder for someone else to pass themselves off as
the owner of the report. The degree of personalising can range from basic data, such as
eye colour, birth date and sex, as is shown on the drive/s licence, through to a photo or
even finger prints. Unfortunately, none of these would necessarily be successful in
reducing impersonation. For most people the interpretation of the relevant data is very
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vague. (See Bloemendal, 1989, pages 68 to 74, lor a discussion of the ineffectiveness
of such systems, especially photographs.) Finger prints are precise, but very few people
have the expertise to make comparisons, even if the process were socially acceptable.
As a result, it is possible that the inclusion of more personal data on the face of the
report may have as much effect in making it possible for determined impersonators to
present themselves plausibly, as it is in discouraging casual criminals from abusing the
report.

The other possibility, tamper-proof reports, can involve many possible techniques. Most
systems involve increasing the complexity of printing with intricate images. This might
also include non-erasable signature panels, watermarks and holograms. Given sutficient
funds and determination, any of these can be forged, but they are costly to copy
accurately. The main problem, however, is that most people handling the reports might
have insufficient training or time to distinguish even a mediocre copy from a genuine tax
report. One means which has been developed to prevent any tampering with documents
is the 'light signature". This is a digitised image of a document in sufficient detail to
show the paper fibres. The digitised strip is attached to the document. When presented,
the digitised strip is compared with a new light reading of the document. For valuable
documents that lead a secure life in a commercial office this is a very reliable approach.
However, for a personal report that must survive the hurly-burly of the hip pocket it is
likely to be less successful. Any stain, or even a severe crease, might lead to rejection
of the report. lt is possible to improve the protection against tampering of documents in
everyday use, as is daily demonstrated by the wide circulation of bank notes. However,
any system using visual media is likely to have severe limits on the degree of protection
that it can offer.

On the other hand, as documents are both personalised and made tamper-resistant,
they would become increasingly attractive to other agencies outside the redistribution
system. lf tamper-resistant personalised tax reports were issued to all taxpayers, or
even only to all beneficiaries, they might be demanded by other agencies, including the
police, as proof of identity. The risk is that, in attempting to provide people with control
over their tax data but also making it available as verified reliable information for welfare
purposes, the Government might inadvertently invent a general purpose identity card.
Even if the police could be constrained from requiring il, it is possible that shopkeepers
and bankers might demand it. This could raise the problem that, as well as causing the
unwelcome introduction of an identity card, the report would also show seniitive
information on income and employment. These practical considerations suggest that the
option of producing a printed tax report for wider use might generate major problems.

- The Integrated Circuit Card

This discussion suggests that our ideal specification for the transfer of tax information is
as follows:
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- There should be verified information on income and employment.
- The data should be supplied in a report to the taxpayer in order to maximise

individual control.

- The report should not be forgeable or liable to tampering.

- The report should be personalised so that no-one other than the taxpayer may
present it.

- The report should not be readable by anyone other than authorised redistribution
agencies and the taxpayer.

This listing may seem contradictory and to demand the use of science fiction
techniques. However, there is a technology which can meet that list. The integrated
circuit card (lC card or the smart card), which has been in commercial productlon for
some years, provides a means of meeting all those requirements.

The capabilities and uses of the lC card are described in Appendix Four. From the
information contained there we may conclude that the card is:

- portable;

- reliable in continued daily use;

- capable of storing large quantities of data;

- modifiable so that data can be updated;

- programmable, so that new applications can be added;

- secure against any illicit attempt to read information;

- non-forgeable and resistant to any attempt to tamper with information;

- capable of encrypting information for communication.

While it is true that no technology can be regarded as perfectly secure, the lC card has
had no security failure in spite of sustained attempts to compromise its systems. lt has
been used in many commercial applications and in some redistributive contexts. lt has
been used by populations who might seem unlikely to be comfortable with high-tech
products, including the ill and the elderly. There can be no question that the lb card
could operate to meet all the privacy and the liability problems outlined in this section,
and also to increase the flexibility of the process of discrimination between individuals in
the delivery of assistance.

One possible administrative system for an lC card-based information exchange system
could be as follows:

1 The lnland Revenue Department would collect returns, source reports and
assessments into a tax file for each person.

2 The latest information, as well as information from the tax file on a number of
previous years, could be copied each year from the Inland Revenue Department
host computer onto an lC card for each taxpayer.
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3 The lC card could be delivered to every taxpayer using similar methods to the
delivery of bank cards, including a secure and separate method for dellvering a
personalised identification number (plN).

4 When applying for any income-tested assistance from state agencies, the
applicant could present the card to be used at authorised card-reading machines.

5 The card's own program could check the authenticity of the reader, and also
prove the authenticity of the card. lt could then check the PIN entered by the
applicant. Having established that all parties present are authorised to use the
data, it could display the income data on a screen or printer attached to the card
reader.

6 The data, which the welfare agency knows is a correct transcription of tax data,
can be used in the assessment of eligibility for assistance, either through manual
transcription of data shown on the reader or through electronic conneclion from
the reader to the welfare agency's host computer.

There are several possible modifications that could be incorporated into this basic
routine. They involve using the sophisticated power of lC cards in the secura updating
and modification of data.

Because the card is capable of adding more information (or in some cases erasing and
replacing information) it may not be necessary to send out a new card every year.
Instead, when necessary, a card-holder could present the card at an on-line ieider,
connected to the Inland Revenue Department host computer. Having established the
authenticity of the card and holder, data could be loaded into the card to update its files
on recent income. lf the Inland Revenue Department still collected only past information
(as at present) these updates might only happen annually. Howevei, if more fresh
information were collected from employers, this could be transmitted onto the card as
required. The power of the card to send and receive encrypted messages that are
effectively impossible to decipher, means that such messages coutd be totally secure.
Using this approach many taxpayers who do not need to use the card foi welfare
purposes might never need a tax report update, but those who do need the information
could receive it easily. lt would even be possible for the on-line Inland Revenue readers
to be located in welfare offices to make welfare apprications easier.

The internal security and capacity of the card is such that completely separate systems
can be supported in a card without the two operating systems being able to read data
related to the other use. This means that it would be possible for a bink lC card, issued
in a normal commercial process to any accrunt holder, to be used to catry Inland
Flevenue Department tax reports. lt would not be possible for the bank to read the
income data, or the Inland Revenue Department or welfare agencies to read the banking
information. lt would not even be possible for the card-holder to inadvertently authorise
inappropriate access to the wrong area of the card, as each reader must be authorised
for a particular use and the card can check that authority. This moans that any
authorised bank card could be presented at an on-line Inland Revenue reader to receive
a tax report, and then presented to support an application for welfare assistance. This
would both remove the complication of administering a secure card issuing system from
the state's redistribution agencies, and also remove any stigma from the uie of cards for
welfare purposes because, to visual inspection, the card would be the same as any
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other bank card. lt should be noted that though there have been some muhi-use cards
developed and some limited applications have been used, there has not as yet been any
large-scale application that is as sophisticated as the one envisaged heie. Howevei,
there is nothing in the extensive experience of card use to date that would suggest
major difficulties in adopting this type of system.

Another possibility is that the card could be used to keep track of the use of services
that attract assistance. For example, at present in New Zealand each prescription must
be paid for when the pharmaceuticals are collected at the chemist. Once a certain
number of prescriptions have been collected in one year, further prescriptions are free.
An lC card could keep track of pharmaceutical use, and signal when no further charge
should be made. In addition, the card could permit the assistance to be adjusted so that
the level of assistance was linked to income. High Income patients might pay the full
cost of all prescriptions up to a fixed percentage of income, but low income patients
might pay nothing. The pharmacist would not need to have any knowledge of whether
the state or the individual met the costs. The pharmacist would simply see a bank card
being presented, and the transaction being authorised. During the cours€ of the
transaction the card could check its own data on income and pharmaceutical use, and
so calculate the level of state and personal liability. The personal share could then be
checked against the approval levels built inio the banking part of the card. As with any
other commercial transactiofi, the reader might need to go on-line to complete the
transaction, but that need not atfect either the card-holder or the pharmacist. The overall
result would be a simple transaction with a carefully tailored delivery of assistance. The
pharmacist could receive prompt reimbursement and the state could have a straight-
forward system for managing individualised assistance. Appendix Four contains several
examples of lC cards in use, including the Carte Sesam which is a very similar health
insurance reimbursement system.

A further possible use for the lC card in the context of redistribution was suggested by
Dilnot et al (1983, page 105). As well as its use in conveying information onincome, it
could also be used in the collection of data on individuals. An employee could present
his or her card to the employer who would read the tax number (and, if appropriate, any
tax code) into a processor. This processor could then be used to determine the PAYE
tax liability for the individual, and also to inform the Inland Revenue Department of
earnings and deductions. lf this approach were adopted, the shift to more frequent
reporting of earnings would not be a problem for employers, and the total process of
collecting and reporting on PAYE payments would become easier than at present.
Obviously the big issue to be explored in this kind of application is the cost of ihe card
readers. For many employers, especially small employers, the capital outlay could be
prohibitive. The issue then becomes a question of who should meet the cost. There
would seem to be a case (as suggested by Dilnot et al) that the state could assist with
the cost of collecting PAYE tax payments and reports on circumstancss. lt is not obvious
why this extra cost should automatically fall on employers, since the gains from
collecting the information cannot be said to be feft by them. The value of this approach,
and the preferred allocation of costs, could only be determined after a thorough
investigation of the costs.

- In Summary

It would be possible for existing information on past incomes and employment status to
be transferred from the Inland Revenue Department to welfare agencles in order to
check eligibility for assistance. The main concerns are possible risks to security and the
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use limitation principle, and a loss of individual control of personal information. So long
as we continue to have only past information collected by the tax system, it is not
possible to avoid the loss of control as information on the past income of former
beneficiaries could only be collected by data matching processes. However, in other
cases and for more recent information, it would be possible to produce one-otf data
swapping systems which would give complete control of information to the individual
concerned. By use of lC card technology the information could be made very secure and
reliable.

The Agencies Involved in Redistribution

The previous chapter showed that at present each of the organisations that make up the
redistribution system involves a complex amalgam of functions, and that there is
substantial duplication between them. From the point of view of the improved operation
of redistribution, this set of organisations appears inefficient. However, clearly such a
system has not evolved by accident. The existing links between benefits, discretionary
benefits and social work, as found in the Department of Social Welfare, and the link
between rental and interest subsidies and the administration of a housing portfolio, as
found in the Housing Corporation, must represent some synergies. Similarly, the
separation of tax assessment from welfare assessment must represent some important
differences. Before considering alternative forms, it is worthwhile to quickly traverse the
history of how the present set of institutions has evolved to see whether the initial
justification for their current form still stands, or whether changing circumstances now
favour alternative organisational forms.

A clear aspect of the history of the evolution of tax offices, benefit departments and
housing agencies is that they have evolved separately from different agencies and it is
only recently that they could each be clearly seen as participating in a common
redistribution function.

The collection of tax has long been an important function for governments, but the
development of income tax is substantially an event of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. In New Zealand, as with most countries, the tax was initially designed to
impac't principally on higher income groups, and only a relatively small number of people
were liable to pay tax. In the absence of PAYE collection, the whole burden of tax
coffection depended on end of year returns and assessments. ln the sense that it was
always intended that the income tax would fall on those who could most afford to pay,
it has always been seen as redistributive. However, it has not had any close link with the
other aspects of redistribution. On the introduction of social security in 1938, an extra
social security tax was collected as part of the income tax, but there has never been a
link between tax payments and eligibility for assistance. By the 1950s, when PAYE was
introduced, income tax was established as the central means of tax collection with a
mass coverage of income recipients. The mechanics of income tax collection, including
the power of tax inspectors and the importance of maintaining the process of tax
collection as a separate and secure activity, have derived from a theory and
jurisprudence of tax that is separate from other government activities. The role of
income tax includes redistribution, but it is not only redistributive. lts central element is
as an essential aspect of government; without revenue governments fall, and all social
advantages of the coercive and co-ordinating institutions of governments are lost. lt is
therefore not surprising that the powers to collect and protect tax information have
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developed in many countries in similar ways (see Appendix Two). Having established
the tradition that tax is "different", it is not surprising that it has kept aloof, and not
become closely linked to other redistributive activities.

State-administered benefit payments in New Zealand started with the Old Age Pension
in the 1890s, and expanded greatly with the introduction of social security in 1938
(Hanson, 1980, describes the history and goals of the 1938 reforms). Benefits were
initially designed with an emphasis on universal entitlements for deserving groups.
However, once the destitution of the elderly was addresssd, it became apparent that
there were other groups in need of assistance. These groups, especially the
unemployed and those with young families, were in need not just because of their stage
in the life-cycle, but because of their low incomes. lt has always been apparent that
some of those in difficulties face particular personal problems that are peculiar to them.
For these cases some degree of discretion was necessary to allow the welfare agencies
to address specific cases. However, it gradually became apparent, for example in the
early 1970s with sole parents, that there were some groups that were sufficiently large
as to need a defined policy response, and a new statutory benefit was introduced. As a
result of this dynamic interaction between social change and poficy reforms,
discretionary assistance and formula-based benefits have tended to grow side by side.
In addition, the provision of discretionary aid and the provision of social work services
have been closely related, so an initial synergy was present in that area.

However, the clerical aspects of benefit administration have grown. As benefit policy has
expanded to meet the needs of low income groups, so it has become necessary to
enquire more closely into personal circumstances. As the number of people receiving
income-tested benefits has grown rapidly in the'70s and'80s, so it has been necessary
to institute large-scale clerical systems to streamline the process of enquiry and
payment. The clerical processes involved in most benefits are significantly different from,
and more streamlined than, the systems that may be needed for the administration of
discretionary benefits, and may bear little relationship to the community development
goals that are pursued by social workers. However, it is easy to understand how the
process of evolution to a department that is largely focused on redistribution to those
with low incomes has occurred within a department that administers universal pensions
and social work systems. lt is also clear why these activities have been separate from
other redistribution agencies.

The involvement of the Government (at any level) in housing was also not initially seen
as a redistributional issue. Concerns of public health and aesthetics, leading to a
general concern with housing standards, and worries about housing shortages were
major initial reasons for state involvement in house provision and subsidies. Slum
clearance and the accommodation of workers were other motivations, as was the
concern to increase the rate of private home ownership. These concerns were met by
the establishment of a state lending agency in the 1990s and a state rental system that
arrived with roughly its present functions in the 1930s. For many years the measure of
success of these activities has been the growth in the stock of state housing and in the
number of loans, rather than a careful concern to ensure that housing assistance was
directed to those most in need. However, concerns with the stock and standard ol
housing have gradually given way to a concern that is focused more closety on the
provision of housing assistance for those who would othenrise find it ditficult to afford
adequate accommodation.
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This focus on housing assistance as a means of addressing need has required an
increasing concern with income testing and formula-based assessment. In addition,
largely as a response to the transition problems caused by significant recent rises in
benchmark rent and interest rates that the Housing Corporation administers, and its
historic role as a dominant provider of housing assistance, the Corporation has also
offered additional discretionary aid through extra concessions on rent or interest. These
two activities remain linked to house rental and mortgage lending that were the initial
state roles in the housing market.

Different countries have seen different paths in the development of institutions and
policies, but overall there is a remarkable commonality. As the size of governments has
grown, and hence their demand for funds, so increasing technical sophistication has
been used to extend income tax across the population and to have regular payments
from all taxpayers that are finely tuned to relative ability to pay. Benefits are often
dominated by social insurance schemes, but social security agencies frequently are also
responsible for income-tested schemes which have been added on to meet the gaps left
by contribution-based systems. Housing assistance is commonly carried out at local
government level in other countries, but again the pattern of shifting from urlcan renewal
to targeted assistance is frequently observed. In many countries the three different types
of institution have evolved into aspects of a redistribution system, but a strong
separation and duplication remains the normal characteristic of those agencies within
this wider redistribution system.

- The Elements of Redistribution Systems

This discussion of past experience suggests that current institutions are substantially
geared to meeting past objectives, and the increasingly significant overall goal of
efficient and equitable redistribution has not had a major effect on organisational
structures. Clearly, to the extent that the old objectives still apply, and to ths extent that
they are better met by existing approaches than by possible alternatives, the existing
forms have a value which should not be discarded lightly. However, if the main goal of
redistribution could be better met with an alternative structure, and other goals still met,
some reform could be appropriate. In order to discuss organisational structures in more
depth, it is necessary to identify the central functions involved in systematic
redistribution. There are three main elements:

- Information Management: The collection and assessment of information.

- Flows of Money and Seruices: Collection of tax or provision of assistance.

- Special Cases: Provision of discretionary assistance and tax audits.

The first activity is information management. This involves the collection and
assessment of information about people. When done well this activity is essentially
similar across all areas of redistribution. The aim is to recognise the relevant
characteristics of individuals as quickly as possible. This requires verified information on
income and, where assistance on the basis of short-term income is envisaged,
bankability. That needs timely reports on circumstances, to be supplied by third parties
as well as individuals. Prior to the advent of computers these activities, though
conducted on a large scale, were essentially local. Information reports could only be
matched on a one-by-one basis and only at the level of precision and speed achievable
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by individual bureaucrats. The notion of transferring information across different aspec'ts
of redistribution, or using one assessment for several purposes, was totally impractical
when the information took the form of paper files requiring manual transcription and
manual reading. Now that electronic processes are possible, economies of scale are
achievable. There are clear savings to be made by the Government, individuals and
third parties, if assessment could be carried out once, instead of multiple reconsideration
as at present. lt is in the nature of the cases that are handled by bulk methods that
assessment is relatively simple. Junior staff, with little formal training, have always been
used to determine the circumstances of those whose income comes from salary and
wages and who do not have complex costs to account for. This mechanistic process of
applying a formula to a simple statement of circumstances can generally be translated
into a computer program with little difficulty. All the main redistribution agencies already
have computerised processes for completing assessments. There would be nothing
new, therefore, in any different system which relied on computers to achieve scale
economies. The major manual cost that remains is the inputting of data; this is a
substantial exercise for each agency and the place where error is most likely to occur.
Since the data that is entered by each agency is essentially very similar, and the
subsequent computerised assessment is similar, there seems very little point in
continuing to carry it out three times by different agencies in an unwitting imitation of the
limits of manual systems.

However, it should be realised that any scale economies would only be created if the
same flow of data were to be used for each purpose. So long as we continue to have
separate annual March year data alongside one-off enquiries for the last 12 months,
there is little gain to be made in bringing systems together. In this context there are stilf
two (or more) sets of data to be entered into the computer. lt makes no odds whether
the data is typed up in one agency or two if the job is still ol lhe same size. So long as
a decision were made to move to one set of data on sources of earnings, then there
would be significant gains in reducing the duplication in the supply and processing of
that data.

The second activity of redistribution agencies, being the receipt of taxes and the
provision of assistance, is similar but not identical between the agencies. The aim here
is to adopt payment methods that are simple, but responsive to the circumstances of
individuals. Annual tax payments and once only welfare payments would be simple, but
they would impose major problems on individuals.

In the tax area, PAYE has loaded extra work onto employers (but has given them a
cash float) and removed most of the pressure from individuals. As the number of tax
codes has been reduced, the work of employers has been largely standardised. The tax
system does make some payments to taxpayers. lt is an inevitable result of a non-
cumulative PAYE deduction system that some taxpayers require a refund at the end of
the year, once their annual tax liability is assessed. These payments, being once only
amounts, can be readily made by separate cheques or bank transfers.

Benefit payments need to be sufficiently frequent and regular that they can be used to
support low income households to maintain an adequate degree of security. This
requires repeated payments to each individual, generally with the same payment for
each period, but with the ability for rapid adjustment where there is a change in
circumstances. This means that the process of calculating entitlements and making
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payments is a much more frequent event for benefits than it is for tax. Regular, generally
fortnightly, benefit payments are now made by automatic transfers into beneficiaries'
bank accounts. Because of the high proportion of New Zealanders who have bank
accounts, this is a very successful method of payment which has litile risk of theft and
few errors.

Family Support, which uses the PAYE system to deliver assistance to low income
households, is an example of the use of the tax system as a two way flow. Clearly it has
shown that the process can work, but the experience reported by the Tax Simpliiication
Committee (1990) demonstrates that this has been at a major cost to employers.
Instead of being able to treat each employee on a similar income in the same way,
employers must apply a range of individual codes and abatement rates which reflect the
household circumstances of any employee receiving Family Support payments. Because
only a minority of any workforce receives Family Support, empioyeis are not generally
able to acquire sufficient expertise to streamline Family Support processes. 

-lt 
would

seem that the attempt to integrate regular income support with PAYE is of only limited
success. The problem is not in the area of assessment of the annual and periodic
entitlements for support by the Inland Revenue Department, which they seem to be no
less proficient at than the Department of Social Welfare would be, but the requirement
on employers to make complex payments through the salary system.

Housing assistance is already provided through two agencies. Housing Corporation
tenants and mortgagors receive their assistance through subsidised rent and interest.
The payment flow, therefore, takes the form of regular ient and loan repayments which
are discounted to reflect the circumstances of the household. For those low income
households who are not clients of the Housing Corporation, the Department of Social
Welfare offers an accommodation benefit. This is calculated periodically based on the
housing costs of the household, and is paid with the benefit. Both systems seem
straight-forward. So long as the state continues to offer loans and rental accommodation
it will need to maintain a means of receiving payments for those seryices, so the issue
of how to offer assistance does not seem to depend significanfly on the question of
administrative ease. lt would be possible to provide all houling assistance in the form of
an income-adjusted accommodation subsidy which could be received irrespective of the
landlord. However, the grounds for adopting such an approach would not be the
administrative ease of providing assistance.

It seems, then, that though conceptually the receipt of tax and the provision of
assistance are two sides of the redistribution coin, it is not clear that there would be any
important organisational gains in attempting to handle all such flows in one agency. The
problems suffered by employers in administering Family Support suggest itrat a
separation of the payment systems (but not assessment) seems-to be deiirable.

T_he third activity in redistribution systems is the assessment of special cases for
discretionary assistance and the investigation of individual affairs in tax audits. At one
level ihese two tasks are similar. Both require the collection of extra information on
circumstances in order to arrive at an assessment. Both need trained and experienced
staff who are capable of handling complex cases and of withstanding personai pressure
from the parties concerned. However, at an operating level dere are important
differences.

A tax audit commonly involves difficult accounting issues, as unusual or complex forms
of income are assessed. lt involves the investigition of past affairs in order to ensure
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that all appropriate information has been applied to the case. lt may involve the
application of arcane points of tax law, and debate with skilled professional advocates
which can stretch over weeks or even months.

Decisions on discretionary assistance must be made quickly. lf someone faces an
urgent need, it must be met urgently or not at all. The information needed is very rarely
to do with complexities of income, but more to do with household obligations. lt involves
a review of the people in the household and their needs, accommodation and other
standing costs and any short-term pressures arising from daily life. lt inevitably also
involves a certain degree of moral judgement. Where an official considers that a
particular situation is self-induced, and that extra cash would endorse careless
behaviour, then the discretionary payment will be withheld. Where lack of an extra
payment is judged to cause suffering to children and others who are unable to influence
their position, it is more likely to be made.

Clearly, there would be little to be gained from putting the administration of special
cases together. Tax inspectors and the providers of assistance work in different ways
with different people. Their professional training is ditferent, the nature of their cases and
the problems in them is different, and the time period that they must respond in is
different.

- The Scope and Boundaries of Redistribution Agencies

The discussion of redistribution activilies suggests that there is a strong case for
achieving efficiencies in the bulk assessment of circumstances by merging the activities
that match people's position against a formula, but no case for collecting the flows of
payments or special case assessments together. The other aspect for consideration is
the question of synergies between these functions in the collection of tax or the
provision of assistance and also any synergies to other non-redistributive activities.

Tax Agencies: Any tax agency must maintain for itself the ability to carry out objective
assessments of the liabilities of any person for taxes owed to the state. This means that
the tax office must have the power to monitor actlvities, to keep track of taxes recelved
and to investigate areas of concern. lt is in the nature of tax that any person is
potentially liable, and liability must not be avoidable simply by neglecting to acknowledge
it. This means that the ability to keep track of the relevant affairs of all members of the
population is an essential power for a tax otfice: in the context of this discussion that
means that bulk assessment with comprehensive verification is a necessary part of a tax
organisation.

Having identified liability, it is also imperative that the tax office keep track of receipts in
order that those who fail to meet their liabilities can be identified. This suggests a close
link to the tax payment process.

Though the detailed inlormation used in tax audits and investigations might not link
closely to bulk assessment processes, the selection of those whose affairs need closer
scrutiny is commonly made in the course of the normal checking of tax returns. The
process of bulk assessment that provides an important indication of those who should
be looked at more closely and the initial information on each case is therefore closely
linked to the handling of special cases.
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The three basic activities of a tax agency therefore have a high degree of interaction.
Although, in theory, they could be separated, the degree of interaction betrreen any
such separated agencies, and the need to ensure that the three areas are closely
responsive to each other's needs, would lead to a set of mutual understandings and
obligations so complete as to replicate one agency.

In this discussion of the link between the three activities of a tax agency the particular
tax involved has been ignored. There are of course several taxes, including direct and
indirect taxes. lt is possible to envisage different agencies, each administering a given
tax, and it is common to find a split between inland revenue agencies and cusfoms
offices. However, it is likely that there are gains to be made from linking the
administration of income tax to the administration of some other taxes. Thls clearly
applies with particular force to those direct taxes that are closely related to income tax,
such as the fringe benefit tax or any capital gains tax. The connection to indirect taxes,
such as the Goods and Services Tax, is less clear. In the United Kingdom their
equivalent, the Value Added Tax, is administered by Customs and Excise. That course
could have been followed in New Zealand, but the advantages of a comprehensive
coverage of enterprises suggested a strong link to Inland Revenue, leaving Customs to
handle border control and duties on specific goods. Another general advantage for
linking income tax administration to some other taxes is that all tax agencies require
monitoring powers, and it may be preferable to minimise the number of agencies with a
surveillance authority.

Welfare Agencies: A critical ditference between welfare agencies and tax authorities is
that, though tax is compulsory, receipt of assistance is not. Although welfare agencies
must be concerned to maximise the take-up of their benefits among those who are
eligible, there is less case for a comprehensive check on the affairs of every person.
lnstead a welfare agency needs reliable evidence on the circumstances of those who
apply for its assistance. lf that information could be supplied, or largely supplied, from
another source, there would be little loss to the welfare agency from the removal of this
clerical activity. That is, so long as reliable information is available on which to base
assessments (or even reports which apply the formula for assistance and thus constitute
assessments), an assistance providing agency could simply accept this information as
the basis for its payments. Some ability to enquire into special circumstances might still
be needed, or such matters could all be referred to those responsible for discretionary
assistance.

The skills and methods involved in determining special assistance are not closely linked
to those involved in running clerical bulk assessment, or the payment of benefits. lt is
important that those exercising judgements have access to the information used for
formula assessment purposes and some means of making further enquiry. However, the
set of information required is (or ought to be) always different from and additional to that
needed for formula assessments. lt could be that, where there are a large number of
applications and approvals for dlscretionary benefits, the administration of ipecial cases
becomes another clerical process with application forms and rules for approval. In that
case, the suggestion that discretion is significantly ditferent from bulk assessment
seems to be weak. However, if high volume discretionary systems appear, that is a sign
of a problem either in the standard formula or the discretionary policy. lf the formula
does not give adequate effect to the Governmenfs redistributive aims, so that officials
must regularly offer more aid, the formula should be changed to offer more assistance.
lf, however, the Government judges the formula to be adequate but officials are
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providing frequent and substantial additions, then the discretion is being misused and is
effectively subverting Government policy. This suggests that the provision of
discretionary assistance ought always to be a relatively small activity with specialised
staff. They need access to the information held by those making formula assessments,
but not a direct interaction or control over the bulk administration process. This
discussion applies whether the discretion involves cash assistance or any other service
such as housing.

The need for links between the assessment and provision of assistance to other non-
redistributionary activities does not seem to be strong. The provision of social work
services, ranging from community development to child protection, has little connection
with the assessment of income. Similarly, the maintenance of a housing stock or a loan
agency is not necessarily linked to personal assessments. There may be gains from
delivering assistance (notably housing) in its present form, but clearly it is not inevitable
that there be an institutional connection.

- An Information Collection Agency

The discussion of horizontal issues across generic redistribution activities, and vertical
links within tax or welfare activities, suggests that the bulk assessment of circumstancss
could be largely severed from other activities in the welfare area and brought together to
achieve economies of scale. One agency could collect information and verify it, ind then
supply it for use in tax, benefits or other social assistance. The agency would need
adequate powers to collect the necessary information, and sufficientlecurity to keep it
safe. The provision of information for other functions would need to be carried out in a
secure way and preferably under the control of the individual concerned.

However, because any tax authority would still need full information gathering powers in
order to protect the state's revenue, and because there are close links between formula
assessment, tax receipts and tax investigatlons, this bulk assessment agency would
seem to be best located within the tax agency. The tax agency could then supply the
information on income and bankability to other otfices as required and as autnoiiseO Uy
the individual concerned.

The main possible concem about locating the function in the tax office, is that its
activities may be dominated solely by the needs of the collection of tax and could be
insufficiently concerned with other redistribution activities. Clearly the culture that has
developed in the Inland Revenue Department has tended to focuson the need to collect
tax to the exclusion of other concerns. lf this were to continue unchanged, it could
seriously undermine the effectiveness of welfare systems. A pure tax orientation would
continue to emphasise only annual March year information and only those elements of
income as defined for tax purposes. A wider focus demands the coltection of more
frequent information plus knowledge of other cash flows such as maintenance
payments.

Although any change is difficult in an organisation as large and as pressured as the
Inland Revenue Department, experience demonstrates that tax offices are not
immutable. The administration of Family Support has demonstrated that Inland Revenue
can handle information at other times and on other items than is normally their concern.
Revenue Canada has added questions to tax returns so that the necesiary information
for the determination of eligibility for income-tested age benefits can be collected and
delivered to the relevant social agency. Clearly the adjustments can be made.
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- In Summary

This discussion suggests that, so long as it were agreed to shift to one set of source
data on income, the duplication of processes in bulk assessments could be minimised
by consolidating onto one formula assessment agency. This agency would collect and
collate data, and report as appropriate on individual circumsiances. Because of the
important links between tax functions, and the critical importance of tax powers for the
survival of the Government, it is probably necessary that the bulk assessment function
be carried out within the tax office.

An Integrated Approach

lf the issues of information collection, information exchange and organisational form are
brought together, it is possible to construct a different set of arrangements for assessing
income and relative need. Instead of seeing tax, benefits and housing as three distinct
issues that each have some income assessment process attached, we may instead
construct an information management process which focuses on redistribution. The fact
that redistribution takes several forms and occurs in different contexts need not blind us
to the possibilities of reducing intrusion and inconvenience, improving individual control,
and improving the quality of information.

This section briefly sketches a possible administrative structure and process that could
replace the existing systems. lt then uses the criteria defined in Chapter Eight to
compare this alternative with the current approach. The gaps in our knowledge of iosts,
both the administrative costs to the Government and the compliance costs to individuals
and third parties, means that we cannot unequivocally support or reject either approach,
but the criteria do permit a preliminary assessment.

An integrated approach to the assessment of circumstances would have at its core one
agency charged with collecting the information necessary to measure income and the
financial aspects of bankability. This agency could colleCt frequent reports of earnings
and other sources of income for comprehensive verification. The ve6fied information
would be securely conveyed to redistribution agencies in a designated area of a bank-
issued lC card. The redistribution agency would then undertake any other aspects of
enquiry (such as disabilities and family circumstances) and offer the appropriate support
for the individual concerned.

The Inland Revenue Department would be the agency charged with collecting
information. Annual returns from individuals would conlinue to be the core of the tai
assessment process, and tax liability would continue to be substantially self assessed.
The principal differences from the current system are that information from employers on
the earnings paid to their employees would be collected more frequenily, and the
entering of information on sources of income would become comprehensive. All
information provided from sources of income would be recorded anO matched to
individual taxpayers. At all times the information on an individual would be recorded in
an electronic tax report. This would show:

- the assessed income for each of the last few years;

- income paid by each source to the individual in recent years;

- monthly (or quarterly) earnings received from employers over the last 12 months;
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- employment status at all times in the previous couple of years.

The source of the sub-yearly information on earnings and employment status would be
four weekly comprehensive reports from employers on every employee, identified by tax
number.

The information in the tax report would automatically be available to Inland Revenue
Department staff, and it would combine with other information available to the
department to determine tax liability. All tax reports would remain with the Inland
Revenue Department until each individual requested the release of his or her own
information.

The request for information would be by means of an electronic on-line enquiry. The
individual would insert a bank-issued lC card into an authorised on-line Inland Revenue
terminal. Once the validity of the card and the holder have been determined, the holder
can inspect his or her tax report, and request that it be written onto the card, or that the
tax repod already on the card be updated. The Inland Revenue reporl would be
encrypted for transmission to the lC card.

Individuals would not be obliged to carry lC cards, nor would banks be compelled to
offer the cards. However, the Inland Revenue Department and the welfare agencies
would jointly issue a "standard" defining the necessary features of an lC card that would
be authorised to carry a tax report. The standard would need to cover interface
protocols, security systems, capacity of the tax report area, processing systems in the
card, key management systems, and physical characteristics of the card. Obviously this
standard would be produced in close consultation with the banks. Welfare agencies
would then require that clients produce an lC card containing a tax report as a condition
of receiving assistance. In order to ensure the card were available to welfare clients, the
agencies might enter into contracts with some banks to meet the cost of issuing cards
with a tax report capacity. The contract might also cover the issue of cards (which might
not have a credit facility) to any welfare applicant.

Obviously the suggestion of using bank-issued lC cards depends on the banks deciding
to adopt the lC card technology. So far there has been little interest from any bank in
New Zealand, but experience in France and Nonray, as well as smaller applications in
other countries, suggests that the lC card is a likely future development. lf the
government were to pursue a major application like the transmittal of tax reports, that
might help to encourage the banks to adopt the new technology. The principal etfect of
the Government's involvement would be to ensure a much faster spread of the lC card
and a larger client base; in addition the banks might negotiate for some assistance with
development costs.

Having received an lC card and gone through the process of updating the tax report on
it, the individual could then produce the card at any redistribution agency to validate a
claim for assistance. The redistribution agencies would all have readers authorised to
access the card^ On the basis of the information shown on the card, and any other
relevant information such as family circumstances or the accommodation situation of the
household, the appropriate level of assistance would be offered. For some forms of
assistance that are offered on an annual basis (such as family support) eligibility might
be determined by Inland Revenue Department staff and the net payment might be
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through an end of year tax cheque. However, other forms of assistance would probably
be paid directly via welfare agencies, either through regular bank transfers or as a
discount on the cost of services. Those who continue to receive assistance for a lengthy
period would be required to produce an updated tax report on the lC card at regular
intervals, in order to establish their continued eligibility.

The three essential differences from the current system are:

- one agency would be responsible for collecting most information;

- information (especially on earnings) would be collected more frequently;

- information would pass between agencies using a bank-issued lC card held by
the individual.

In order to get some idea of the value of these changes, we may rapidly review the
criteria for appraising information systems used in redistribution, to sse if these ideas
represent an improvement over current systems.

- Feasibility

The feasibility of the current system is demonstrated by experience, but the feasibility of
the possible alternative must be established. The new processes which must be
checked against the criterion of feasibility are: the more frequent collection of data, the
compilation of tax reports, the use of multi-function lC cards, and the transmission of
encrypted data.

More Frequent Collection of Data: From the point of view of the suppliers of
information, it seems reasonable to define feasibility as 'possible within the range of
information currently held." In theory, any frequency of reports could be provided.
However, under this definition, only repeated reports up to the frequency at which
income payments (wage packets) are calculated could be feasible. The information is
available within the employe/s system and its retrieval is a matter of marginal etfort and
cost rather than the need to investigate information beyond the detail that is normally
used by the employer. lf there are any employees on long period single payment
retainers, this might require separate consideration, but for the vast majority of casss
reports on a fortnightly or four weekly basis would seem to require only the addition of
a line of (manual or electronic) processing for each employee.

From the point of view of the Government, the issue is the practicality of receiving and
processing reports on something well in excess of a million jobs per month (or per
fortnight if more frequent reports are accepted). Since at present only around half of all
lR 68 reports from employers are entered onto the Inland Revenue computer, and they
are received only once per year, it is clear that the data inputting flow for earnings alone
would increase something around 25 times or more. At present only a small proportion
of other "tickets" on interest or dividend payments are processed, though with the
introduction of tax numbers on accounts this processing will expand.

The necessary information to be recorded from each report is:

- the tax number for the individual;

- the tax number for the source of payment;
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- the nature of payment (earnings, interest, dividends);

- the amount of payment;

- the period for which the payment was made (start date and end date).

This amounts to around 35-40 characters per report. The difficulty of entering this data
depends on how it is received. Most significant employers now have electronic systems
for calculating wages, and those employers could be encouraged to provide their reports
in electronic media compatible with the Inland Revenue Department system. lt is even
possible to use encryption systems that would permit telephone transfer of the data
direct to the Inland Revenue computer. lf the option of providing card-readers to every
employer were pursued, the information could be received in a secure encrypted form
without the need for any manual data inputting. For employers using paper reports,
typewritten reports, or even an imprinting system, could be used so that the tax numbers
could be optically read by machine readers. Since the nature of the payment and the
dates covered would be uniform across most of the payments made by any one
employer or other source in any one report, the number of characters to be entered for
any one individual could be reduced to around 5 to 10, covering the amount received.

Though the use of on-line reporting, disks and tapes, and optical character recognition
might reduce the amount of manual data entry (and so reduce the main source of error),
it is still a massive administrative exercise to cope with the large flow of information. The
experience of the banks and more recently the credit card companies demonstrates that
it is possible to organise clerical systems to handle a huge information flow from
different individuals, but it is a very large undertaking. The Inland Revenue Department
is already moving towards a stream-lined system of data-capture using a smali number
of large data-entry offices. This system is designed to allow careful management of data
flows and close checking for error. This structure would probably be the best basis from
which to expand to cope with the larger flows of more frequenl reports. In the
department's own strategic plan for the new computer system, it is envisaged that the
new computer will have the capacity (including potentially the data entry capacity) to
cope with monthly reporting (lRD, 1ggg, section 5, page 20).

Clearly the provision and receipt of frequent reports is a large undertaking, and it would
require a substantial gearing up of the Inland Revenue Department's systems. However,
given the will to make that effort, the conclusion (which the Inland Revenue
Department's report supports) is that such an increased information flow could be
handled.

Tax Reports: The process of compiling tax reports is the second issue to be checked.
This is essentially an issue of data-base management within the Inland Revenue
Department's mainframe computer. lt is clearly within existing data-base technology to
compile any information that is tagged to a given tax number onto a single tile. Within
that file it is also possible to assemble information on past year assessments, recent
reported earnings and employment status. The newly developing Inland Revenue
computer system is already designed to include a more complete electronic file on each
taxpayer in order to facilitate on-line enquiries for tax purposes. Clearly, in terms of
technical developments, tax reports are feasible; however, in terms of practical
application there are two major issues - security and capacity.
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lf the tax report allows access to information on the Inland Revenue mainframe
computer from remote on-line terminals, what is the risk of individuals accessing more
data than they were supposed to, or of hackers getting illegitimate access? The inswer
to both of these problems could be through lC card technology. The card is the
necessary key for entry and, though they have been used for access control purposes in
many sensitive contexts, lC card security has not been broken. A hacker would need to
steal both the card and its PIN to gain access to one tax report. Attempts to go beyond
that report would be blocked by the card. Because the card is preprogrammed for limited
data it could not be used to collect other information. A further control is that only
authorised readers would be able to access the host computer. A hacker could not use
an ordinary modem to access the system, unless he or she had managed to steal the
keys used for terminal security. Since those keys could be changed frequently even this
would be a risk of limited duration. Since on-line terminals would be located in places
with some degree of public view and official control, a hacker could not spend the many
hours of experiment that would be needed to break a security system even if the initial
access was achieved. lt seems, therefore, that the technologies available are such that
even with more open access, security would be as tight as at present.

The issue of capacity could be serious. lf each tax report were large, with detailed data
covering separate years, the amount of memory that had to be kept for on-line enquiries
could be very large. Since it is envisaged that lC cards could be updated on-line, the
data could not be stored on tapes. I do not have sufficient information, either on the
amount of information that might need to be held, or on the problem of managing large
on-line data bases, to be sure of the extent of possible problems in this area. HowevCr,
there is a possible solution if on-line access to full tax reports is not practical. The tax
report that is included on the lC card could be brief, perhaps containing only one year's
past assessed income and a rolling last twelve months reported income. Any further
data, on employment status, employer's name, period of employment, and a monthly
breakdown of income, could be supplied direct to the weltare agency. The welfare
agency would not have the right to request the data without the consent of the
individual. That consent would be demonstrated by the production of the card and the
entry of the PlN. The data could be provided within 24 hours using an overnight batch
processing system. Individuals might also use the on-tine terminals to request such a
report from their own tax file when they wish. lf this mixed on-line/otf-line approach were
adopted there would be a small loss in the ease of transactions, but clearly the system
could be put in place with the existing technology.

lC Cards: The use of multi-function lC cards in a redistribution context is the next
question. Appendix Four contains a full account of their use in a large number of
contexts. There can be no serious doubt that lC cards are secure, flexible and effective.
They have been found technically successful and socially acceptable in many
applications including social welfare and health areas.

The main lack in the experience to date is multi-application cards. The reason for this
gap, however, is not technical problems, but commercial issues. Experiments with small
numbers of cards, and the example of the ASSET card in New Zealand, has shown that
lC cards are capable of supporting multiple functions. The problem is that applications
have so far been promoted by potential card issuers, rather than by possible major
users of card applications. Those banks that have introduced cards have focused on t-he
need to facilitate bank transactions, and have not placed a high priority on establishing
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relationships with merchants or municipalities who might also use the card. Presented
with a pre-designed card that does not necessarily fit into their own commercial strategy,
those other users have not immediately sought to use the card.

The potential gains for card issuers from multi-use cards are obvious. lt is essential that
there be a return on the investment in readers and cards as soon as possible. Every
major secondary application on a card increases the number of people holding ani
using cards, and so speeds up the pay-back on the investment. Howevei, the
complexities of negotiating access fees, reader costs, and card management strategies
have seemed excessive in a context where most application managers were wary of the
evolving technology and doubtful about making any major commitment to card suppliers
or issuers. Given the existing investment in other technologies, and a lack of major fraud
problems, it has not seemed worthwhile for the banks and other possible issuers to take
on the risk involved in designing and marketing a new product.

An initiative from a major secondary application to be located within a bank-issued card,
could be a means of breaking the logjam. lf the Government were to introduce an
application that could attract a large number of users from the outset, bankers would
know that a customer base would be available. Even the existing low income customer
base that would be linked with current redistribution applications could be attractive, but
if new social support systems were funded through a card-based system there could be
even more and wealthier customers holding cards. (See 'Flexibility" below). The
existence of a large customer base would make it easier for the banks to market lC card
transaction systems to merchants.

Obviously the issues involved for the Government and the banks are very complex. The
determination of a 'redistribution application standard" would cover the technical
problems, but there would still be major issues in sharing investment costs. One reason
for suggesting a bank-based system is to encourage the banks to take on the
investment, in exchange for reaping gains through quicker, cheaper and more intricate
transaction systems in the future. lf the complex negotiations for a multi-use card should
fail, it would be possible to introduce a Government card, but clearly its uses would be
restricted to redistribution and its possible wider social service functions might be more
ditficult to establish.

Encryption: Having established that a multi{unction card is possible, the other issue is
the encrypted transfer of data. This is fully covered in Appendix Four. There is no doubt
that an lC card is capable of supporting highly secure communication systems. The only
question mark is over the size of the tax report to be received. lf it is possible that a full
tax report might take up too much room on an lC card, it could instead be handled using
the mixed on-line/off-line system that was suggested to reduce the capacity
requirements on the mainframe computer. The question of the capacity of the lG card
could only be fully assessed in the light of the details needed for bank and redistribution
systems. lt is clear, however, that a range of possible designs for cards, readers and
hosts exists and that some option which achieves an appropriate balance of off-line and
on-line transactions is possible. As card size rapidly expands, the possible complexity of
card systems and card information also expands.

Overall: lt is clear that the introduction of a new system could be complex, it would
require a clear idea of the intended goal and the development of a precise user
specification. Having achieved those basic management steps, the technology currently
exists to support the system that is outlined above.
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- Timing

The system of monthly reports on earnings would solve the problem of the adequacy of
data on recent income. lt would permit frequent and timely information to be used for
assessing current income and bankability.

This approach would not improve the data on wealth, family circumstances or

disabilities, but it would improve the data on employment status.

- Verification

All data available to the Inland Revenue Department would be available for welfare
purposes, and therefore the verification of circumstances would be greatly improved

under the alternative approach. There would still be gaps, especially in the area of
wealth and family circumstances, and in the case of those assessments that have not

been confirmed by Inland Revenue Department staff. However, those gaps would be

much less than exist at present. In addition, the more frequent flow of r€ports would
permit verification of recent income.

- Flexibility

The ability to make more detailed checks of circumstances for audit or special

assistance purposes would not be reduced under the alternative system. Separate staff

and possibiy separate agencies would still exist for this purpose. Once the role of
welfare agencies was clarified it is possible that some or all of the discretionary activities
could be delegated, within a budget, to non-government agencies. These might include

church groups, trade unions, iwi, service clubs, or any other organisation which

expressed values that the government wished applied to discretionary aid and which
could maintain accountability for the funds provided. The use of lC cards would make it
easier for any approved organisation, government or othenrise, to have access to the
information used in assessing the circumstances of individuals, if that were deemed

necessary in every context.

Another aspect of flexibility that is an extension of the concept included in the criteria, is

the flexibility to extend the redistribution system into other social services. At present
many social services that are not pure public goods, such as health care services, are
provided on a universal basis at a uniform price. A very crude form of targeting currently
exists in pharmaceuticals. Prescriptions attract a fee, but prescriptions beyond a given

number in any one year are free. The problem with this approach is that even in the
unlikely event of the administrative system accurately recording the number of
prescriptions per person, for some low income chronically ill patient the cash flow

problems would be significant untit the cut off number of prescriptions is reached. An lC
card which records tax report information could be used as the basis of an income

sensitive charging system, which could bring home the full cost of social services to
those who can afford them, but charge a lower or zero cost to low income groups. Such

a system could be completely confidential without any involvement of service providers
in determining eligibility.

- Simplicity

There is nothing in the proposals that changes the nature of the information used, so it
is neither more or less simple than the current approach.
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- Dupllcatlon

The present range of repeated flows of similar information is eliminated. Figure 5 shows-

in stifiseO form 
-the 

flows of data that would be involved in a new system. Instead of

,.ec"iuing substantially similar reports into three different parts of the redistribution

system 
-the gouernment would receive the information once into the Inland Revenue

oepartment, and it would need to be assessed just once. Having been verified the

inlormation could then be passed to other agencies using the lC card'

- SecuritY

Though Inland Revenue data would be made available to more officials, and even sent

out b-y telephone systems, the technical capabilities of the lC card are sufficient to

maintiin existing security and (depending on ttre security features incorporated in the

various computers) could even increase overall security.

- Organisation

The range of multi-function organisations is reduced, and the duplication between a

series of assessment agencieJ is eliminated. The issues of connections between the

payment of benefiis or-the provision of housing assistance, and social work or the

maintenance of a housing stock, could then be examined on a case-by-case basis to

achieve the best sYnergies.

- Matching

The only mass data matching in this alternative approach occ.urs within the Inland

Revenue Department, as at present. Other than that the approach permits only one-off

enquiries.

- ldentity Cards

The lG cards would not stricfly be 'identity cards" (see below) but the security of the

cards is important. The card is clearly th-e most secure form of portable information

currently available, and there is no risi< of forgery or tampering. The problem with the

system as oulined would be that individuals with muftiple tax numbers could generate

several tax reports and use an apparently low income identity to rece.ive assistance. lt is

possible that ihe existence of a verified iard might increase the likelihood of the welfare

"g"n"y 
accepting what might otherwise sesm {o be an implausible story and so allow

th-e applicant to iefraud the welfare agency. In effect this is an issue of the integrity of

the tax number system. The Inland Rlvenue Department is well aware of the need to

maintain a high integrity number, and has already developed plans to improve !h.e

current system. This 
-more 

secur€ numbering system should etfectively eliminate this

problem.
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- Control

A major feature of the lC card is the control it gives to the individual over personal
information. Data does not simply flow from one agency to the other or fiom one
application to another. lf information is to be used in another context, the individual must
be aware of that and concur in it, because he or she must be personally involved in the
process by producing and verifying the card. This alternative approach offers the sanle
complete control over the provision of information as is currently provided, without ilfe
cost of inconvenient and intrusive repetition.

- ldentification

Though there would be many more people carrying cards, the lC card would not be able
to be used as a general identity card. The face of the card need only carry very litile
information, just enough to permit the holder to recognise his or her own card and to
remind the holder of its use. Some information could be contained in a freely inspectable
area of the card's memory, largely so that lost cards could be returned to their owners.
Any other data could be protected within the card, and unavallable for unauthorised
inspection. This would prevent publicans from using the card to check the age of would
be drinkers and would stop law enforcement officers using the card to check the identity
of people in the street.

- Repetition

As shown in Figure 5 the flows of data from individuals are substantially reduced. The
individual would still need to report his or her circumstances to the lhlanc Revenue
Department in the annual tax return. On applying for any welfare assistance the
information in that tax return would not need to be repeated as it, and verifying data
from sources of income, would be contained within the card. The extra information that
would still need to be supplied to the welfare agency would cover family circumstances
and disabilities.

- Exposure

The process of applying for assistance could still involve reporting to a welfare otfice.
Though this does involve some exposure, it is no more than at present and, since the
process of information gathering is easier, there would probably be fewer visits. Since
some personal contact is probably desirable in order to ensure that urgent cases are
brought to the attention of welfare agencies, this may be a happy medium. The
exposure to employers or others through one-off enquiries could be substantially
eliminated. There might still need to be occasional queries over unusual cases, but as i
general rule approaches tO employers should be unnecessary.

- Effort

The time taken to gather information and fill in forms should be greatly reduced. In rnost
cases the lC card would already contain (or provide access tof better information than
any that would be provided manually by the applicant.

- Frequency

The total number of reports provided by employers would rise under this proposal. At
present, according to figures supplied by the Inland Revenue Departmeni, 4,1 Z1,UO
iobs are reported on for tax purposes each year. A further SOO,OOO enquiries are made
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for benefit and housing purposes. Since the total employed labour force is in the region

o1 1.25 million, it is cleii that most of the jobs repofted to Inland Revenue are short-term

pbs, most of which would appear in only one monthly report. Th-e incorporation of these

iransitory jobs would therefoie impose no extra reporting requirement than employers

alieady iate. tt we assume that the number of ongoing jobs requiring repeated reports

is about 1.S million, a monthly reporting system might s€€ the total number of reports

rise to around 18 - 20 million peryear1at1.5 million jobs x 12). However, the reports

woufO all be simpler than the annual reports requested at present. !f lht option of issuing

card readers to employers were pursued, there would be a large initial capital cost, but

the process of calcutating and reporting on tax liabilities would be made much easier

than at present. The number of reports from other sources of income (bankers and

share registrars) would not be changed.

- Enquiries

One-off enquiries would be substantially eliminated. There might be a need for

occasional follow-ups of unusual cases, but as a general rule welfare enquiries would

not be necessary.

- Accounts

Because information reporting on earnings would be linked to the pay period of. the

individual, there would be no 
-problem 

witn the accounting systems of employers. Th-ere

would be a need for some redesign of wage reports to permit the production of a line

about each employee, showing earnings received. However, this would require

information that ti"re employer wa! already collectlng for commerclal purposes. Repo{q

on income from capital'would continue t6 ue on an annual basis and therefore would

continue to be in line with the normal systems maintained by banks and share registrars.

- In SummarY

The suggested alternative approach would provide more complete information, and

would afrow it to be verified more fully in every use including wellare applications.

Though it would not permit a perfect understanding of relatlve well-being, it would mSke

a sub-stantial improvdment in ihe accuracy of meaiuring current income and bankability.

There would be a great enhancement of the control by the indlviduals over their

personal information,-rrith no loss of security or reliability. The current repetitive handling

of similar information by the government, individuals and third parties would be removed.

Organisational structures would be simplified, with a grseter 
. 
clarity of rolg jor

red-'istributive agencies. In terms of the lisi of criteria, the only substantial cost is the

increased number of reports that employers would need to supply and that the

government would need io proce$s. Ali other criteria show an improvement over the

current position.

Conclusion

This chapter has set out to explore altematives to the present method.of identifying who

is in relative need. The main areas for possible change are the collection of information,

the exchange of information, and the oiganisational structures used in the Governments

redistribution system. When looked at Jn turn, possible reforms may be seen in each

area. When brought together, an alternative system of assessing circumstances

becomes apparentlThis ilternative would use a more frequent report of eamings, to be
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collected by the Inland Flevenue Department and passed onto welfare agencies through

an lC card held by the individual.

ln terms of the criteria that have been developed, the alternative appears superior to the

current approach. However, we are not yet in a position to determine whether the

alternative approach should be adopted. The problem is that we still have inadequate

information on tne costs of either system. The government could save on current

manual systems, but at the expense of an increased ongoing data entry etfort and a

maior 
"apital 

investment in cards, terminals, and host computers. Individuals would

appear to save through reduced reporting requirements. Third parties would save on the

"bit 
of one-off enquirles, but at the cost of the greatly increased number of reports from

employers. lt is quite possible that, at least in the short t€rm, the administrative and

compliance cost 6t the new system may be greater than that of the current system. lf

that is so, any such net increase in cost must be weighed againgt the gains from

improved control for individuals and improved accuracy of delermining relative need.

Unless the increased cost of regular reporting is substantial, it seems that there is a
strong case for a maior administrative reform.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN: CONCLUSTON

This thesis has investigated the preferred way to manage personal information needed
in a successful redistribution system. The conclusions that have been arrived at in the
earlier chapters do not take the form of specific and detailed proposals for a reformed
welfare state. Instead, the thesis has made substantial progress towards:

a identifying the information that would best be collected for a fair redistribution
system;

b the constraints on its use in a liberal democracy; and

c a means of handling the data which is efficient, fair and protective of individual
rights.

The introduction identified three questions which need to be addressed in developing an
answer to the overall question of the best way to use information in a successful
redistribution system in a democratic society. Progress on these three can be assessed
in turn to measure progress towards an overall answer.

a What is the nature of the information needed to run an effective and
efficient redistribution system?

The essential problem identified in Part One is the measurement of comparative well-
being. Until we know who is better-off and who is worse-off we cannot determine from
whom to take and to whom to give.

A review of basic theories of well-being, and of the various approaches that have been
used to measure proxies for relative well-being, leads to 

.the 
conclusion that no

approach is without problems. The concept of the choice set is adopted as the idea
which offers the most satisfactory philosophical basis for a redistribution policy. The idea
that the relative well-being of people should be measured in terms of t'he options they
face, and the extent to which they are in their current position as a result of deliberate
choice, provides a conceptual underpinning to redistribution systems. The choice set is
taken to be composed of some measure of control over resources, which for
administrative purposes is proxied by income and assets.

This approach effectively provides a philosophical rationale for commonly used
administration systems in tax and welfare. The difficulty lies in determining wheiher the
same measure should be used as the base for all redistribution systems, or whether the
common practice of different bases in different contexts is more appropriate. The
particular area where this needs to be addressed is the period of assessment.

For the purposes of equity and efficiency the critical issue in determining the appropriate
period of assessment for an individual is shown to be the time horizon for thai person,
and more especially any constraints on the time preferences of the individual. Those
whose circumstances oblige them to take a short term view of life should have their
affairs, in particular their income, assessed over a short period, while others should be
assessed over a longer period.

Two methods to identify the presence of constraints are explored. Stigmatising
administrative systems are likely to promote some self selection, bui are also li[ely to b6
inaccurate and unable to be controlled with any precision. The alternative approach,
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bankability, is devised as a means of identifying those who are relatively unable to use
the capital market, and so are forced to live in the present.

The factors needed to assess control over resources and those needed to assess
bankability combine into a list including measures of current income, past income,
wealth, employment status, family circumstances and disabilities. These are the items of
information that ought to be assessed in an effective and etficient redistribution system.
The precise details of how each of these shall be measured need not concern us here,
and it is likely that the fine tuning of policy would involve periodic adjustment of the
threshold levels of the various factors. What we may conclude is that a policy which
defines eligibility and liability in terms of these factors is likely to be successful in
discriminating between those who should pay taxes and those who should receive
assistance, and between those whose circumstances should be assessed over a long
period and those for whom a shorter period is more appropriate.

b Should the Government have access to that information or shoutd privacy
interests moderate the Government's data collection and use?

The question of whether the state should have access to information on individuals in
society goes to the heart of the roles of the individual and the government in a
democratic society. There are many worthy activities that the gouernient engages in,
and it has exclusive authority to coerce citizens to assist in lchieving its aims. The
pursuit of a fair society, through redistribution in a welfare state, is ong- of those aims.
There is great moral value in the elimination of poverty, and it seems highly reasonable
for the state to collect the information it needs to run an effective and efficient
redislribution system. However, another weighty goal is the protection of personal
freedom. lt is important that the state should ierve-the people and their needs, rather
than command them to collectivist or centrist aims. lf personal privacy is of significance
to individuals, then the state should be cautious about making wholesale demands for
personal information.

Privacy issues are explored in Part Two. The nature of privacy is taken to involve a
combination of solitude, anonymity and secrecy, and the values of privacy are examined
in the light of those attributes of privacy. Privacy is shown to be of value for personal
development, personal interaction and for the protection of democracy. However, it is
clear that perfect privacy would not support any of these goals, and it is shown that
these same three areas also provide an explanaiion of the timits to the value of privacy.
The first step then is that privacy is of significance to people, but it is not an absolute
value.

In order that these values can be fostered in a social context, a statement of the rights
to privacy is developed, using the values of privacy as a starting point. The essential
point about these rights is that the individual may ctiim privacy eicept where his or her
affairs.are the legitimate business of another. tn ifre coniext oivoluntary exchanges this
is straight-forward, as the individual who wishes to preserve privacy miy withdraw from
any interaction which requires excessive disclosure. However, becauss the state is an
intrinsically coercive entity, the government is morally obliged to be particularly careful in
its dealings with people, to ensure that its demandg are within the iegitimate role of the
government.

The question of whether the government should have access to the information that is
needed to run an effective and efficient redistribution system therefore depends on
whether, and to what extent, redistribution is a legitimite role of government. The
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answer to that question depends on one's view of the role of the government, which is
basically a matter of ideology.

The fact that the issue depends on ideology need not halt policy analysis. The problem
becomes one of divining an appropriate statement of the ideology thai may properly be
applied to this issue, in New Zealand, at this time. In the final analysis it is the'funition
of Ministers to determine such a question. In the absence of any such definitive rufing,
policy possibilities may be developed by reference to any apparent consensus that miy
exist.

An examination of the history of recent political debate suggests that there is a strong
and wide consensus that a moderate degree of redistribution is a legitimate function for
the government. However, the common law tradition, and the cultural values that reflect
that tradition, requires that the government be cautious and modest in the demands it
makes of individuals, and that the presumption must be that as much as possible
personal information should remain in the control of individuals.

At a practical level the conclusion is that the government may collect personal
information for redistribution purposes so long as the OECD privacy principles are
respected, and so long as the information demands are restricied to those that are
essential to a generally accepted redistribution policy.

c What systems for the collection and processing of data will establish an
appropriate balance between redistribution and privacy interests?

The material explored in this thesis does not provide a definitive guide as to the
appropriate balance between privacy and redistribution. Given the vilue judgements
involved in both areas it is probably not possible to determine a single balanciig point
which is always appropriate. However, in the context of the understood preuaiting
ideologies in New Zealand, it is possible to construct a list of criteria against which to
evaluate information collection and processing in redistribution systems.

The essence of the criteria that are deveroped in part rhree is:

the information collected should accurately cover current income and bankability;

the individual should have as much control over personal information as possible;

general purpose identity cards should be avoided;

duplication of information collection should be avoided;

compliance and administration burdens should be minimised; and

the whole system of information collection and use, and the institutions within it.
should be as simple as possible.

The criteria do not provide a means to rate any system with an absolute index number,
but they do assist in the comparison between systems. lf a feasible atternative system
can be found which compares favourably with existing systems, then the first stage has
been made in an argument for change. The criteria alone are not definitive, aJ a full
examination must be made of the financial costs and gains of the two systems to see
whether the costs of a switch are higher than could be justified by the eipected gains.
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The existing systems as operating in New Zealand have been assessed in the light of

the criteiia, and three major problem areas are apparent. First, the information currently

collected does not cover all that is necessary lor an assessment of either current income

or bankability; the main problems are a lack of comprehensive verification of data, and

a void in the area of recent income. Second, there is a great deal of duplication in the

data that is collected, with considerable extra burden on individuals and third parties,

and with three substantial bureaucracies all covering similar work. Third, the

organisations involved in redistribution, especially the welfare agencies, are complex

inJtitutions with multiple functions. On the other hand, the existing system has the major
virtues of having no identification cards and of leaving individuals with effective control

over the use of personal information.

An alternative system is developed to address these problems. Under this approach
information would be collected by one agency, the Inland Revenue Department.

Information on earnings would need to be supplied more frequently, probably four
weekly, in order to have up to date comprehensive information on recent earnings and

employment status. Income information from tax files would be provided to individuals

using lC cards, in order to give protection against tampering and illicit reading of

information. The individual would offer the card to welfare agencies as evidence of
relevant circumstances.

When compared to the existing system in the light of the criteria, the alternative is
superior in all respects, other than the extra number of regular reports required from
employers. The cost to employers of these extra reports would depend on the degree of
assistance offered by the government to support the provision of accurate and timely
information.

Without a full investigation of the compliance and administration costs of both options it

is not possible to be firm on whether it would be worthwhile to adopt the new approach,
but on the basis of the criteria it seems preferable. The use of recent technologies would
permit a new approach to the collection and use of information that would be both more
effective and efficient in meeting redistribution goals, and provide continued protection

for privacy interests.

d What is the preferred way to manage the personal information needed to
run a successful redistribution system?

The overall question, as posed in the introduction, is the sum of of the previous three
questions. The mechanics of the information processes have been addressed in each
section. lt remains to reflect on the basic public policy conflict between the need to
preserve individual freedoms and the need to provide the administrative structure for a
welfare state.

A libertarian vision of individual rights would tend to emphasise the pre-eminence of the
person rather than broader interests of society, and would assert that individual
freedoms are the most important factor to be considered. A social welfarist view would
emphasise the importance of social iustice in the distribution of the means necessary to
sustain an adequate life-style, and would assert that personal freedoms are empty
without the means to exercise choices. The notion of a dialectic can be seen to have
some dynamic substance in terms of a competition between these sets of ideas, and the
quest for a system of administration that is sensitive to the need to defend different
values.
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Public policy analysis and administration in New Zealand must reflect a commitment to
social justice, including a redistribution role for the state, and democracy, including a
respec't for personal freedom and privacy. Bureaucrats have a moral obligation to ensure
that their advice and practices are in line with a broadly accepted balance of these
ideals. In particular, as changes in technology create new opportunities and threats, the
best means of achieving a successful balance requires continual review. Change for the
sake of change is a suspect motive, but so is stasis for the sake of a quiet life.

Fifty years ago the answer to the question of the preferred approach to redistribution
would have involved an acceptance that accuracy in assessments was severely limited
by technical realities of information management, and would have used a system very
similar to the one we currently have. The technical possibilities of electronic 

-databasej,

digital communication, and card security now offer new possibilities to address the same
balancing problem. The conceptual dialectic is the same, but we now have the means to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of redistribution while continuing to offer
substantial protection of privacy rights. Subjec-t to the detailed assessment of
administration and compliance costs, this appears to be a very attractive possibility for a
democratic welfare state.
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APPENDIX ONE: CURRENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOF REDISTRIBUTION

Introductlon

This appendix contains descriptions of the systems currently used in New Zealand to
collect and process personal information for redistributive purposes. These systems
include programmes administered by the Inland Revenue Department, the Social
Welfare Department and the Housing Corporation. A clear understanding of current
systems is a necessary requirement for a critique of existing practices, and ls the basis
for comparing possible alternatives with present methods.

There are no descriptions of these systems currently available, and the following
sections have each been produced after a substantial amount of field work to investigate
administrative practices. The precise approach to these investigations varied depending
on the best source of information in each agency, but the general approach remained
similar in each case.

My initial contact was with the Chief Executive of each agency, seeking support for the
overall project, permission to have access to information, and a nominee who could
assist with accessing the information I needed. I then wrote to each nominee ouilining
the type of information I required, and posing a series of questions on processss used.
After an interview with each nominee, based on my initial letters, I was referred to
appropriate sources for further information. These sources varied between agencies; in
some cases there was substantial written material available and in other casCs I had to
rely more on interviews with staff. All the substantial discussions are listed in the List of
Interviews, in the section on references.

The Inland Revenue Department is a very streamlined operation with a high degree of
central co-ordination. As a result I was able to get most of the information I needed from
administrative manuals which lay out the procedure that districts are to follow. Social
Welfare was also able to offer access to manuals, but this was supplemented by
interviews with district and head office staff. In the Housing Corporation there is no
manual, and therefore nearly all the information was collec.ted from interviews and file
searches at a branch office. These sources were complemented by a large number of
forms used by each agency for the collection of data (see List of Forms, in tne section
on references).

I discussed my findings wilh staff of the relevant agency before completing my draft, in
order to confirm my understanding of procedures. Once I had a'comp-iete-d draft, I
referred mf paper on each agency to my nominated contact for a departmental
clearance. Each agency has confirmed that the descriptions are accurate.

The appendix is divided into sections by agency and within that, when appropriate,
subdivided by programme. Each section describes the base used for assessment, the
information collected to measure that base, and the process by which that information is
collected and processed. In addition there is a brief section on tfre proposed reforms to
information systems that are planned or underuyay in each agentiy. The first agency
considered is Inland Revenue, with a description of income tax and Family Suipor[.
After that there is a description of the systems used for income-testeC nenetits by the
Department of Social Welfare. Finally the Housing Corporation's systems for rental and
interest subsidies are examined.
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It should be noted that the field work was carried out in the middle of 1989, and these
descriptions reflect the practices observed at that time. The overall approach is still
similar as at June 1990, but the continuing process of policy change will inevitably cause
changes in the months ahead.

Income Tax

The income tax system is administered by the Inland Revenue Department. lt is the
largest of the redistribution systems currently in operation in New Zealand, with the
largest money flow and the greatest number of people affected. The system is
commonly described as a voluntary compliance system. In fact, participation is
compulsory, and the law specifies the information which must be made available. The
voluntary concept refers to the fact that the department relies on a high degree of
honesty among taxpayers and does not exhaustively check every return. However,
selective checks are made, especially in areas where experience has demonstrated that
mistakes or evasion are most likely to occur. These selective checks, combined with
sweeping powers to inspect information on commercial transactions, encourage a
considerable degree of compliance even from those who might othenyise have been
reluctant to part with any of their income to the government.

- The Current Base for Assessment of Income Tax

Though New Zealand could not boast of a pure Haig-Simons comprehensive income
tax, developments over the last five years have removed many of the deductions and
exemptions that bedevil income tax systems around the world, and now New Zealand
has a relatively broad base for income tax.

The principal items in the income tax base are as follows:

' all income from employment, with no deductions for the cost of earning wages or
salaries;

' all income from interest and dividends (the $2OO exemption has now been
removed, but there are still some residual exemptions for special forms of
investment). New Zealand now has a 'full imputation' system, which means that
taxes paid by companies attract an imputation tax credit which may be claimed by
the taxpayer.

' all income from business activities. This includes rent, farming and any other
business activities. From gross receipts, taxpayers are entitled to remove the
costs of generating gross income, including depreciation, interest, changes in
stock and repairs and maintenance;

. all income from trusts, estates and partnerships;

' profit realised on the sale of assets, land or shares, if the taxpayer bought the
assets for the purposes of resale or if the taxpayer is in the business of trading in
those assets.

The main gap in the comprehensive income tax base is the omission of imputed income
from the value of owner occupied housing and any other imputed income fiom individual
activities. There is also no generalised capital gains tax for those not involved in trading,
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and for those who are trading there is no accruals basis for capital gains, but instead a
realisation basis is used. Of the various exemptions which commonly have the effect of
narrowing the tax base in other countries, New Zealand does not have any deductibility
for mortgage payments and has now removed deductibility for piyments int6
superannuation and life insurance schemes.

Having identified the tax base in legislation, the operation of the income tax system is
aimed at eliciting the appropriate information to identify tax liability.

- Information Used in Assessing Tax Liabllity

The main source of information for assessing income tax liability is annual returns
provided by taxpayers. Every taxpayer is required to complete a return unless they are
salary and wage earners with a total income less than $20,000 and zero provisional
income. In addition, National Superannuitants who are liable for payment of the National
Superannuation surcharge must produce a return as must all Family Support applicants
who have had a Family Support Certificate issued in their name. The total number of
personal income tax returns that are forwarded to the Inland Revenue Department is
currently around two million per year. The information that must be provided in returns is
not specifically outlined in legislation, instead the law requires that returns must be of a
form required by the Commissioner.

There are two main categories of tax return. The lR5 return is for salary and wage
earners, superannuitants and people on income-tested benefits including accident
compensation earnings related benefits. There is provision in the IRS retuin form to
report some income from interest and dividends, but total provisional income must be
less than $3,000. The other main form is the lR3, which is for taxpayers with a
provisional income of greater than 90,000. provisional income is all forms of income
other than payments in the nature of wages, superannuation and benefits, from which
source deductions are made. There is no basic difference between the two forms. Both
forms of return lead to assessment on the same basis using the same tax scale. The
purpose of the separate forms is to allow provisional taxpayers to have a fuller
opportunity to report their income in its various different forms. Also lR3 returns may be
provided a month later (7 July) than lR5 (7 June). Further, those lR3s that are prepired
by tax agents (accountants) are commonly delivered at staggered dates ttrrough ttre
year in order to spread the workload for public accountants and for Inland Revenue. This
delayed provision is negotiated between the tax agent and Inland Revenue.

The information contained in the annuar tax return is as follows:

a IRD number. There is no separate statutory authority for the IRD number. lt is
administered within the Commissioner's general power to specify the form of
declarations and returns.

b a full declaration of all earnings under the following categories:
- salary and wages;
- accident compensation earnings related payments;
- unemployment benefit and other income tested benefits;- youth allowance;
- National Superannuation;
- other New Zealand pensions or superannuation or annuities;- other income from which withholding tax has been paid.
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For all of these categories the taxpayer must report the whole year,s receipts and
they should all be supported by the appropriate lR12 or 1R13, form provided by
the payer of the income, which should indicate the total amount paid and thi
amount of tax withheld as a source deduction.

The declaration of all interest and dividends received. This should include
identification of the payer of the interest and the company paying the dividend,
and also any imputation credits or withholding payment credits in respect of the
dividends.

Any income from partnerships, estates or trusts must be declared, including
identification of the relevant partnership or estate by name and by IRD numbei.

All business income must be reported. The taxpayer must show net profit or loss
and also attach a copy of the financial accounts for each business which
subslantiate that profit or loss. The accounts need to identify gross receipts and
itemise expenses. The return should include information on the sale of land or
buildings and also the sale of shares or other property. This category of business
income also includes any rental income including a schedule oi expenditure for
each property.

f All other income must also be declared. This implies that cash receipts from tips
or informal employment should be reported, as should overseas income.

The combination of these required categories is summed, to arrive at a gross income
figure. From this income the taxpayer may claim the cost of preparing the tax return.
These costs only include cash payments made for the preparation oi the return and
must be substantiated by a receipt.

In addition the taxpayer may claim for various rebates. There is a rebate for low income
sarners which may be paid in respect of every week that the taxpayer has worked over
20 hours, but the return does not require any information to be'provlded in respect of
those hours. Similarly there is a rebate for taxpayers who are children in respect of
yhom a Family Benefit is paid, but again no evidence of this is required to be included
in the tax return. Further rebates of up to $2oo for charitable donations, and up to g310
for housekeeping or child-care costs may be ctaimed; claims for donations must be
substantiated by receipts and the person to whom housekeeper or child€are payments
are made must be identified.

In addition to the mandatory information the return also seeks information on the
taxpayefs date of birth, occupation, and name and IRD number of spouse. This
information is requested for identification, but may be omitted.

As well as the primary information received in the tax return the Inland Revenue
Department also receives information from many other sources which it may use to
verify tax returns.

lle mogt important of these secondary sources is the PAYE returns from employers
(1R68). These returns are forwarded at the end of the financial year and iOentity'tfre
names and IRD numbers of each person from whom PAYE payments were withheld and
the total salary or wage payment made to that person,
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The second major source is interest and dividend 'tickets'. These returns from financial
institutions and regular payers of interest and dividends identify the total amount paid by
name of individual and any withholding tax.

The other major secondary source of information is that revealed in audits and projects
carried out by Inland Revenue. Audits are checks made of the books held by taxpayers
in order to confirm that their returns honestly reflect the state of their activities. pioj-ects
are inspections of the books of any entity in order to identify the names of the recipients
oJ various payments so that those recipients can be checked to sse whethei they
decfared that receipt. Under section 17 of the Inland Revenue Department Act th6
Commissioner of Inland Revenue has sweeping powers to acquire information
"considered necessary or relevant for any purpose relating to the administration or
enforcement of any Inland Revenue Act". These powers are regularly used to gain
access to information which can be used to conoborate the returns provided by
taxpayers. In addition, the taxpayer is obliged in terms of the Income Tax Act to keep
evidence of receipts and payments for up to ten years in order to facilitate any audit that
may become necessary. This means that all business commercial information is
potentially available to the lnland Revenue Department as a source of information to be
used in assessing income tax liability.

A further source of some information is anonymous or spontaneous reports. The Inland
Rsvenue Department keeps a register of anonymous reports in order that it can use
them to identify those taxpayers whose affairs should come under closer scrutiny.

The combination of an enormous number of returns being provided annually by all
taxpayers and a very large number of possible sources for verifying returns means that
the information management problems confronting the Inland Revenue Department are
very comPlex and careful administration is necessary to ensure that alj returns are
promptly processed and that an adequate degree of scrutiny is maintained. The
following section describes the bones of the system by which tnland Revenue maintains
a rapid flow of assessments while also ensuring the integrity of returns.

' The Process of Assessment, and post-Assessment Review

The assessment systems used by the Inland Revenue Department are designed on the
understanding and experience that most taxpayers are honest and that their self
assessments are correc't. This means that the majority of returns may be accepted
without question and processed as quickly as possible. However, the Inland Revenue
Department also recognises that there is a significant likelihood of mistakes being made
especially in some of the more complex parts of the tax reporting requirements. For this
reason the Taxpayer Services Unit reviews a significant portion of returns in order to
provide assistance for taxpayers and in order to develop experience which will help in
the future design of more clear return forms and guide bookiets. In addition, the Inland
Revenue Department experience demonstrates that in any given year some taxpayers
will feel tempted to under-declare their income or over-Oeciaie theii costs and so'evade
their tax liabilities. Therefore the department has a thorough process of verification and
review which is designed to pick up all the worst cases anO io catch enough would-be
evaders so that the department's abilities are experienced by many people in the
community and so encourage compliance from those who might 6thenvise.be inclined to
stray into dishonesty.
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The process by which the Inland Revenue assessments are carried out are described in
various departmental manuals. These manuals outline the approaches to be followed
and set down nationally consistent procedures. In addition, every year work plans are
formulated and issued to the relevant sections in operations circulars which set the
priorities and work standards that are to be observed. These manuals and circulars are
confidential, becau_se clearly they might be useful to those contemplating filing a
misleading return. The Department has permitted me to view them, and the informaiion
in this note is drawn from them. However, since they are not available for general
inspection I have not noted each source in detail; there is little point in that degree of
detail as it would not effectively permit other researchers to check my sources sinie they
remain confidential.

Rapid bulk handling processes characterise the pre-assessment systems, and a more
thorough and deliberate scrutiny is involved in post-assessment review. The pre-
assessment process is dominated by the Classification Unit, assisted principally by the
Taxpayers Services Unit. The post-assessment area is largely the domain oi the
Verification Unit and the Audit Unit. Prior to both of these is the issuing and maintaining
of IRD numbers for identification.

a IRD Numbers

A central part of the Inland Revenue Department's information management system is
the IRD number. This is an eight digit number. One of the digits is a check Oigit; ttre
other seven must be tested for mathematical conformity with the check digit. This-aliows
immediate electronic recognition of an error or a fraudulent entry.

The authority for the use of the IRD number system is derived from the power of the
Commissioner of Inland Revenue to specify the form of returns and declarations.
Currently the Commissioner requires that each taxpayer must deliver to the employer a
declaration which shall include the IRD number. Similarly, the Commissioner requires
that tax returns shall show the IRD number. tn effect this iombination of requirements is
what compels each taxpayer to have a number.

The basic logic of the IRD number identification system requires that each taxpayer
should have only one number. Those wishing to have a new IRD number issued musttill
in form 1R595. This includes a question on whether this is the first time that the
individual has asked for an IRD number. Any person over the age of 19 years
completing an application is required to supply details to explain why 6ey should need
a new number. This might include returning to the workforce (in which case IRD will
endeavour to re-allocate the old number) or arriving from oveiseas. The Department
requires that those who claim to have been previouily living overseas should produce
their passport to establish the truth of this claim. Other afplicants may be asked to
produce such evidence as the district office considers necessary to establish proof of
identification.

Once the Department has checked its central name and address file the number may be
forwarded to the applicant by mail.

The normal circumstances where a new IRD number would be issued would include an
individual entering employment for the first time, commencing self-employment (where a
number has not previously been issued), incorporation of company, commencement of a
partnership, commencement of income earning trusts and esiates.
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It is the practice of the New Zealand system to use the same IRD number for all taxes
which the Department administers. For example a single number would be used for a
self-employed person who employs persons, is liable for Fringe Benefit Tax, Goods and
Services Tax and Land Tax.

Though the Department now has procedures in place regarding the issuing of new
numbers and the confirming of previous numbers, in earlier years the allocation of
numbers was not strictly controlled. There are now nearly six million allocated IRD
numbers. lt is apparent that some people have had more than one number issued and
this poses a tax evasion problem. lmprovements to the process of issuing numbers, and
the review of existing numbers, will fead to an increased reliability for IRD numbers. The
department considers this will change the numbers form mere 'account numbers" to
'high integrity numbers", suitable for any numbering purpose needing a reliable base
(New Zealand Inland Revenue Department 1gg0, page 2).

The main use of IRD numbers is in the identification of employers' source deductions.
The Inland Revenue Department estimate that around 6.8 percent of all source
deductions are now made at the non-declaration rate, which is applicable to those who
have not provided their IRD number. All other source deductions are identified by
number, but an unknown percentage of these relates to the fraudulent use of second
IRD numbers.

b Pre-Assessment

All returns initially go to the Classification Unit. The Classification Unit is set up as a
clerical clearing house which aims to categorise returns as quickly as possible. The
manual of the Classification Unit states that the underlying concept of the unit is that the
taxpayer is basically honest, and in most cases information may be accepted for
assessment at face value. The unit carries out only those actions necessary for
assessment input and to identify those returns requiring more in depth examination or
verification. In selecting returns for closer scrutiny the criteria are intended to be easy to
operate since the staff of the Classification Unit do not have technical experience.

The staff of the Classification Unit quickly check the contents of each retum and ensure
that all the required information is attached. Most returns are found to be clear and are
batched for lodgement in the IRD computer system and immediate assessment. lf the
return is adequate except for one gap then the Classification Unit takes responsibility for
requesting that the taxpayer provide the extra information by means of a form letter.
once this information is incorporated the return is assessed.

Where any return has more than one gap, or where information provided in the return
requires more careful scrutiny, the return is fonrarded to the Taxpayer Services Unit.
That unit follows up these more complicated enquiries with ttte taxiayer. The Tarpayer
Services Unit Manual makes it clear that the role of the unit ib irot to extract ihe
maximum tax from the taxpayer, but to establish the correct amount of tax payable, and
to isolate problem areas in return forms and guides. In effect the function i's tb help the
taxpayer to correctly complete tax returns.

Where the Classification Unit find that information provided is outside certain bounds,
the return may ba "pre-selected" for verification. itre verification process involves a
pre-assessment check that the taxpayer has provided adequate proof of income or
deductions. This may be completed by means of a scrutiny oi the information attached
to the return or may involve contacting the taxpayer for furtirer evidence. The process of
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verification is not intended to be a complete check of all aspects of the return; rather it
is aimed to find errors or suppressions of information, and to make the verification
process apparent to taxpayers. The selection process is aimed at identifying returns that
are most likely to need further review, and not all of those which meet the pre-selection
criteria are reviewed by the Verification Unit. Instead they are alt put aside and a senior
member of the Verification Unit staff reviews them every day and selects from those on
hand in order to achieve a good cov€rage of occupations and lines of business, and
those which seem on first glance to require more supporting informailon.

Once the Verification Unit has completed its review of the returns referred to it, and once
the Taxpayer Services Unit has completed its work on returns, they are all returned to
the classification unit as clear retums to be lodged for assessment.

The ovenrhelming majority of returns are therefore subjected to only a very preliminary
check before they are accepted for assessment. The only essential is that all intormation
that is necessary to be coded onto the computer is complete on the face of the return.
Provided that information is available, the assessment may be made and the taxpayer
receives either a bill for final tax or a refund.

c Post-Assessment Review

Once the assessment is made, a proportion are returned to the Taxpayer Services Unit
to scrutinise those with any substantial fluctuation in tax liability. In aidition a random
selection are checked by managers in the Classification Unit and the Taxpayer Servlces
Unit. This random check is basically a quality control, and an internal audilt to identity
any cases of staff fraud.

Ilt" gJ"rynt of post assessment activity that would affect most ta<payers is verificailon.
The Verification Unit uses information from various secondary souices in order to cross
check the information provided on returns. The main sourc-es for this information are
source deduction returns from employers and also tlckets' from institutions paying
interest or dividends.

Employers' source deductions are reported in the annual lFl68 return. About as many as
half of all reported source deductions for employment are entered into the computer
system to be matched. against reported lR12 declarations attached to taxpayers' retums.
Each Verification Unit is required to continue matching until it r"eis an annually
specified target match rate. Any mismatch in this area, ouGide narrow tolerance boundi
set by the annual operations circular, can lead to a reopening of the assessment of an
individual's tax. Information on interest and dividends is nandleO similarly. The Inland
Revenue Department encourages financial institutions and share registrars to provide
their information on electronic media in order to facilltate as wide a mltchlng as can be
achieved between payments of interest and dividends and the amounts reported in
taxpayers' returns of income. Similarly, any mismatch between the reported payments of
interest and reported receipt as shown in returns can lead to a reopening of the
assessment.

Another significant source of information is the projects carried out by each Verification
Unit around the country. Annual operations circrilari direct the Veriflcition Unit as to the
type of activity to be investigated. For example, in one year local bodies throughout the
country might have their payments to contractors examined. This review would iover the
current year and a specified number of previous years. The local Verification Units are
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required to match to individuals at least a substantial target percentage of all payments
revealed by such records. In this way they may identify some Individuals who'hive not
made a return but who should have. Such people are contacted as quickly as possible.
Others who have made a return will be required to demonstrate that the farticularpayment concerned has been included in the return they have already made. Once
again, if it becomes apparent that a payment was not included in the reiurn of income
then the assessment may be reopened by the Verification Unit. A further source of
information for the Verification Unit is payment information contained in other tax returns.
This could involve cross checking between GST returns and income tax returns to
ensure that there is some compatibility, or drawing links between company tax returns
and the returns from major shareholders. The Verification Unit does not aim to
completely reassess the return from the taxpayer but simply issues a reassessment to
take account of any errors which become apparent. lf it seems from the areas that they
have examined that a particular taxpayer might be participating in a significant fraud,
then the case is passed on to the audit and inspection groups.

The Audit Unit uses both desk audits and field audits to carry on its work. The desk
audit involves a review of a number of years of income and expenditure accounts
provided with business returns, in order to ensure that the assessment was compatible
with the information that is available. lf there is anything of concern in the return, or if it
is particularly complex, a field audit will also be carried-out. This involves searching the
receipts and payment records of the business. Once again part of the point of carrying
out a field audit is to be seen to be thorough. However, it is by no means a pro-formi
exercise, and the tax auditor is required to demand adequaie proof of the financial
activities of the business. lf the audit reveals any irregularity or error, the Inland
Rsvenue Department may reassess liability for income tax up to ien years in arrears. In
particularly complex cases specialist tax inspectors are calied in. li the audit process
reveals major irregularities prosecutions may follow.

The information storage and retrieval system involves retention of the paper return forms
filed by taxpayers, including attached documentation, and the record it iny assessment
or verification that has accrued. In addition, the computerised ledger records the annual
income assessed, and tax liability. Any Inland Revenue staff mLmber has access to
terminals which may be used to view individual ledger records, or could call for the
returns on a particular taxpayer. The only exception relates to the returns of staff
members and some groups that are judged to be sensitive, including the judiciary.
These returns are handled at the Masterton office, and are not available io other staff ot
the Department. The Inland Revenue Act requires that information given to the
Department be closely held, and may not be used for other purposes. Thd Department
places a high priority on protecting the information it receives and, though information is
technically freely available within the Department, staff are actively c-ounselled to be
extremely circumspect about any use of the information. This ethos of information
protection permeates the Department, and is recognised by statf as critical to the
success of "voluntary compliance'.

' Planned Reforms to the Information Management systems

Ih" computing hardware that the Inland Revenue Department currenfly uses is
becoming overstretched. The programmes have developed'over a series of years and
are. 1ot always compatible. In the income tax area the main function perfornred by the
mainfram-e computer is the maintenance of the tax ledger. This records the current
assessed income and tax liability of each taxpayer, and their payment of provisional and
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final tax. In effect, this is a recording of what has been a largely manual process of data
management and assessment.

Over the last couple of years the Inland Revenue Department has conducted a major
review of its information handling systems and the Government has agreed to a
substantial upgrade of its computer facilities and a rewriting of its lnformation
management systems. A description of the intended changes is included in the Inland
Revenue Department's Information Systems Plan. This plan has not been released
publicly, but I have been permitted access to it in order that I might understand the
intended changes.

A basic overview of the main features of the intended redevelopment are:

" a mainframe data storage environment which provides a common client
identification system for all tax collections based on the taxation number system.
This will enable client profiles for all revenue types and will ensure minimal
movement of paper files and greatly improved facilities for management reporting;

' enhanced data capture facilities which will minimise the amount of keying
required by using equipment such as character recognition machinery, allowing
electronic funds transfer and allowing extensive receipt of income data from
institutions on electronic media;

department-wide availability of workstation terminals to individual staff, linked as
required to main data bases for on-line editing and updating, on-line access to
main data bases and client data and on-line support services such as tax rulings,
expert systems, project management systems and word processing facilities for
standard letters.

The conceptual flow of assessment and post-assessment review will continue with the
new information management system. The main difference is that classification units
around the country and data entry points around the country will become unnecessary,
and instead there will be a small number of large data entry centres that will handle all
of the initial bulk handling of returns. This will ensure that all returns are quickly on the
system and district offices will then be able to carry out the more technicil review and
verification that is needed. In the district offices staff will have on-line access to several
years of client history which they may use to support any of their verification or audit
activities.

A major improvement that the new computing system will otfer is an increased capacity
for matching of both wage earner returns and interest and dividend payments. Wiin tfre
improved data capture systems it is likely that a very high prbdrtion of source
de-ductions and payments will be able to be matched against individual taxpayers. The
efficiency of this process is likely to increase to the point that a much m6re frequent
matching could be undertaken. ln padicular, the systems plan envisages that it wouid be
technically possible and probably economically attractive to requesl source deduction
information from employers, and maybe financial institutions, on a monthly basis rather
than annually as at present. lf this were pursued it would clearly change significanily the
information held by the Inland Revenue Department.
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Another major benefit of the new information management system will be the ability to
use computerised selection systems for verification and review. Selection criteria could
be readily applied to all returns, and those which appear to be the most slgnificant could
be rapidly identified for district office review. In addition, computerised systems will be
able to improve the case management systems used in verification and audit. Overall
the more comprehensive and accessible recording of information, combined with
methodical management of selection and processing of cases, is intended to reduce the
time involved in handling returns and improve the department's ability in identifying any
cases of misreporting of income.

The ability to access information on taxpayers more easily raises questions of data
security. lt is envisaged that the system will log access and subsequent use of the
system by staff. The system can automatically monitor the frequency oi access by each
user to different system functions to ensure that users on the system only acceis files
on a "need to know" basis. lt is also intended to ensure that adequate audit trails are
available for recording any data base updates. Access to the system will be through
menus presenting only those application functions that a particular user needl.
Passwords are intended to be used to control initial entry of the user onto the system. In
order to protect the network against any outside monltoring, it is proposed to use
encryption devices both for the transmittal of information and possibly for the recording
of sensitive data.

- Conclusion

This description of the Inland Revenue Departmenfs information handling system
demonstrates that the Department has access to (and uses) a comprehensive set of
information on income. As well as the elaborate information that taxpay€rs are required
to provide annually in their returns, the Department accesses secondary information on
sources of income from a variety of places.

The Family Support Tax Credit

The second major component of the present set of redistribution policies is the Family
Support programme. This is administered by the Inland Revenue Department. As its
formal name implies it is technically part of the tax system and is constituted within tax
legislation.

- The Base for Assessment of Eligibitity

The base for Family Support is a development of the income tax base. lt is both mor€
comprehensive in terms of its coverage of sources of cash and less comprehensive in
terms of some non cash income.

Areas where the Family Support scheme is more comprehensive than income tax
include maintenance payments, and receipts and payments received to help with
education. In both casss receipts are added to tai<ahe income, and payments of
maintenance are subtracted from taxable income to assess eligibility for Famiiy Support
assistance.

Some other income spreading and accrual items are added back to taxable income for
Family Support purposes. In particular depreciation on buildings, losses brought fonrard
from previous years, income which has been 'spread' away irom the particular year inquestion and farming, fishing or forestry development eipenditure which has been
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deducted for tax purposes must all be added back in for Family Support assessment.
Likewise any income which is spread to the year in question is removed in the
assessment of Family Support eligibility. In addition recipients can not deduct business
losses from other incomes when calculating total income for Family Support eligibility.

In effect the Family Support base is a short term base which aims to get a complete
cover of cash flows to the individual.

- lnformation Used for Assessment

The assessment for the eligibility for Family Support is a two stage process. Before the
beginning of the relevant financial year households may apply for a family support
eligibility certificate. These certificates are then given to the employer so that PAYE
deductions may be altered to take account of the tax credit.

The application (FSl) must be filled in by both parents in a two parent family. The
application must include the Family Benefit number of each parent and the full names
and date of birth of every child who is entitled to receive family benefit. The application
must show the primary employment of both parents and their secondary employment, as
well as the number of hours work in each job per week. In addition the application
should show an estimate of income for each parent from salary and wages.

National Superannuation and other pensions, income tested benefit, maintenance
received from a former spouse, interest and dividends, business and partnership income
and any other income. The application should also show any maintenance paid to a
former spouse. To substantiate the estimate of salary and wages, each parent is
required to attach a payslip for the previous four weeks or simihl evidence from the
employer. Information about maintenance payments must include the name of the
person who is paying the maintenance or the person to whom the maintenance is paid.

After the end of the financial year the Family Support Tax Credit is calculated as part of
the overall income tax calculation process. Those who have received the tax credlt are
required to submit their tax returns in tandem with their spouse. At the same time they
are required to submit a family support declaration, FS2. This FS2 calls for the same
family information that was provided in the application form as well as more detailed
particulars. The parents must report whether they have married, separated or changed
family circumstances during the year and the date of any such change. They must report
whether custody is shared and say who it is that shares the custody. tn addition, in oider
to establish eligibility for Guaranteed Minimum Family Income (which is administered as
a subset of the Family Support scheme) both parents are required to report on the
number of hours work each week and the number of weeks of unpaid leave during the
year. Finally, as well as reporting details of maintenance received and paid, both paients
must report any payments received to help with their education.

In terms of secondary sources of information the Inland Revenue Department relies on
the same sources as are used for incoms tax. No extra reports on hours are called for
frgm employers as a general rule. Information on benefits and the Family Benefit
eligibility is checked with the Social Welfare Department. There is no compiehensive
source of information on maintenance payments but some can be cross-checked from
other returns and others could be checked on a one-off basis by approaching the person
who is identified as the payer.
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- The Process of Assessing Famity Support Ellgibillty

There .is no separate section within Inland Revenue to cope with Family Support.
Instead the same sections which process income tax handle Family Support as part of
the overall assessment flow. In essence the same flow of classification, t€upay€r
services, verification and audit applies as is found in the income tax system.

The major difference relates to the issuing of certificates of eligibility. The Inland
Revenue Department aims to encourage most applicants to have returned their FS1
application forms by Christmas in order to be sure of getting eligibility certificates out
well before the beginning of the financial year. A major task for the Classification Unit
and the Taxpayer Services Units through that period is checking these applications and
ensuring that adequate information is available. In particular there are complications
relating to subdividing applications between the parents (and between those with
different shares of custody responsibility) in order to ensure that the appropriate
eligibility is recorded on each certificate.

The only difference in the handling of declarations relates to the greater complexity of
Family Support payments and therefore the higher proportion which are referred to the
Taxpayer Services Unit for checking. At the time of the end of year assessment of
Family Support based on the FS2 Family Support Declaration, the staff in the
Classification Unit and the Taxpayer Services Unit normally calculate the eligibility for
each Family Support recipient. This is not necessarily done in the case of other income
tax returns during the pre-assessment process but is normal for Family Support. This is
partly a reflection of the greater complexity of Family Support declarationi. Ttre post
assessment process is however the same as for income tax.

Social Welfare Benefits

The most important set of income maintenance payments in New Zealand is the range
of Social Welfare benefits. These are periodic cash benefit payments made to eligible
recipients after assessment by the staff of the Social Welfare Department.

In total the Social Welfare Department administers around 60 ditferent benefits.
Together they represent a very significant part of New Zealand's redistribution system
with payments of nearly $9 billion in the year 19gg/gg.

Each of the ditferent benefits has its own sets of rules and criteria. Rather than
examining every benefit it is helpful to classify the benefits into six groups.

a Non lncome Tested Benefits: These are National Superannuation (now known
as the Guaranteed Retirement Income, but generally referred to as National
Superannuation in this thesis) which is available on a non income tested basis
from age 60 and the Family Benefit which is payable to all parents of children
aged under 15. Because these benefits do not involve any income testing they
are not of direct concern in this assessment of redistribution systems-, ani
therefore they will not be examined.

b Annual Income Tested Benefits: These are benefits which are paid on a long
term basis and which are based on an assessment of annual income. They
include the D_omestic Purposes Benefit and its closely complimentary benefft th;
Emergency Maintenance Allowance. In addition there are thiee otherbenefits that
are commonly bracketed together under the title 'four-weekly" benefits. These are
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Invalids Benefit, the Orphans Benefit and the Widows Benefit. The term nfour-

weekly" refers to the fact that these benefits used to be paid every four weeks.
Now all of the annual benefits are paid on a fortnightly basis and, though there
are differences in the eligibility for different benefits, their administration is the
same. Another benefit in this category is the Dependent Spouse Allowance that is
paid with National Superannuation.

Short Term Benefits: These are benefits paid to groups who are currenly
unable to support themselves but for whom there is an expectation that they wiil
shortly be able to meet their own needs. These include the Unemployment
Benefit and the Sickness Benefit. This class of benefit involves both a shorter
period of eligibility and a more frequent cycle of reassessment.

Youth Allowances: These are short term benefits paid to people under twenty
who are unemployed or in full-time education. They are in a category bi
themselves because they are tested both against personal circumstanc-es, anO
family circumstances.

e Supplementary Benefits: There is an extensive range of specialist benefits
available for particular circumstances. Many of these are available to supplement
the incomes of beneficiaries in particular circumstances (such' as the
Accommodation Benefit or the Disability Allowance). Many others are designed to
assist households or individuals with particular costs, as ln the case of the Child-
care Subsidy, the Rest Home Subsidy, and the Handicapped Child Allowance.
Others are available on a discretionary basis so that Social Welfare staff may
offer assistflg" to meet particular needs; these include the Special Benefit ani
the Special Needs Grants. Most of the payments under these benefits go to
people holding a "parent' benefit, but that is not a requirement for recJiuing
supplementary assistance; many of these benefits, including the Accommodation
Benefit, the Special Benefit and the Special Needs Grant, may be paid to people
in employment if their circumstances warrant it. In total there ire over eS Obneiits
in this category. Only some of the more important of these, in particular the
Accommodation Benefit and the Special Benefit, will be focused on.

f Specific Purpose Benefits: There are a total of 21 different forms of war
pension and also three types of miners' benefits. In the overall scheme of things
these benefits are relatively insignificant and will not be considered further in thls
paper.

Though there are many different benefits which raise differences in detail of
administration, overall there is considerable similarity between the different forms of
income tested benefits. The discussion in this paper will therefore treat them together,
but draw out the significant differences between the annual and short term benefits and
also the supplementary benefits where appropriate.

A full account of the administration of all Social Welfare benefits is contained in a very
comprehensive set of manuals. However, for the purposes of this appendix those
manuals have been uged very fittle as a source. tnstead this analysis has been drawn
from dlscussions with Head Office and District Office staff, and from a review of training
manuals prepared within the Social Welfare department and an analysis of applicatioi
and administration forms used in the operation of the system

d
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- The Base for Assessment of Social Wellare Benefits

Each of the many Social Welfare Benefits has its own set of rules to establish eligibility.
In each case it is necessary to establish that the applicant meets the requiremenis
necessary to be part of the "category" that the benefit is directed towards.

An example of these tests is the set applied to the Domestic Purposes Benefit. A DpB
recipient must be aged 16 years and over and be a sole parent. The beneficiary must be
caring for a dependent child and be living apart from his or her spouse, or fromthe other
parent of the children. lf the child was not born in New Zealand to parents normally living
in New Zealand at the time of the birth, the applicant needs to meet a residence test-.
Finally all DPB recipients must meet an income test.

Though this set of criteria may seem restrictive it is a feature of the range of Social
Welfare benefit options that where one benefit is inappropriate another miy meet the
needs. In the case of the Domestic Purposes Benefit a closely associated benefit is the
Emergency Maintenance Allowance. This applies essentially similar criteria and offers
similar assistance except that it is available to applicants who are unable to quality for
the statutory Domestic Purposes Benefit because they are unable to meet the minimum
age requirement or residence test. lt is also used to provide assistance to sole parents
who stop work to care for their children during the school holidays.

Another example is the Unemployment Benefit. This too has a residence and age
requirement, but its unique requirement is the work test. Under the work test the
applicant must be unemployed, must be capable and willing to take on work or willing to
train, and must have taken adequate steps to find work. The minimum evidence of
taking adequate steps is to register with the Department of Labour. An important detail
of the work test is that the applicant must have been unemployed for long enough to
meet the benefit "stand down' requirements. There is normally a 14 day wiiting p6riod
before the benefit begins, and in some cases the benefit date may be pbstponei for up
to six weeks. However, though eligibitity for the unemployment benefit'may be delayed,
where there is hardship it is possible to qualify for emeigency assistance Uy *ay'of a
Special Needs Grant, irrespective of the time delays thaiwouid normally apply.

On top of the standard tests of eligibility for the various benefits, there are certain
requirements on beneficiaries that may affect their eligibility or the level of benefit. One
sensitive example is the requirement on applicants for the Domestic Purposes Benefit to
identify the other parent (ie the father). The purpose of this identification is to enable the
Department to take action against the father in order to require him to pay the Liable
Parent Contribution. Unless there are particular reasons to waive tne reqirirement, if an
applicant refuses to identify the father, her benefit must be reduced by the equivalent
weekly amount to that which is paid for a second and subsequent ctritd undei Family
pupqort (ie $19 pet week). tn effect, the disclosure requirement is an eligibility test for
the Domestic Purposes Benefit and is significant in establishing the rieekly rate of
benefit.

The most important aspect of the tests for eligibility for the purposes of this paper is the
income test. The forms of income that are taken into account for each benefit are
essentially similar, but there are minor points of detail that differentiate various areas.
The general rule is that all forms of income should be taken into account. This includes
wages and salaries, self-employed income, interest, rent, dividends, and compensation
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payments from the Accident Compensation Commission. Excluded are the Family
Benefit, a War Disability or War Widows Pension, any tax free dividends, gifts, i
Handicapped Child Allowance, a Disability Allowance, and redundancy pay. Similarly,
capital payments are not regarded as income. At a more idiosyncratic level,-the income
test includes a two dollar per week disregard in respect of any benefit being received
from a "friendly or like" society.

Though the forms of income that are used in testing eligibility for benefits are essentially
similar, the important distinction between the annual benefits and the short term benefiti
is the period of time that is taken into account. For the Domestic Purposes Benefit, and
for all other annual benefits, the income test is applied as a 12 month test and eligibility
is expressed in terms of a 12 month eligibility divided into 26 fortnighfly paymenti. For
the Sickness and Unemployment Benefits, however, the income tesi is 

-applied 
over the

previous four weeks of income, and the eligibility is expressed as a weekly rate, to be
paid weekly, and reviewed every four weeks.

An example of the effect of this is the income disregard. Afl Social Welfare benefits allow
an exempt income which may be earned before there is any abatement of benefit. For
the DPB, and for other annual benefits, this exempt income is expressed as $3,120 per
year, but for the Sickness and Unemployment Benefits it is expressed as $50 per week
for beneficiaries without dependent children and $60 per week for beneficiaries with
dependent children.

The operation of the 12-month income test may vary depending on the expected
fluctuations in income. In different circumstances it may be backward looking (based on
actual income) or forward looking (based on prospeclive income). In either case it is
clear that the intention is to focus on a full year's income. Howevei, one departure from
this yearly rule is an exemPtion for child-care costs. Any DPB recipient may claim up to
$20 per week of child-care costs incurred in order to permit the beneficiary to undertake
paid employment. This exemption is assessed on a weekly basis and cannot be taken
as an annual lump sum.

The olher maior type of benefit that needs to be considered is the supplementary
benefits that are made available for various purposes. Commonly theib benefiti,
including the Accommodation Benefit and the Speiiat Benefit ate piid in association
with a 'parent" benefit. That is, most recipients of the Accommodation Benefit are
already recipients of one of the major statutory benefits. The significance of this is that
though the Accommodation Benefit, the Special Benefit and other supplementary
benefits are each established with their own piovisions, the administration of the tests of
eligibility tend to vary a little depending on which type of parent benefit the individuat is
receiving. However, whichever benefit the Accommodation Benefit is attached to, it is
calculated on a weekly basis. These supplementary benefits do not need to be paid in
association with another benefit, and even people in full-time employment receive them
if they meet the income and expenditure requiiements.

The critical test fo_r the supplementary benefits is generally evidence of expenditure of
particular forms. The Accommodation Benefit, for Lxample, requires evidence of rsnt,
mortgage or other housing outgoings beyond a minimum amount per week. Any
accommodation costs above the minimum level can attract payment of thil
Accommodation Benefit up to a maximum of $AO per week or $65 per'week for couples
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or sole parents. The Accommodation Benefit is not available to Housing Corporation
tenants. The level of Accommodation Benefit is also subject to abatement against non
benefit incom€, with no exempt level of income. That is, the Accommodation Benefit
begins to abate from the first dollar that is earned.

Conceptually the special benefit may be seen to be similar, as it is intended to assist
beneficiaries to meet costs of living that are beyond their means under the standard
benefit level. As with the Accommodation Benefit evidence of costs is expected.
However, unlike the Accommodation Benefit the Special Benefit is open ended with no
specific type of spending to be included and no formula being established by statute.
However, the level of payment is established under guidelinei issued by heid office.
The application form for the Special Benefit gives an idea of the kind of coits that Social
Welfare staff expect to need to take into account in establishing the situation of the
applicant. The Wellington office of the Department of Social Welfare has prepared its
own form in which applicants are expected to outline their payments on tax, rent, rates,
insurances, superannuation, power, telephone, television, child-care, maintenance
payments, accommodation payments, visits to children, travel costs, food, clothing,
medical, and hire purchase details. Once fixed costs ar€ subtracted the remainirig
income is compared to the "standard income" as set out in Head Office Circulars. Fo'r
couples this level is set at 70 percent of the relevant benefit rate, and the single person
rate is set at 55 percent of the couple rate. lf income net of fixed costs is 

-below 
the

standard income a Special Benefit is issued to bridge the ditference. District offices have
discretion in these payments; if necessary Special Benefits may be withheld, or paid at
a higher rate. However, I understand from district office staif that the result of the
formula is generally accepted as the rate for payment.

The Special Needs Grant is even more flexible. This is paid on a one-otf instant
payment basis for any person who is unable to meet a reasonable payment. lt requires
a combination of an income test and an examination of expenditure. payment is not
automatic, and there is no formula. District office staff make these payments on a
discretionary basis..staff report that in these cases and in considering dpecial Benefits,
a guiding principle is that any error should favour the beneficiary. Ctedrty wtth any oi
these discretionary benefits it is not possible to describe the base ior assessment in any
precise terms, but the overriding consideration remains the level of income.

In summary, all benefits require applicants to meet a series of criteria in order to
establish eligibility. In particular the annual, the four weekly, and the specific benefits all
have a requirement of an income test. The definition of income is broad, with some
specific detailed ditferences between some benefits. The most significant difference is
that the annual benefits focus on 12 months of income and the sho-rt term benefits focus
on a month to six weeks of income.

' The Information used to Assess Eligibility for Beneflts

The information sources used in the assessment of benefit levels are essentially similar
across each of the types of benefit. The primary source is the application that is fitled in
by the person seeking a benefit, supported by extensive verification of circumstances
and income. The Department has little access io independent corroborative material that
might expose false claims, but spontaneous reports from the community about the
circumstances of beneficiaries are an important source of information.
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The.first step in the process of application is establishing idenflty. All appllcants are
required !o produce some form of identification, and preferably ttio sepaiite ltems of
identity. These may include a drivers llcense, bank 

'book, 
birth cerfifibate, insurance

forms or passport. Whichever documentation is supplied, the Department requires that it
be at least two years old, in order to make il more difficult for fraudulent claimants to
establish a fictitious identify.

Every different benefit has a separate application form. These include, for example, the
application for Domestic Purposes Benefit (DPB 1) the application fbr the
Unemployment Benefit (UB 1), and the application for Sickness Benefit (SB 1). Similar
forms exist for other benefits. Before any benefit can be paid the applicani is required to
answer every question on the application form.

There are a series of items which occur on virtually all Social Welfare application forms.
These include:

- name (and alternative name) and addresses;

- IRD number;

- place and date of birth, and sex;

- period in New Zealand;

- marital status and name and IRD number of partner;

- the birth date of the partner, the place and time of maniage and the partner,s
address;

- names, age, sex, relationship to applicant, and whereabouts of all dependent
children;

- statement of income itemising salary and wages, business or property income
and other income. Where circumstancss are complex the application'form may be
supplemented by the statement of income or property (SW4) which calls for a
rpre detailed breakdown of forms of income and assets. In addition the sources
of income, includlng the names of employers, must be given;

- the bank account number (for payment of benefits);

- all applications must be signed as being true and correct. There is no longer any
requirement for a statutory declaration.

Having outlined the core requirements that occur in all appllcations there are differences
between applications that relate to the particular characterlstics of each benefit. For
example, annual benefits require a statement of assets. This includes itemisation of any
land and buildings other than the house that the beneficiary is currenily living in, any
loans or bank accounts and any shares and other assets. In-addition ths ennuil benefit
application requires some form of estimate of expected income for the next i2 months.
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The Domestic Purposes Benefit application calls for details on when any marital

relationship or partnership ended and also the name of the father of each dependent
child. The Unemployment Benefit application requires the former occupation, the last

employer, the date when employment finished and the reason for leaving that job. The

Sickness Benefit application calls for information on the nature of sickness or injury,

whether there is any sickness insurance and any accident compensation payments
being received.

Applications for supplementary benefits generally accompany the application for the

main benefit. This means that there may be no need to repeat information on income,

but the application for the Accommodation Benefit, for example, requires information on

the current level of rent (and the landlord's name) or information on any property

outgoings over the last 12 months. lt also calls for a statement of assets.

When a benefit has been paid for a sufficient period of time (12 months for annual

benefits and four weeks for shorl-term benefits) the beneficiary is asked to renew the

benefit. This does not involve filling in the initial application forms again but uses

separate renewal forms.

For the annual benefits an application for renewal form (SW 7) is used. This is a detailed
form. The applicant must again provide the name and whereabouts of every child and
information on any income received in respect of each child. A detailed statement of
income for the previous 12 months is required, including the identity of each
organisation from which income was received. The present rate of income must also be
provided.

For short run benefits a more simple application for continuation (SU 110) is used. This
form must identify the income received from work or other sources by the beneficiary or
partner. Any work income must be itemised for each week, showing the employer's
name and the amount received. Other than that, the form only requires the number of
children, and a statement that circumstances have not otherwise changed.

Having elicited information from the applicant using the application process, including
interviews to confirm any ambiguous statements on the forms, the department then
attempts to verify all significant points. Much of the verification is supplied by the
applicant. For example, the application forms ask the applicant to bring in:

- the last pay slip or lR 12 form;

- business accounts for self-employed;

- evidence of accommodation costs, including rent book, letter from landlord or
mortgage papers.

Once again, for different benefits other forms of verification may be needed. For the
DPB the applicant should produce birth certificates for each of the children. For the
Unemployment Benefit the applicant must produce a notice of enrolment from the
Department of Labour. For the Sickness Benefit a medical certificate from a doctor is
required.

On top of the documentary evidence supplied by the applicant, the department also
makes extensive use of an inquiry process in order to confirm the statements made.
There are a large number of inquiry forms that are used lor different types of
infornlation.
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There is a series of documents sent to the Justice Department in order that Registrars
of Births, Deaths and Marriages may confirm details against their records. (SW il, SW
28 and SW 2C.) These are generally only used if the applicant has not been able to
produce the relevant certificate.

There is a large number of inquiry forms that are used to verify details of income.

Particulars of Account (SW 5)

- This is sent to banks and other financial intermediaries, nominating an account
number for a benefit applicant and requesting details of that applicant's accounts
and the partner's accounts. The level of balances, the interest rate and interest
credited over the last 12 months is sought.

Certificate of Earnings (SW B)

- This is a substantial form which requires employers to give details of previous
work experience. The items included are:

. gross weekly wage (including overtime);

. PAYE and superannuation deductions;

. regularity of overtime;

. income over previous 52 weeks;

. period of employment;

. last day of work, holiday pay and the
lump sum severance payments;

. any free board or company car.

Verificatlon of Employment (UB S)

number of days it represents, any

- This is a simpler form that is sent to past employers of applicants for the
Unemployment Benefit. lt calls for:

. the period of employment and the last day of work;

. gross wage in the last four weeks and 12 months;

. any last day pay and the period it covered;

' the reason for the individual leaving the job.

Verification of Stocks and Shares (SW gB)

- This is sent to the administrators of share registers. lt asks for confirmation of the
level of shares or debentures held and the payments made in the last 52 weeks.
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Verification of Rent (SW 8C)

- This is designed to be sent to a tenant of a beneficiary. The tenant is asked to
confirm the level of rent and the payments made over the previous 12 months. ln
fact, most of these forms are sent to the landlord of the beneficiary, and are used
to confirm the rent paid by the beneficiary, for the assessment of eligibility for
Accommodation Benefit.

Verification of Superannuation (SW 8D)

- This asks administrators of superannuation funds to confirm the rate of
superannuation payable to a benefit appficant.

Verification of Mortgage (SW 9)

- This is usually sent to lawyers, and could be used either as part of an income test
or to confirm outgoings in an application for Accommodation Benefit. lt confirms
the principal outstanding on a mortgage and the rate of interest. lt also shows
interest and principal payments for the previous 12 months.

As well as this specific list of income inquiries there is a more general 'confidential
declaration' which is used to confirm circumstances. The applicant may be asked to
nominate someone io confirm details of their personal circumstances. For example, in
the context of applications for the Widows' Benefit a form (WB 7) may be sent to a
potential referee who is not related to the applicant. The form asks for confirmation of
the number of children, whether the applicant maintains those childrsn, and her
residence in New Zealand.

pn top of th9 inquiry forms, which are intended to corroborate particular claims and to
investigate those forms of income which the applicant has declared, the next possible
type of information is independent data whictr might reveal circumstances ihat the
applicant has not mentioned. Although the Social Welfare Department has powers
similar to the Inland Revenue Department's, these are not used in any general way and
random searches of employer records are only used rarely. Geneia[y it would only
occur if the Department had reason to believe that a problem existed. The only form of
random information that is used as a general rule is the lmmigration Division departure
cards. These record details on every person leaving New Zealand. The Social Welfare
Departmenl uses this information to-id'entify beneliciaries whose eligibility for benefits is
affected by their period out of New Zealand.

The final source of information about beneficiaries is spontaneous reports from the
general public. These are a very important source of information. Many people provide
information on the work or domestic circumstances of applicants which are relevant to
their eligibility for benefit. In its initial form the information is sometimes vague, but it can
be frequently followed up with inquiry forms and an interview with the'beneficiary in
order to assess the real siluation.

In summary, the main information sources used by the Department of Social Welfare for
establishing eligibility for benefit and the appropriite level of benefit are the application
forms and enquiry forms. These are suppiemented by reports from the geneiil public
and reference to lmmigration Division departure cardj.
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- The Process of Establishing Eligibility for Benefits

The benefit staff in the districts are organised into sections which specialise in different
groups of benefits. For example, in some districts all Invalids and Widows Benefits are
administered by a "four-weeklyn section, and another section specialises in the
Unemployment Benefit. At any given time some staff may be focusing more on renewals
than on initial applications, or on front counter work rather than assessments. However,
as a general rule the section responsible for a particular typ€ of benefit will carry out all
the normal work associated with administration of that benefit.

This split in the administration of different benefits permits some degree of specialisation
in line with the differences between benefits, but as a general rule the process of
assessing eligibility and striking levels of benefit is similar for all benefits. This
discussion will therefore largely ignore different benefits.

Once an application has been received the first step is to allocate a Social Welfare
number. The staff refer through on-line terminals to the common index system to see
whether that person has already been issued a Social Welfare numbei. The same
number is used for each beneficiary in whatever context that they deal with the
department. For many applicants for benefits, in particular the Domestic Purposes
Benefit, a number has already been issued for a Family Benefit. That number is then
used for any later benefits. lf there is no existing Social Welfare number, the statf
complete an input form so that data on the applicant can be keyed in to the main
computer by the staff in the pay section. The information is then referred to the data
processing centre where a number is allocated. This number is a unique 9 digit
identifier.

The oJher important opening step in the process is to open a file on the applicant. Each
benefit section that the beneficiary deals with will mainiain a separate file.

Having organised the administrative formalities the staff review the content of the
application. The applicant is interviewed to clarify any points of confusion, to make any
necessary ncontractn for the verification of information and to explain the requirements of
the benefit. At this stage enquiry forms are issued. As a geneial rule the aim is to use
documentation supplied by the beneficiary rather than to pursue secondary sources.
However, independent verification is commonly used especially to confirm the final day
of work including the number of days of holiday pay.

Once sufficient information has been collected to determine the question of eligibility and
level of benefit, the process of decision making is recorded using a Disposaf of
Application form. These occur in various forms incluOing the DBP/leiWeZ for annual
benefits, the SU3 for Sickness and Unemployment Benefit or the SW22g for the
Accommodation Benefit. These forms act as a summary sheet which record the process
of decision making. The staff must fill in the name of thl applicant, the date of birth, and
the date the application was received. The benefit number and the IRD number are
recorded, as are details on dependents and spouse. In a summary work table the form
makes provision to estimate the chargeable income (that is the income which may affect
the level of benefit that the applicant will receive; anO to deduct exempt income. There
is also provision to calculate the maximum benefit and, by use of n6t up charts, lhe
staff may calculate the amount to deduct from the maximum benefit to anive at the net
benefit that is payable to the beneficiary. In many straight-fonrard cases the calculation
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of .the benefit payable may be carried out using the computer programme but in othersit is,.a manual process. In either case, the outcome is recoideJ on the Disposal of
Application form. A further panel on the form records whether the benefit was granted or
declined and a few lines are available to explain the reason. Once compleied some
forms are randomly selected for checking by another staff member. Some district offices
have a policy of checking every form, but it is more usual to take a sample.

This Disposal of Application form is critically important, as it is a central record of the
Department's handling of each applicant. ldeally it should be at the top of each file
summarising the papers below, which will include any verifying information and will
begin with the initial application.

Once it is determined that a benelit will be issued and its levet, the data is inputted into
whichever of the various computer systems is appropriate to that benefit. This is done by
filling in a data input sheet which is referred to the pay section for keying into thi
computer. These input sheets make provision for recording the name, address and
social welfare number of the applicant and spouse, and the sex and birth date of the
applicant. ll also records the entitlement date and the level of chargeable income. There
is a small amount of room for entering additional details but on-ly lim1ed descripgve
information may be entered onto the computer. As each of the benbtits is support"A UV
a different computer programme the precise details which are inputted will vary from
case to case but in general the information will be at this skeletal level.

Once the data has been inputted by the pay section, the process of payment can begin
with automatic payments into the beneficiary's bank account. The computer can th-en
generate requests for review of the benefit at the appropriate time.

The process of renewing benefits is a straight-fonrvard check that circumstances have
not changed, and this is not normally recorded on a disposal form, but instead the
application for renewal is annotated as approved. Reviewing benefits is essentially
similar to the initial application process. Again it is based on the relevant application
forms which are analysed on a "certificate of Reviewn (sw23 or su4). The central
element of this task is to keep the assessment of circumstances up to daie, and to take
into account any change in circumstances. The aim is to calculats accurately the
payments which are due and the due dates.

A central feature of the initial benefit approval and future renewals is that it is a
centralised clericaltask carried out by SocialWelfare staff. Beneficiaries do not calculate
their own entitlement and instead they provide the detailed information necessary for
Social Welfare staff to prepare theii own summaries of the situation and to then
calculate the due amount. Information is not taken for granted, and is checked at every
point preferably from independent sources.

There are several processes of checking which are intended to reduce staff error and
avoid fraud and abuse from beneficiaries. The initial calculation of entiilement is
intended to be checked in every case. The preparation of computer input forms is also
subject to checking, as is the input stage. on tbp of these checking piocesses there is
an internal monitoring system which is lhe responsibility of a senioi executive officer in
each district office. That person is responsible to ensure that a random audit of benefits
is carried on a steadily rotating basis. A main area of focus in these audits is to check
that the appropriate verification has been used before a benefit is issued. This avoids
staff members colluding with beneficiaries to issue unjustified benefits.
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There is also a nationally organised programme of internal audit. This involves staff
making periodic reviews of the activities of district offices. The focus of these reviews is
mostly on the processes that are being followed to ensure that all appropriate steps are
used. At the same time individual cases are examined and any irrelufrity is foilowed
up.

The second major form of checking is the work of the Benefit Control Units. These are
located in several district offices around the country and their number is expanding.
Their aim is to identify any fraud and abuse of the benefit system. The unit can check
files at random and 99n visit employers on a random basii using the powers of the
Social Welfare Act to identify anyone receiving income that has not been declared to the
Social Welfare Department. However, it is unusual for these units to work on a random
basis, instead they have quite sufficient work to do following up information which is
offered lrom the public or referred from the Social Welfare statt. dlaims that a neighboui
or relative is not entitled to the benefit that is being received, or referral of iriegular
applications, are followed up, and a significant number of incorrect payments are
uncovered. Most of these involve the continued receipt of benefits beyond the perlod of
entitlement; usually this is because the beneficiary has started work or entered into a
relationship and failed to inform Social Welfare. in many cases an interview with the
beneficiary is sufficient to confirm the irregularity, but ofien verification is sought by a
reference to the employer. Depending on the severity of the case the Social-Welfire
Department will normally try to recover any excessive benefit payments and will
occasionally prosecute where the case appears to reveal deliberat6 and significant
fraud.

The third major form of checking is the review of lmmigration Division departure cards.
All of these cards go to the data processing centre in Wellington where the names on
the card are compared with those on the common index system. lf the card
demonstrates that a beneficiary (such as an unemployment ben-eficiary) who is not
entitled to any payment when out of the country has left, ihen the data procbssing centre
stops payment of benefit immediately and iniorms the district office of the action. ln
other cases where a finite period overseas is permitted before the benefit is halted, the
data processing centre informs the district of the individual's departure and it is over to
the district to follow up to check whether the beneficiary has ieturned before the due
date.

Though substantial elements of the system are computerised, including the automatic
payments and the initiation of reviews, the central process of assessing eligibility is
largely manual and the information is mostly on paper. The history of each benefit is
held on paper files, with summary information avaiiable on the on-line computer system.
The National Superannuation and Family Benefit systems do not mainiain separate
paper files on each recipient. Instead a print-out of ail transactions for each day is kept
as a 'batch file". A summarised computer record keeps track of when each transaction
occurred, and the detail must be found by looking up the daily print-out. However, any
person. receiving one of these benefits who also receives any income tested benefit
would have a personal file kept for them.

All staff members have access to files whether on the computer or paper files. The only
normal restraint is that any staff member is entitled to ask that any fiie that may allude
to his or her own previous benefit history, or that of their family, niay Ue removed from
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general access. The Social Welfare Act requires that the data used in assessing
benefits be kept private and the Department endeavours to ensure that statf are awar6
of that responsibility.

' Proposed Reforms to social welfare Information systems

The current data processing systems used by the Social Welfare Department are
inadequate. There are a series of different programmes that have been designed for the
various different benefits. These different programmes use incompatible coding systems
and data cannot be transferred from one system to another as beneficiaries use different
benefits. The hardware and programmes are now old and problems continually occur
which require substantial maintenance. The system is unreliable and r€sponse times are
poor.

After a lengthy review of information management options the Government has
approved a major investment in a new computer system for the Social Welfare
Department. This system will be supported by the Government Gomputer Service. A
new set of programmes will be developed which will allow greater ease of use and
improved uniformity across the different benefits.

It is anticipated that the new information system will be considerably more efficient and
accurate. A major reason for this is the more uniform coding systems. This will reduce
confusion among staff and so cut down on error. lt will also permit the direct transfer of
information on a beneficiary from one benefit file to another; this too will save time and
reduce error.

The Social Welfare Department considers that the new information system will increase
flexibility. In their report proposing the reforms, the Department ideniifieO several formsof improved flexibility including the means of meeting possible Government policy
changes, such as the following:

- the new system will be able to interface with the Inland Revenue computer
system;

- payment via alternative institutions would be possible if it is decided to contract
out the administration of Social Welfare beneiits;

- the new system will be able to support different payment processes, including
payment by means of smart cards.

- Conclusion

The basis for assessing eligibility for Social Welfare benefits is essentially based on
income, supplemented by different qualifications needed to receive categorical benefits.
The information for assessment is drawn mostly from applications, suiplemented by
verification from documents produced by the applicant oi from approaches to those
institulions paying income to the applicant. The piocess of assessment is conceptually
slraight{orward, bu-t involves complex detail; the assessment is carried out entiiely by
Social Welfare staff .rather than by the applicant. The assessment process dep6ndi
critically on trust, al Ue Department has few means of discovering infbrmation which is
not willingly offered. The information management systems used by the Department atpresent are inadequate, but the process of developing a more ettlcient and flexible
system is underway.
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Housing Assistance

The major form of in-kind assistance which is provided on an income targeted basis is
housing assistance. There are three main forms of state assistance: subsidised state
rental accommodation, state mortgages at concessionary interest rates and the
Accommodation Benefit. The benefit is provided by the Department of Social Welfare
and is described in the section on Social Welfare assisiance. The other two are
administered by the Housing Corporation of New Zealand.

The Housing Corporation uses a decentralised management approach, w1h many
decisions being taken at a local level. Though formulas are set by the Government
which control the provision of assistance, the Housing Corporation emphasises the
flexibility that each branch has in the administraiion bt those pol6ies. This
decentralisation has reached the point that in 1988 the Housing Corporation abolished
the sets of manuals that previously provided a systemised central control.

This decentralised management makes it difficult to gather a comprehensive picture of
Corporation procedures because they vary around the country. However, the nature of
the formulas and the continued practice of issuing circulars irom Head Office ensure
sPme consistency. The information for this section of the paper has been gathered from
discussions with Head Office staff, reference in some cases to the now outdated
manual, a review of circulars issued over the last five years (over 500 all together) and
discussions with management staff at the Porirua Branch Otfice (wh'ich corers
Wellington City and Porirua). The procedures described here will therefore reflect in
particular the operations of the Wellington District and will not necessarity be identical
with practices found across the country, but it is my understanding thlt there is a
substantial similarity between the methods used in various different oftic"s.

State Rental Accommodation

There are over 65,000 state rental houses and home units that are let to tenants around
New Zealand. The administration of these properties is in the hands of the Housing
Corporation. The prime criterion for eligibility io occupy a state house and for the settini
of rental levels is income, and a signlticant part of the work of the rental staff of the
Corporation relates to identifying income and assessing the appropriate rent.

- The Base for Assessment of Bent Levels

There are two different contexts where the circumstances of households are assessed in
the management of state rental tenancies. The first is during the process of applying to
become a state tenant and the second is during the regulai reviews of rent levels.

In each district the Housing Corporation operates a waiting list of prospective state
tenants. The position in the queue is determined by a points iystem. itre targ"st single
component (30 out of a total of 90 points) is for income. All households receiving ljss
than or equal to the equivalent income level that they would be offered were they on a
$ocial Welfare benefit get the maximum number of points. For every five dollars per
week above that level the household loses one point, so that points abate over a rangeof $7,800_ per year. The assessment of household income is based on the post-tix
income of the principal earner and partner plus Family Support payments. From this is
subtracted any child-care costs.
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A second major part of the points system also relates to income, as it assesses the

'affordability'bt existing payments. An additional 20 points is available for this category.

The entiilement to theje points is calculated by comparing the present rent (net of any

accommodation benefit being received by the household) with the rent that would be

payable if that household were Housing Corporation tenants. Each of those rents is

exiressed as a percentage of the applicint household's income, and a point is awarded

foi each two percentag6 points that the current rent (as a percentage of income)

exceeds the Housing Corporation rent (as a percentage of income).

There are other factors which are also considered in the points system that do not have

any direct relationship to income. These include up to 20 points in respect of the quality

of existing accommodation, five points for ill health and a further point for every

consecutive six months in poor accommodation up to a maximum of five points. A

further ten points can be allocated on a discretionary basis to reflect problems caused

by family friction or other exceptional circumstances.

In summary, the base for assessing eligibility for state housing is substantially

dependent 
-on 

net income (minus child-care costs) and a series of factors related to

current accommodation and housing need.

Once a tenant has been allocated a state house or home unit the base for assessing

rental levels is a combination of the net income of the household and market rents. That

is, the rent level (and therefore assistance with rent) is calculated in line with income,

subject to a market rent ceiling. The rent is struck as the lesser of either a market rent,

calculated as the amount which Housing Corporation valuers believe that property would

attract on the open rental market, or a rate calculated using an income based formula.

The income based formula is as follows:

- 2SO per dollar of net income up to the net rate received by a married couple in

receipt of National Superannuation;

- SSO per dollar of additional net income up to and including the level of the

average net weeklY wage;

- 650 per dollar of additional net income.

Rent increases upon annual reviews are limited to:

- $t O.0O if assessable net income is up to and including the net income received

by a married couple in receipt of National superannuation;

- g15.OO if assessable net income is between this level and the net average weekly

wage;

- no limit, if assessable net income is above the net average weekly wage.

The base for calculating net income is outlined in a circular of 15 October 1986

(Circular No 100/1986). lncome is regarded as gross taxable income less tax. In this

calculation some elements of income are excluded; these exclusions include Family

Benefit, Family Support, War Pensions and other non-taxable incomes. In addition, the

first 500 dollars of income from 'interest - dividends etc" is to be disregarded. Once this

net of tax calculation has been made 25 percent of any Family Support payments



received by the household are added to the net rent figure. Any child-care costs paid by
the household are then subtracted from income to arrive at the net income to be used in
the formula outlined above.

For the purposes of this calculation the household is composed of the principal income
earner and his or her partner. lf there are any other adults aged 20 or above living in the
household a 15 dollar boarding allowance is added to the rent that was calculated for
the household.

Apart from the $SOO disregard for interest income, the formula is intended to apply to
income from all sources, including business income. In assessing the income of the
self-employed, Corporation statf may refer either to drawings or to profits as revealed by
annual accounts.

Though the formula might appear to be cut and dried, there is considerable room for
flexibility in its application. In a circular ot 17 July 1987 (circular number 66/1987) it
was stated that nbranch managers have total discretlon to reduce rentals in cases of
severe hardship" (emphasis in original). Branch€s wer€ directed to take a flexlble
approach in applying the formula. I understand that in rnost cases this flexibility was
used principally as a transition measure to cover the switch from the lower rents that
prevailed under the old formula. However, from discusslon with Wellington Branch staff,
I get the impression that somewhere in the region of 2th to 5 percent of tenants in that
district are still having their rent discounted below the level that the formula would have
implied. Obviously it is not possible to precisely outline the assessment base that is
being used in a discretionary assessment system. However, I understand that the maior
factors taken into account by the Porirua office include costs of travel to work and cost
of hire-purchase commitments. In a small number of cases the discretlonary
consideration might include a review of a full budget of the household including
allowances for food, and clothing.

A particular aspect of the discretion which makes the base an ambiguous matter, is the
period of assessment. The aim appears to be an assessment ol "continuing" income. As
is outlined later it is unclear and variable as to whethor this implies a focus on current
weekly income or income for the year.

- Information Used for Assesslng Rent

The Housing Corporation's main source of information is the application forms filled out
by potential tenants, supplemented by earnings certificates filled in by employers as well
as interviews and inspections of properties (for assessing points).

A significant aspect of the information requirements on applicants is the lack of any call
for evidence of identity. At no point is there any requirement to produce any form of
identification to establish that the applicant is who he or she clalms to be.

All applicants are required to fill in an Application For Rental Accomrnodation form
[H1/1(3/88)]. The form calls for the names of all tenants; that is the principal income
earner and pafiner. lt also requires the names, s1ex, age and relationship to the tenants
of all other people who will be housed. Information on the present accommodation (to be
verified by an inspection) and the health of the applicants (to be verified by a medical
certificate from an appropriate health professional) is requested.
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For the assessment of income the applicant is asked to provide an estimate of weekly
income. This involves information on the ordinary time wage, an estimate of average
weekly bonuses and information on secondary employment. Any Social Welfare benefit
received must be identified and the benefit number supplied. Similarly Family Support
receipts must be identified. Income from interest or business profits are required as well
as any other income (eg maintenance is specified as a possible other income).

In addition to the income figures, the applicants are also required to provide a statement
of their combined assets and liabilities. Assets are to include money (in hand and bank),
property, car, furniture, investments and other assets. Liabilities are to include the
outstanding liability on the hire-purchase of car or furniture and the weekly outgoings on
those hire-purchases as well as any other debts. Child-care costs incurred for the care
of children to enable either parent to work is to be specified on a weekly basis.

Further to the simple statement of the value of assets, the applicants are required to
declare any interest in any house, flat or other property with living accommodation in
New Zealand or overseas; if there is such property the applicants must give reasons
why they can't live there. lf the applicants have sold any interests in any
accommodation, details of the settlement are requested. The applicants are required to
declare any previous applications for a Corporation tenancy and whether either applicant
has been a previous Housing Corporation tenant.

lf either applicant is separated or divorced from a former partner, the name of that
partner is required. In addition, any payments that will be received by either applicant by
way of a matrimonial property settlement in terms of a separation agreement is required
to be explained in a covering letter.

Though the information on assets, liabilities, housing interests and marital situation are
not directly related to the points system they are used as part of the general enquiry into
the circumstances of the applicants to decide whether they can be admitted to the
waiting list. Similarly, information on previous tenancy is necessary to check whether the
applicant has previous debts to the Corporation or a record of damaging Corporation
property.

Applicants are also required to state their period of residence in New Zealand and also
whether there are any special reasons for needing a corporation tenancy.

The application is then signed by the applicants as being true and correct in every detail.
Until March 1988 Statutory Declarations were required for these applications. However
the Corporatlon found that the statutory provisions were rarely invoked, other financial
institutions did not rely on this process and remedies for fraud are still available on the
basis of a signed application. Accordingly the more simple personal declaration is now
used.

The other main application form, the Application for Rent Rebate (H 7l2l is used during
the process of rent reviews. lt calls for the names, age and sex of all persons living in
the property including the tenants. In addition there is to be a statement of income of the
household for the past twelve months. This is to include wage and salary income of the
principal earner and partner plus other income and investments. In addition, child-care
costs, being the actual payments currently incurred to enable principal earner or partner
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to work, must be specified and the person to whom the payments are mads must be

identified. Any benefit paid to the piincipd earner or to the partner must be specified

including the iype of benefit, the benelit number and the weekly amount. Family Support

receipts-snoutd'be shown for each partner. Again this application is signed as true and

correct by both tenants.

The principal supplementary source of information, which is provided by the applicant

along w1h the application, ii the Certificate of Earnings (J1/25). This certificate is used

for rental house applications, rent reviews and also for loan applications. Applicants are

required to take ihe certificate to their employer so that the employer may declare

income received during the relevant period. The employer is required to show both

current weekly gross iarnings and total gross earnings through the period (usually a

year if the appliiant has been with that employer for the whole period). The employer

must separaiety identify ordinary wages, overtime,.bonuses, and other taxable income

or allowances. These are summed to show total gross earnings. I!€ tax code is

identified and the tax deductions are shown to arrive at net earnings. To this is added

Family Support to arrive at a total net income.

Though the Housing Corporation has no legal power to require employers to fill in the

Certificate of Earni-ngs, the staff of the Corporation said it was most unusual for

employers to objectl This may be because in most cases (unlike Social Welfare

benefiliaries) the applicant is siitl working for the employer,- and (unlike tax payments)

the employei knows inat titling in the form is in the interest of the employee. Corporation

staff did report that employers commonly seem to understate current weekly earnings,

often by excluding oueriime or bonuses, but this is usually apparent from the statement

of gross earningJover the period. This seems to suggest that thoug.h some employers

arjprepared to attempt to'be less than frank if they think that it is in their employee's

interest, they will not often write down details that are untrue.

ln terms of other areas of income, the Corporation has no systematic means of

confirming the applicants position. The Corporation does not approqch banks or other

businesses for details of the applicant's position. The exception is in the case of the

self-employed, where a full statement of accounts is required. This is generally regarded

as being t-he same set of accounts as were submitted to the Inland Revenue and the

CorporJtion would normally require that they be prepared by .an accountant. In
discussion, staff could recali the occasional case where a self-employed person would

present an amateurish statement of position which gave little idea of the true success of

ifre business. However, in these cases the incompetence revealed by the

amateurishness of the presentation was a precursor of business collapse and_ the

applicanfs status had quickly changed from self-employed to unemployed. In those

ciies the Corporation had ignored the previous business history of the applicant.

There is no formalised process of checking with the Department of Social Welfare on the

circumstances of beneficiaries who are applying for rental assistance. In some branches

there is a regular policy of checking with the Social Welfare Department but in the
porirua Branch, if a Social Welfare benefit number is quoted, that is normally accepted

as svidence of receipt of benefit. Generally if the applicant quotes a benefit level which

is not in line with the benefit entitlement the Corporation staff will simply amend the

application to the normal figure. Occasionally, if there are difficultles with the application'

tfrd Corporation staff will ring the statf of the Social Welfare Department to confirm the

information.



A further source of information is spontaneous reports from the community. These are

comparatively rare in the Housing iorporation and because ol the Corporation's limited

abiliiy to collect substantiating evidence on such allegations they are not always useful.

However, if they appear to have any substance they are followed up with the tenant.

- The Process of Assessing Eligibility and Rent Levels

Once an application for rental accommodation is received it is reviewed to assess

general etigibitity and, depending on the policy of the branch, some preliminary enquiries

with Social Welfare may be und-ertaken. The applicant is then called in for an interview.

The length and depth oi tne interview may vary a little depending on branch practice, but

its purpose is to explain the points system and to gather all the information required to

assess the circumstances of ine applicants. This is followed by a visit to the applicant to

assess the current housing circumstances. Once information on income, rent, housing

circumstances, health, time in need and other relevant circumstances is collected,

Housing Gorporation staff make an assessment of the applicant's points. These are then

made ivailabte to the applicant as the provisional points estimate. These provisional

points are referred to ihe local Housing Allocation Committee who arrivs at the

confirmed points. These confirmed points determine the position of the applicant in the

waiting list. The points remain the same until the applicant's circumstances change or

until they are reviewed after a year on the waiting list.

As state rental accommodation becomes available, in the district and of the size that is

needed, the applicant with the highest points who has been waiting longest is offered

accommodation. lf income has been assessed within the previous two months then that

information is used as the basis for assessing the rent level. lf the information is older

than that, then the new tenant is required to fill in a further declaration on the income of

both partners, supported by new Certificates of Earnings from the employers. lf there is

some delay in receiving tnis information the rent can be struck on a provisional basis

and confirmed or amended when the new information is available.

The rent which is assessed for the property is in every case the market rent, and then

the income related formula is used to arrive at a rebated rent figure.

In assessing income, the Corporation aims to assess the usual income of the

household. This means that the weekly current income is the main basis for assessment
unless the gross earnings for the previous year are inconsistent with those revealed for

the current lituation. In that situation the gross annual figure is used as the basis unless

there is information to show that circumstances have changed. Sometimes employers

will provide a letter confirming that overtime earned earlier in the year was an exception

which will not continue. In that case the Corporation will usually accept the current

earnings figure. In some circumstances where the position has changed and the future
positioi is-uncertain the Corporation can make a temporary assessment and require a

reassessment after three months.

The rent of every property is reviewed each year. 60 days before the end of the year the

tenant is sent a lbtter saying that the market rent will apply from the beginning of the
next period unless an applicltion for rent rebate is received and approved. The 60 day

notice period is as required in the Residential Tenancy Act. lf an application for rebate

is received that can be used to assess the level of rent and the maximum level of
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increase that may be applied in terms of the formula. In cases where the Housing
Corporation staff have knowledge of the tenants, and in particular where they know the
tenants are beneficiaries, the staff will normally contact the tenant if no application tor
rebate has been received by a couple of weeks before the rent review date.

Though this procedure of announcing an increase unless information becomes available
caused some concern when it was first introduced, the Corporation staff consider that
most tenants are now familiar with the system and they think that most tenants are not
unduly alarmed by the annual notice of rent increases.

Once the information on the income and circumstances of the tenants is received the
specific process of assessing the rent varies from office to office. In most otfices there
are now micro computer programmes which are used to determine the rent and to
produce a letter to the applicants explaining the result of the calculation. These micro
programmes usually produce a statement of the information to be entered into the
Housing Corporation's centralised computer ledger system (CHARMS). That data is then
inputted to the national computer, using terminals at the local branches. The CHARMS
system is then used to keep track of receipts and liabilities of the tenant and to produce
the notification of rent review times once 12 months is approaching.

The responsibility for storing information on each tenant and their circumstances is held
by the branch. In most cases the information is stored in paper files. In some districts
the paperless office concept is in place, using micro computer networks. There is no
national system of accessing information on individual tenants, and this can only be
found at a local level. In order to permit some national statistical analysis a 10 percent
sample of all new applications is referred to Head Office so that some information on the
people holding state tenancies can be recorded and analysed.

Housing Corporation Interest Subsidies

The Housing Corporation is a major lender of home mortgage finance. In the year to
31 March 1989 the Corporation received over 50,000 applications and approved some
44,000 applications for around 45 ditferent programmes of lendlng. Many of these are
administered on an agency bases for other institutions and others ars very small
schemes. The most important schemes are the modest incoms lending, loans to
Corporation tenants (to enable the purchase of a home), refinance and second chance
lending, home improvement loans and equity sharing. The single most important
scheme is the modest income lending which saw a total of 94OO loans of $4OO million
being issued in 1988/89. This is the principal income based scheme and the discussion
which follows will focus on that scheme. The other schemes have some different
aspects to them which lead to slightly different administrative systems and ditferent
assessment bases, but a focus on the modest income lending will give an adequate
understanding of the Housing Corporation approach.

Housing Corporation mortgages are issued on a table basis, generally for a period of 25
- 30 years. The level of interest is normally at the "prime rate" which is intended to be
set in the region of the rates prevailing at that time among market tenders. However,
when the loan is issued the recipient is income tested and the interest is struck at a
lower rate if income is low. The policy is intended to ensure that housing costs do not
account for too high a proportion of the income of modest income borrowers.
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- The Base for Assessment of Interest Assistance

Income is assessed both for determining whether an applicant is eligible to receive a
Housing Corporation loan, and also to determine the level of interest on that loan. The
basis for assessment is the same in these two cases.

For lending purposes income is defined as follows:

"the gross income of the principal income earner and spouse/de facto spouse
including when applicable, Social Welfare benefits grossed up (but excluding
Family Support) plus a fixed sum of $gO per week for each extra adult aged 18
years and over" (Circular No 58/1986).

The detail of the items to be included in the gross benefit was outlined more fully in the
old manual. There it was suggested that household income would include:

"Overtime, bonuses, shift allowances, travelling time, income from secondary
employment (and related earnings and allowances), unemployment or sickness
benefit and a pension or Social Welfare Benefit being received as a result of
disability. Excluded are Family Support, Family Benefit, War Disability, Blind or
War Widows Pension, Accommodation Benefit, and Income from assets that are
to be disposed of to contribute to the housing proposition (eg, interest on
savings)" (HCNZ Manual, M.zF, paragraph S.2).

The use of income from both partners is to apply irrespective of whether the loan is to
be in joint names or a sole name.

Having assessed joint income, actual maintenance payments paid (up to to a maximum
of $100 a year or two dollars per week per child) may be excluded from income or
deducted from the income of the liable parent. Day-care costs are not to be deducted to
assess loan eligibility, but branch managers have some discretion to take account of
child-care costs if income is higher than would normally permit the offer of a loan.

The manual directs that current gross weekly income is to be used unless weekly
income at the time of the application would be unfair in which case the average of thi
last 12 months may be used.

The relationship between gross income and interest rates is as follows (August 1989):

Income ($ per week)

0-250
251-330
331-380
381-430
431-480
480+

Interest Rate

7
9

11

13
15
15.1

The base is further adiusted for those who have severe disability or paraplegia. In those
cases the relevant income brackets are reduced by $10.00 in each case in assessing
the interest rate.

On the issue of a new loan, eligibility depends on an affordability test. This requires that
housing outgoings at the assessed rate be not more than 30 percent of gross income.



Prior to July 1989 the interest income relationship applied at the time ol the issue of the
loan, but on review the changing circumstances of the borrower were reflected in the
"affordable outgoings' test. Under that test not more than 25 percent of all household
income was to be used for housing outgoings. lf on review it transpired that the interest
rate would lead to an excessive charge the policy was to reduce the interest rate to the
nearest half-percent below the amount necessary to conform to the 25 percent test, but
not lower than the rate payable before the loan was reviewed. For most purposes these
complications will no longer be necessary, but even under the new policy borrowers may
ask for relief on the basis that the income tested formula still leaves them unable to
afford their payments. In these cases the notion of housing outgoings would appear to
be still relevant. These are defined to include:

"Rates, houseowners insurance premiums, lease payments and all mortgage
payments where the loan was raised to buy the home or to carry out essential
additions or repairs to it" (Circular No 88/1980).

Where this affordability test suggests that further relief is needed the Corporation will still
capitalise interest payments on an equity sharing payments basis.

- lnformation Used in Assessing Interest Rates

The sources of information used in the lending side of the Housing Corporation's activity
are essentially the same as those used for rental. The application form and the
Certificate of Earnings are the principal sources of information. In addition, because the
loans are to be secured over the borrower's property the Corporation needs some
information about that property. Generally, unless the mortgage is a very low percentage
of the sale price, the Corporation will require a valuation of the property. lf the borrower
offers a valuation prepared by a registered valuer the Corporation will generally accept
that, but in most cases the Corporation carries out its own valuation. Now inat tfre
housing outgoings test is largely unused this valuation has little direct relationship to the
payments made by the borrower. For that purpose the principal information is income
and, though here we are using gross rather than net income, ths sources of information
are as for rental assessments.

- The Process of Assessing Interest Rates

The staff handling lending matters are organised in a distinct section, separate from
those involved in rental work. They have their own management hierarchy which only
comes together at the branch management level. However, the bones of the
assessment process are similar in both lending and rental, with the main differences
relating to the process of purchase.

Once an application for a new loan has been received and assessed, and the necessary
interviews completed, the Corporation issues the borrower with a home loan certificate.
This certificate indicates the level of loan that the potential borrowers are eligible for
(based on the 30 percent affordability test) and the initial interest rate that will apply.
Using that certificate, the potential purchaser can look for a property and make 

-a

conditional bid on it. At that point the purchaser returns to the Corporation with a house
proposition. This indicates the address of the property, its price and the proposed
financing arrangements including details of any other mortgages. Once the Cdrporation
has assured itself as to the value of the property and the viaOitity of the overall financing
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arrangements, the loan can be confirmed and the sale proceed. In assessing the client's
ability to service the loan the 30 percent affordability test may be applied. However this
is not rigid, and if the would-be purchaser can show that rent payments were at a similar
level or higher than the proposed mortgage outgoings then the Corporation will not
normally refuse to lend. Where there is some question about the affordability of the
payments, a detailed budget can be requested including information on the household
incomes and regular expenses for mortgage payments, food, power, telephone,
insurances, hire purchase, personal loans, clothing, transport, medical, housing and
maintenance, and superannuation costs. ln addition some allowance for gifts, education,
entertainment and holidays can be specified. However, this detailed budgeting is not
usually embarked upon.

In order to arrive at a view on the acceptability of a Ioan proposition the Housing
Corporation statf prepare a'vetting" form. This summarises the assessed income, the
current rental and the affordable outgoings. lt outlines the financing and payment
arrangements and concludes with a recommendation on whether the loan should
proceed. The loan is then confirmed at a more senior level. Similarly, the levelof interest
relief may be calculated at a relatively junior level (possibly a 101 clerk) but policy
guidelines suggest they should be approved by a manager at grade 105 (Gircular No
1411986). However, branch managers have discretion in their delegations and in the
Porirua Otfice standard applications may be approved at grades 101 to 103.

The frequency of review of mortgages depends on provisions of each mortgage. Some
of the older Housing Corporation mortgages still contain a five year or three year review
clause. Many of the more recent ones are based on an annual review. The most recent
mortgages contain a provision permitting the Gorporation to review the interest rate as
necessary with notice of at least 60 days or, more recently, 30 days. In fact, mortgages
are normally reviewed annually unless the provision of the mortgage prevent that. The
process of reviewing the mortgage interest rate involves sending a letter to the borrower
indicating that the rate will rise to the prime rate from the review date unless an
application for interest relief is received. Clients seeking interest relief have 14 days to
submit a certificate of income or else to accept an adjustment to the prime rate. As with
the operation of the rental system, the Housing Corporation staff consider that most of
their clients understand the review process and that the receipt of a letter suggesting
that the interest rate will rise to the prime rate does not necessarily cause major disquiet
in low income households.

Once all information is received by the lending section the process of assessment,
recording and informing the individual of the outcome is similar to that in the rental area
and varies from branch to branch. Once the assessment is completed the outcome is
recorded on the CHARMS system which records the liabilities of the borrowers and any
receipts. lt also keeps track of the review periods so that reviews are carried out at the
appropriate time.

- Information Management Systems and Possible Reforms

The only major Information Management System used throughout the Housing
Corporation is CHARMS. This is little more than a ledger system. lt records the liabilities
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of tenants and borrowers and keeps track of payments as they are received. lt also

€nsures that reviews are carried out at the appropriate time. lt Includes no detailed

information on the circumstances of borrowers or any explanation as to why a given

interest rate or rent is being charged.

Detailed information on borrowers and tenants is held at the district level. In most cases
paper files are the basis for the recording system but in some cases electronic systems

Lsing micro networks have been introduced. The systems used in different branches

have been developed autonomously and it is likely that the procedures are not ahrays

compatible with those used in other branches. A major review.of the Corporation's

systems, the data and information management project is now undenvay. lt is likely that
proposals for substantial reform in the Corporation's systems will be generated through

this review.
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APPENDIX TWO: INFORMATION EXCHANGES BETWEEN
AGENCIES FOR REDISTRIBUTION PURPOSES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Introduction

This paper describes information systems used for redistribution purposes in and
between various agencies in different countries. The subject area is divided into three
parts:

Common numbering systems;
ldentity cards (lD cards); and
Information exchanges.

These three areas are distinct, and the use of one system in any given country does not
necessarily require or imply the use of the other systems.

The main source of information for this note is my visits to North America and Britain,
late in 1989. Interviews were conducted in the United States, Canada and the United
Kingdom with officials from tax and social security agencies. The main discussions are
included in the List of Interviews, in the section on references. For other countries my
main sources are the OECD (1989, please note that this draft report is still restricted by
the OECD, and should not be quoted in any public use), and interviews with delegates
from OECD member countries at a meeting in November 1989 of the Working Party on
Social Policy in Paris (also included in the List of Interviews). These sources have been
supplemented by information collected by members of the Working Party on Common
Numbering Systems during visits to North America and Europe in March 1990, and
Australia in May 1990.

Common Numbering

All systems of redistribution involve identifying which individual or family group is in a
position to contribute through taxes or entitled to assistance through the benefit system.
This involves deploying information about individuals and, as a result, the identity of
each individual is critical. lt is therefore a general characteristic of redistribution systems
that individual identifiers are recorded. The issue for discussion is what sort of identifiers
are used.

The most obvious identifier is the name of the person concerned, and for most
individuals this would be the most comfortable identifier to use. For administrative
purposes the problem with a name is the likelihood of duplication and confusion
between different individuals. For record keeping purposes it is therefore common to
assign a number to each individual. This number might in itself convey information (such
as date and place of birth or sex) or it can be an abstract sequential identifier.

The most significant issue in the use of a number is the range of different institutions
that may use the same number to identify an individual. The possibilities range from the
use of separate numbering systems by each individual agency, to the use of numbering
systems across a series of agencies within the same field, and on to the adoption of a
unique personal identification number (PlN) for all administrative purposes. These
options are canvassed in reverse order in the following paragraphs.
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- Universal Unique lD

The development of national registers, and unique national number systems, can be

traced back to the local and parish registers that have existed for many years. By the

beginning of the twentieth century many Western European countries had systematic

registration systems, recording name, residence, age, sex and marital status. These

were administered at a municipal, county or province level. During the middle of this
century, partly coinciding with the introduction of mass liability for income tax and social
insurance schemes, central population registers were introduced in several countries. In

order to keep track of individuals in a nationwide data base, unique numbering systems
were introduced (Lunde, 1980, page 1).

The archetypal example of a country using a universal identification number for all of the
population is Sweden. A number is issued for all individuals at birth or on immigration.

This number is recorded in the national identification register which is availablo as a
document accessible to the public. The number is used for all occasions when the
individual is dealing with the State, and is also used by many private sector institutions
to keep track of their clients.

The nation-wide PIN was introduced in 1947. lt is a ten digit number which includes data
on the birthdate and sex of the individual, as well as a check digit. The number is used
for all tax and social insurance purposes, military service, health services, civil defense,
school registers, passports, and motor registration (Lunde, 1980, page 6). lt is also used
for many other purposes, for example university students all register using their PIN and

the number appears on all telephone bills. The PIN is also recorded on a driver's licence
and it is shown on bank cheques (Flaherty, 1989, page 98). Banks and insurance
companies use the number for client records, and employers use it to for employee
records (Lunde, 1980, page 7). Similar systems are used in Norway and Denmark to
maintain national unique identifiers of general application in public and private contexts
(Lunde, 1980, pages 15-22 and Datacentralen 1989a & b).

ln France also a national identifier is issued at birth. This too is used as the basis of a
national identification register. This system was begun during the Vichy period and is
now administered by the National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies (Flaherty
1989, page 229). A thirteen digit number is issued to all newborns and is effectively a
national identifier. By the 1970s it was being used by local mayors for the production of
electoral registers, and by the military, and commonly the police and taxation authorities
to trace people. The taxation, education and social security administrations all use the
number to organise their files.

Another country operating a similar system is Belgium. A unique lD, based on the birth
date and other personal information, is issued at birth. This is used as the basis for a
national register that is used for a range of administrative purposes (Hazell & Neeson,
1986, page C17).

Some other countries have given active consideration to the use of national identity
numbers and have rejected them. For example, in West Germany during the 70s there
was a national debate about the possible introduction of a national identifier but this was
seen as too intrusive and was rejected. A number does exist for each person, but lt is
not used as a universal identifier, and each agency is expected to use its own identifying
system. The issue was considered again in 1983 when it was proposed to have a
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census using information drawn from administrative sources on each individual. In order
for this method of census to work every agency would need to use a common number
system. The Supreme Court ol Administration ruled that the census was unconstitutional
and therefore this common numbering proposal also lapsed (interview with Gassman,
September 1989).

' social security and rax common ldentification systems

Countries which run a social insurance approach to social security need to track
contributors so they can maintain records of accumufated entitlementi tor individuals.
This process has led to the introduction of social security numbers for individuals in
many countries. The collection of contributions is often a very similar administrative
process to the collection of withholding taxes on income, and therefore many countries
have started to use the tax agency as the collection agency for sociil security
contributions. These overlaps in administration have led severai countries to use i
common social security and tax number, which in some cases has been extended out to
other uses as well.

In the United States the social security number (SSN) was first issued as a means of
recording contributions for social security in 1938. In the 1950s, as income tax came to
be a mass phenomenon with payments from most of the population, more sophisticated
tax administration was needed and the social security'number was adopted for tax
Purposes. Technically the Internal Revenue Service uses a tax identification number
(TlN); however this TIN is the social security number in virtually svery case. Exceptions
include the Amish, who refuse to participate in social security tbr reliiious reasons. The
use of the SSN has now extended to many parts of Americin daily life so that now "an
overwhelming majority of the public and private sector agencies in ihe United States use
ssNs as a normal part of their operations' (Kussero*, 1ggg, page 6).

The number of people who need to have an SSN has expanded steadily. Initially it wasonly required for those in employment who were eligible for sociai security. This
excluded all federal employees who were covered oy lneir own employment based
superannuation. lt also excluded everybody not in paid employment. However, a seriesof legal and administrative changes has extended its use. In 1943 the SSNs were
established by executive order as a ne^w system of permanent numbering for employees
of any federal agency' In 1961 the SSN was issued to all taxpayers. ti tgOS w1h the
introduction of Medicare most individuals aged 65 and over needed to have an SSN and
i11961 the_ _Department of Defense replaced military service numbers w1h the SSN. In
1975 the SSN became one of the conditions for eligibility for AFDC (Assistance to
Families with Dependent Children, similar to our Domes-tic Purposes eeneiitl. In 1996 all
tax returns including a claim for a child allowance in respect of any child aged five or
over were required to include a ssN for each child. (Kusserow, l96g, page2.1

In addition to these specifically federally mandated uses of the SSN, most states use the
SSN Jor many administrative purposes and many of them include the SSN on the
drive/s licence issued by the State. lt is also understood that many private sector
agencies, including banks and credit bureaus as well as health care providers, use the
SSN.

In spite of this widespread use of one number, the Social Security Administration andthe Federal Government in general claim that the SSN does not represent a national
identity number- One example which supports this claim is that though the bureaus of
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vital statistics record the SSN on death records, virtually none of them use the SSN for

birth, marriage or divorce records (Kusserow, 1988, page 6). Similarly a significant

number of enforcement agencies and licensing agencies do not use SSNs for any

purpose. However, for every purpose directly relevant to redistribution the SSN is a
critical common identifier.

As the number of non-social security uses for the SSN has increased, so it has become

increasingly important that each person have just one unique lD. When the system was
introduced many people misplaced their number, and a large number of duplicates and
wrong numbers were recorded. In a pension system this can lead to administrative

confusion, but is not necessarily fatal to the integrity of the scheme as mix ups can be

corrected over time (but it is important to prevent any person claiming two benefits).
However, when the numbers are used for other purposes it is more critical that they are

accurate. Over the last ten years the Social Security Administration devoted increasing

resources to improve the integrity of the SSN, largely because it implicitly acknowledges
its significance as a common number. (GAO, 1988b)

In Canada the Social Insurance Number (SlN) has spread in a similar way but recent
federal initiatives are attempting to roll back this widespread use. The first numbering
system was an unemployment insurance number which was introduced in 1941 and this
was replaced in 1964 by the Social Insurance Number. The SIN is still administered by
the Department of Employment and lmmigration and was designed to provide an
identifier for the Unemployment Insurance Scheme and for the Canada and Quebec
Pension Plans.

The SIN is a nine digit number composed of an eight digit random number plus a check
dlgit. When the SIN was introduced in 1965 there was an intensive advertising campaign
to get all eligible persons to provide appropriate identifying material within a thirty day
period so that the new numbering system could operate. By early 1966 there was near
universal coverage of those in employment (Office of the Privacy Commissioner, 1988,
pages 1-2). Though efforts are still needed to keep the register accurate, this clean
introduction has resulted in fewer long term problems than the US system has endured.
In 1967 the use of the SIN was extended to National Revenue Canada for the
administration of personal income tax. Through the '70s and '80s, uses of the SIN
expanded rapidly so that by 1987 a Parliamentary Committee reported that Canadians
were nconstantly being asked for their SlN". They reported its use by funeral homes in

order to obtain a burial permit, by security teams controlling access to federal buildings
and by credit bureaus and insurance companies (Standing Committee on Justice, 1987,
page 45).

For federal purposes the Government has now decided to limit the use of the SlN. lt
may now only be used for formally approved purposes. By statute this will still include
election purposes, student loans, the administration of the Wheat Board Act, Gasoline
Excise Tax and racetrack supervision, among other applications. Other authorised uses
include the National Registry of Radiation Exposure and the Rural and Native Housing
Program.

Other than these previously authorised uses, continuing use of the .SlN in federal
agencies will be restricted to tax, social security and income-tested benefits. This follows
an extensive review by the Treasury Board of Canada who are th€ Department
responsible for the application of privacy principles in the federal administration. They
concluded that this range of tax and benefit issues made a sensible linked set of uses
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that could justify a single numbering system. A large number of other existing federal

uses of the SIN are being phased out. These include fishing licensing systems, national

scholarship programmes, workers compensation systems, military service numbers,
applications for citizenship, security intelligence investigations, and all federal employee
number systems. At this stage the Federal Government does not have any authority to
direct provinces or private users to restrict their use of the SIN but the issues are being
discussed with the provinces (Treasury Board of Canada 1989).

- Numbers Used Solely for Tax Purposes

As well as those countries which use more generally applicable numbering systems, the

OECD report that all member countries other than Japan and Switzerland have a tax
numbering system. In Switzerland taxes are administered at a canton level so there is
no call for a national numbering approach, but there is a national number that is used
exclusively for social insurance purposes (Australia Card Secretariat, 1986, page 66).

The OECD understands that Japan has no national means of identification for taxpayers
(this is confirmed by Lunde, 1980, page 46).

The newly introduced Tax File Number in Australia is intended to be used solely for tax
related purposes. Following the reforms instituted in the aftermath of the Australia Card
fiasco, the Australian Tax Office issues a tax number to all taxpayers, which must be
used for any purpose connected with the receipt of income including benefits. The
Australian Privacy Commissioner is empowered to consider other uses of the number,
and can make binding orders prohibiting its missuse (O'Connor 1989, page 2). The
Australian Social Security Department collects the number, but uses it solely for income
tax purposes. A separate social security number is issued to every recipient of benefits
on each occasion that a new benefit is issued (interview with Murphy, June 1990).

New Zealand is one of the countries that issues tax numbers to all taxpayers, but allows
them to be used only for tax purposes.

ldentity Cards

This section does not report a comprehensive review of identity cards. National lD cards
are not necessarily a central part of any discussion of redistribution systems, but identity
systems and security control can call for identification cards. A brief discussion of some
aspects of international uses of cards is therefore included. Three types of situation may
be identified; a national lD card, specific purpose lD cards, and unofficial lD systems.

- National ldentity Cards

A national identity card is any multipurpose identification document which is issued by

the state to all citizens (usually only adults) for use in a variety of contexts, generally
including policing purposes. Such cards are not generally found in countries with a
common law tradition, but various forms of card are used in some other OECD
countries.

One of the best known examples of a society in which universal lD cards are used is
France. There every adult is issued with an lD card which is intended to be carried.
Police have the right to ask for evidence of identity of any person during the course of
their work, but this need not be the identity card. After some debate a more
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technologically advanced card has been issued in order to avoid counterfeiting. Howeverthe Government has agreed to restrict the use otlne card so that it cannot be direc,ylinked into exlsting datibases. (Flaherty, f ggg, p"g" ZZAI

Belgium is another western state that issues a universal tD card. The card shows thename' date of birth, marital status, address, photograph and signature of the holder. Thecard is issued to all nationals at the age of trnelvi and it mrjt b" ."riiro from the ageof fifteen' The card must be p.tuc6o { the ie{uest of any n"iion"l or municipalauthority requiring evidence oi identity. cards ai not required to be produced ifrequested for a private purpose, b.y! it i9 common praaice to show the card at timessuch as opening a bankaccount. (Hazeri c N;;;;;l rgao, pages cls-16.)
Denmark is another western country issuing a universal lD card. The card shows thename' number, date of birth, sex, and adir".", 

"na 
is used ror manv purposes. Allgovernment departments call for it, including foi tax and welfai. frtpo."s. lt is alsocommonly required for commerciaf uses, iniroing banking lAustralia bard secretariat,1986, page 63).

west Germany afso issues a national identity card which must be carried by all citizensover sixteen years' The card carries a name, number, date of birth and a photograph.However' this card is intended to be used for immigratiol and police screeningpurposes' and not for administrative purposes like iedistribution'lRustralia cardSecretariat 1986, page 61).

- Specific purpose ldentity Cards

Many agencies issue cards as a means of identifying the clients of that agency. This caninclude societies, banks.and government sociai *iffare agencies. The most commongovernment issued identity card is a driver's licence. me ilrr" tJ 
" 

iir"nce to identifythosewho are entitled to irive appears.to be virtually universal anolrre requirementfor
ii:iTrffiffij;"l"T"i:-eo oi i trarric enrorceme,it oni"r, 1o,. *itnin a rew oays as in

several societies that do not issue a formal lD card include a unique number on thedrivers licence, so increasing its similarity to an-lo-oocument. ln Sweden the plN isshown on the drivers ricence,, arong..with^1p1"i"ji"jn luazerr a ru""r"n, 1996, page

fifrf,)ir'l;flJi^:Jifir"ljlL""Y,.j;l["_:sN'Jffi; on the drivers ricence, seneraly

Though there are several social welfare agencies that administer identity card systemsfor their clients, I am not awar€ of any wrr{1 r"qrir" n" production of a card in order toreceive benefits' Alternative methods of ioeniitic"tion *ould seem generally to beacceptable' For example, though the National lnsurance number is issied on a plasticcard in Britain' there is no. need'to produce the card io,. 
"ny 

purpose; it is compursory toquote one's number on taking a job, and for other Naiional Insurance purposes, but thecard need not be tho*l:. similirty, most tax administrations accept the tax numberprovided by a taxpayer without the Lse of a card. However, in Austria and in Turkey the
flf"t"tJ;fl:t}l]B:* that a cardis issued dilp;;;rs and this should ue proaiceJ
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- Unolficial ldentity Cards

Demands for some secure form of identification are commonly made, frequently by
private sector institutions and often in the context of issuing ciedit. Often the private
sector agencies prefer a Government issued identity document in the hope that it
represents a more secure identification and will have been closely checked against
evidence of birth or marriage. lt is on this basis that in the United 

-States 
the driver's

licence is requested in a great many contexts. Because the driver's licence frequently
includes the social security number, it is often claimed to be becoming a de facto
national identity card. (lnterview with Lerman, october 1gg9.)

The social security number itself is not issued in the form of an identity card. Although
the number is generally passed to the recipient on a card, the card itielf contains the
words "not an identification card". In the context of the need to control immigration from
Mexico there have recently been proposals to issue secure identity cards based on the
social security number system, but these have been rejected in order to ensure that
America does not develop a national identification card. (cno, 1gggb.)

In many other countries private sector groups needing identification systems do not rely
on state-issued documents, but instead produce their own. For example, in Britain it ii
virtually impossible to. pass a cheque without the support of a cheque guarantee card,
issued by the appropriate bank. Using this approach itre identification foc-uses not on the
name and address of the individual (which may be of limited use
transactions), but instead focuses on credit worthiness and the
transaction.

in many small
security of the

In New Zealand some welfare agencies have issued some forms of identity
documentation- For example, the Housing Corporation issues eligible home loan
applicants with an introductory card which records the name of the individual and his or
her loan eligibility. Similarly,.the Department of Labour has issued cards to unemployedjob seekers to introduce them to employers and inform the employer of potential
subsidies that could be received if that individual were to Oe given a job. These
examples, and the 

- 
general acceptability of bank-issued identification documentation,

demonstrates that New Zealand does have some lD cards, but generally there is a very
informal system of identification for both Government and privale transictions.

The Collection and Transfer of Information

The main focus of this section is on the transfer of information from tax collecting
agencies to various social security and social welfare agencies. In order to give som6
context to this, it is useful first to give a very brief review of the nature of information
collected by tax agencies, and then to examine the various different systems used for
transfering or withholding information to other agencies.

- The Collection of Tax Information

All OECD countries have an income tax system, and this quick review of the information
colleclions used for that income tax is drawn from OECD sources.

There are two distinct types of sources for tax information. The first is as provided by the
individual in returns to the tax department, and the second is evidence supplie-d by
third-party sources such as employers, bankers and others with knowledge of piymenti
made to the taxpayer.
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All OECD countries except Austria, lreland, Portugal and the United Kingdom have
regular rbturns from the majority of taxpayers, and even in those countries returns are
required from taxpayers with high incomes or predominantly non-wage and salary
incomes. In every country except France and Switzerland there is a with-holding tax on
wages and salaries, and a large proportion of countries have withholding tixes on
interest and other forms of capital income. All countries require employers to report
employee income and tax deductions on that income, and many require banks and
agencies such as company share registrars to report on payments to iaxpayers. Even
where there is no regular requirement for these agencies to report to the tax authorities,
all countries have retained the power for the tax authorities to inquire into all relevant
income information. In all countries tax authorities may view the taxpayers' records, and
in most countries they may require third parties to piovide relevani information. These
powers may include the rights to enter premises, including dwellings, sometimes even
without a warrant as is the case in New Zealand. In most countriei the tax authorities
may also review payments made by and information. held by other Government
agencies, but in New Zealand that does not include the right to inspect information held
by the Department of Statistics.

The general picture then is that tax authorities have a comprehensive power to collect
information, and that in most countries there are substantial regular flows of information
on all major payments to taxpayers which allow corroboration of income. However, in
most cases this information does not pass to the tax authorities until after the end of the
relevant tax year. For example, in the United States the W2 form, which records
employers' payments to employees, is not forwarded to the Internal Revenue Service
until the beginning_oI the following year. The same approach is followed in Canada, and
in New Zealand. This means that in these countries, as with virtually any other country
using a return-based system, the information received by the tax authorities comes in
the form of returns from individuals and reports from paying institutions, both of which
are forwarded during the period after the completion of th-e relevant tax year. In the
United Kingdom, where there is a cumulative tax payment system which means that tax
liability is continually.adjusted through the year as income accrues, for most wage and
salary earners there is no need for an end of year settle up and therefore no tax return.
ln addition, the Inland Revenue Department does not receive the cards showing the
records of income received and taxes paid by each taxpayer until after the end of the
tax year.

One area where a tax authority commonly has information before the end of the tax year
is the commencement of some forms of employment. For example, in Australia when an
individual takes on employment with an employer, the employer forwards a form to that
effect, including a record of the tax number of the employee, to the tax authorities. This
provides a flow of information through the year on'who is in employment. A similar
example occurs in several countries where anyone beginning a new brsines" is required
to notify the tax authorities of the establishment of L new tax liable enterprise.' This
means that tax authorities may be aware of all new self-employed people during the
year.

- Free Availability of Tax Information

Having established the nature of the information that tax authorities may hold, the next
question is to explore access to that information and the rules surroundirig its availabitityfol 9!her groups. One approach is to regard tax information as non,ssnsitive
administrative data which may be generally auailable.
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In Sweden tax data is public. The national register of names and addresses provides a

central clearing house on information about any person in Sweden. lt is available for use

by private and public authorities. lt contains a full list of the population with data

including name, personal identification number, address, citizenship, marital status,

assessed income, taxable capital and real property. Information on this register is

updated by the tax authorities and other authorities as it becomes available. The register

is not only available for general use, but the information within it is actively- marketed to

the private sector (Flaherty, 1989, page 150).

Although there has never been a central register, and tax information has never been
promoted as a commercial product, in the United States tax information was publicly

available until the 1950s. In earlier years income tax was only paid by a small proportion

of the population and the issue was not seen to be sensitive. How€ver, as increasing

numbers of people were included in comprehensive tax systems so the Government has

found it necessary to restrict access to tax information. (Wilson and Smith 1984)

- Tax Information for Income Testing

Although most countries describe their tax information systems as being very restrictive,

in many cases there are systems which allow various social welfare agencies to check
the eligibility of their clients against tax information. There are two main approaches.
The first is an administrative system, generally relying on one-off comparisons for
individual cases. The second approach is data matching, by which records of all

beneficiaries may be compared with those for all taxpayers in order to find any
contradictions in reported income or circumstances.

The first system is commonly found in Europe. For example, in the Federal Republic of

Germany there are four separate social security schemes covering unemployment,
sickness, accident and old age. These are administered through a large number of state
and federal corporations which handle different aspects of the schemes. Between them
these institutions run many different personal information systems which are regulated
by the "social coden. (Flaherty 1989, page 70.) The social code prohibits data matching,
but it does not prevent one-off comparisons. The usual means for making these
comparisons is not necessarily directly with tfre tax authorities but may make use of
local registers.

Everyone in Germany is required to inform their local authorities of their whereabouts in

order to be included on the register. The register includes details on the name and age
of the individual, data on the family, including spouse and dependents, and also on the
income and tax exempt income of the individual (Flaherty, 1989, page 418). Local or
federat benefit paying agencies may check with these registers in order to confirm the
circumstances of individuals who are applying for benefit support. (lnterview with
Rosenberg, November 1 989.)

In France data matching appears not to have been a significant issue as yet. Benefit
paying authorities have the power to check the income of beneficiaries against tax
records, but this is not generally used. This is because proposals for automated
monitoring of receipts for pensions paid to the elderly have been seen to be politically

sensitive, and tax information on families requiring support is generally seen to be out of
date or unavailable as the tax authorities frequently have no information on those with
the lowest incomes (interview with Briet, November 1989).
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In Belgium the situation is similar. Social Welfare benefits are administered by local
community groups. Because these groups usually have close community ties through
language and religion, there is often little need to access remote substantiating
information into an individual's circumstances. However, where there is some question,

the communal authorities do have the power to access tax information. (lnterview with
Clotuche, November 1989.)

A similar general approach appears to occur in Japan. Although there is no formal
arrangement for passing tax information to social welfare authorities (OECD, 1989) it
appears that in fact tax information is used. Where an applicant requests support, this is
contingent on a return from the tax authorities to the effect that the individual's income
is below the taxation threshold. Having issued such a document for an Individual, the ta,r
authorities then stay in touch with the relevant welfare authority and if the tax authority
becomes aware that the individual's circumstances have changed the welfare authorities
are informed. (lnterview with Onishi, November 1989.)

Australia is another country which follows this type of approach. There is no general

right for welfare agencies to access data from the Australian Tax Office, but transfers of
information do occur. The most important is the regular supply of certificates from
employers, at the time a new employee begins work. These are tax forms, but they are
forwarded on to the Department of Social Security which uses them to check the
eligibility of beneficiaries. Generally they arrive at the Department of Social Security
about two months after the new job begins. (lnterview with Murphy, June, 1990).
Another example is the calculation of income support for tertiary students. Eligibility for
support depends on family circumstances, and the Tax Office provides assistance to the
education authorities to check on the means of parents (information supplied to NZ
officials from the Youth Benefit working party, 1988). A rather different case is the new
Child Support Agency, of the Tax Office. In order to collect maintenance payments from
defaulting parents (virtually always the father), the Australian Tax Office is empowered
to use the income tax system to impose a special deduction code and surcharge on the
income of a liable parent. The money that is collected, and information on whom it is to
be paid to, is fonrarded to the Department of Social Security in the following month. The
Social Security Department makes the payment using automatic deposits, and also uses
the information on maintenance receipts to adjust the benefit payments according to an
abatement formula (DSS, 1990, Chapter 37, and Child Support Agency, 1990).

Matching of tax information is used in North America. In the United States data matching
is extremely widespread, and is also significant in Canada. In both cases rules have
recently been introduced to regulate the approvals for and processes of data matching.

In the United States the first significant administrative example of data matching for
redistribution purposes was "Project Match" launched by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare under the Carter administration in 1977. lt would seem that
linking data from unrelated sources is contrary to the provisions of the Privacy Act.
However, it was during the time of Project Match that an opportunistic interpretation of
the "routine use" provisions of the Act was developed. Under the Ac't, information may
be used for routine uses. lt is now common for departments to notify new routine usgs
in the Federal Register and, having notified them and described them as routine, they
then proceed with matches.

Project Match demonstrated that there were significant numbers of people receiving
welfare assistance that, according to other sources of information, were not entitled to
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that assistance. The Government Accounting Office (GAO) has undertaken a series of
statistical experiments matching different welfare rolls with income information from
other sources, commonly income tax, and has demonstrated time and again that
fraudulent or accidental claimants can be frequently identified using computer matching
techniques (lnterview with Brier, October 1989). In 1984, under the Deficit Reduction
Act, Congress directed that a large number of federal and state agencies using federal
funds for welfare purposes must match their welfare rolls with tax data.

The use of matchjng tras now spread to many different agencies. tn a recent survey of
the operation of the Privacy Act, the Government Accounting Office (1986) discovered
that of a large number of federal agencies surveyed only the Tennessee Valiey Authority
and the Coast Guard did not undertake any statistical matching. Many of thb matchei
are between databases with no intuitively obvious connection. For example, the
Department of Health and Human Services Office of Child Support Enforcement has
linked its database with the Selective Service database in order io find the addresses of
absent parents (Flaherty, 1989, page 351).

As an example of the extent of current matching, the Social Security Administration
matches its roll of recipients of Supplementary Security Income 1an income-tested
pension) with ten different databases. Five of these are various fedeial pension funds,
the others include a roll of incarcerated prisoners in federal prisons, the W2 wage
deduction data which is provided by emplbyers for tax and social security prrposei,
Inland Revenue Service interest and dividend data, and a Social Security Admlnistration
duplicate payments file. ln addition, like all Social Security Administration schemes this
roll is checked against a "dead register" which is maintained from data in state and
county vital statistics bureaus. (lnterview with Dence, October 1ggg.) From a total
Supplementary Security Income spending of around $14 billion per year paid to 4 million
recipients, the matching programme is estimated to save in the region of 

'$2 
- g0O million

P!! vear, During 1988/89 around 5o0,o0o apparent "hits' were i-nvestigated relating to400'000 beneficiaries, or 10 percent of the total number. Of the Internil Revenue Jata
that is received, the most important source of information is the interest and dividend
receipts, which demonstrate that many beneficiaries have financial capital holdings
above the allowed level. (lnterview with cooper, october 19g9.)

B.9cgyse the programme is a long-term scheme, with elderly recipients continuing to be
eligible for several years, the one year lag for tax information does not conipletely
remove its usefulness. However, because eligibility is determined on a monthly'basis,
the annual data is of reduced use, and the Social Security Administration now intend to
match their records against state unemployment insurance data. Employers are requiredto notify the unemployment insurance schemes of their employeej incomes on aquarterly basis. This provides more timely information and mors precise data. (lnterview
with Dence, October 198g.)

As the number of matches being carried out by state and federal agencies has
increased, so there has been some concern about threats to privacy. For example, theOffice of Technology Assistance (OTA, 1986) saw that the rapidly growing web of
interlinking data matches was creating "a de facto national data centre or national
recipient system". (OTA, 1986, page 58.) In addition, especially with some of therelatively early matches, there have been some embarrassing mistakes made in the
administration of matches. Some beneficiaries have had their benefits cut on the basisof apparent computer hits, but on further investigation it has become clear that they
were entitled to the payments they were receiving-.
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In order to address the generalised concern about invasions to privacy, and to make

sure that adequate administration systems are in place, Congress recently passed the

Computer Matching Privacy Protection Act 1988 which took effect at the beginning of

1gg9. This Act requires every federal agency involved in any inter-agency transfers of

personal data to set up a Data lntegrity Board. The function of the Data Integrity Board
is to enter into contracts with any agency to which data is to be passed. The contract
must specify the protections that should be placed on the data and should confirm that
the intended uses of the data are a suitable use both in terms of the content of the data

and the purpose for which it was collected. The agreement must spell out the
procedures that must be followed and security arrangements. The Act requires that the
procedures include notice periods to any apparent abuser of benefit schemes before any

action is taken as the result of a match, and that appeal processes are in place to allow

beneficiaries to seek a reinstatement of their entitlement.

In addition, any new match must only proceed after.a cost benefit analysis has

demonstrated that it is worthwhile. The provisions of the Computer Matching Act relate
to matches to establish and verify eligibility for programmes or to recoup debts under
such programmes. They do not cover statistical matches, research matches, law

enforcement matches, security matches, foreign intelligence matches or tax matches.
(Flaherty, 1989, page 358.)

The Computer Matching Act and the Privacy Act both provide a backdrop against which
data matching can occur, but any use of lnternal Revenue data must be specifically
mandated by legislation. The nrost important single provision is the Deficit Reduction Act

1984 which added a very large number of institutions that are required to match their
records against the Internal Revenue income data. Other institutions tend to be added
one. by one as the General Accounting Office completes its statistical surveys to
demonstrate the cost savings to be made by reducing fraud in each benefit scheme. The
most recent example is veterans benefits where the GAO report established
misrepofiing of income by about 10 percent of beneficiaries (interview with Brier,
October 1989). The next (and last major) agency that the GAO will report on is Housing.
They expect that here too they will find substantial misreporting of income, and
Congress will then require federal and local agencies to check their information against
IRS Information.

In Canada inter-agency matching can also be carried out, but it is much less common
than in the United States, and recent Treasury Board policies have introduced a
systematic set of controls. By statute there are a series of exchanges of information from
Revenue Canada. These include providing information to provinces for tax purposes, to
departments for benefit checking and to Finance Canada (the equivalent to the New
Zealand Treasury) for policy analysis. There are also several schemes under which
individuals may be required to sign waivers which allow an institution to access their
records at the tax office. One significant example is the student loan scheme in Ontario.
This scheme does not give the education authorities an ability to match against tax data
but simply to check the income of the individual who signed the waiver. (lnterview with
Fortier, October 1 989.)

This individual waiver process extends to the checking procedures for substantial
income tested benefits. For exanrple, the Guaranteed Income Supplement, which abates
against income, involves a check by matching assessments of income against Revenue
Canada assessments. Each applicant is required to concur in this match to be eligible
for benefit support. Since the definition of income for the benefit is very similar to that
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used for tax the match is relatively straightforward. ln order to ensure that the match is
as accurate as possible, the tax return includes details on those other arsas of income
that are relevant to the Guaranteed Income Supplement. (lnterview with Fortier, October
1e8e.)

There are a series of provincial schemes under the Canada Assistance plan which are
50 percent funded by the federal government. All of these schemes must be targeted on
need with a one for one abatement against income. Because the tests are foi a short
period of income and the turnover on the programmes is rapid there is no matching with
revenue data carried out as a normal requirement for these schemes.

The Treasury Board of Canada, which is responsible for the privacy and data protection
practices of federal agencies, has recently promulgated new rules to cover all
administrative matching of data. These new rules will ap-ply to any transfers of data from
Revenue Canada for administrative purposes. Under tfrese rules the agencies are
required to assess the advantages of the matching programme againsi alternative
control or management schenres. They must verify that the programme relates to an
operating programme of the institution and must consider wneifreitne information could
preferably be obtained directly from the individual to whom it relates. They must
determine whether individuals should be informed of the match and justify why any such
notification would not be required in terms of the potential collection of inaccurate
information or the prejudice of the purpose for which the information was collected. They
must outline the means of ensuring that the data is up to date and accurate. They must
consider whether the consent of individuals is requiied for the match, and if not tney
must demonstrate that the match corresponds to the purpose for which the information
was collected. The usual test is whether the match is within the range of uses that a
reasonable person could have expected when supplying the data; thjt depends on the
data being matched and the notices supplied at the time the information is collected.
There must be a cost benefit assessment of the data matching and all the procedures
required to carry out the match. At least 60 days before the firsthatch is carried out, the
Privacy Commissioner must be informed in order to give the office of the privacy
commissioner time to to lodge any complaints against the match.

Any transfers of information from Revenue Canada are always carried out in terms of a
bilateral contract betwggn the department and the receiving agency. (lnterview with
Hostsetter, October 1989.) This contract outlines the security- precautions that the
receiving agency will take and the purposes for which the data will 

'be 
used. Overall, the

effect of these contracts and the Treasury Board rules appears similar to the system that
has been developed under the compuier Matching Act in the United states, but the
presence of a Privacy Commissioner to comment on any inappropriate matches would
seem to add an important extra element of protection.

- No Tax Information for Income Testing purposes

A third group of countries is those that do not permit tax information to be used for any
income testing purposes. An important example of this is the United Kingdom. Data on
incom.e is readily transferred between Inland Revenue and the O"partrent of Social
Security in terms of the collections of Social Security contributions. This information
allows the Social Security Department to know *t'ticf, individuals have paid their
contributions. In addition, the Inland Flevenue Department informs Social decurity of
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each individual who sets up in self employment, as the Social Security Department
needs to collect contributions directly from such people. This information is not available
for the Social Security Department to use to check against the rolls of people collecting
income tested benefits. (lnterview with Robson, December 1ggg.)

Since the enforcement agents who administer the income tested benefits are the same
staff as those who check on Social Security contributions it is possible that at the district
level some Inland Revenue sourced information may be used to assist in enquiries into
benefit fraud. However, any such activity would be on a limited and haphazard basis,
and Inland Revenue evidence could not be used by itself to remove a benefit or to take
any other action against a beneficiary. (lnterview with Urry, December 1g8g.)

A similar approach is used in the Netherlands. The tax authorities pass information to
the Social Security Fund on contributions, and this can be used to determine long-term
eligibility for Social Security. However, no information is made available for short term
income testing purposes. Agencies paying income tested benefits must do their own
checking. (lnterview with Pierek, November 1gg9.)

New Zealand is within this group of countries. The Social Welfare Department has no
access to Inland Revenue data. Data can be passed from Inland Revenue to the
Department of Statistics solely for statistical analysis purposes, and it must be protected
to ensure that individuals cannot be identified. The only other significant transfer of
information for administrative purposes is from Inland Revenu6 to the Accident
Compensation Corporation. As with other social insurance schemes the purpose of this
is to provide information on which employers have paid their contributions, and on the
income of employees who become eligible for earnings related benefits.

Conclusion

In each of the three areas of common number systems, identity cards and information
exchanges there is a wide range of different patterns that previil in different countries.
In each case New Zealand is among the countries that are the most protective of the
privacy of individuals. There would appear to be no country which passes less tax
information from its tax authorities to other agencies.
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APPENDIX THREE: TAX COMPLIANCE AND THE USE OF TAX INFORMATIONI

Introduction

As governments introduce various income tested welfare schemes it becomes
necessary for welfare administrations to monitor the income of beneficiaries. Many
welfare departments do not have the power to acquire the information necessary to
verify the income that their clients claim, and others do not have the expertise to clrry
the.task out adequately. lncome tax information, held by the tax office, is often seen as
a simple source of accurate information.

It is common for tax administrations to object strongly to the use of tax information for
other purposes. Having followed a tradition of defending income tax information against
other parts of the Government, including the police, tax administrators are often alarmed
at the prospect of sharing their information with welfare departments. I have found in my
discussions around the world that officials from every tax office that I have hai
discussions with have taken a similar line. The grounds claimed by tax administrators to
defend their information generally fails into one of three types.

- Legal prohibition: Tax statutes in many administrations preventthe disclosure oftax information for any purpose other than those specifically authorised.
Analytically this is an uninteresting defence; if policy were to change the statute
could also be changed to reflect the new policy.

- Privacy: The use for welfare purposes of information collected for tax purposes
could be a breach of the internationally accepted principle that information should
only be used for the purpose for which it was collected. This is an important
argument which must be addressed in any discussion of the policy of tax
information. However, this issue is not speciai to tax, and the issues thai need to
be addressed in considering whether there are appropriate procedures for the
collection and use of data that might permit its ipplifation in welfare, are no
different in the tax area than they are in any other.

- Compliance: lt.is often alleged that if tax information is used for another purpose
voluntary compliance will be impaired and tax revenue reduced. This aigument
suggests that any saving in benefit administration (or even crime conlrol) is
insignificant beside the losses that could result from such reduced tax
compliance. This argument is the only one that applies particularly to tax and it is
central to this appendix.

This appendix uses simple theory to explore the possible grounds for a cfaim that
compliance will be affected by the disclosure of tax informati-on, and to illuminate the
Ptrle of the responses that are implicitly hypothesised. This note does not construct a
full theoretical model' Such a model is not necessary for the exposition, and the basic
!!.gow of compliance has been elaboratecl elsewher-e in the liteiature. isee especially
Allingham and Sandmo (1972), Skinner and Slemrod (1985), Reingamum and Wilde
(1985)' Border and Sobel (1987), and Klepper and Nagin (1tigg)). Aiter the theoretical
discussion there is also some informal analysis of some United States tax data, to
explore the likelihood that tax evasion has been significantly linked to the disclosure of
tax information to welfare authorities.

t This appendix has been published as an article in the June 1990 issue ol lhe Australian Tax Forum.
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The first section is a theoretical discussion of the view that compliance will be direcily
reduced by taxpayers' wish to protect privacy. The following section explores a case of
those taxpayers who have been or intend to be involved in welfare fraud. The final
section briefly discusses some empirical evidence.

The General Privacy and Non-Compliance Case

At its most simple, the argument against using tax information for welfare purposes is
that taxpayers object to any dissemination of personal information, and defend their
privacy by reducing their tax compliance. ln simple terms this can be expressed as the
relationship between compliance (c), privacy (p), and the disclosure of iax information
(d). Compliance may be seen to be related to the level of privacy, with an increase in
privacy promoting an increase in compliance.

c = c(p)
rclap > 0

Privacy is related to disclosure, with an increase in disclosure leading to a drop in
privacy.

2 p=p(d)
ap/ad < 0

By construction from equations 1 and 2 the argument asserts that an increase in the
disclosure of tax information must be related to a decrease in tax compliance.

In this general form, the reduction in compliance could be related to changes in the
overall level of disclosure, or could be a reaction to disclosure to a particular piogramme
that is seen as especially intrusive in some way. However, this d'oes not applt to the
case where the individual is concerned to hide welfare fraud; this is covered in ihe next
section.

So far as it goes this hypothesised relationship between disclosure, privacy and tax
compliance seems reasonable. The problem with the argument is that it ieaves out other
influences on compliance that have been clearly established. The factor that has been
established most clearly in the literature as promoting tax compliance is an increase in
th.e risk in getting caught. (Dubin and Wilde (1985), Dubin, Graetz and Wilde (19g7), and
Klepper and Nagin (1989).) The risk of getting caught is generally related to the
probability of any given case been audited, and more importantly the ability of the tax
authorities to check income claims against independent sources.

"We do not regard it as accidental that the highest estimated rates of compliance
under the income tax, apparently about g9 percent, involve wages from which
taxes can effectively be withheld. In effect, income tax withloHing makes
in_voluntary the income tax reporting and collection process." (Graetz anO Wilde,
1985, p361)

The risk.of getting caught for tax evasion is not just related to formal audits, it is also
likely to be affected by every administrative use of tax information. The more agencies
that have access to tax information and analyse it for income testing purposes, the
greater is the likelihood that anomalies will show up which could lead ti the case being
selected for audit. Klepper and Nagin (1989) put forward evidence that taxpayers are
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aware that false entries in one line of the tax return can increase the likelihood of audits
of other entries; it seems similarly possible that they will be aware of the risk caused by
anomalies appearing between agencies that share information. This suggests that any
attempt to model the factors influencing compliance must include risk (r).

It now seems reasonable to suggest that compliance is a function of privacy and risk,
with compliance increasing both with an increase in the risk of getting'caught and with
increases in privacy.

g c=c(p,r)
aclap > 0
Aclar > O

The complicating factor is that both privacy and risk are related to disclosure. The
relationship between privacy and disclosure is as outlined in equation 2. The disclosure
of tax information and the risk of getting caught for tax evasion are related such that as
disclosure increases, risk can be expected to increase.

4 r=r(d)
arlad > 0

From equations 2 and 3 we would expect an increase in disclosure to lead to reduced
privacy and hence reduced compliance. However, from equations 4 and 3 we expect an
increase in disclosure to lead to increased risk and so to increased tax compliance. With
privacy and risk pushing compliance in opposite directions it is not possible to use
theory to claim that increased disclosure will necessarily lead to reduced tax compliance.

Without repeating the steps, it is possible to envisage other factors that could direcly
affect compliance in similarly confused ways. The other item which is sometimes
referred to in the literature is complexity. (For example, see the Frank Malanga
Conference 1988.) Generally it appears that increased'complexity leads to reduced
compliance. This is either because of confusion or because of the extra opportunity for
evasion that complexity can offer. lt is possible that increased disclosure of tax
information could be associated with reduced complexity, depending on how it is
administered. lf this w.ere so, complexity would be anothei factor offsef,ing the privacy
pressure on tax compliance.

Overall it does not seem likely that we can use theory to sustain an argument that
increased disclosure of tax information to welfare agencies will necessarily lead to
reduced tax compliance.

Welfare Fraud and Tax Compliance

An alternative argument, sometimes put forward by tax authorities, is that attempts to
use tax information as a medicine to treat welfare fiaud may rebound and infect the tax
system. lf welfare cheats become aware that tax information will be used to check their
:tory' they may change the information offered to the tax authorities in order to cover
their tracks.

To analyse this case we neecl to add a further argument in the compliance function,
being the gains from evasion or fraud (g). Now thai both welfare and tax activities areinvolved it is also necessary to identify the two different activities with the subscripts w
and t. Tax compliance must now be understood to be retated to privacy, risk of getting
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caught, and the gains that can be made from fraud and evasion. As the gains from fraud
and evasion increase, so tax compliance can be expected to decrease. The
relationships between compliance and risk and privacy are as outlined in the previous
equations.

5 cq = c(P, [i, 9i) where i = t, w
aclap > 0
,tcldl > 0
Jcldg < 0

The argument against disclosing tax information is that where an individual is engaged
in welfare fraud the total gain from non-compliance (gt + g,") is clearly greater tnan gi. lt
there were no disclosure of tax information, gt is the only amount thaiwould be at risk
for the taxpayer and therefore compliance may remain high. However, once illicit welfare
gains are also at risk the gains to be made from evasion are increased and therefore tax
compliance may reduce. Since in these cases welfare fraud already exists we may
assume that the marginal increased risk of being caught for tax evasion becomes trivial
when put alongside the increased incentive to withhold correct information from the tax
(and welfare) authorities.

By itself this argument about the relative gains from fraud is clearly correct, and it can be
expected to reduce compliance, all other things being equal. However, the likelihood of
reduced tax compliance is less clear when the other factors, especially risk, are
examined.

To look at the overall response of welfare cheats we need to envisage two populations.
The first is those whose income is earned from sources that can be closely monitored by
tax authorities, and the second is those receiving income from less easily monitored
sources' The difference between these two groups becomes clear when the effect of 1(the risk of getting caught for tax evasion) is considered. Prior to the sharing of tax
information r* (the risk of getting caught for welfare fraud) is less than r,. Witfr tne
sharing of tax data, r,n rises to equal 1.

For those whose income is derived from closely monitored sources, the risk of being
caught for tax evasion is effectively one (r1 = 1)- For this group the potential gain frori
fraud is entirely academic as net profit once enforcemeni is completed is lik6ty to be
zero or less than zero. This means that tax compliance for this group stays near 100
percent whether or not welfare fraud is involved.

For those deriving their income from less easily monitored sources, some non-
compliance will occur. Given the extra gains now to-be made from non-compliance as a
result of welfare fraud the level of non-compliance from this group is likely to increase.
When the two groups are added together ihere is likely to 6e a net increase in non-
compliance, but the reduction in tax is probably small as there are few welfare
beneficiaries deriving significant income from sources that are not closely monitored.

Though the tax take may be reduced, the overall fiscal position also includes the change
in spending on benefits. For all those beneficiaries *hose sources of income can be
closely monitored, an increase in the disclosure of tax information immediately leads to
a. virtually 100 percent chance of being caught for welfare fraud, and therefore a
significant cut in welfare costs. For beneficiaiies with income from non-monitorable
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sources there is also likely to be some saving in benefits. This is because the risk of
getting caught has increased. Even though tax authorities cannot ensure a 100 percent
risk of getting caught for non-monitorable income, the discovery rate is significanly
higher by tax authorities with their more comprehensive anO effectivJ auditing
programmes than they are by welfare authorities.

The overall fiscal position is the sum of approximately zero tax change for those with
monitorable income and a substantial reduction in benefits for that group, a modest
reduction in benefits for those with non-monitorable incomes and some reduction in tax
for the same group. Since welfare recipients are dominated by those with monitorable
incomes, the overall effect is probably a significant saving tor ihe Government.

As an aside a similar argument could be raised in connection with other agencies, like
police, seeking access to tax information. Instead of a single fiscal balance, in this case
it would be necessary to balance the social gains from increased crime detection against
the loss in taxes.

Empirical Evidence

Though in the case of the person involved in welfare fraud it seems clear that the
Government is likely to make a saving by making tax information accessible to welfare
agencies, the analysis in Section I was less clear on the likely tax compliance effect of
disclosure' lt would appear to be an empirical question as to whether disclosure will
reduce tax compliance. Since most administrations have been very cautious in the use
of tax information it is not easy to gather any empirical evidence. In New Zealand no tax
information is available. ln Australia the major "non-tax" use of tax information is in child
support payments; however, this scheme is too recent for any significant compliance
effects to be apparent. One regime where there has been substantial shaiing of
information is the United States. During the last decade computer matching of 

-lRS
information with welfare rolls has become the norm. During that same period the IRS
has claimed that tax compliance has dramatically deteriorated in the United States (lRS,
1983). However, it does not seem possible to connect this to the increased disclosure of
tax information for the following reasons:

' lrlsny factors are likely to be involved including tax law, social norms and tax
administration. No testing has been done to find whether tax disclosure is
connected to the change in compliance;

' the reduction in compliance may be associated with reduced rates of tax audit
over the relevant period (Dubin, Graetz, and Wilde, 1997);

' the IRS has more recently reduced its estimates of non-compliance (lRS, lggg).

Overall, it is possible that the American experience of extensive matching using tax
information could be affecting compliance, but there is no obvious evidence of this.

Another more specific American experience is the Federal Tax Refund Offset program.
This programme requires the IRS to withhold any tax refunds that are owing to
taxpayers, if that taxpayer owes a debt to the Government under any of deveral different
programmes. The most important source of refund offsets has been for maintenance
payments from delinquent fathers. The IRS have been concerned about this programme
and have monitored it closely in order to assess its effect on taxpayer behaviour. Their
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initial assessment (lRS Research Division, 1986) showed that taxpayers who had
suffered a refund offset were less likely to file their return on time in the following year
than other taxpayers. From this, the lRS concluded that the refunds were hirming
compliance behaviour. However, the Government Accounting Office (GAO, 1gg8j
reviewed the IRS assessment and pointed out that it was conceptually flawed by the use
oj _an inappropriate control group. Since then, both the GAO (1988 and 1989i and the
IRS (Research Division, 1989 a and b) have reviewed the experience more closely.
They both now agree that when the behaviour of taxpayers subjected to refund offseis
is monitored over a period of years before and after the offset, it is apparent that this
group is always less likely to comply with their tax obligations than othei iaxpayers. Both
agencies agree that the Debtor Refund Offset Program provides no evidenie of non-
compliance.

This result is remarkable, as delinquent fathers would seem to be one of the most
vigorous non-payers of any group. ln order to be liable for a refund offset the father has
to have resisted previous debt gathering methods. lf, in spite of this demonstrated
aversion to making maintenance payments, the father continues to comply with tax
liabilities, it would seem that tax compriance is remarkably robust.

Conclusion

The claim that tax compliance will be severely affected by the disclosure of tax
information to welfare agencies is not easy to substantiate. lf ihe concern is a general
reaction to a loss of privacy, this may be offset by the increased risks of detection when
income information is shared. In the limit of this argument, it should be noted that in
Sweden all tax information is public and it is not apparent that Sweden has a particularly
severe tax compliance problem. In the case of those involved in welfare fraud, it is likely
that tax receipts may be slightly reduced, but overall the fiscal position will probably be
significantly improved by a sharing of tax information with welfare agencies.

Any effect on tax compliance from the disclosure of information is likely to be marginal
at most. The total effect is probably dominated by the general ailitude to tax and issues
of social cohesion. Clearly, any general policy for thelharing of tax information would
need to be carefully developed and sensitively handled.

It should be noted that these conclusions about the effects of income disclosure on tax
compliance do not constitute a justification for the sharing of tax information. Any such
sharing of information still requires that privacy arguments be addressed. WnLt tnis
appendix does suggest is that risks of reduced tax compliance are at best unproven and
may be insignificant.
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APPENDIX FOUR: A REVIEW OF INTEGRATED
CIHCUIT GARDS: lS lT SMART TO USE A SMART CARD?

lntroduction

This appendix provides an introductory review of the present state of development of

integrated circuit cards (lC cards) and some of the uses that have been made of them'

Thijs not a technical riview for experts in computer technology, rather it ls intended to

be a discussion for the lay person in order to outline sorn€ of the issues that need to be

considered when contemplating using lC cards.

This appendix is intended to be a background discussion which may inform the analysis

elsewhere in the thesis. As different methods for administering redistribution sy_stems

are considered, it is necessary to have an understanding of the potential of lC card

technology. lt is critical to aclinowledge at the outset that the appropriate means of

cnoosing-i technology for redistribution is first to declde the goals of the redlstribution

system,-then to defini the information flows that wlll best achieve those goal-s, and.only

aiter that to consider which technology would best support those Informatlon flows. lf the

tecfrnotogical issues are conslderedJirst, there ls a danger that the whole analysls may

be subverted so that technology drives policy. However, it is also true that if the policy

discussion is carried out withoui any knowledge of the potential of cunent technologies,

there is a risk that the policy options could be unnscessarily conservative on the one

hand, or unrealistically contehpiate science fiction on the other hand. By reviewing the

uses of cards, and in iarticulai lC cards, it is hoped to inform the reader of the practical

options for the next decade.

The sources of information on the lC card are ditfuse. lt is a relatively new technology

which has developed quickly in the last few years. The number of trials and commercial

appt6at6ns is increasihg rapidly every year, and aqY single sory9e is likely to be out of

daie. There are a few book's in ttris irea (notably Svigals, 1985), but I have found the

most useful source of information be the international llaison group INTAMIC'

supplemented by manufac"turers and users. In partlcular I have been interested In users

in social welfare type applications including those groups who are contemplatlng the

possible future 
"iiptioi'r'of 

lC card systems. Inbrmation has been derived from

interviews with people from each of these groups (included in the List of Intervlews) and

various pamphlets and papers produced by their organisatlons.

This review is divided into a series of sec,tions. The first is a brief sketch of the nature

of the lC card, includlng contrasting it with other forms of plastic menrory cards- ln tl9
fol6wing section there is a brief delcriptlon of the hlstory o! the development of the lC

card. The next section describes a typical transac'tlon using an lC card in order to

illustrate basic elements of its working. Following this there is a section describing the

information funstions which an lC card may perform. The next section gives an account

of some ways in which the lC card has-been used and shows how the Information

functions miy be applied in a variety of contexts. The last maior section is an

assessment ot tC carbi; it includes both'a discussion of the public acceptability of cards

and some of the economics of card use. This section is not an exhaustive review of the

pros and cons of lC card use in any given corilext. lt is only possible to determine the

wisdom of lC card use on a case Oy clse basis. Instead it ls intended, in this appendix'

to ouiline the issues that need tb be considered when corilemplatlng an lC card

application and some of the general parameters that have become clear.
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Though at various stages the possible use of lC cards in an Integrated redistribution

systei.t will be mention6d, it must be emphasised that this appendlx does not make the

case for lC card use; any such case could only be made once the information needs of

the redistribution system are determined. The references In this appendlx are simply

meant to be illustrative of the possibilities.

What is the lC Card?

The plastic credit card, with embossed lettering and 9ften with a magnetic stripe, has

become an 1em of personal property that is nearly as familiar as the chequg book or the

bank note. The essential functions of these caids can be understood from a vlsual

inspection of a plastic card. The plastic card conveys information from its colour printing

which shows thb name of the issuing bank and the credlt card company. The embossed

rette1ng shows the name of the hoider, and account number and dates indicating the

validity-of the card. The signature strip shorvs a typic.ll signature oj th9 holder in order

to allow personal identlficatlon. The card ls essentlally a.persctnallsed.record. Though

one could conceive of adding more informatlon (presumably by embosslng more leltels)

the card is essentially static.ihe information whi-ih is recorded is Intended to remain the

same in each use, and any calculation or manipulation that needs to be carried out in

order to complete a transaction must be done elsewhere. The card is a memory but not

a processor.

Though it is opaque to visual inspection, the magnetic stripe is basically similar.in its

,on"ipt. ffre itriie contains a record of information including the number of the bank,

the account number and the card holder. This record can only be read with the

assistance of a magnetic stripe reader. For further security lt is posslble for the data to

be encrypted, and for the ieader to include the formula to decrypt the data. lt is

technicaily possible for some magnetlc strlpe readgrrg tro have a writlng capacitY so.that

records may be added to the magnetic stripe and it is possible to.use one of the three

tracks contained within the magnetic stripe as a varlable record to take account of

ongoing transactions. However, the calculation of the transaction and the new balances

must be carried out by the reader or on a host computer, connected through a network

line. The magnetic stripe itself is simply a record or merory, it is not a processor.

The magnetic stripe can contrain more information than would normally be possible

simply viitn embossed letters. Using the intemationally accegtgd tt* tack magnetic

striiie, it is possible to place just over 200 characters on the stripe. For any complicated

record this is clearly 
'a 

very small amount of information, and more sophisticated

memory cards have been developed. In terms of information capacity the laser card

which has been developed in America by Drexler Corporation, would seem to be the

most spectacular. The face of a laser caid is covered with a shiny surface, whlch is a

high resolution photographic emulsion. Wthin this area microscopb dots are written. A

lig-ht sensitive reader can then decipher these dots b read the information contained on

the card. Cards with a capacity of over two megabytes are already in commercial

production and substantially largilr cards are llkely to be posslble. As wlth the magnetic

itrip" it is possible for the information to be encrypted so that the reader needs to know

ths code in order to understand the information contained on the card. lt ls also possible

for a laser card reader to act as a writer and so add information to the card. However,

as w1h the plastic card and the magnetic stripe, the recerd area is essentially static. Any-

calculation must be carried out off lhe card ind the card can contaln only the results of

that calculation.
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The essential characteristic of the integrated circuit card is the inclusion of a processor

as well as memory. At a minimum this permits the card to react to transactions and to

amend its own record to show a nsw baiance of value on the card. The slmplest of sych

cards are called 'hard-wired" cards because they permlt one type of transaction which is

built into the circultry of the microchip as the card is constructed. These are used, for

example, as prepaid electronic tokens for use in telephonos or transport systems. $ ng
holdei uses ihe'relevant service the card 'burns' part of the memory until the value of

the card is consumed. Though this approach is useful it does not contain the flexibility

that might be required for many transactions, especially in the context of redistribution.

The true lC card, or smart card, is a self programmable one chip microcard (SPOM). (A

simple introduction to the lC card may be found. in INTAMIC' 1985.) Wthin one

microchip there is a processor and a melnory. The memory coqtqils a read only

memory (ROM) commonly of around 1.5 to 2 kllobytes. Thls RgM contains the

inteligencb of the card in the form of programmes-to calculate, encrypt and record data.

The firnctioning of most cards is conirolled by a 'mask" whlch is akln to the operating

system of a computer, but which is etched onto the microchip during. its manufacturlng.

This mask can design the chip for a specific application or can perml! the pPgrammlng

of ditferent applications. lt sets up the housekeeping systems to malntain the memory

and may incorporate an encryition algorithm. Tt" Plggrammes. in the ROM are

operated by tha processor, or central processing u1i! (CPU), which ls commonly about

eight bits. ttre rebutt of the calculations are recorded in the record space which is known

"J 
tne electronically progammable read only memory (EPROM). Thg 9+1{ry ol q9

EpROM may vary; 
-cardJcurrently 

on the market range from around eight kilobits to 64

kilobits. Larger cards are under development.

The ROM, CPU and the EPROM are all contained within the same microchip. This chlp

is encased w1hin a plastic card. The plastic card is construsted as a laminated sheet

which is then milled to cut a hole for the chip. The chip, having been pre-sealed and

having had all btllt the six contacts that are noc€ssary for its funstion destroyed, is then

glued into the card. A contact disk is then glued over the chip to seal the circuitry in
place.

The card and the chip are built to exacting standards outllned by the International

Standards Organisation. When the cards were ffr$ developed there were many

p.Ut"r. of c6ips popplng out as a result of glue failure or excesslve flexing of the

plastic. The day to'ddi uJe of cards can be very rough, includlng scraping ice off the

windows of motor cari in Scandinavia. Svigal's list of common uses Includes 'A car

window scraper, a shoe horn, a door latch opener." (1985r Page 31). The card is

designed to withstand repeated bending and twisting. In addilion the card has to avoid

overheating by the microchip during operation'

As a result of its design and construction the lG card is extraordlnarily secure. Because

all information is contiined within the same chlp as the processor it is possible to devise

very tight logical security. lt is not possible to access the EPROM wlthout going through

the-processor and this will only allow a@ess in terms of the programmes that have been

recorded in the ROM. The normal design of the programmes requires a personal

identification number (PlN) before confidentiat data can be accessed. The PIN itself, and

various other passwoids included in the card are all concealed withln a "secret area".

This area can only be accessed by the card's own prccessor and the Informatlon
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contained in it is not passed to a card reader. Other information in the confidential area

can be accessed by the reader so long as appropriate passwor{s- and the PIN are

provided to the procLssor. Further informltion, such as the name of the holder, may be

included in an open area of the card which can be accessed by an authorised reader

without any password or PlN.

lC cards have now been used in enough c€ntexts, including extensive commercial

applications in France, that the general claims of physical robustness and logical

sbiurity have been extensively tested. So far nobody has managed to fope a card or to

illegally read its contents. For a period of years,. beginning in 1984, Mastercard

lnt6rnational conducted a serious of exhaustive tests designed to test the security of the

card and the systems for handling it. Teams were assembled, including engineers

familiar with point of sale technology, and statf famlllar wlth merchant and banker

procedures. In addltion, the card was examined from the polnt of view of the intelligent

user, and submitted to the delicate attentions of 'the conventional hacker group". These

checks revealed some possibilities for fraud by collusion between statf of dlfferent

organisations, and some of the procedures and key systems w€re altered to prevent that

ltnifnUtC, 1986, page a2). Tire tests also involved construc'ting very sophisticated

equipment to breai( open a card and read its contents. At most, the technicians were

able'to read only a very small part of the information on the chip. Iltqy were n€ver able

to read enoughio copy or fabiicate a working lC card (|NTAM|C, February 1989' page

19-14). Sincd that time card manufacturers have developed s.troqg€l encapsulation
processes so that the chlp is now evon more secure than it was in 1984. PhysicalJests

by Mastercard and INTAMIC also confirmed that the card is extremely robust and can

withstand any likely physical, humidity, magnetic, x-ray, ultra'violet, chemlcal or electrical

risk (tNTAtUiC f Sbd, page 4041). Overall Mastercard concluded that the lC card is
definitely capable of a.thiee year life in the field (Ladouceur' 1987, page 18).

The History of the lC Card

The essential precursor of the integrated circuit card was the development of micro-

electronics and the emergence from the laboratory of the electronic microchip in 1966

(Svigals 1987, page 12). As this technology evolved, soms inltial patents relevant to the

encipsulation of i chip in a plastic card were taken out In Japan during the 1960s.

However, it is generally accepted that the central ldea of placlng an electronic memory

chip in a plastic card Lnd using it for transactlon purposes was develgned by Roland

Moreno in 1974. His cornpany INNOVATRON holds the basic patent for the idea. lts

development into a func'tioning micro computer card took several years. In 1977 Michel

Ugon, an engineer at Bull, developed the idea further by proposing tle inclusion of a
pri""."or as-well as memory. Bull then went on to develop a working integrated circuit

card, incorporating chips produced by Motrorola, which was demonstrated in 1979.

The French government took an active interest in the development -of 
the card and

encouraged iranufacturers to participate. By 1992 cards were available from Bull'
phillips ind Flonic-Schlumberger. Under the direction of the Carte a Memoire ioint
venture group of French banks, a trial was conducted in Caen, Lyons and Blois, using

each of tnesi three cards. A total of 65,000 cards were issued, for use at 500 merchant

or banker locations. After identitying some technical problems which were addressed,

these experiments established thb l0 card as a funstionirq technology (|NTAM|C, 1986'
page 1+). nt the end of the trial the French banks selectsd Bull as the card they
preferred.
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In 1985 Carte Bancaire announced that they intended to develop a natlon-wide payment
system based on lC cards. Similarly during the mid 1980s PTT, the French Telecom
System, adopted prepaid lC cards for public telephone calls. Followlng an important
experiment at Lillestrom, which demonstrated the market acceptance of cards in a
non-French environment, the Nonreign banking system has also adopted an lC card
based transaction system. lC card telephone and elec,tronic payment systems are now
in use in several European countries.

Though the initial development of the lC card can be largely credited to Bull, there are
now several manufacturers in the field. Bull has so far managed to dominate the market
for financial cards (largely because of thelr contract with Carte Bancalre) and delivered
their 10 millionth lC card in 1989. Schlumberger also produce a wide range of cards
including multipurpose cards and electronic token cards. They have dominated the
telephone card market and by 1989 had delivered over 40 million cards. Philllps are
another important manufac'turer, who have entered into some significant joint
development contracts with Bull.

GEC are also in the market, and they have developed a "contactless'card. This does
not have an external contact and instead the chip ls connec'ted to an aerial whlch forms
a loop inside the upper half of the card, in the area away from the embossed lettering.
Communication between the reader and the card is achleved by placing the card in any
position in the proximity of the reader. They also claim greater flexibility in card use, as
each card is designed in a similar basic format, wfthout the purpose speclfic mask of
other manufacturers.

All of these firms have cards in commercial produc'tion. In addition, there are several
Japanese firms, including Toshiba, Dainihon, Daiei, Mitsubishi Electronic, and
Matsushita, producing a range of cards, som€ of which are already or will shortly be
considerably larger in capacity than the European cards.

The lC Card in Use

"The smart card information protocols respond to the following questions.
ldentification: Who are you? How do I talk to you? Who issued your card? To
whom do I send the transaction detaib for billing and reconclllation?
Security: How do I know you are whom you say you are? How much has this
card been used recently? To what value amount? Can I believe the value bearing
elements of the transaction record?

Services and Umits: What services do you want? What am I authorised to let you
have? For how much? Under what condltions?

Audit and Journal: How do we both capture the details for further processing and
further reference? How do we protect the journal entries from tampeiing?"
(Svigals, 1985, pages 72-Tg)

In order to see how the procossor and memory interact wlth the reader and host to
facilitate secure transactions, it is useful to describe a typical transaction using an lC
card.

There are many ditferent ways that a transaction could be constructed, but most normal
uses would include the steps outlined in this example. This case is drawn from a
schema developed by INTAMIC (August 1987, page 9).
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Insert the card. Though this seems similar to Inserting a magnetlc- stripe card

into a reader, in this &se the reader contains contacts that wlll allgn with the

contacts on the lC card. In addition, the magnetlc stripe reader is normally on-line

to a host computer but the lC reader can commonly operate in an otf-llne mode

and the whole transaction may be completed off-line.

Authenticato the card. The card generates a msssage to the reader which

demonstrates that the card is a valid lC card. The card does not need to transmit

any secret data. Instead the card can encrypt itrs message using the algorlthm in

the card to combine a random number (generated by the card or the reader) and

the manufacturer or application code thlt has been programmed Into the card.

The reader may compare this message with its own encrypted reqyJl using the

same random number and codes to 
-ensure 

that the card is a valid card. The

ability to generate an individual coded message for each transaction is unique to

the iC cird. Having identified the card as a valid card, the reader may then

compare it with a blacklist of stolen cards, or any other cards that have been

used for improper purposes. lf the card is idenfffied as one of those, the reader

may lock the tard so that it can no longer be used. The card could only be

unlocked by the card issuer, using code keys that can be recognised by the card.

Authenticate the Reader. The reader also generates a message to the card

(probably encrypted) which the card can check to establlsh the bona fides of the

ieader. tt it Oo6s noi recognise the reader, then the processor on the card will not

permit the reader any aCcess to the card's menpry. This ability to dlstinguish

between readers is unique to the lC card.

Select the appllcation. A display on the reader will offer the card-holder a range

of alternative uses for the card. This is similar to the choices offered by an

automatic teller machine when a magnetic stripe card is inserted, but the

ditferences are that the lC card may be aOte to offer a wider range of applications

and that the applications are included within the card rather than being otfered by

a host computer.

ldentify the securlty requlrements. Once the applicatlon is selected, the card is

able to define the security requirements for that appllcation. The card can

recognise and enforce different levels of security for different applications.

personal ldentlflcatlon. The card can, through the reader, request the card-

holder to insert a personal identification number (PlN).

Authenilcate the card-holder. Once the PIN has been received by the card it
compar€s this number with the PIN concealed In its own secret area. lf there is a
match then the card-holder is authenticated. lt ls posslble to use other forms of

identification (fingerprints, retina scan, signature dynamics). However' the space

required to mifJtb comparison can be considerable and, therefore, in thls case

the card may need to transmit its digitised version ol the biometric data to the

reader in order that the reader may make the comparlson. The ability of the lC
card to compare PlNs (or the ability of some future larger card to compare

biometric Oati) is unique to the lC card and it has the advantage of meaning that

the stored PIN need never be transmitted even as far as the reader.
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I Key in the transacfion value. The card-holder then enters the Information on the

transaction into the reader and this is conveyed to the card.

check and authorise the transaction. Using parameters already stored within

the card, and comparing with the balance recorded after previous transactions,

the card is able to cnecfthat the transaction is within the bounds permitted to the

card-holder and authorise the transaction. Depending on the'floor limitrsn that are

established within the card, this authori$ may be given without the card going

on-lin" to any host computer. However, ii the ievel of the transaction is too high'

if the balance shown on the card is too low, or if the number of transactions that

have been canied out on the card without on-line authority is too great, then the

card can initiate an on-line contac't to the host computer.

Authority from the terminal. As well as the need for the card to check and

authorise the transaction, the terminal also needs to ensure that the transaction is

within the limits set for that particular merchant or reader. lf the transaction is too

large then the reader goes on-line to the host computer'

Derive a cerilflcate on the transactlon. Having approved the transaction the

p.."rro, in the card then generates a "certificate' which describes and

authorises the transaction, and-this is sent to the reader. Thls certlficate would

contain the information on the transaction and would often also include a

message authentication code (MAC). The MAC is a number generated by

multipliing the parameters of thb transaction by a code within the card and the
plN. When decoded the MAC proves that the transac'tion was for the amount

specified, the card was present, ttre reader was authorised, and the card-holder

was present. The reader can then store the transac'tion certiflcate with lts MAC to

be downloaded to the host computer at some later time. In addition the reader

may print a written version of the certificate as a written record for the card-holder

and the merchant.

12 Store the data. Having carried out the transaction, the processor then changes

the balances shown in ine card and writes a record of the transac'tion to the card.

For cards using EPROM the previous record is unerasable, and the record of the

new transaction is shown as a new line. Some cards using elec'tronically erasable

programmable read only memory (EEPROM or E-squared-PROM) can delete

pt"iiors information and write new data in the old space..Tfis !3s the advantage

bf albwing the card to be used for longer before it is fllled uP, but the

disadvantage of possibly destroying audit tralls. In this appendix it is generally

assumed tnat EpilOM would be us6d, but the pros and cons of each would need

to be examined before a final choice were made'

The most important characteristics of the transaction as described above are:

i The whote transaction will often be completed without any recourse to the host

comPuter.

ii Secret data on the card remains secret and is never even revealed to the card

readsr.

10

11
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The transaction process outlined above would be appropriate for almost all lC cards, but
an alternative method would be likely for the "supbr-imart' card belng developed by
Visa Intemational. This card would include a display and keyboard on the card. lt could
be used to allow direct calculation of the transactlon and the reader display of a
message authentication code could be relayed either visually (in a shop1, oi over the
telephone, to authorise a transaction. For this appendix, however, it is assumed that an
ordinary lc card is in use, rather than one with its own keyboard.

The Information Funcilons of the lC Card

Different versions of the lC card may be described as flnanclal transactlon cards, health
cards or discount cards. However, these conceptrs confuse the appllcatlon wlth the basic
technology. As a _microcomputer encased in plastlc, the fundamental operafions of the
card are various forms of information transmission, manipulation and recording. Before
looking at particular applications that have been developed for the lC card it is useful
first to examine these information functions in order thai we may understand the uses
that are made of these functions in different applications. There are various different
ways that the funclions may be classified. The following list ls a development of a list
outlined by Ugon (1989, Page 3).

- Flle Maintenance and Data protecilon

The heart of any computer system is the ability to process and to store data. The lC
card has this capacity. However, the one chip architesture of the card makes it possible
to incorporate very secure systems to protect the data. There is physically no means of
directly accessing the data on the card, as all the terminals that'remain when the card
is constructed lead through the processor. Therefore, even though the card may be
stolen and thus relatively easily removed. to a very insscure enviroriment, lt ls extremely
costly to devise any means of reading the data on the card other than by quoting th6
various passwords that the card may require in order to prove the deniity oi ttre
enquirer. Although in_theory nothing can be'regarded as perfecfly secure, so fai nobody
has managed to declpher the contents of a card and the cost of aotng so is prohibltive.

"As with any oth-er security there is no 100 p€rcent. Glven money, expertise, time,
laboratories and equipment (eg electron microscops), it is pojCiub that data in
the secret area could be read or altered. [However, it ls reisonable to assume]
that the secret area can be made sufficiently secure b deter would-be attackers
(who would either not have access to the necessary m€ans of attrack or, more
likely, would not find the exercise profitable)." (Malecki, tggz, page 16.)

Though these caveats on the absolute security of the lC card might raise some alarm,
they should be compared.to the magnetic stripe which has been d6scribed as "readable,
alterable, rnodifiable, replaceable, refreshablb (the original contents can be replaced),
skimmable (can be quickly and illegally read), counte=rfeitable, erasable, simuiatable.;
(Svigals, 1985, page 85.)

- Authenticailon

A critical ability of the lC card is to identify any of the pardes involved in a transac.tion
and to determine whether or not that partir is valld. This can appt to tn" card reader,
the host computer and the card-holder. In addition, the carO cah-provide data for the
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host computer and the card reader which will prove its own authortty. The central
necessity for this authentication process is the security of the files in the secret area of
the card.

The power of the card can be put in perspec'tive by comparing it with the abilities of a
magnetic stripe card. The stripe too can contain a p€rsonal identification number and a
card number. These could be encrypted to make them harder to read. Though the card
itself could not carry out any comparison, a card reader could verify that the riumbers on
the card were compatible with its own number and wlth the PIN typed In by the card-
holder. By this means authorisation can be accomplished.

However, there are several inherent weaknesses in the magnetic stripe technology. The
first is that the stripe itself is relatively easy to read. lt has been estimated that iievice
to read and capture the information written on a magnetic stripe and then to transfer it
to a counterfeit card could be constructed for around US$1OO.OO (OTA, 1ggg, page 15).
lf the data is encrypted, this otfers some extra protection, but liecause the-caiO is a
passive record it would need to be encrypt€d using the same algorithm and key as
every other card using that application. Accordingly, it could be worthwhile for a
determined thief to invest in breaking the code In order to rald the data on a large
number of magnetic striped cards. Once the code has been lllegally acquired tFe
criminal could either steal cards or construc't a fraudulent readeifor use at some
commercial outlet.

Because the lC card is effectively unreadable it is not subjec,t to the same risks of
fraudulent authorisation. As a result, not only is it moie secure in day-to-day
transactions, but it is also possible to use it to validate and authorise the transfers of
very large sums of money.

- Certification

Certification is used to prove that a given item of Information has been correcly
conveyed. lt renders a transfer secure agalnst accldental or dellberate alterailon of th6
numbers or the address.

Because of its processing capacity, it is possible for the lC card to generate a unique
message authentication code (MAC) for every transac,tlon. tn an on--line applioatiori a
host computer can send a random number to t-he lC card. The lC card can thin use that
random number, its hidden key, and a sequence number whlch keeps track of the
number of transactions that it has had witfi the host computer, to combine wlth the
parameters of the transaction and the encryption algorithm stored in the card. When
combined together these fac'tors produce a unique number. The host computer carrles
out the same calculation using the same data tb ensure that the messagi was validty
sent. In such a case nons of the identifying codes are sent on any 

-network, 
and

therefore they cannot be captured by anybody tapplng the system. Similarly, nobody
gould fraudulently generate the appropriate numbei'other than by illegal access to the
host computer. The security area of the host computer can be fept sepirate and closely
guarded, thus ensu{LS. tttg integrity of the whole system. This concbpt of certification
can be used to establish that particular values are recorded in the rlgtrt place correcly,
to generate an electronic signature to validate given transactions, or fo pioduce 'secuie
writing" which refers to the secured downloading of an item of information such as an
order to load the cryptographic keys in the card.
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- Encryption and Decryption

The.processing power of the lC card permits it to encrypt and decrypt data. This
provides a powerful means of securing sensitive communications. lf, foi example, it is
necessary to check the income of an applicant for some form of social assisiance, it
would be possible for a card to be used to initiate the inquiry. The host computer, having
verified that the card is valid and that the card-holder is present, could send an
encrypted message on the present income status. The message would not be intelllglble
to the card reader, but would be received in the card itself. The card could then compare
the income against the eligibility parameters for that social assistance application and
could declare whether the holder was entitled to receive assistance or not. No
information on the income would need to be given directly to the provider of the service,
and the provider would have no way of reading such information. This concept of
transmitting encrypted data all the way from the host computer direc't to the card is
known as end-to-end encryption.

There is no such thing as a perfect code. Given a large enough computer and enough
processing time, in theory any code can be broken. However, the science of cryptology
has progressed considerably in recent years and algorithms now exist whlch are
extremely difficult to break. lt is possible either to use one of the publicly known
algorithms, such as the data encryption standard (DES) algorithm, or a secret
proprietary algorithm. The advantage of the publicly known algorithms ls that many
mathematicians have attempted to decipher them, and have demonstrated that they are
extremely robust. The proprietary algorithms have not been subjected to this degr6e of
public check, but because they have been kept secret they have the advantage of a
smaller number of mathematicians available who understand thelr structure. Either
approach has its advantages and the selectlon of one or the other would seem to
depend on a commercial decision in the context of any given applicailon.

- Key Management

Any encryption system (either using a public algorithm or a proprietary algorithm)
depends on the use of secret keys to transmit or decipher messages. Some atgorittrms,
the asymmetrical algorithms, use a different key for encryption and decryption. One of
these keys may be public but the other must be secret.

A complication in any sophisticated transaction system is that there wlll be a number of
different transactions using one network, or even uslng one card. Some of these
transactions need to be intelligible to some parties but not to others. A critical problem
of key management is to load the keys into the cards and to convey them to appropriate
parties without the wrong person acquiring the wrong key. The power of the iC cirO is
such that secure key management can be achieved.

One process of establishing a hierarchy of keys has been ouillned by INTAMfC
(February 1989, Page 56 - 59). The parties involved include the card manuiacturer, the
card issuer and the application manager. The card manufacfurer is the firm which
constructs the card, the issuer is the bank or agency providing the card and the
application manager could be a separate firm (or Govemment agency) using space on
the card which needs to be kept separate from that used by the issu6i and iecret from
the issuer. To achieve this, the card manufac'turer incorporates a card produc,tion key.
This is a temporary key which is made known to the card issuer ior use during
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personalisation. The issuer first loads an issuer control key which is nscessary to control
the loading and any future amendment of keys. The issuer then loads those keys which
are necessary for authentication, certification and encipherment. In addltion, the card
issuer loads an application allocation key. This includes an lssuer exchange key which
is a. further temporary key which is made known to the application Juppller. The
application supplier may then use this issuer exchange key to load an applicatibn control
key. This permits the loading of any further application keys including.authentication,
certification and encipherment keys. At each step the issuer and then the application
manager deletes the temporary key once their own control keys are in place. As a result
of this hierarchy the manufacturer is unable to read the issuer's key and both the
manufacturer and the issuer are unable to read to the appllcatlon manager,s key.

At the other end of the transaction, lC cards can be used to assist In the management
of keys in the host computer or in readers. lf the key resides within the computer or
reader it is possible that an attempt could be made to fraudulently read the key.
Alternatively the key can be loaded into various lC cards for use Oy ttrose who aie
authorised to operate the keys. A considerable degree of sophistication can be achleved
by this means so that some professionals may be authorised to acc€ss various dlfferent
parts of a card or so that several different otficials may need to work together in order to
access certain keys. In each of these cases the person with the authorising card need
not know more than a relatively straight-fonrard personal identification number. The
more complex keys can be concealed within the card.

This classification has identified five critical information management functions of the tC
card: file maintenance and protection, authentication, certification, encryption and
decryption, and key management. Taken together these are the func'ilons wtiicn are at
the heart of the lC card's ability to provide a secure remote access system for many
ditferent applications.

What the lC Card ls Used For

The functions described in the previous sec'tion provlde the means of mairtaining secure
records and making secure communicatlons. Using a card small enough to sli-p Into a
wallet, and a reader that can be easily contalned on a shop or barik counier, it is
possible to authoritatively identify an individual, validate a tiansactlon and securely
communicate its contents. These abilities have been used In a variety of contexts. For
the purposes of this quick review of soms of the places where cardi have been used
they are broken into three main areas. These are financial applications, mobile record
systems and access control systems.

- Flnancial Appllcailons

The essential feature of any financial appllcation is the overall integrity of the payment
system. Wfere a payment goes from one account into another, it lsiriiical thatifr6 right
person authorises the payment and the right person recelves it. Slmllarly where a giv-en
amount is deducted from or added to an account, it is essentlal that ttre right amorint is
deducted and that it is not possible for account holders to fraudulently add value to an
account. These criteria have been addressed and mEt In three main financial
applications. These are the electronic cheque, prepaid systems and tele-banklng.

The elec'tronic cheque relates to that range of payment systems which depend on some
later or simultaneous draw down of a deposit 6a6nce. This covers the systems that are
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akin to both debit cards and credit cards and also electronic m€ssages establishing a
cheque payment equivalent to manual cheques.

The most important application in this area is the Carte Bancalre. Following an
agreement between the Carte Bleue (Visa) syndicate and the Carte Verte (Masteriard)
syndicate all the major French banks have aligned together in the Carte Bancaire
syndicate. Since 1987 that syndicate has been steadily extending the use of lC cards
across France area by area. By 1991 it is envisaged that all French bank cards will be
lC cards, with a total of around 15 million cards and 350,000 merchants. A feature of the
French system is that small merchants can continue to operate on a pap€r based
system, using a small cheap off-line reader called the certificateur to valldate the card.
The same cards can also be used for telephone calls, maklng thls still the only mass-
use multi-application card. The progressive investment In cards and readers has been
straightfonrard and the cards have been very well received. (Bouley, 1997.)

The other major nation-wide system of electronic cheque transactions is in Nonray.
There the Bergen Bank has lead the introduction of lG cards. By 1990 they expect io
issue 600,000 lC cards to their customers, in a country with a population dt c mittion.
Again it is understood that the cards have been well received and there has been litile
difficulty in the operation of the system. (Lindmo, 1997.)

One of the most sophisticated banking systems using lC cards was the Asset card in
New Zealand. This offered customers both the opportunity to make Mastercard
transactions and to access a credit or debit account set up for each card (INTAMIC June
1988, page 53). Technically the card system was successful, but because Fay Richwhite
as the issuing bank did not have a substantial customer base and because [o Nathans
was the only retailer involved in the system, the number of accounts never rose to a
commercially sustainably level.

ln North ltaly 12 banks have grouped together to offer a joint electronic cheque system.
So far 65,000 cards have been issued (Bull, CP8, 1989;, page 2S). In Swltserland the
DTT Bank has linked with a major retailer, Migros, to lssue cards to 40,0fl) customers,
and this is now being extended across all cantons with a further order for 550,000 lC
cards. (La Lettre, January and July lggg.)

On top of these commercial applications which are (or were) intended to be permanent,
there have been a great many trials of lC cards in various cities around the world. One
example is the Mirai experiment in Tokyo. There 4oOO cards were issued to account
holders of four different banks for use in some 20 retailers in a central area of Tokyo
(|NTAM|C, June 1988, page 37). Once again the experiment demonstrated the techniial
capability of the system and its ease of use for retaiters and card holders. Another
Japanese experiment led by Mitsubishi Bank involved other service companies, to
explore the possibilities for multi-application cards (Bank of Japan, 1986). Ay iSeZ there
had been a total of twenty-two lC card projec,ts for ftnancial appllcations in .lapan.

From the point of view of the card holder, the lC card is very similar in use to a magnetic
stripe card used on-line for EFTPOS or in an automatii teller machine lnfM)I n is
therefore interesting to report that in Maryland the Social Security Administration (SSA)
is experimenting with the payment of supplementary benefits using magnetic btrip6
cards. The regular benefit payments are made direct to an account at ihe Fiist Maryhho
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Bank and the beneficiary is able to draw on the account at various ATM outlets and at
EFTPOS terminals at a supermarket. This experiment, the Securecard, has so far
operated without major hitch and is due for completion in mid-1990. (SSA, 1989, page g,
and interview with Bill Farrell, October 1989.)

The second financial application for the lC card is the prepaid card. On receipt of
payment the card issuer provides an lC card with a value recorded in it. Attematively an
area of a card used for another purpos€, perhaps for electronic cheques, may be set
aside for prepayment uses. The most comnrcnly identified prepaymeni uses are:

- The Electronic Wallet. This involves amounts of money which are transferred
between the purchaser and the retailer without detalled accounting back to the
individual account, but which are big enough to requlre the security of using the
card holders PlN.

- The Electronic Purse. This is for small sums of cash to be otfered for small
transactions. The sums involved are small enough that no PIN is necossary.

- The Electronic Token. These are prepaid entitlements to particular servlces such
as transport, phone calls, film admissions or car parking.

So far electronic wallet and coin purses have not been utilised in any signiflcant
commercial applications. The difficulty with this application is there needs tb Ue a
widespread availability of readers at small retailers for the card to be sufficienily
convenient to displace coins or notes. However there have been many slgnificant
applications using electronic tokens. The most important of these is the-French
tglephone system. The prepaid card is attractive to the telephone network because it
offers a financial float, and is also meeting wide acceptance fiom French users who see
the card as convenient and easy to use (Schnabel, 1987). Similar technologies are in
use in West Germany and Spain.

Another multipurpose electronic token concept is the city card which is being developed
in France (!NTAM|C, June 1988, page 25). The proposal is that a clty authority would
issue cards to ils citizens. The cards could be prepald from rates, thus representing a
public service entitlement, or could be topped up by individual payments at authoriJed
outlets, thus offering a fee for service user paid system. nppicaiions that are envisaged
include car parking, public transport, school meals, library fees, and admission to
concerts.

In Blois the public transport system has adopted the 'ticket puce". Thls is a card which
is acquired for a period of time on payment of a deposit and used for rldes on the urlcan
transport network. When the period of eligibility is near expiry the user inserts the card
into a reader, which displays the debt owing on the card. The user types in the plN to
accept the bill, and the money is drawn from the use/s bank accoirh. fnis is a half
prepaid, half electronic cheque system. (Schnabel, 1997, page 31.)

Another example of the use of electronic tokens has been the experiments conducted by
the Wellington Regional Council on a bus service in the Mana area. Prepaid hard-wirei
cards, supplied by_Dai Nippon, have been used in a manner equivalent to a prepaid
concession card. Further experiments will involve the use of ditferent cards irom
ditferent manufacturers, and the results are still being evaluated. (lnterview with Cortens,
March 1990.)
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The possible use for electronic tokens in social policy is tied payments, llke food stamps.
An experiment using magnetic stripe technology with terminals in retailers to debit
customers' food stamp benefit accounts began in 1985 in Reading, Pennsylvania, and
others have been planned by the US Food and Nutrition Service. The complexity of the
reimbursement process for this type of programme makes it an attractive candidate for
some automation. (OTA, 1988, pages 7-8.)

The third financial application is telebanking. This implies remote accoss through the
telephone network to bank accounts, and the shifting of cash from one account to
another, either between two accounts owned by the sams Indlvidual or a payment from
one individual to another. The Carte Bancaire has already offered this syiteh for card-
holders using the French minitel telephone system. Because the minitel incorporates a
screen in the telephone it can be readily adapted to act as a remote terminal for the
on-line host (Schnabel, 1987, page 29).

However, of perhaps greater significance is the systems that have been implemented in
several countries to facilitate the transfers of substantial sums between corporate
customers. In Belgium the Trasec system permits customers to access accounts and
initiate transfers. The transaction is protected by a message authenticafion code (MAC)
generated by the lC card (Van Heurck, 1987). The major banks of Nonray, Sweden,
Finland and Denmark have also adopted a network system using lC cards. Each bank
issues its own card to the account holders, and in this way tieys are kept disilnct.
However, the account holder may select an individual PlN, and it-is expected that the
account holder will adopt the same PIN for all accounts. This provides a combination of
bank security, which permits the banks to share a network, while maintaining account
holder ease and flexibility. Again all transactions are secured using MACs [tttRUtC,
J_gne 1988, page 61). The Royal Bank of Canada (Braidwood, 1987), Credlt Suisse and
Citibank all offer lC cards to permit secure remote banking for large customers (Malecki,
1e87).

The security of these telebanking systems, and the ability of the lC card to screen its
communications from all except the intended recipient, dernonstrates that income
information held by Inland Revenue or a social agency could be transferred to other
agencies under complete security if that were wished.

- Portable Records Systems

Because the lC card is small and secure, it offers a straight-forward means for
individuals to carry personal information which may be sensitlve or valuable and to
provide it under secure circumstances to authorised indlviduals. The individual holding
the card has a tangible protection against unauthorised or unexpec.ted use because
without the card the information cannot be accessed. The issuer oi the card knows that
the individual cannoi change the information on it because the card cannot be tampered
with. This combination of features addresses many of the concems in record keepirq in
sensitive areas.

The most commonly mentioned use in the area of portable records is various kinds of
health cards. Information on the health of individuali is commonly seen to be sensitive,
but it also needs to be available to doctors and other health prof6ssionals. Health cards
have been used either to provide a record on the health of th6 individual or to keep track
of administrative entitlements for individual care.
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One of the most complete health card applications is the Care Card (Hopkins, 1989a &

b, and Bull 19gga). This an experiment cunently undenrvay at Exmouth, in Devon. Nlne

thousand cards have been issued to all the patients in one general practice, the young

and the elderly in another general practice, and to all dlabetics in the town. Card readers

are located in the generai practices, the pharmacies, one dental practice and at the

emergency rooms 6t me bcal Exmouth hospital and the regional hospital at nearby

Exetjr. The card has been designed in order to take account of all of the information

needs in medical care. lt carriel a coded record of the heafth of the individual and

prescriptions. lt also permits practitioners and administrators to identity data necessary

ior costing the overall administration of health care.

Different practitioners have different cards which are entered into the reader alongside

the patient card. Depending on the practitioner. c.ard, different information can be

displiyed. pharmacists' cardi provide rrclre limited data, and specialists have the data

pt"r"nt"d to them in forms more relevant to their specialism. In effect this means that

the Care Card is a multi application card but, unlike most multi applications the data are

not separated into different parts of the card. Instead there is a special search routine

coded into the card which allows it to find the appropriate data and present it without

revealing the other data on the card.

Apart from some technical problems largely caused by the British postal system's

automatic sorting machines which apPly an extremely heavy *"e,gry to envelopes

containing lC caids, the experiment so iar seems to be successful. There ls a high

degree oi acceptance of the cards among patients and doc'tors. The main problems

refl-ect the traditibnal reluctance of hospital practitioners to utilise information provided by

generat practitioners, and the inefficiency of centralised hospita! lltorlation systems.

The card itself is working well and practitioners are finding it useful (Hopkins, 1989c' and

interview with Robin Hopkins, November 1989).

There are many other health cards already in use. In France the Carte Sante started in

Blois in 19gS. The French Ministry of Social Affalrs and Employment has issued the card

to provide a means of recording medical information for the young and the old. A
development of this has been Biobarte which is being issued in the Pas de Calais area.

Another French medical card application is the Transvie. This is issued by the Br99t

Blood Transfusion system to keep track of all blood donors in the city. (All described in

INTAMIC, Juty 198d, and Hopkins, 1989a). The Carte Santal_(Bull-CP8, 1989b) has

been issued to all patients at St Nazare Hospital. So far some 30,000 cards have been

issued. Again ther6 has been a positive response, including a 50 percent uptake when

a postal o--ffer rnas made to elderiy users, with the response required to be by post also.

Given the traditional poor response to postal approaches, and the likely reluctance of

this group to accept trigfr tectr information systems, this seems a good initial response.

A different health industry application is the Carte Sesam. This is a funding card system

issued by the Social Se6urity Administration in France. The patient, the doc'tor and the

pharmaclst all have cards. Wtren the patient visits the doctor the two cards are both

inserted into the reader and the doctor records the events of the visit and adds cost.

Later, at the pharmacist, the prescription including the relevant pharmaceutical codes

are also enteied into the card. At the end of the day the doctor and the pharmacist's

readers both go on-line over night to the Social Security System In order that they might

receive payment for their serviies and the cost of the service can be divided between

the indivi<iual patient and the Social Security Adminlstration depending on the

circumstiances of each case. (|NTAM!C, July 1989, pagos 11-12.)
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There ars several other health card systems operating in other countries. In Belgium the

Medi Card has been issued to all patients with pacemakers. lt is envisaged !ft{^in ttp
future this card will be developed io incorporate bank card applications (INTAMIC' {yty
1ggg, pages 1S-12). In Pontyiridd, Wales, in 19gO 25O,OO0 patients in one GP practice

were iisued with the Medlock Card. This experiment demonstrated the potential of card

.yrt"rr and the links between doctors and pharmacists (Stevens-and Crabbe' 1987).

Two other card systems in operation are the Sanacard In SwiEerland (La Lettre, May

1989) and the Saius card in Lombardy, ltaly (La Lettre, July 1989).

In another experiment with an associated technology,in Maryland in 1988 Blue Cross

issued memory cards to a number of its patients. Once the experiment was evaluated

Blue Cross decided not to proceed with the cards at this time. They found that most

doctors were not prepared to use the card while the patient was in the room' prgferling

to collect the casb history anew each time from the patient (SSA, 1989, page 8)' This

experience demonstratei fitat card applications have to be carefully developed if they

are to succeed.

As well as health records there ars many other cases where portable files have been

found to be useful. One example is university records. (All examples in this paragraph

are from La Lettre, May 1989). Students commonly need to access data on the courses

they have sat and the progress they are making. One early application was at the

University of paris tto Xil where students were issued with cards which carried the

whole academic record of the student. A similar card was developed in Lille University

where it was used for various administrative record Purposes. One of the more complex

examples was at the University of Rome where all students were issued with "La

S"pi"h="'. This lG card contains full details on the academic record. All examination

and internal test records were updated onto a central host computer and terminals

throughout the campus could be used by students to access the data and update thelr

own Jard. Academiis are being issued with cards enabling them to eriler exam results

as they are completed. This system has stashed administration and enrolment times for

statf and students.

Another attraction of university cards is that they offer an opportunity to develop financial

applications alongside record keeping uses, as there is a concerrtrated market of

customers and merchants on the one campus. GEC has attempted to develop this

opportunity by use of its contactless card. A rail based study centre, the Cardiff

Trivelling'Coilege, issues GEC cards to all students for use in the various facillties on

the train (Topic, June 1989). Trlals have also taken place in the halls of residence at

Auckland'University, and GEC are discussing more permanent uses on that campus

(lnterview with Gortens, March 1990).

Another much quoted example of the lC card in action, is the peanut sales system i1

America. The US Department of Agriculture operates an entitlement system under which

peanut farmers are allowed to sell a certain tonnage each year. After extensive tests in

igge and 1987 the USDA has now adopted lC cards to maintain runnlng records of

sales by all peanut farmers. Under the previous manual records systems it was

impossible to keep track of sales as they occurred during the harvestperiod, so peanuts

were regularly ovbr sold. Under the new lC card system it is very difficult for any farmer

to sell more than his or her entitlement. (SSA, 1989' page 7.)

A rather different example in America is the Michigan Opportunity Card. The state of
Michigan has issued cards to some 5,000 unemployed people. The card contains a
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profil€ of the individual and can be used to access records on iob or training

opportunities. The individuat's characteristics are matched against the host compute/s
daia on opportunities in order to present the most appropriate options for the individual's

choice. (SSA, 1989, page 5, and Smart Card Communicatlons, May 1999.)

A further American system is the US Navy Generic Electronic Manifest System (GEMS).

The Navy was having extreme difficulty keeping track of stores on various vessels and

bases. T-he card now obliges suppliers to provide full information on all deliveries which

can be checked for validity on airival, and can direc'tly update the electronic record of

supplies on hand (SSA, t98g, page 6). A final example of the lC card being used as a

pohlOp record is the Turkistr diiver;s licence. Turkish drivers' licences will now be

issued as lC cards, and all traffic police will carry readers. The reader will allow the

policeman to positively identify the driver and to discover any relevant information on the

driver. The reader wili also have the capacity to carry a list (equivalent to the black list

in the financial applications) of any drivbr needed in connection with an offence. (SSA'

1989, page 9.)

The widespread use of lC cards for portable record systems supports the assertlon that

cards could be used by welfare recipients to verify their entltlement to assistance if that

were desired. The card could contain a confidential record of income or expenditure on

qualified goods which could be used by the processor to determine ellgibility for

assistancd. The content of the card would not need to be revealed to suppliers of

seryices, but would presumably need to be accessible to appropriate Social Welfare

officials.

- Access Control

As well as its use in transactions, the authentication capacity of an lG card can also be

used to otfer direct security both lor physical access or loglcal access. The Danlsh

Customs has now issued lC cards to all employees. These cards are used to log houry

of work for payment purposes, but are also used to ensure that only authorised offlcials

enter into customs spaies (La Lettre, May 1989). In Luxembourg acc€ss to telephone

exchanges is limited to those employees holding the appropriate lC card (Bull CP8'

1989a,-p"gr 27). The US Airforce is also using lC cards to control entry to various

bases in California (SSA, 1989, page 6).

A more complex application has been developed by the Bank of America in San

Francisco. Ali emplilyees are issued with an lC card which must be entered into a
reader to access statf areas in the building. For more sensitlve work areas a PIN must

also be entered. For the most sensitive work areas a finger print reader is used to
compare the digitised finger print record in the card with that of the card-holder. (Bull

CP8, 1989a, page 30.)

A less sensitive example of physical access control is incorporated in the Darlington

Country Club card wniih Barclays and Bull are using as an experiment in the UK at the
moment. Glub members can use the card to enter the club out of hours, and to acc€ss

various facilities in the club such as squash courts. The card is also used as an

electronic token so that the use of various facilities may be prepaid. In addition the club
has programmed discounts into the card to reward frequent use. This is an example of

a simple access card being developed into a sophistlcated commerclal application.

(Honeywell Bull/Barclays, 1 989.)
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As well as physical control the lC card can be used to offer loglcal control so that
unauthorised p_eople cannot have access to electronic data. The US National Security
Agency uses lC cards to ensure that only authorised employees may access Oata (SSA,
1989, page 4). At Morges in Switzerland police records are protec'tecl by lC cards.'Only
authorised police personnel may access criminal records (Bull CPB, lb8ga, page Z+i.

As with physical access, so may logical access be set to various different levels. The
Banque National de Paris has issued lC cards to control access to its computer system.
They have established seven ditferent levels of access for different typei of daia and
issued cards with the appropriate authorities to their 4O,OOO staff (Bull CFg, tggga, page
18). In a social welfare context, the Social SeMces Department in Bordeaux has isiuea
lC cards to control access to personal rec-ords. This means that social work files and
child welfare records can only be accessed by appropriate statf (Bull CpB, 1989a, page
1e).

At a rather less sensitive level, logical security can also be used to ensure that
commercial services. are only accessed by those who have purchased them. The Sky
TV in the UK is using lC cards for this purposo (SSA, 1989, page 9). Slmilarly tl6
COMCO International Business Information Network also uses ld cirds for this aicess
control purpose (La Leftre, July 1999).

As with other uses of fC cards it is apparent that logical access control might be useful
for sensitive information used in redistribution. For example, access by statt in social
welfare agencies to information on income could be limited to authorised statf.

Factors in the Assessment of the lC Card

When the lC card is being considered for use in any apptlcation the criteria of most
significance will depend on the speciflc use that ttr6 clio wlll be put to. However,
whatever context is involved three main areas need atways to be considered.

These are the technical capabilities of an lC card system, the acceptability of the cards
to users, and the economics of an lC card system compared to alternative approaches.

- The Technlcal Capabilities of the Card

The technical issues of an tC card system revolve around issues of information capacity,
security and reliability.

It -is unlikely that lC cards will develop the capacfi to store very large arnounts of
information in the next few years. lf it is essential to have a portable rdcord with long
and complex files, then the laser card is likely to be superior to an lC card. However, I
is unusual for there to be a need to transport complex records in the pockets and purses
of individuals. For most purposes lC cards are already on the mi*et with sufficient
capacity to handle transac'tions for at least a couple of years. lf it ls necessary to access
more complex records, this could either be done through an electronic netrvork using the
gecultY communicafions systems that the lC card makes possible, or by referenc6s in
the lC card to files held in manual record systems.

The reliability of an lC card system relates to the durabillty of the cards and their quality
control, the success of card readers, the reliability of the communlcation netwo* ariO ttr6
reliability of the host computer. These may each be considered as separate items as
decisions on one need not necessarily affect the approach taken to anbther.
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The question of the reliability of the host computer is not intrinsic to an lC card system
but is similar to the significance of a reliable malnframe computer for any lnformation
system. A magnetic stripe-based system, or even a paper-based system, generally
relies on a host computer which must be dependable if a continuing servlce is to b6
offered. Because many lC card transactions can be completed off-line, an lC card-based
system with a host computer of equivalent reliability is marglnally more robust than
on-line magnetic stripe or manual telephone checking systems.

The reliability of the communication network is also an important issue for any
distributed access system. Once again, because magnetic stripe requires continuous
on-line accsss, and manual systems also rely on good telephone access, the lC card is
rather more independent and therefore less al risk of network failure. Like manual
systems, the inherent record storage capacity of the lC card provides a (limited) back-up
in the event of temporary communication failure. This is akin to the back-up pr6viOeO Oy
paper records in a plastic card system. In either case if the communbation-system is out
of action for a long time, then the integrity of the whole system is threatenei. However,
given the generally reliable record of the New Zeatand Telecom system, it seems likely
that a sufficiently robust communication network can be sustained.

In terms of the cards themselves it is clear that the cards are physically nnre robust,
and will function longer than the present capacip of the cards is likely to support.
Similarly the readers, being a simpler static contact system rather than one neeciing a
mechanical swipe to read the card, can be simpler and less likely to malfunction than
mag stripe readers. GEC claim that their contactless systems are even more reliable,
not even needing the periodic clean that can be needed for the reader heads on a
contact system (interview with Cortens, March 1gg0).

As to the question of security, it is clear from the design of the card and from the
experience in many different applications that the lC card offers the most secure
distributed access system yet devised.

Although there will inevitably continue to be improvements in their operation, it seems
safe to assert that lC cards already work. The initial problems of cird rellability have
been resolved through improvements in the encapsulation process and development of .

adequate plastic cards and fixing systems. Readers have been developed wi\lch can
reliably communicate with the card and with a system network. The range of readers of
different sizes and detail is certain to increase, but this is simply a result of addressing
different market needs. Basically the lC card and associated equipment may b6
regarded as proven technology. Or, in the opinion of Mastercard, "the technology is
mature, the technology is solid, the technology is ready for mass roll out." (Ladoucbur,
1987, page 12.)

- The Acceptabiltty of the lC Card

In any application of the lG card, a critical determinant of its success is the social
acceptability of the card. lf users resent the power and secrecy of the card, then they
may passively or actively resist using the card and so undermine the system. Although
plastic cards are afready familiar to many New Zealanders, it is necessary to 6e
particularly careful ryhgn contemplating introducing a high technology system for
redistribution. The elderly or those who are relatively disadvantaged in j6ciety may be
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less familiar with micro-electronic technology and therefore less happy to deal with the
mysterious card and the demanding screen and keyboard ol the card reader.

The variety of card experiments and commercial applications that have occurred mean
that there is now a good range of experience in the public reac'tion to lC cards. One
basic test of lC card acceptability is the extent to which card-holders carry the card with
them. The succegs of a portable record system depends on card-holders viewing the
card as being sufficiently valuable and useful to justify being carried on a regular basis.
Attempts to monitor card carrying have demonstrated a classic learning curve; from an
early relatively low carrying rate there is a steep rise over a perlod of months so that
after a year or so most holders do carry the card and after that there is a slower rise as
others also acquire the habit until a very high carrying rate can be achieved for a
successful system. For example, in Brest there are a variety of cards that have been
issued to the population on a single us€ per card basis. This means that each card is
relatively less convenient than the kind of multipurpose cards that we may hope to see
in the future. After a period of three years, street corner surveys, stoppln! people on a
random basis, showed that card carriers are now well over g0 percent of the population
(lnterview with Robin Hopkins, November 1989) . Similarly, the experience with Carte
Bancaire, Bergen Bank and others, demonstrates that most card-holders are prepared
to carry and use the lC card.

For possible use in a redistribution system, it is more interesting to know whether
commercially less sophisticated groups in the population are prepared to handle lC
cards, The most similar area where there has been a large number'of uses of lC cards
is the health sector. In the Exmouth Care Card experiment card use has shown a typical
learning curve, so that after nine months of the experiment for most purposes over 90
percent of patients wer€ carrying and volunteering their cards. The-result in this
experiment depended critically on the behaviour of the relevant professional at the
beginning of the experiment. Those who were less keen on the use of cards did not
encourage patients to produce them and did not show an actlve lnterest in their use.
Patients returning to those professionals have learned from their experience and are
much less likely to carry or produce a card. However, where thd card has been
welcomed from the outset it is now regarded by the patient and the professional as a
normal part of the business (interview with Robin Hopkins, November'1ggg).

Undoubtedly a major problem for consumer acceptance of lC cards ls the need for
personal identification. The traditional signature is generally accepted in a literate
society, but the PIN is rather a different mattsr, and often more foreign to card holders.
Allowing individuals to chose their own PlNs is a useful step in improving acceptability
and operating success (Ladouceur, 1997, page 17). Alternative systeml that-aim to
overcome the lapses of memory that can plague PIN systems involve various biometric
measures. This involves a comparison of some aspect of the p€rson with a digitised
electronic record (which could be contained in an lC cird) of that peison's
charac'teristics. Very reliable systems have been devised to compare fingerprintrs, pdm
prints or retina scans. However, systems using these techniques tend to provoi<e a
strong emotional reaction which might significantly dlscourage card us€, or prevent their
introduction; no such system has ever been used for a mass use public application. An
alternative approach is signature dynamics. This involves the comparlson'of the way a
signature is written on a sensitive pad with records of previous signatures Uy ihe
card-holder. The natural variation in signatures causes problems for thls system. False
rejections or acceptances run at about one to two peicent, presumably concentrated
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among some unlucky people with irregular, or easily copled, slgnatures (Dunkley, 1987).
A further problem is that all biometric comparisons, including signature dynamici,
require expensive readers (Beatson, 1986). In effect, any identiilcation system is
sensitive, and in order to be reliable the system must be intrusive and expensive. At
present the PIN seems the most useful approach, but it must be carefully Introduced and
monitored, especially for any group that seems less likely to be able io cope with the
number.

From tle point of view of card-holders, lC cards are very simllar to magnetlc stripe
cards. They are both opaque to the naked eye and both require use of a pl-N, keyboard
and screen. The Office of Technology Assistance (1988, Pages 6 and 7) has reviewed
experience in New York state using Medic Aid eliglbility verification cards, in Mlnnesota
using automatic teller machines to issue cash for public assistance programmes and in
Pennsylvania using magnetic stripe cards for food stamps. They concluOeO that these
experiments have shown that card systems can work and be acceptable to the target
population. "Recent pilot projects have demonstrated the technical feasibility anO
relatively high acceptance of electronic benefits systems". (page 7.)

However, it is noticeable that in trials in particular there is commonly a speclal offlce to
provide cards and to introduce card-holders to the mysteries of the use oi cards. These
offices are often staffed by relatively highly motivated people who are interested in the
success of the experiment and these people may transmlt their enthusiasm to new
card-holders. For example, in the Secure Card experiment in Maryland a special office
was established to service the needs of card-holders (interview wilh Bill Diltman,
Octobel 1989). This suggests that if new lC card applications are to be successful they
depend on sufficient support for card-holders.

As well as the potential card-holders, it may also be necessary to encourage merchants,
banks and service providers to participate. This group needs io be sure oia reasonable
return on their investment. Any one business may be reluctant to take on the cost of
developing the market for an lC card application, only to lose lts market share when
others begin to otfer the card to an already educated populailon. In France the bank
syndicate resolved this problem by using an area by area pfan for the introductlon of the
lC card. There is an agreement that for each aiea aft6r a given date no bank will
guarantee payments made using an lC card whlch have not been processed on the
merchant's card reader. This approach has assured each bank and merchant that there
will be sufficient investment in each area to make the card viable, and therefore their
own investment is worthwhile. (Bouley, 1gg7, page S.)

INTAMIC (February 1989, Pages 118 - 124) have assembled notes on points that are
necessary in order to achieve a successful trial, and sorne other thoughts on issues that
should be addressed when implementing an ongoing system. From-these notes it is
possible to derive a series of points that should be kept in mind in order to encourage
new card-holders in the use of cards and also to persuade retaiters and othir
distributors to participate in an lC card system.

- There must be careful liaison between all groups. Before any application is
undenray, and from as early in the design of the system ai ls reasonably
possible, there should be a committee set up representing all groups likely to b6
involved including banks, retailers, union groups and, if dssiUle, consumer
groups. Among other issues, this group should conslder the means of transmitting
information to future participants in the lc card system.
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- All participants in the lC card system should be trained in its use. This is
particularly important for retailers and bankers who will be at the front end deallng

with customers in the future, but should atso be extended to card-holders.

- There should be as many readers as possible in many different locations in order

to make the lC card as convsnient as possible to use'

- lt is often advisable to start with a relatively simple application and later add other

applications, rather than attempting to launch a multipurpose card among a

population that is not familiar with the technology'

- The services otfered by the card should be at least as good as those that were

available under previous manual systems.

- The time between the installation of readers and network connections and the

beginning of use of the system should be as short as possible so that those who

need to make an investment in the system can get a return.

- There must be careful consideration of the distribution of the benefits of any lC

card technology. lf the card issuer attempts to capture_ all the gains from the new

technology it i-i unlikely that other parties, either retailers or card-holders will be

attracted to using the sYstem.

Another issue to ensure the acceptability of cards is attention to the civil rights of

participants. For example, in its ciescripiion of the Carte Santal, Bull CP8 (1989b)

Lxplained that the authorities administering the system sought specific endorsement

from the French National Commission on Data Processing and Civil Rights. This

endorsement was forthcoming because the system met some basic tests. Use of the

card in the system is voluntary. All participants in the system can have access to the

data about them on the card by requesting the use of a reader, and data on the card will

be changed at the request otitre user if lt is found to be incorrec't. These rules, which

are consistent with tire recognised international privacy principles, s€em to be a
minimum set of protections tor inOiviAuals. Without these protections it is likely that

public opposition to an lC card system would drastlcally reduce its etfectiveness.

Clearly the lC card offers substantial benefits to users, including flexibility and privacy.

"Since the user controls his smart card use, the user has direct control and

protection of his private information. User controlled information is a significant

achievement in this era of database accessibility," (Svigals, 1985, pag€ 182).

However, the inherent mysteriousness and power of the card may be too threatening for

many poiential users. This might be espeiiatty so for many of those who would place

mosi store on the privacy protecting powers that the lC card can offer'

Overall, it is apparent from the experience in several countries that lC card systems.cqn

be made acceptable to users,' including those who arc likely to be involved in

redistribution systems. However, any new ib card system must be carefully planned. and

sensitively supported to ensure thai all card-holders are happy to have a card and are

comfortable with its use.
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. The Economics of lC Card SYstems

The economics of the lC card depend on the context of any particular application. There

can be no definite general answer as to whether an investment in an lC card system is

worthwhile. The ittractiveness of the rate of return will depend on what other

investments have already been made in communication or magnetic stripe technologies'

and the risks that are being addressed by the adoption of an lC card. However, although

there are no specific ans*lrs which can be immddiately applled to assess the value of

the lC card, there are several lessons which can be drawn from experience in the use

and assessment of lC card sYstems.

The first important lesson is that any assessment of lC cards must look at the whole

system, not iust the cards. Focusing first on the hardware, the assessment should also

tike accouni of the costs of readers, the network systems and the use of the host

computer.

A critical issue in evaluating the card itself is the life expectancy of each card. Because

the contacts on the lC card ars more robust than a magnetic stripe it is possible for an

lG card to survive longer in the hurly-burly of the use/s pocket. Howevsr, if a small

capacity card is usedl it might be luickly filled with the transactions that the user

undertakes and therefore extra issues could be requlred.

The cost of readers is steadily dropping, and because of the intrinsic simpllcity of a static

contact with the card comp"r"O 'nittr thl need to read along a magnetic stripe, combined

with the need to build extra security into a magnetic stripe reader, it is likely that in the

future lC card readers will be subitantially chlaper than magnetic stripe readers and

GEC claim their contactless readers are even cheaper (GEC, 1986, page 5). At present

lC card readers are often quoted at prices above those for magnetic slrlpe readers. This

is probably because of a combination of relatively small runs for lC readers and the

need to incorporate dual magnetlc stripe/lO capability irilo lC readers. Malecki (1987'

page 21) suggests that for p'ianning purposes it ls reasonable to think of a magnetic

btripe readeiJosting hundreis of pouho6, and a comparable lC reader costing tens of

pounds.

In terms of the host computer, it is possible that an lC card system might use less host

computer capacity because it is possible to plan for fewer on llne transactions. However,

the cards themseives are generilly quoted at prices starting about five times more than

magnetic striped cards.

As well as the hardware costs it is also important to take account of administration

systems, including the cost of training statf and card-holders in the new technology. lt is

liiely that adminlstration costs will be increased in the short term as the foreign

technology is introduced, but the ability to reduce the number of manual authorisations

and to ticititate billing systems may reduce administration costs in the long term.

There are a series of benefits that may be achieved usirq lC card systems. As well as

possible operating efficiencies there is also likely to be a reductbn in fraud costs or

other gains from-increased security. In addition, the sophistication of the card allows

markeiing advantages to be gained by combining uses of the card and by offering

carefullylailored diLcounts which recognise use of the card. A further potential gain is

the possible financial float which may accrue to one or other participant in the system,

depending on the method by which payments are settled up.
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A summary of some of the major economic issues involved in lC cards and their
application for financial purposes has been brought together by INTAMIC (August 1gB7).
They report (pages 12'20!. that Mastercard have prepared an analysis of the likely
increases and decreases in costs from ditferent factors in integrated circuitry or
magnetic stripe systems. In terms of the card itself Mastercard anticipates an increased
cost of cards, increased personalisation costs (as each card is embossed and encoded
for each individual account) and start-up costs in altering/issuing equipment and
marketing the new product. On the other hand, given the ability to electronically adjust
the contents of the card, they anticipate that postage and other card administraiion
procedures may be reduced. At the terminal, Mastercard expec.ts extra costs as more
complex applications are devised and merchants need to be issued with cards in order
to establish their position in the network as bona fide operators of the card readers. In
addition there will be start-up costs of installing the new systems and producing
operating guides.

In terms of the operations of the new system, any electronic system, whether using lC
cards or magnetic striped cards, can reduce paper forms, and warning bulletins about
fraudulent behaviour, and can also reduce the number of errors in statements. ln
addition, because of the reduction in the number of on-llne authorisations there can be
a reduced communication cost and a smaller number of staff and hardware at the
authorisation centre. Because of the ability to adjust the authorisation limits on cards,
and even to lock cards if necessary, Mastercard expec'ts that the costs of reviewing
each transaction, collections for bad debt, and even recovering old cards can all be
reduced. Depending on the magnitude and nature of the problems before the system is
introduced, there can be substantial savings through reducing counterfeiting, ieducing
stolen card fraud and also reducing merchant fraud. In addition the abillty to managi
credit limits can significantly reduce credlt losses. All of these gains tan only be
achieved after a significant investment in system modifications.

Some of the gains that Mastercard identified include the ability to offer cards to a wider
proportion of the population. The ability to manage credit allows cards to be offered to
mors marginal customers which generates a higher turnover. The reduced number of on
line transactions can lead to lower operating costs and can therefore make the use of lC
cards attractive to merchants with a lower turnover, and so increase the total number of
transactions on the system. This ability to extend cards to more merchants and more
card-holders combines to lead to a substantlal potentiat for greater numbers of
transac'tions and revenue. When the card is then combined witn mufti-functional
capabilities to incrsase its attractiveness to card-holders and so increase their likellhood
of offering the card, the number of transactions can be expected to increase even
further.

As with almost all other new investments, this Mastercard analysis suggests that there
are likely to be many gains from the use of lC cards but a substantial invlshent can be
called for and some increased operating costs. In order to estimate the likely outcome of
these different factors Visa joined with some other banking groups to construct
scenarios for the use of lC cards. INTAMIC (August 1987, page ig) reports that the Visa
Group found three critical variables that significantly 

'attecteO 
ttr'e results. These

variables were:

the degree of market penetration of lc card reading devices;
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- the degree of penetration of lC card reading devices into those parts of the
market that have a high risk of fraudulent transactions;

- the operating life of each lC card.

In order to significantly reduce fraud losses the Visa Group considered that card readers
had to be available in almost all attractive outlets because criminals can quickly learn to
avoid using the secure outlet and will instead shift their attentions to other areas of the
market. The Visa Group's overall conclusion was that lC cards could not at that time
break even solely on the gains made from reducing fraud. lt was felt that the ability to
produce multi-function cards, and so increase turnover, was the factor which could
permit lC card systems to break even. (|NTAM|C, August 1997, page 28.)

By contrast, the Bergin Bank in Nonray has produced a comparison with magnetic stripe
card system costs and an lC card system cost using off llne operation. Both the
scenarios envisage one million cards with 200 million transactlons p€r year with 10,OOO
participating merchants. The annual cost of the lG card system was estimated at
US$24.2 million per year compared US$30.3 million per year for the magnetic stripe
system (Lindmo, 1987, Page 26). This result was arrived at even when the lC card was
assumed to have only a on€ year capacity but the magnetic stripe was considered to
have a two year life. Given these assumptions, the lC cards cost around three times the
annual cost for magnetic stripe cards, and the cost for terminals was roughly similar.
However the central processing costs for lG cards was about 25 percent bls than that
for a magnetic stripe system, and the telecommunication costs for an off line lC card
system was only one-fifth of that of the magnetic stripe system. This analysis took no
account of the expected gains from reductions in fraud or expanded turnover in an lC
card system. However, in Germany, partty because ussrs of leased telecom lines do not
pay on a per transaction basis, each transaction was estimated in 1987 to cost 10.7
pfennings using a magnetic stripe card, and 18.7 pfennings with an lC card (Dierkes
1987, page 35).

These different conclusions demonstrate that the viability of an lC card operatlon cannot
be assumed, but must be established through careful analysls of the particular
application. To assist in establishing the sensitivity of some parameters, itttAMlo
(August 1987) have published comparisons of the llkely relative costs of dlfferent
numbers and types of cards. INTAMIC estimate that 10 milllon cards wlll cosl 20 percent
mor€ per card than 100 million cards of the same type. When comparing different types
and capacities INTAMIC (August 1987, pages 29-30) suggest the following relativities:

Card Capacity

EPROM 8K
EPROM 16K
EPROM 64K
EEPROM 16K
EEPROM 32K

Cost Index

100
125
200
260
350

Although these comparisons of card costs can be helpful, INTAMIC emphasise that the
environment is likely to be the most important determinant of the economic vlability of an
lC card proposal. This involves issues such as whether the telephone network is ieliable
or expensive, whether the market is likely to be a high turnover market, and whether the
particular card application is one in which international standards have been clarified so
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that the risk of an investment becoming obsolete by decisions taken overssas can be
reduced. INTAMIC (August 1987, pags 36) suggest that where there are very high
telephone costs, or a poor telephone network, or where thero is a hlgh Incidence of
bankcard-related fraud, then an lC card system is likely to be relatively attractive.
However, where there is already a substantial investment in magnetic stripes and where
the telephone network is reliable and cheap, and where fraud is not a major problem,
then probably the magnetic stripe system will continue to be more attraetive. Malecki
(1987 Page 31) considers that the lC card is clearly superior for remote transactions with
large sums. However, for public access small transaction applications the cost
advantage of cheaper terminals and communications, combined with improved security,
must be weighed in each case against the existing investment in magnetic stripe
technology. Lindmo (1987, page 27) points out that the sunk cost in magnetic stripe
systems may be overrated. When considering a mass introduc.tion of lC cards one is
often contemplating replacing a few hundred or thousand existing ATM and EFTPOS
terminals with many thousands of lC readers, and the potentlal loss from staying with
the magnetic stripe machinery dominates any write off of existing investments.

When it comes to considering the economics of different technologies for social service
systems, there is less experience to call on. However, the US Office of Technology
Assistance (1988, Page 7) suggests that pilots using magnetlc strlpe technology had not
yet demonstrated the cost effectiveness of electronlc systems for governments. Some
systems that are undenray have relied on sharing computer time with existing systems
in order to reduce costs. Here, as with financial card applicatlons, the economic
attractiveness of an application will depend on what service ls belng delivered and what
the circumstances are surrounding the decision.

Overall it seems that lC cards cannot yet be assumed to be an economically superior
option. lt is significant that Bull are still reporting losses for every year of lC card sales
(Bull CP8, 1989, Page 321. I gather that losses are also being made by other
manufacturers (interview with John Tunstall, October 1989). However, as more
applications are developed the global strength of the lC industry can be expected to
improve, and lC cards are likely to become increasingly rnore attrastlve In an increasing
range of applications.

Conclusion

This paper is not designed to make any case for or against integrated card systems for
redistribution, but to outline the present state of development and use of these cards.
From the examples and descriptions above it ls clear that lt would be technically
possible to use the lC cards in a variety of ways in a redistrlbution network. For
example, it would be possible to:

- send sensitive income data from a tax or other office to Social Welfare offices to
confirm eligibility for assistance (assuming the tax oflice already hofds such data);

- send information to a card presented at a reader located in the office of a social
service provider in order to confirm eligibility for assistance, without the provider
knowing any details of the information;

- securely record income data on an lC card so that an applicant could produce the
card to establish eligibility. Again, the provider of the service need not know any
detail of the income data;
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- use lC cards to establish the identity of users of services so that a host computer
could establish costs and assign them either to the user or to the state,
depending on the income of the user and the rate of expenditure on qualifying
social services;

- crlntrol access to sensitive personal databases on Government computers in
order to protect confidentiality;

- issue specific purpose-based cash assistance (such as the accommodation
benefit or child-care assistance) as a prepaid elec,tronic token on an lC card
which could be redeemed at a service provider;

- all the above services could be on a separate system or could be incorporated in
secure space on a private bank administered card system. The bank would have
no means of reading the data either on the card or as it is transmitted between
the card and the Government's host computers.

None of these applications are science fiction. All could be carried out now with existing
technology and in some form or other are being used in some part of the world. To
establish whether an lC card system ought to be used we must review the goals of
redistribution and identify the information flows that are needed. The desirable degree of
security and the likely extent of the risks need to be established. From these points it is
possible to define the appropriate information system, and it is then possible to assess
the different technologies which might be used to ses which should be most preferred.
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